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Preface

by Michel Trebitsch

What a strange status this book has, and h ow strange its destiny has
been. If Henri Lefebvre can be placed alongside Adorno, Bloch,
Lukacs or Marcuse as one of the main theoreticians of 'Critical
Marxism', it is largely thanks to his Critique of Everyday Life ( Critique de
La vie quotidienne), a work which, though well known, is little appreci
ated. Perhaps this is because Lefebvre has something of the brilliant
amateur craftsman about him, unable to cash in on his own inven
tions; something capricious, like a sower who casts his seeds to the
wind without worrying about whether they will germinate. Or is it
because o f Lefebvre's style, between flexibility and vagueness, where
thinking is like strolling, where thinking is rhapsodic, as opposed to
more permanent constructions, with their monolithic, reinforced,
reassuring arguments, painstakingly built upon structures and models?
His thought processes are like a limestone landscape with u nder
ground rivers which only become visible when they burst forth on the
surface. Critique of Everyday Life is one such resurgence. One could
call it a triple resurgence, in that the 1947 volume was to be followed
1962 by a second, Fondements d 'une socioLogie de La quotidiennete, and in
1981 by a third, De La modernite au modernisme (Pour une metaphiLosophie du
quotidien). At the chronological and theoretical intersection of his
thinking about alienation and modernity, Critique of Everyday Life is a
seminal text, drawn from the deepest levels of his intellectual roots, but
also looking ahead to the main preoccupation o f his post-war p eriod. If
we are to relocate it in Lefebvre's thought as a whole, we will need to go
upstream as far as La Conscience mystifiee ( 1936) and then back
downstream as far as Introduction ii La modernite ( 1962).
!X
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'Henri Lefebvre or Living Philosophy '
The year 1947 was a splendid one for Henri Lefebvre : as well as Critique
of Everyday Life, he published Logique formelle, logique dialectique, Marx et
la liberte and Descartes in quick succession. This broadside was
commented upon in the review La Pensee by one of the Communist
Party's rising young intellectuals, Jean Kanapa, who drew particular
attention to the original and creative aspects of Critique of Everyday LIfe.
With this book, wrote Kanapa, 'philosophy no longer scorns the
con crete and the everyday'. By making a�on 'the key concept in
t�analysis of human situations since Marx', Lefebvre was opening
" philosophy to action : taken in itsKantian sense, critique was not
-�-...":'---of everyday life, but knowledge of the means to
knowledge
sImply
transform it. Thus in Lefebvre Kanapa could celebrate 'the most lucid
proponent of living philosophy today'.1 Marginal before the war,
heretical after the 1950s, in 1947 Lefebvre's recognition by the
Communist Party seems to have been at its peak, and it is tempting
to see his prolific output in a political light. If we add L'Existentialisme,
which appeared in 1946, and Pour connaitre la pensee de Marx and his
best-seller Le Marxisme in the 'Q ue sais-je?' edition, both of which
appeared in 1948, not to mention several articles, such as his 'Introd
uction a l' esthetique' which was a dry run for his 195 3 Contribution a
l'esthetique, then indeed, apart from the late 1960s, this was the most
productive period in his career.2
Critique of Everyday L�fe thus appears to be a book with a precise date,
and this date is both significant and equivocal. Drafted between August
and December 1945, published in February 1947, according to the
official publisher's date, it reflected the optimism and new-found
freedom of th e Liberation, but appeared only a few weeks before the big
freeze of the Cold War set in. 'In the enthusiasm of the Liberation it
was hoped that soon life would be changed and the world tra s
formed', as Henri Lefebvre recalled in 1958 in his Foreword to the
Second Edition. The year 1947 was pivotal, Janus-faced . It began in a
mood of post-war euphoria, then, from March to September, with
Truman's policy of containment and Zhdanov's theory of the division
of the world into two camps, with the eviction of the Communist
ministers in France and the launching of the Marshall Plan, in only a
few months everything had been thrown in the balance, including the

�
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fate of the book itself. The impact was all the more brutal in that this
hope for a radical break, for the beginning of a new life, had become
combined with the myth of the Resistance, taking on an eschatological
dimension of which the Communist Party (which also drew strength
from the Soviet aura), was the principal beneficiary. With its talk of a
'French Renaissance' and a new cult of martyrs (Danielle Casanova,
Gabriel Peri, Jacques Decour) orchestrated by Aragon its high priest,
this ' parti des 75 ,000 fusilles' momentarily embodied both revolu
tionary promise and continuity with a national tradition stretching
back from the Popular Front to 1798. B etween 1945 and 1947 the PCF's
dominance was both political and ideological . Polling more than 28 per
cent of the votes in the November 1946 general election, it appeared to
have confirmed its place as the 'fi rst party of France', without which no
government coalition seemed possible. Its ideological hegemony,
strengthened by the membership or active sympathy of numerous
writers, artists and thinkers - Picasso, Joliot-Curie, Roger Vailland,
Pierre Herve - put Marxism at the centre of intellectual debate.
Presenting itself as a ' modern rationalism' to challenge the 'irration
alism' and 'obscurantism' brought into disrepute by collaboration, its
only rival was existentialism, which made its appearance in the
intellectual arena in 1945. But existentialism also located itself with
reference to Marxism, as we can see from the controversy which raged
for so long in the pages of Les Temps Modernes and L'Esprit, and which
began in that same year with Jean Beaufret's articles in Confluences and
above all with the argument between Sartre and Lefebvre in Action.3
In a way both were after the same quarry: Lefebvre's pre-war
themes of 'the total man' and his dialectic of the conceived and
lived were echoed by Sartre's d efi nition of exis nce as the
tion between thinking and livi � . At t at time Lefebvre was certainly
not unkn own: from the begmning of the 1930s the books he wrote
sin gle-handedly or in collaboration with Norbert Guterman had
established him as an original Marxist thinker. But his pre-war
readership had remained limited, since philosophers were s uspicious of
Marxism and Marxists were suspicious of philosophy. Conversely, after
1945, he emerged as the most important expert on and vulgarizer of
Marxism, as an entire generation of young intellectuals rushed to buy
his ' Que sais-je ? ' on Marxism and the new printing of his little
Dialectical Materialism of 1939; when he brought out L'Existentialisme,
Xl
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the Party saw him as the only Communist philosopher capable of
stemming the influence of Sartre. With his experience as an elder
member linking the pre-war and the post-war years and his image as a
popularizer of Marxism, Henri Lefebvre could be slotted conveniently
into a strategy by which the Party would exploit its political legitimacy
to the full in order to impose the philosophical legitimacy of Marxism.
He introduced Marxism to the Sorbonne, where he gave a series of
lectures, on such topics as 'the future of capitalism' (March 1947) and
'the contribution of Marxism to the teaching of philosophy'
(November). The latter was reported in La Pensee, 'the review of modern
rationalism', in glowing terms:

also to give up the classes at the Ecole de guerre which General
Gambier, whom he had met during his military service, had managed
to secure for him . In fact when the war ended he had the grade of
officer in the Forces fran<;:aises de l'interieur in recognition for his
Resistance work in the Toulouse region, but the Vichy administration
had dismissed him from the teaching profession, and he was wary o f
asking to be reinstated for fear of being packed off to some provincial
backwater. His frenzied rush to print, some of which was purely
commissione d material, can be explained in part by his financial
worries, though he was finally reinstated as a teacher and appointed in
Toulouse in October 1947, and then seconded to the Centre National
de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in 1948. Of the seven works h e
brought out between 1946 and 1948, six were with commercial
publishers or beyond the purview of Communist publications . We
should nevertheless note that although Critique of Everyday Life was
published by Grasset, this was for distinctly political reasons . (The
'Grasset affair' was then at its height. Prosecuted for suspected colla
boration, Grasset had j ust been acquitted by the investigative
committee, but was still under attack from the Communist Party. After
an unsuccessful attempt to bring in a compulsory purchase order in
1945, the Party backed a formula for control of Grasset dreamt up by
Rene Jouglet and Francis Cremieux, who was in charge of the
'Temoins' collection, in which Lefebvre's book appeared; the aim was
to take over the house on a very broad basis, 'with very "old school"
Communists such as Pierre Herve, leader writer with L'Humanite, but
also independent personalities like Druon, Martin-Chauffier,
Cassou'.)6
Though himself a Communist 'of the old school', Henri
had not b een integrated into the network of intellectuals 'in the service
of' the Party who, with Aragon and several others as their focal point,
were now dominating the stage. Indeed, according to his letters to
Norbert Guterman, had this been proposed to him, he would have
refused. Not that now and again he did not offer evidence of his
allegiances, as for example when he took advantage of the campaign
that had been mounted against 'the traitor' Nizan, his old associate of
the 1920s, to settle some old scores post mortem in L 'Existentialisme. 7 It is
also true that he j oined the editorial committee of Nouvelle Critique, the
'review of militant Marxism' that was founded in 1948, but, in the

Our friend Henri Lefebvre gave a brilliant demonstration of how dialectical
materialism can and should rejuvenate and bring new life to the way
philosophy is traditionally taught at university. We were expecting his
lecture to be a success; the extent of that success took us by surprise. We
had scheduled his lecture for the Amphitheatre Richelieu, but in the event we
had to use the Sorbonne's Grand Amphitheatre, which was flooded with an
expectant crowd of almost 2000 people, made up mostly of university staff,
students and lydens, who followed Henri Lefebvre's brilliant talk with
passionate attention and frequent applause. 4

But if we take a closer look, things were less simple. The idyllic rela
tionship between Henri Lefebvre and orthodoxy in 1947 was to be little
more than a brief encounter, an illusory and ephemeral marriage of
convenience that was not without its share of opportunism, and which
was soon to be shattered by the watershed of Zhdanovism. And in any
event, at the precise moment when, as he himself admitted, he had
been ' recognized as the best " philosopher" and French "theoretician"
of the day', Lefebvre's material situation had become 'ap palling', as he
put it bluntly in September 1947 in a letter to his friend Norbert
Guterman, whom he had j ust contacted again for the first time since
the war. 5 His poor health made the future look rather bleak, and for a
while he was even out of work - a compounding difficulty as he already
had n umerous offspring to support, scattered over several different
homes. He had been working for Radio-Toulouse, where Tristan
Tzafa, in charge of cultural broadcasts, had found him a job in 1945 ,
b ut t h e change in the political climate forced h i m to step down, and
XII
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words of Pierre Herve, his presence at the j ournal was just 'icing on the
cake', an intellectual gesture rather than a genuine creative force. His
contributions were few, his main articles being responses to accusations
of 'Neo-Hegelian ism ' : in March 1949 he wrote an 'Auto critique' in
which he denied having used his so-warmly received lecture of 1947 to
present Marxism simply as a 'contribution' to philosophy.H B ehind all
the circumlocutions , however, Henri Lefebvre held firm on three
essential issues: the relations between Marxism and philosophy, those
between Marxism and sociology, and the central role of the theQry oL
alienation. Predictably, therefore, he very quickly began to fall out of
'
ravoUf:" B etween 1948 and 1957 he did not p ublish a single work of
Marxist theory, unless one takes the view that his 'literary' studies on
Diderot, Pascal, Musset and Rabelais were in fact indirect reflections
on the dialectic of nature, alienation and the individual. In any case,
from 1948 onwards, the Party put a stop to most of his projects.9 Logique
formelle, logique dialectique, which Kanapa acclaimed in 1947 as a
fun damental work, was to have been the first volume in a vast general
treatise on Marxist philosophy, in a consciously academic format, to be
called A la lumiere du materialisme dialectique. The second volume,
Methodologie des sciences, was not only drafted, but in March 1948 it was
actually printed, only to be blocked by order of the Party directorate,
which was then involved in defending Lysenkoism and 'proletarian
science'. Similarly, Lefebvre would not publish his Contribution ii
l'esthetique, drafted in 1949 from articles he had written in 1948, until
1953, and then it was only thanks to the subterfuge of a false quotation
from Marx which was intended to reassure the Party censors . IO As for
Critique of Everyday Life, it was to be followed by La Conscience privee, but
this never saw the light of day. This final failure leads us back, however,
to a m uch earlier moment in Lefebvre's life; a moment which in turn
will lead us by a series of regressions to the earliest moments of
Lefebvre's life as a philosopher.

theory, i.e. as both philosophy and supercession of philosophy. II We
sho uld not be fooled by the expedient eulogies of a Kanapa: Critique of
Everyday Life is an essential document on the construction of a critical
Marxism of this kind, and completely out of line with official
arguments. If we are to believe the note in which Henri Lefebvre links
the book explicitly with the ones which preceded it, it would seem to
belong to a vast master plan, one whose purpose was to 'rediscover
�thentic Marxism', defined as 'the critical knowledge of everyday life'.
He notes that the Morceaux choisis of Marx had drawn attention to
economic fetishism, that La Conscience mystifiee had presented 'the
entire scope' of modern man's alienation, and that Dialectical Material
ism had developed the notion of 'the total man', liberated from
alienation and economic fetishism. 12 Far from being an a posteriori
reconstruction, this note allows us to rediscover the genesis of Critique of
Everyday Life, and even to date its birth. Although it appeared after the
war, it seems to be the result of a train of thought - perhaps to call it a
lengthy and determined meditation would be more accurate - which
began at the start of the 1930s with the discovery in Hegel and Marx's
early writings of the concept of alienation, and which was mapped out
by the publication of several works written in collaboration w{th
Norbert Guterman .
The plan to write a Critique of Everyday L�fe began a t least a s early a s La
Conscience mystifiee. The title appears among the ' Cinq essais de p hilos
ophie ma terialiste' which are men tioned there as being 'in progress' - few
of which were ever to appear.13 But to date the birth of the concept of a
critique of everyday life, we must go back even farther. Published in
1936, but drafted in 1933/4, La Conscience mystifiee reworks, sometimes
verbatim, themes that had appeared as early as 1933 in the small review
A vant-Poste. The brief history of this review, which lasted for only three
numbers, is quite remarkable in its own right. 14 Pasted together in an
attic room, supported by Malraux, who at that time was presiding over
the Nouvelle Revue Franfaise, it came out independently of Communist
Party control, edited by a Communist, Henri Lefebvre, with two
excluded members, Pierre Morhange and Norbert Guterman, as his
assistants. A 'review of literature and criticism', it took as its main aim
the analysis of Fascism as an ideological corpus - a quite daring proj ect
in view of the positions taken officially by the Party at that time.
Fascism was defined less as a metamorphosis of capitalism than as a

Mystification: notes for a critique of everyday life
As we have attempted to demonstrate elsewhere, Henri Lefebvre's
originality, not to say marginality, lies in an unshakeable determination
not only to reconcile Marxism and philosophy and to endow Marxism
with philosophical status, but also to establish Marxism as critical
XlV
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!!!:Yl!:i/!ia t i!!!!:-oi the revolution. Using this philosophical reading of
_
politics as a starting point, and working closely together, Norbert
Guterman and Henri Lefebvre now proceeded to develop the concept
of alienation, notably in two profoundly innovative texts which were
the matrices of their later contributions: 'Individu et classe' an d, more
particularly, 'La mystification : notes pour une critique de la vie
quotidienne'.I' Even more than La Conscience mystifiee, it is these texts
rstand
from A vant-Poste to which we should return if we want
the confused processes by which the concept of a ritique of everyda
life came into being, and the extent to which it . intimately linked in
Henri Lefebvre's thought with the concepts of.alienation n
tion.
When Fascism calls itself revolution, 'its unreality disguises itself as
the supreme reality, and tries to make true reality definitively unreal'.
Starting from this extreme case of political mystification, Lefebvre and
Guterman say that they intend to contribute to a 'theory of materialist
knowledge by analysing, under the general heading of " Mystification" ,
certain forms of bourgeois thinking - and even t o identify a kind o f
general law of this thinking'. The first article attacks individualism as �
�cation , and concludes with the idea that the individual.
ness cannot be explained by itself, that there is no conscious
con sci
ness in its�f. In ourgeois society, the individual thinks he ' knows who
he is', and perceives his self as 'his goods and his property'; when this
illusion is shattered, the individual sinks into the anguish of 'unhappy
consciousness' as he discovers the chasm which separates him from his
self. Just as the subject (the individual) is separated from its self, the
obj ect, by becoming a commodity, becomes detached, so to speak,
from itself, and the relations between men are masked by relations
between objects. The second text, inspired by the Marxist theory of
fetishism, leads to the idea of 'the progressive distancing of the obj ect' :
alienation is not only economic, it is the inability in all areas of life to
�o think the other.lt renders bourgeois thinking 'incapable of
grasptng the world as a totality, and distances it from the real'. The
values it dreams up for itself make this distancing worse: ' It is when a
reality has been devoured by bourgeois life that it becomes a "value" .'
Bourgeois life is thus alienated because it is not only fragmented, but
artificial, and it is this artificiality which makes mystification possible.
In La Conscience mystifiee Lefebvre and Guterman rework and broaden
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this problematic of mystification, defining the conditions for a Marxist
critique of bourgeois ideology. 'HQ��e to proceed in orde�ffect
a necesllary rehabilitation of the mystified consciousness?' they ask.
The answer is,' 'by starting with the portrait of the most m,o saic of men
�his e�-I}'..9� life'.IG The construction of the concept of mystification
as a generalized process of disguise and inversion of reality deri�s,
the� frQm a glo�ading of alienation as man's falsifi� relationiliip
to the world. The sources here are well known : above all Hegel and his
'unhappy consciousness', but also Marx's early writings, in particular
his 'Critique of the Hegelian Dialectic',17 which was first published in
France by A vant-Poste. How this led to the actual formulation of the
concept of a critique of everyday life, which was only present by
implication, is a more complex question.
In February 1936, a few days after their book had appeared,
Lefebvre wrote to Guterman: 'Is it true what a chap who has looked
through La Conscience mystifiee tells me: that the book just repeats what
has already been said in Germany by Lukacs?>lH Indeed, how can we
avoid thinking of Lukacs here? It was, after all, the young pre-Marxist
Lukacs who first formulated the concept of Alltaglzchkeit in 1911, in a
frequently-quoted passage of Metaphysik der TragiJ'die which every
Lukacsian, from Lucien Goldmann to the members of the 'Budapest
School', led by Agnes Heller, would still be invoking many years later.19
A lltaglichkeit designates the 'trivial life' o f the human being, indis
tinguishable from the world of objects - the dreary, mechanical and
�roramg of the everfclay, which Lukacs contrasts with an
'authentic life' thanks to which this being accedes to himself through
the work of art, or even better, turns himself into a work of art. In 1923,
as we know) History and Class Consciousness20 made a radical break with :, {�
this ontology of consciousness by relocating consciousness in historicity
on the basis of the Marxist theory of alienation. The reversal thus
effected by Lukacs consisted in the transfer of the antagonism between
authentic and inauthentic life to the history of class society: alienation is
not simply inauthentic life, but rather that 'reification of co rtsciousness'
'Produced by the fetishism of commodities, which only proletarian class
�onsciousness will be able-to overcome. Here is a second sign of the
curious affinity between Lefebvre and Lukacs. Like History and Class
Consciousness, La Conscience mystifiee offered a Marxist theory of
consciousness breaking with the theory of transparency of being which
XVlI
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had informed the philosophical traditi on. Built around the theory of
alienati on, their Marxism is drawn from the same Hegelian source,
although the concept of 'reification of consciousness', central to
Lukiics, is missing in Lefebvre, while the Lukiics of 1923 was unaware
of Marx's early writings. Moreover we must stress that when Lefebvre
insisted that all consciousness is mystified, even proletarian class
consciousness, he seems to be refuting aspects of the holist dream that
are still present in Lukacs. In this sense, his critique of everyday life is
more of a prefi gurement of Adorno's Negative Dialectics,21 which, by
building its critical theory on the way the negative is at work in present
reality, acknowledges that this negativity embodies another 'colour' - a
difference in what is possible which will allow us to stand back from the
greyness of the 'already there' in order, precisely, to criticize it.
If anyone is tempted to infer from this similarity that Lukacs may
have influenced Lefebvre, then the letter to Guterman is material proof
to the contrary, all the more so because Lefebvre, who in any case did
not m eet Lukacs until after the war, has always insisted that he had no
knowledge of History and Class Consciousness until after La Conscience
mystijiee was completed. On the other hand, returning to these
similarities in volume three of Critique of Everyday L�fe, he admits his
debt to Heidegger, whom he mentions several times and takes to task
in La Conscience mystijiee .22 In Being and Time, 23 Heidegger also calls
upon the concept of A lltaglichkeit, using it to characterize the in
authentic existence of Dasein. In so much as it is Being-with-one
another, Dasein sto ps being itself and the ascendancy of others rids it gJ
its B ein , all the more so because the other is Th the indeterminate,
neuter Man : 24 in Heidegger, A lltaglichkeit opens the way to a loss 0
crr;:;ction, to dereliction and disquiet. Was it then on the basis of his
acquaintanceship with Heidegger - who knew Lukacs's early writings,
and whose Being and Time owes so much , as Lucien Goldmann was the
first to show, to History and Class Consciousness and the concept of
reification - that Lefebvre developed a problematic of the concept of
everyday life that was unwittingly every close to Lukacs '25 If so, we must
pause to examine the conditions under which , very early on, Lefebvre
became acquainted with Being and Time via Jean Wahl, and probably
even as early as 1928 via Nizan, who in 1931 published an extract from
Introduction to Metaphysics,26 the first Heidegger text to be translated into
french, in Bijur. It is less a matter of attributing some kind of

precedence to Henri Lefebvre in the development of the concept of a
critique of everyday life, than of grasping the conditions which brought
this concept forth from the heart of 'Western Marxism' in the overall
context of the philosophical investigations of the 1930s .27
The full significance of the relationship between Lukacs and
Lefebvre emerges quite clearly if we think not in terms of influence but
rather in terms of two parallel but chronologically separated intellec
tual journeys, both leading from ontology to Marxism. In La Somme et
Ie reste Lefebvre recalls that his discovery of the theory of alienation was
like a 'flash of inspiration' : to arrive at his own concepts of mystifica
tion, of the total man and of the critique of everyday life, he had to
work a reversal of the same kind as Lukacs while he passed from the
concept of inauthentic life to the concept of the reification of conscious
ness.28 For Lefebvre, the 'path towards Marx' would lead 'from the cult
�pirit" to dialectical materialism', as he explained as early as
December 1932 in a reply to Denis de Rougemont's survey of young
intellectuals in the Nouvelle Revue Franr;aise. He writes that there had
been a few young people, himself included, who believed they could
refuse 'a life in which the sole act is: buying and selling, selling oneself'
by following 'a call to the life of the spirit, of poetry, of eternity'. B ut
with the onset of the economic crisis, with all its attendant perils, 'the
problem was reduced to its most basic elements ' : 'for many people it's
a question of staying alive, p urely and simply of staying alive'. Thus
one must 'attack the base, come to grips with the conditions of the
diabolical un iverse of capitalism ', and only political revolution would be
capable of changing life.29 To ju stify j oining the Communist Party,
Lefebvre challenged the very idea that Rougemont had proposed - that
'spiritual revolution' could be 'the common cause of young intellec
tuals' - by describing his own experiences in the 1920s. His call to
revolution was both the culmination and the supersession of that
romantic rejection of the world which he had espoused, in common
with the avant-gardes, as a member of the Philosophies group.

XVlll

Lij e is unique
'Man must be everyday, or he will not be at all ' : in the first pages of
Critique of Everyday Life30 Lefebvre uses this aphorism to show that from
its starting point in everyday life the critique of everyday life can lead to
XIX
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the revolution of everyday life. 'Everyday man' is the man of praxis, and
praxis alone will enable him U; free himself from alienation and attain
the concrete totality of the 'total man', at one and the same time !he
�subj ect and the object of his becoming, a theme which was to become
central to Lefebvre from Dialectical Materialism onwards ( 1939). In other
words, the only means of acceding to totality is vla'revolution. This
quest for totality, which was to lead Lefebvre from 'philosophical
revolution' to Marxism, is none other than the quest for a theoretical
method capable of reconciling thought an d life, of changing life
completely, of producing one's life as one creates a work. So, when
Lefebvre defines his critique of everyday life as the 'revolutionary' way,
as opposed both to the 'poetic' way embodied by the Surrealists and to
the Heideggerian-style 'metaphysical' way, he is merely describing the
various ups and downs within the Philosophies group which led him to
effect his own 'reversal' of ontology and Marxism.
The first stage of this reversal was via the avant-garde. When
Lefebvre accused the Surrealists of n ot havin g followed their radical
id eas through to their logical conclusion, of having offered a merely
'magical' critique of the everyday, he was distancing himself from his
own experiences as an avant-gardist. When in 1924, in the review
Philosophies, Henri Lefebvre took his first steps as a philosopher
alongside Pierre Morhange, Norbert Guterman and Georges Politzer,
it was in the name of 'philosophical revolution'. This is not the place to
give a detailed account of the history of the Philosophies group, of its call
for a 'new mysticism' and its subsequent progressive radicalization
which was to end in its fleeting rapprochement with the Surrealists,
sealed in the summer of 1925 by the joint man ifesto La Revolution
d'abord et toujours. 3 I For a brief moment the avant-gardes thought it
would be possible to reconcile their 'revolt of the spirit' - a total revolt
against the logos, the world, existing reality - with the political revolt
embodied by the Communist Party. We all know Breton's famous
formula: 'Marx said " Change the world", Rimbaud said "Change
life": for us these two watchwords are one.' In the Surrealist experience,
in the revolt of the poetic against 'the prose of the world', there is the
idea that subvertin, the everyday will 0 en the wa to what�n its veri
first page, the Manifesto of Surrealism called reaUife. But at t e same
time, the modern merveilleux, automatic writing, the call on tile
"Liiic onscious and on objective chance, were being reduced to mere
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literary techniques. It is in this light that we must see the virulent
exordium in Critique of Everyday Life:
The attack on life led by poetry is j u st one episode, and literature is only
the active-service unit of a much larger army. Like the poets, philosophers
are wavering between the familiar, the trivial, the ' in authentic', and the
anguishing, the mysterious - between bourgeois reality and mystical
unreality - and are pushing human reality to one sideY

Concord between the avant-gardes was short-lived and the choice
between Marx and Rimbaud had to be made. B ut, stung by the initial
politicization of 1925, the young philosophes went in the opposite
direction to that of the Surrealists, who placed themselves 'in the
service of the revolution' before breaking completely with the
Comm unist Party. Between 1926 and 1927 Philosophies was replaced by
the review L'Esprit, and this marked a phase of political withdrawal and
sidetracking into philosophical stances that Lefebvre himself was to
refer to as 'pre-existentialist'. Total revolt was replaced by the 'return to
the concrete'. Only the 'return to the concrete' could reconcile thought
and life, because life itself must be defined as the unity of thought and
action. 'Life is unique', proclaimed the young philosophes, using a
watchword conjured up by Pierre Morhange. They found father
figures in Spinoza, Schelling and Kierkegaard, and their guru in Jean
Wahl, who published extracts from his Malheur de la conscience dans la
philosophie de Hegel in L'Esprit.33 As we have already mentioned, when
Lefebvre read Hegel and discovered the theory of alienation as
interpreted by Heidegger (rather than discovering Heidegger as such),
it was thanks to Jean Wahl. In the 'Hegel debate' which flared up.
d uring the 1930s in France the stakes were considerable, for it was i n
opposition to the successful Kierkegaardian a n d Heideggerian Hegel
introduced by the phenomenological reading of Koj eve and J ean Wahl
that Lefebvre vainly launched his logical and dialectical Hegel. We
should note that the same refusal of both a purely phenomenological
attitude towards consciousness and of Heideggerian pessimism was to
power Lefebvre's post-war challenge to existentialism . In any event the
'pre-existentialist' sidetrack was curiously decisive in the encounter
with Marxism, which was to culminate in Lefebvre and several
members of the Philosophies group j oi ning the Communist Party in
1928. Although the phase of ideological Stalinization was in full spate,
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the group was still impregnated with the paradoxical illusion that an
autonomous theoretical development was feasible, and their final
experiment was La Revue marxiste, which was launched in 1929, only to
be immediately crushed in grotesque circumstances by the brutal
intervention of the Party.34
In a sense it might be said that Lefebvre's
everyday life is the Marxianization of the sloga 'Life is uni ue' It was
only in 1928-29, after a long but vain search in the philosophy of
consciousness, that Lefebvre felt that through the theory of alienation and
in dialectical method he had discovered how to link the categories of
unity, totality and reality. 'We intend to return primacy in conscious
ness to the object as such. The first article of our thought completely
and deliberately reintegrates the external world, the concrete world,
present, perceived as itself, into our consciousness.' From a text on the
'new mysticism', which in 1925 was taken as the group's first philo
sophical manifesto, to the affirmation in an article written in 1926 that
'to represent being to oneself is to cease to be', all the articles Lefebvre
published in Philosophies and L'Esprit were - to use the title of the first
of them - j ust so many 'Fragments of a philosophy of consciousness'."
In these texts, the stated aim of which was to tackle the aporias of
traditional philosophy - being and representation, subj ect and object 
when Lefebvre defined consciousness as an 'act' and as a 'relation' to
the other qua other, he was in effect saying that consciousness was
consciousness of the other. By recognizing the other as a mixture of
resence and absence, the relation between 'the same and the other' .as
jQgili!y in difference an t ference in id entity, �OliSness becom�
.the means of acceding to totaMy, i.e. to Spirit, �'reunites and
concentrates the divers it s read out throu h s ace'.36 Lefebvre's quest
or the tota tty, which took him as far as Schelling, had in fact begun
well before he j oined the Philosophies group, and the fragments he
published were from a lengthy early manuscript, 'Esquisse d'une
philo sophie de la conscience', which constitutes n ot so much the matrix
as the prehistory of his critique of everyday life. We m ust go back to this
prehistory, which even predates the impact which the Blondelian
philosophy of action was to make on him, in order to witness the
emergence, from the very depths of his initial Christian experience, of
the themes of unity an d totality. In the beginning was his quest for
origins : right from the start he saw the mysterious and the holy as
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something deeply human, and it was only after arduously searching for
this original unity, forever lost, in religion and in philosophy that
Lefebvre realized that it could be found in Marxist supersession. In the
theme of 'philosophical revolution' of 1925, in the idea he took from
Schelling that the philosopher lives ' not by observing his life but by
producing it', we can already see the underpinnings of the 'realization'
of philosophy as promised by Marxism. It was because he failed in his
quest for a lost totality that Lefebvre was able to turn his attention to
'the total man' ; but this failure also explains why his very definition of
alienation has antecedents in the Christian thematic of the Fall and of
original sin (profoundly transformed, needless to say).
'0 Ch urch, 0 H oly Church, when I finally managed to escape from
your control I asked myself where your power came from.'3! This is the
moment to take a long look at what is certainly the most spellbinding
chapter in Critique of Everyday Life, the enigmatic 'Notes Written One
Sunday in the French Countryside', where Lefebvre describes in such
detail and with such emotion the little church near Navarrenx (his
'native village'), in which the fundamental gestures of the Christian
mystery are performed. The chapter closes, however, with the assertion
that only Marxist method will enable us to understand these 'secrets' these obscure aspects of the ' social mystery' and of history. He says that
we can travel back in our minds to the origins of our civilization by
studying the communal traditions which have persisted up to the
present day in rural life. In his analysis of peasant festivals, he
emphasizes that 'festivals contrasted violently with everyday life, but
they were not separate from it'.3H In this chapter, which is very similar to a
long passage in La Conscience mystifiee about lack of differentiation in
primitive societies, he defines traditional everyday life in a general way
as based on non-separation, on the absence of differentiation in the
cosmic order which formerly bound man and nature together. Thus
alienation appears as a historical process of down-grading, of loss of this
ancient 'human plenitude', by virtue of a d ual movement of separation
and abstraction: on the one hand, a separation of the social and the
h uman, culminating in the division of labour and specialization of
spheres of human activity; on the other hand, an increasing abstraction
of h uman actions stripped of their living substance in favour of signs
and symbols. Alienation thus leads to the impoverishment, to the
'd espoliation' of everyday life; and yet for Lefebvre everyday life is not
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reduced to the inauthenticity of A lltaglichkeit, as in Heidegger or
Lukiics. It is not simply a residuum, or rather, its residual aspect
bespeaks one or several strata of deeper meanings ; it is both a parody of
lost plenitude and the last remaining vestige of that plenitude. Even if
Lefebvre's distinction between 'everyday life' and 'the everyday' only
appears later, and is never fully developed, his critique of everyday l.ili;.
is a dual reading, at once a rejection of t�l!tbepti c and the-,,"
alienated, -;nd an unearthin of the human which still lies buried
t erein . These 'Notes Written One Sunday in the French Countryside'
may be'set alongside Lefebvre's commentary on a passage from a book
by Marc Bloch :
But we are unable to seize the human facts. We fai l to see them where they
are, namely in humble, familiar, everyday obj ects: the shape of fields, of
ploughs. Our search for the human takes us too far, too ' deep', we seek it in
the clouds or in mysteries, whereas it is waiting for us, besieging us on all
sides.''}

This archeological mode of reading the everyday is also what character
izes Lefebvre's specifically sociological aims, and the consequences of
this reach much farther than Critique of Everyday Life.

Everyday Life in the Modern World
If it was essential to recall the philosophical foundations, not to say the
metaphysical prehistory, of Critique of Everyday Life, we should n ot lose
sight of the fact that the book was intended first and foremost as i!.
contribution to sociolo�y. even if the originality of Lefebvre's sociolo gy
lies precisely in its philosophical roo.1§., True, Lefebvre has a nostalgia
for original community, but this is not so m uch the basis for his
Communism as the inspiration for his early, partly empirical, research
into rural sociology. We could go back as far as his youth, when while
walking in the Pyrenees he came across some strange crosses with discs
on them, and thought he had discovered the ' sun crucified', a primitive
solar myth overlain by Christianity.4lJ Above all, Critique of Everyday Life
is contemporaneous of the research on the valley of Campan and agro
pastoral communities on which he was to base his doctoral thesis a few
years later; he had begun this during the war, somewhat by chance,
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when he was hiding out in the Pyrenees, and spent his time
rummaging through abandoned municipal archives. The conscious
d ecision to study rural sociology dates, however, from 1948, when he
j oined the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS). Even
if, apart from his doctorate in 1954 and a couple of articles, Lefebvre
has not completed the ambitious proj ects he set himself in this sphere
- like the Traite de sociologie rurale which was mysteriously stolen from a
car, or the Histoire rurale de la France he was to have written in collabor
ation with Albert Soboul - the choice of sociology undoubtedly had a
strategic significance.41
Lefebvre's critique of everyday life took up arms on two fronts : the
first aim was to convince Marxists - at a moment when Zhdanovism
was in full spate - of the value of an analysis of superstructures based
on the concept of alienation; the second, to demonstrate to philosOphe'rs that the trivial shouid not be exempt from philosophical
scrutiny. 'In so far as the science of man exists, it finds its material in
the "trivial", the everyday.'42 If the choice of the sociological fi eld was
strategic, this was above all because it was made at a moment when the
entire range of the social sciences was witnessing a veritable explosion,
whether in the domains of anthropology, demography and sociology,
or in the shape of the revival of history by the history of 'mentalities'. A
few key dates should suffice to prove this. The period between 1945 and
1949 saw the publication of maj or works by Friedmann , Dumezil and
Bataille, as well as Braudel's The Mediterra nean and Levi-Strauss's The
Elementary Structures of Kinship.43 During the same period the institu
tions which were to ass ure the hegemony of this revival were set in
place: the Institut Nationale des Etudes Dem ographiques and its
review Population ; the Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques at the CNRS,
where Gurvitch produced the Cahiers internationaux de sociologie ; and
Section VI of the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, founded by
Lucien Febvre, who, significantly, had j ust renamed his j ournal A nnales
(Economies, Societes, Civilisations). This explosion has been described as
a 'change of paradigm in the social sciences' - �en as a critical
paradigm, and it is true that the social sciences were mounting a
Critli:Ie of s ec
e hiloso h and of its abstract categories, thus
making reflection on the destitution of the sub'ect a possi t tty. At the
same time t ey were leaning, if not to a directly political critique, then
at least to a critique of society and history which sought to tear the veil
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from concealed or unconscious structures: longue duree economic cycles,
collective psychology, the mythic and the symbolic. It is true that
Lefebvre would launch an extremely violent attack on most of these
trends in 1 953 - the only moment in his career when opportunism led
him to pay his political dues in this fashion - and denounced the
'police-force sociology' of the likes of Friedmann and Varagnac. It is a
murky episode, but it should not deflect us from the fact that from
Friedmann, whom he knew at the time of the Philosophies group, to
Gurvitch, who secured him his place at the CNRS, Lefebvre was partly
involved in the network which was to guarantee the expansion of the
social sciences right up until the 1960s.H
B ut these French post-war years - the 'Trente Glorieuses' - were
also the context for the impact of new techn ology and the consumer
society as well as for the gradual disappearance of that rural world
which had still been so dominant in the years between the wars. The
period when Andre Varagnac was puzzling over traditional civilization
and the spiritual world we have lost, when Gurvitch was sending his
teams of sociologists out to investigate rural communities or religious
behavio ur, also saw the appearance of the first 4 CV, the first issue of
the magazine Elle, the first Cannes Film Festival. Here we should
compare the ' Notes Written One Sunday in the French Countryside' with
'N otes sur la ville nouvelle (Mourenx)' in Introduction a la modernite. When
Henri Lefebvre moved from rural sociology to urban sociology, his
thinking on the everyday was to become inseparable from his thinking
about mod� As he wrote in 1968 in Everyday Life in the Mod;;n
World, 'the quotidian and the modern mark and mask, legitimate and
counterbalance each other. Today the universal uotidian . . . is the
v�so of m�ernity, the spirit 0 our time . . If modernity is the brillian t,
even gaudy, siae of the new, the everyday is its insignificant side, 'what
is h um bl e and solid, what is taken for granted and that of which all the
parts fol low each other in such a regular, unvarying succession that
those concerned have no call to question its sequence'.46 In other
words, it is modernity which has des oiled the everyday life of former
times, w IC
ever appeared save in its metam o1.:EtlOses, as in festival,
which embodied a genume 'auto-critique' of the everyday; it is
to degenerate in�e
modernity which has caused
everyday'. Lefebvre's conception of m odernity IS both complex and
contradictory, inscribed like Marx's in historical time, leading to a
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philosophy of progress, and, like Baudelaire's and Nietzsche's, anti
n omic to historical time, 'untimely' vis-a.-vis its own present moment,
leading to death and to the tragic. Modernity is the movement towards
the new, the deployment of techno�lJty (wFlich Lefebvre
calls 'modernism'), but it is also the absence of any r�al transformation
of social relations, and leads from the human towards t�
wwards barbarity. For Henri Lefebvre modernity and the everyday are
historical categories, and if they cannot be dated precisely, at least they
can be located at a moment of fundamental historical trauma: the
failure of revolution, which was completed, at the very moment of the
world crisis, by the advent of Stalinism and Fascism. With this failure
of the world revolution, the moment of philosophy's 'realization' was
gone, and it was modernity which, in its own way, was to complete the
tasks that the revolution had been unable to bring to fruition; it was
modernity that took on the responsibility of 'transforming the world'
and 'changing life'.
Seen in this light, Critique of Everyday Life opens up yet another
avenue, one that l eads beyond rural sociology, beyond urban sociology,
and beyond Lefebvre's later thinking on the production of space : the
theme of the production of the everyday, of revolution as the revolution
of everyday life. Producing the everyday, i.e. producing one's life like a
work, is a thematic which in the 1 960s led to Lefebvre's involvement
with radical protest. In fact we need perhaps to go back here to 1 948,
when the Cobra group was founded, and to Constant, whose manifesto
for an architecture of situations was explicitly inspired by Critique of
Everyday L�fe. B ut above all we must offeE some account of Lefebvre's
relations with the\ituationiSfrrioVe
They date back at least as far
'
as the Research Group on Everyday Life which he organized at the
Cen tre d ' Etudes Sociologiques and, in particular, to the ' Department
of Applied Sociology' which he created as a lecturer at Strasbourg
University in 1961, and which in turn became the model for his
Institute of Sociology at Nanterre in 1 96 5. Before their brutal break
with Lefebvre, the situationists, and first and foremost Guy Debord,
acknowledged their debt to him ; more precisely, they continued a
dialogue with him from 1 958 until the break in 1 963. Conversely, the
second volume of Critique of Everyday Life, Fondements d 'une sociologie de la
quotidiennete, in 1 96 1 , and equally his Everyday Life in the Modern World in
1 968, were stimulated by the debate with the situationists. Subse-
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quently Lefebvre and the situationists accused each other of
plagiarism. Let us simply note the parallelism of their positions on
certain crucial points, all present either explicitly or in embryo in
Critique of Everyday L�fe. Most important among them is the idea that
the use of everyday life is governed by the rule of scarcity, i.e. that it was
detached from historicity at the height of the period of industrialization

- and accumulation . As Debord Rut it, 'everyday life is literally "colon..
ized'" - a theme taken up again in the situationists' De La misere en
milieu etudiant. This leads to the call for revolution in terms of 'revolu
tions in individual everyday life', a notion which is at th e very origins of
the theory of situations, and which subtends the identification of
festival and revolution in Lefebvre's Proclamation de La Commune of 1 965 .
In this book, which is the on e the situationists accuse of plagiarizing
their own writings,
idea that festival, like revolution, marks both a
break in eve da life and a rehabilitation of the eve da stems
directly from Critique ofEveryday Lib.4
Of course it is impossible to deny Lefebvre's impact on the ideology
of May 1968 itself, and it is astonishing that in France at least most
studies should have underestimated Lefebvre's themes in favour of
Marcuse or other even more exotic thinkers. Anglo-Saxon scholarship
has concentrated on Lefebvre in a more serious and more sustained
manner. We have written elsewhere of how the work of Perry
Anderson, Mark Poster, Mich"el Kelly, etc . , has restored Lefebvre to his
rightful place am ong the great Marxist theoreticians of the twentieth
century. We should mention, however, that it was in Germany duri ng
the 1 970s that the debate on everyday life which sprang up in the
context of the 'alternative' movement was the most firmly rooted in
Henri Lefebvre's thought.4� So much so that one might even begin
making links with Habermas's distinction between System (special
ized culture controlled by experts), for example, and LebensweLt (lived
experience and everyday life). Thus it becomes clear why we cannot fix
our reading of Critique of Everyday Life in the context of 1947: it is not
o nly an essential marker in Henri Lefebvre's philosophical and
political evolution, but also one of the crossroads in the reorganization
of the intellectual field of the second half of the twentieth century.
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Foreword t o the
Second Edition

I

In R e t ro s p ec t

As it stands, this bookl did not strictly speaking offer a new interpreta
tion of Marxism. The following quotation from Lenin would h ave
made an appropriate epigraph :
The whole point, however, i s that Marx . . . d id not confine himself to
'economic theory' in the ordinary sense of the term , that, while explaining
the structure and the development o f the given formation o f society
exclusively through production relations . . . [he] clothed the skeleton in flesh
and blood. The reason Capital has enj oyed such tremendous success is that
this book by a 'German economist' showed the whole capitalist social
formation to the reader as a living thing - with its everyday aspects . . . 2

In this very important text, Lenin shows that Marx created scientific
sociology. He expressed similar ideas in many other places in his
writings :
In h i s Capital, Marx first analyses the simplest, most ordinary and
fundamental, most common and everyday relation of bourgeois (com
modity) society, a relation encountered b illions of times, viz. the exchange
of commodities. In this very sim pIe phenomenon . . . analysis reveals all the
contradictions (or the germs of all the contradictions) of m odern sQciety. }

The fact remains that the Critique of Everyday Life was built entirely
around a concept which Lenin had left aside or neglected, the concept
of alienation.
3

Critique of Everyday Life
The fact also remains that this book developed a generally neglected
aspect of Marxism, the specifically sociological aspect.
When it appeared, the book was inadequately substantiated on both
the philosophical and the sociological level. In the first place, it should
have formulated and attempted to resolve the problem posed by the
concept of alienation. It should also have explained what a Marxist
sociology considered as a specific science could be (as method and
obj ect) in its relation with the other sciences (political economy, history,
etc.) as well as with historical and dialectical materialism.
The fact is, however, that ten years ago these various problems were
not sufficiently ripe. It was more or less impossible to formulate them
correctly, let alone resolve them.4
Today w e are only j u st beginning to glimpse the complexity of the
questions the theory of alienation poses. These questions fall into
several categories. Historically, we must discover what role this concept
played in the development of Marxism, how (in his early writings)
Marx took it from Hegel and Feuerbach, how he transformed and
redirected it, and at what date. Thus it is appropriate to follow this
transformation through the texts, and this means that a rigorous
examination of the early writings, and notably of the celebrated 7844
Manuscripts, is required.5 Theoretically, we must determine what
becomes of the philosophical concept of alienation in Marx's scientific
and political works, notably in Capital, and understand whether the
economic theory of fetishism is truly an extension of the philosophical
.
theory of alienation onto an obj ective (scientific) level.6
Finally, the problem philosophically is of knowing what meaning and
(critical or constructive) importance should be given at the present
moment to the concept of alienation. To what extent should a
philosopher take it up again, perhaps in a modified form, and put it at
the centre of his thinking? This problem cannot be separated from the
others although it can be distinguished from them. If it were true, as
certain Marxists argue, that Marxism as such radically rej ects earlier
concepts, including those which helped to develop it - so that there
was an absolute caesura in h uman thought at the moment of
Marxism's emergence, and in Marxism at the moment when Marx
became conscious of his doctrine - the problem of what the concept of
alienation means now would not even arise. To take this position
implies further positions, notably that Marxism is a completed system,
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and that philosophy's role and function are at an end. Such arguments
must be deemed dogmatic and false.
Such vast and difficult questions had to ripen before they could be
posed.
In particular it had to be possible to ask the question: 'Is alienation
disappearing in socialist society? In the USSR or the countries which
are constructing socialism, are there not contradictions indicative of
n ew - or renewed - [Qrms of economic, i deological and political
�? '
A s far a s sociology a s a specific science i s concerned, there have been
many moments of uncertainty to live through. The question of whether
the Stalinist interpretation of Marxism was n ot m utilating it and
depriving it of one of its dimensions has had to be faced; as has that of
whether the Marxist notion of socia-economic formation 7 is not richer and
m ore complex - since it involves the sociological study of social
relations - than the clQ!entiy favoured concepts of (economic) base
and (ideological and political) superstructures.
The fact that these questions were absent from its argument explains
to a certain extent the way the book was received when it was first
published. What was the official, academic response? Utter silence. At
that m oment, in 1946, French philosophy had suffered a series of
shocks from which it was only slowly recovering. The war and the
Occupation had killed off several important currents of thought,
n otably Bergsonian anti-intellectualism, compromised by a vague
relationship with German irrationalism, and Leon B ru nschvicg's in
tellectualism,� which was poorly equipped to resolve the new problems.
The generation of Hegelians9 and existentialists was on the rise. But
there were those who, though perfectly willing to respect and accept
the notion of alienation on a speculative level, were probably less
prepared to see it soiled by confrontation with actual human reality,
with everyday life.1O
So the professional philosophers generally ignored the book; for starting with its title - it entailed relinquishing the traditional image of
the philosopher as master and ruler of existence, witness and j udge of
life from the outside, enthroned above the masses, above the moments
lost in triviality, 'distinguished' by an attitude and a distance. (There is
nothing really exaggerated about these metaphors. The distance is
called ' spiritual life' and the philosopher's attitude is called
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contemplation, detachment, 'epoche', I I parenthesizing, etc.)
What about Marxism? If the traditional philosophers , still saturated
with pure speculative thought or attracted by it, gave the book a cool
reception, so did the Marxists.
In the enthusiasm of the Liberation, it was hoped that soon life
would be changed and the world transformed . More than that: life had
already been changed ; the peoples were on the move, the masses were
in a ferment. Their movement was causing n ew values to 'rise to the
s urface'. What was the point of analysing bourgeois everyday life, the;.
style (or absence of style) imposed by the dominant class? What was
the point of a philosophical or sociological critique? The weapon of
criticism was about to be replaced, had already been replaced, by the
criticism of weapons. In France, in the rest of the world, the proletariat
was no longer an oppressed class. It was imposing itself on the nations
as the ruling class. To talk about alienation was no longer p ossible, no
longer permissible. The concept was j ust as outdated in France as it
was in th e USSR, in countries where socialism was on the march, or
where the rumble of revolution could already be heard.
Thinking people were obsessed with the political drama. Rightly so.
But they were forgetting that although the political drama was being
acted out or decided in the higher spheres - the State, parliament,
leaders, policies - it still had a 'base' in matters relating to food,
rationing, wages, the organization or reorganization of labour. A
humble, everyday 'base'. Therefore many Marxists saw criticism of
everyday life as useless and antiquated; they perceived it as a reworking
of an old-fashioned, exhausted criti ue of
r eois society, little more
than a critique of triviality t erefore a trivial criti ue
For this reason philosophers today are experiencing difEculties of a
kind unknown to their predecessors. Great or small, profound or
superficial, their lives have lost that simplicity and elegance of line they
attribute (fictitiously, no doubt) to the lives of their illustrious models.
Philosoph ers an d philosophy can n o longer be isolated, disguised,
hidden. And this is precisely because everyday life is the supreme court
where wisdom, knowledge and power are brought to j udgement.
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II

W h a t H a s C h a n g e d i n t h e L a s t Te n Ye a r s ?

Under these circumstances, what is the point - after ten years of
interruption - of resuming this task?
Firstly, during these years a certain n umber of young intellectuals
have read the book with interest - with passion. Their expressions of
appreciation have alleviated any feelings of bitterness the author may
have had about the coolness of the book's ' official' reception.
But that is not all. During the last ten years the development of
research in the social sciences has shown that the book was on target,
that its point of view is well-founded. Problems of everyday life and
studies of everyday life have become lncreasin I
e
mm s 0 lstonans, et nographers, philosophers, sociologists, as well
as of writers, artists and journaljg s. Our very best informed and most
-rrri'odern' publications - daily and weekly newspapers, reviews - have
started columns dealing with everyday life. There has been a prolifera
tion of books about everyday life, and bit by bit a method to confront
everyday life with ideas apparently far removed from it, such as myths,
ceremonies, works of art, is being developed .12
For th e historian of a specific period, for the ethnographer, for the
sociologist studying a society or a group, the fundamental question
would be to grasp a certain quality, difficult to define and yet essential
and concrete, something that 'j ust a quarter-of-an-hour alone' with a
man from a distant or extinct culture would reveal to US.13
Let us consider some areas very remote from the social sciences.
Recently I read an articlel4 which was something of a manifesto or
policy statement for the idea that the modern theatre can only be 'a
place where everyday life attains its highest degree of intensity; where
the words and gestures of everyday life at last take on meaning'. A
Soviet critic has made the same assertion about Chekhov's theatre: 'He
[Chekhov] considers that theatre ought to represent everyday life'.15
We shall return to thTs"Tcrea.
Again, the monumental volume of L'Encyclopedie franr;aise devoted to
Everyday Life was published recently. It is a considerable piece of work,I6
but one in which the descriptive and the technological points of view
push the critical point of view into the background, and even obliterate
it.
Indisputably the last few years have witnessed the application of the
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most modern of techniques to the way everyday life is organized, that is
to say, to a sector which up until n ow h as been paid scant attention.
The way in which everyday life l ags behind what is technically possible
is and should be one of the themes of the Critique of Everyday Life. How
could this theme possibly have l ost its foundation or its meaning?
In L'Express of 8 June 1956 (p. 21) the following information was
given on the 'interesting novelties' which its special New York corre
spondent had noticed, and which 'will inevitably end up coming to
France' :
Kitchens are becoming less like kitchens and m ore like works of art . . . The
latest technique is the electronic oven . . . The i ntercom (a system of loud
speakers linking every room) is becoming a standard piece of equipment in
the home, while everyone is talking about a personalized l ittle television
network which will enable the lady of the house to attend to her chores
while keeping an eye on the children playing in another room or in the
garden . . . The remarkable ubiquity of 'do it itself' [sic], the latest craze for
the American husband . . . includes all the household gadgets that go with
it . . . the latest development in the household industry? Swimming pools,
which the manufacturers say they are about to mass-market . . . Popular
requirements as far as houses are concerned: at least seven rooms, with two
bathrooms . . .

In the next column, 'Madame Express' informs anyone who was
unaware of it that:
a woman needs cast-iron will-power to stop her hairdresser from cutting
her hair s hort. Nothing is more persuasive than a hairdresser who has
made his mind up. And they have some powerful allies: cover-girls,
actresses, all the women for whom money is no problem and whose
pictures, distributed every day, are m ore persuasive than any words could
be . . .

The remarkable way in which modern techniques have penetrated
everyday life has thus introduced into this backward sector the uneven
development which characterizes every aspect of our era. Manifestations
of the brilliant advances in the 'ideal h ome' constitute sociological facts
of the first importance, but they must not be allowed to conceal the
contradictory character of the real social process beneath an accumula-
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tion of technological detail. These advances, along with their conse
guences, are provoking newstructural con flicts within the concrete life
of society. The same period which has witnessed a breathta'1Gi1g
-development In the application of techniques of everyday life h as also ·
witnessed the no-less-�reathtaking degradation of everyday life for
� masses of human beings. All around us, in France, in Paris itself,
there are h undreds of thousands of children, youngsters, students,
young couples, single people, families, living in conditions undreamed
of by anyone who does not bring a sociologist's interest to bear:17
furnished rooms (increasingly expensive and squalid), slums, over
crowded flats, attic rooms, etc.
The deterioration of the conditions of existence is spreading to a
great many French rural areas (notably in the southern half of the
country), to a large proportion of craftsmen, small shopkeepers and the
working class.
Agreed, it is not unusual to find peasants owning electric cookers,
but the h ouses they live in are still dilapidated; they manage to buy
gadgets, but cannot afford to repair their h ouses, and even less to
modernize their farms. In other words, the latter are given up for the
sake of the former. In the same way quite a large number of working
class couples have a washing machine, a television set, or a car, but
they have generally sacrificed something else for these gadgets (having
a baby, for example). In this way problems of choosing what to b'!:!y"'::
or problems associated with hire-purchase, etc. - are posed within
WOrking-clas�s , and these problems modify everyday life. IH That
fefatively poor peasants, or workers, should buy television sets proves
the existence of a new social need. The fact is remarkable. But it does not
tell us the size or the extent o f this need, nor the extent to which it is
satisfied. Nor does it prove that this need has not been satisfied to the
d etriment of another.
Far from suppressinLcriticism of everyday life, modern technical
progress realizes it. This technicity replaces the criticism of life through
dreams, or ideas, or poetry, or those activities which rise above the
everyday, ,2Y-.Jhe critique of everyday life from within: the critique
WFiich everyday life makes oTlt s elf, the critique of the real by the
possible-;na of one aspect of hte by anQ.!lli:r. Compared with lower or
degraded standards of living, everyday life with all the superior mod
cons takes on the distance and remoteness and familiar strangeness of a
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dream. The display of luxury to be seen in so many films, most of them
mediocre, takes on an almost fascinating character, and the spectator is
uprooted from his everyday world by an everyday world other than his
own. Escape into this illusory but present everyday world, the
fascination of ordinary objects which scream wealth, the sed uctive
powers of the apparently profound lives led by the men and women
who move among these objects, all this explains the momentary
success these films enjoy.
Happily, contemporary cinema and theatre have other works to offer
which reveal a truth about everyday life.

III

On C h arlie C haplin, B e r tolt Brecht
and Some Others

It is not Chaplin's clowning contortions and funny faces that make
people burst out laughing. From his very first films, he stood out from
such other film comedians as Fatty Arbuckle and Harold Lloyd. The
secret of his comic powers lies not in his body, but in the relation of this
body to something else: a social relation with the material world and
the social world. Na'ive , physically adept but spiritually innocent,
Chaplin arrives in a complicated and sophisticated universe of people
and things with fixed patterns of behaviour (where people behave like
things - and in conj unction with things). Th e clown's physical
suppleness, and his concomitant ability to adapt himself and his
gestures with an almost animal rapidity, become h umanized as they
give way to an extreme awkwardness which both proves and signifies
his n aivety. However, this awkwardness is never permanent; the
original situation is reinstated ; the clown has his revenge, he defeats the
hostile obj ects - and the hostile people - only to fall back into
momentary disarray. Hence visually comic moments when he cannot
adapt are followed by moments of victory when he can, and this stops
the ' mime-audience' relationship from breaking down, producing
fresh gusts of laughter and assuring that the humour never becomes
awkward or embarrassing. Like pleasure, like harmony in music,
laughter is stimulated by a series of resolved tensions, in which
moments of relaxation are followed by even higher tensions.
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The point of departure for the 'vis comica' peculiar to Chaplin is
therefore the simplicity of a child, a primitive and a wonderfully gifted
barbarian, suddenly plunged (as we all are at every moment) into an
everyday life that is inflexible and bristling with ever-new difficulties,
some foreseeable, others not. In his first films Chaplin takes up battle 
a duel which is always different and yet always the same - with obj ects,
everyday objects: an umbrella, a deckchair, a motorbike, a banana skin
. . . Always surprised, always delighted by the strangeness and richness
of things, always awkward when faced with ritualized practices
(essential behaviour, necessary conditioning), Chaplin captures our
own attitude towards these trivial things, and before our very eyes. He
makes it appear suddenly amazing, dramatic and j oyful. He comes as a
stranger into the familiar world, he wends his way through it, not
without wreaking j oyful damage. Suddenly he disorientates us, but
only to show us what we are when faced with obj ects; and these obj ects
become suddenly alien, the familiar is no longer familiar (as for
example when we arrive in a hotel room, or a furnished house, and trip
over the furniture, and struggle to get the coffee grinder to work). B ut
via this deviation through disorientation and strangeness, Chaplin
reconciles us on a higher level, with ourselves, with things and with the
humanized world of things.
Thus the essence of this humour is not to be found in pity, nor even
in strangeness (alienation), but on the contrary in a triumph which is
forever being renewed and forever threatened. The dog, the pretty girl,
the child, are not cinematic props, but elements necessary to the more
or less complete final victory.
Therefore Chaplin's first films may be seen as offering a critique
everyday life: a critique in action, a basically optimistic critique, with
the living, human unity of its two faces, the negative and the positive.
Hence its 'success'.
In Chaplin's feature films, the critique becomes broader, taking on a
higher mean ing. They confront the established (bourgeois) world and
its vain attempts to com lete itself and close itself off n ot with another
wor d but with a type. This type (a down-and-out) is the emanation of
--:fIlaf other world, its expression, its internal n ecessity, its essence
externalized and yet still internal C!9 put it abstractly and speculatively,
which after all is how Marx expressed his discovery of the proletariat as
a class).
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As n ecessarily as it p roduces machines and men-machines, the
bourgeois world produces deviants. It produces the Tramp, its reverse
zmage. The relation between the Tramp and the bourgeois order is
different to the relation 'proletariat-bourgeoisie'. In particular it is
more immediate, more physical, relying less on concepts and demands
than on images.
By its false and illusory and euphoric and presumptuous insistence
upon the self, the 'free world' immediately creates its pure negative
image. Thus the Tramp-figure contains certain characteristics of the
image Marx presents of the proletariat in his philosophical writin gs:
the pure alienation of man and the human which is revealed as being
more deeply h uman than the things it negates - negativity forced by its
essence to destroy the society to which at one and the same time it
belongs and does not belong. And yet the 'positivity' of the proletariat,
its historic mission, is not accomplished on the philosophical or
aesthetic level; it is accomplished politically, and philosophical
criticism becomes political criticism and action . . . In the type and the
'myth' presented by Chaplin, criticism is not separable from the
physical image immediately present on the screen. If therefore it
remains limited, it is nevertheless directly accessible to the masses; it
does not lead to revolutionary action or political consciousness, and yet
it uses laughter to stir up the masses profoundly. Thus in his best films
Chaplin's humour takes on an epic dimension which comes from this
deep meaning. 'The image of alienated man, he reveals alienation by
dishonouring it. ' 19
Here for the first time we encounter a complex problem, both
aesthetic and ethical, that of the reverse image : an image of everyday
reality, taken in its totality or as a fragment, reflecting that reality in all
its depth through people, ideas and things which are apparently quite
different from everyday experience, and therefore exceptional, deviant,
abnormal. 20
The type created by Chaplin achieves universality by means of
extremely precise elements: the hat, the walking stick and the trousers,
all taken from London's petty bourgeoisie. The transition from the
mime to the Type marks a date and an expansion in Chaplin's work,
an expansion within the work itself and one made possible by that
work alone; suddenly he puts his own previously constructed figure (or
image) at the centre of his films. In a very strong sense, he puts himself
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on the stage; as a result, a new development takes place.
Thus the critique of everyday life takes the form of a living,
dialectical pair: on the one hand, 'm odern times' (with everything they
entail: bourgeoisie, capitalism, techniques and technicity, etc.), and on
the other, the Tramp. The relation between them is not a simple o ne.
I n a fiction truer than reality as it is immed iately giveri, they go on
producing and destroying one another ceaselessly. In this way the
comical produces the tragic, the tragic destroys the comical, and vice
versa; cruelty is never absent from the clowning; the setting for the
clowning is constantly being broadened: the city, the factory, Fascism,
capitalist society in its entirety. But is the comedy defined by its
underlying tragedy, or by its victory over the tragic? It is in the
. spectator personally that Charlie Chaplin constantly manages to unite
these two ever-present and conflicting aspects, the tragic and the
comical; laughter always manages to break through; a nd like the
laughter of Rabelais, Swift and Moliere (i .e. the laughter of their
readers or audiences) it denies, destroys, liberates. Suffering itself is
denied, and this denial is put on display. In this fictitious negation we
reach the limits of art. On leaving the darkness of the cinema, we
rediscover the same world as before, it closes round us again. And yet
the comic event has taken place, and we feel decontaminated, returned
to normality, purified somehow, and stronger.
To sum up, our analysis has seen Chaplin as a type rather than a
myth, based on general characteristics (poor but full of vitality - weak
but strong - ruthlessly seeking money, work, prestige, but also love and
happiness). How can an image which so directly reveals what is
significant about the so-called 'modern man' be called mythical?
In any case the interesting thing here is not a discussion of the
Chaplin 'myth' and the mythical character of the image of life he
presents; it is the very fact that an image with its roots d eep in everyday
life can be seen as mythical, and that the word ' myth' can be used to
describe it.
Might this illusion be significant on a more general level? The most
extraordinary things are also the most everyday; the strangest things
are often the most trivial, and the current notion of the 'mythical' is an
illusory reflection of this fact. Once separated from its context, i.e. from
h ow it is interpreted and from the things which reinforce it while at the
same time making it bearable - once presented in all its triviality, i.e. in
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all that makes it trivial, suffocating, oppressive - the trivial becomes
extraordinary, and the habitual becomes 'm thical'. In the same wa , a
urn e p ant ta en from the soil and from the plants around it. seen
�close, becomes something marvellous. But then, once images like
this have been separated from their everyday context, it becomes very
difficult to articulate them in a way which will present their essential
everyday quality. This is the secret of talents like Fellini's (La Strada) or
that of the directors of Salt of the Earth, 2 1 and (perhaps) it offers a
potential way ahead for realism . . . 22
B recht - that great man of the theatre who recently passed away tried to renew realism by proposing a revolutionary formula: epic
theatre.
This formula has provoked more than one misunderstanding. On
reading those words - in a country whose culture is traditionally
referred to as 'humanist' - it is easy to imagine noble, violent actions
unfolding majestically, and protagonists fighting for the crown, for
their dynasty or their loves.
In fact what Brecht meant was a theatre in which action �ry)
would be expressly
Bm.ught .ci,oge to e.lieryday.JiJe.
-When he tried to explain the meaning of the word 'epic', he used the
example of a traffic accident, with witnesses discussing what happened
and giving biased accounts of it, each implying a j ud gement (taking a
stand , taking sides) and an attempt to make the listener share that
j udgement. 'The epic theatre wants to establish its basic model at the
street corner . . . ' 23
Brecht's great play about Galileo - that hero of knowledge - begins
with a 'de-heroization' :

a�rat€iY

GALl LEO: (washzng the upper part of hzs body, puffing, and good-humoured: )
Put the milk on the table . Y

.

To un derstand this properly, we need to think about what is
happening around us, within us, each and every day. We live on
familiar terms with the people in our own family, our own milieu, our
own class. This constant impression of familiarity makes us think that
we know them, that their outlines are defined for us, and that they see
them selves as having those same outlines. We define them (Peter is this,
Paul is that) and we j udge them. We can identify with them or exclude
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them from our world. But the familiar is not necessarily th e known . As
Hegel said in a senten� could well serve as an epigraph for the
Critique of Everyday Life, 'Was ist bekannt ist nicht erkannt.' Familiarity,
what is familiar, conceals numan beings and makes them difficult to
know by giVing them a mask we can recognize, a mask that is merely
. the lack of something. And yet familiarity (mine with other people,
'Other people's with me) i� by no means a-;:;-illusion. It is real, and is part
,of reality. Masks cling to our faces, to our ski n; flesh and blood have
become masks. The people we are familiar with (and we ourselves) are
what we recognize them to be. They play the roles I have cast them in
and which they have cast for themselves. An d I myself play a role for
them and in themJand not only while they an� w�mg), the role or
friend, husband, lover, father which they have cast�e--i;:;- �;-d�fUch 1
have--castfur-;:nyserf. If there were no roles to play, and thus no
�arity, how could the cultural element or ethical element which
should modify and humanize our emotions and our passions be
introduced into life? The one involves the other.CA..r ole is not a role. It
is social life, an in herent part of it. What is faked in one sense IS what IS
the essential, the mosi precIOUS, tIle human, in anothetJ'\nd what is
most derisory is what is most necessary. It is often difficult to
distinguish between what is faked and what is natural, not to say na'ive
(and we should distinguish between a natural na'ivety and the natural
ness which is a product of high culture).
The waiter in a cafe is not playing at being a waiter. He is one.25 And
he is not one. He is not selling his time (for working and living) in
exchange for the role of a waiter. And it is precisely when he is playing
at being a waiter (and a virtuoso in the art of carrying overladen
etc.) in front of his customers that he is no longer a waiter; by
himself he transcends himself. Moreover, it is certain that a worker
does not play at being a worker and could not transcend himself if he
did. He is completely 'that', and at the same time he is completely
other and something else : head of the family, or an individual eager to
enj oy life, or a revolutionary militant. For him and within him, at his
best momeuts and his worst, contradicti ons and alienations are at a
maximum. or us, in our societ , with the forms of exchange and the
division of la our which govern it, there is no socia re atlOn - re atlOn
With the other - without a certain alienatiorW And each individu al·
�xists socially only by and within his alienation, just as he can only be

(I
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for himself within and by his deprivation (his private consciousness).26
It would be too simple to tear off the masks and shatter the roles; to
cry ' faces are nothing more than masks' is the answer of cynical irony,
the solution a cartoonist might come up with. An irrelevant solution,
since they are that - and they are not that - and thus they escape irony
on two counts. Still, the very fact that irony is possible immediately
reveals the impossibility of any true identification with 'beings' who are
not identical with themselves. Now familiarity relies upon apparent
identification, upon a belief in identification : upon a practical
credulity. Irony begins breaking this belief up; without necessarily
p utting a reasonable distance between us and the people we live with, it
allows us to begin appreciating the distance between them and their
own selves, between them and us. Irony is necessary, it is a powerful
weapon ethically and aesthetically, but it is not enough. It plays a
momentary role in the critique that everyone makes - more or less - of
their own everyday lives and it cannot be disregarded. In Brecht - in
his poetry as in his plays - there is a constant underlying irony, yet this
irony is always transcended by a more deeply serious intent.
There is an intense feeling which can be rare or frequent in life,
according to who one is, but which is certainly frequent in narrative
fiction, and which can be put more or less in the following way: 'He
realized that this woman who had been sharing his bed for the last ten
years was nothing more than a stranger to him . . . Germaine looked at
Roger in amazement; it was as though she was seeing him for the first
time . . . '
For the audience in a theatre, this surprise m ust be made to last.
And th e distance between the characters, as between the characters
and their own selves, must be determined by the distance between the
audience, the stage and the actors. They must be placed at a reason
able distance. But this is j ust a technical problem, at least as far as
B recht is concerned. No doubt the essential thing is that in the
twentieth century the people we live with have nothing in common
with classical characters, precisely because they play a role in life.
In the great classical dramas, by virtue of a contradiction for which
they offer a magnificent solution, characters are not characters. They are
utterly sin cere, authentically sincere, even when they are pretending.
They are not acting, and this is why actors are able to impersonate
them completely. The audience can identify with well-defined 'beings'
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and 'natures '. Conversely, all around us, in real life, characters really
_
are characters; plays wnich attempt to represent them (in other words
�nt what is hidden in life in a clear way and at a reasonable
distance) must go beyond the classical concept of character. We are
dealing with people about whom it is impossible to say either what
they are or what they are not; about whom we cannot say that they are
not - that they only appear to be - what they are, nor that they are or
appear to be what they are not. They are undefined and yet they are,
and with a vengeance. Presence-absence does not function on the level
of the image or the imaginary, but in life. This is precisely why an
awareness of what is familiar becomes transformed into an awareness
of something strange. As soon as we get really close to someone, we say
to ourselves: 'He's an odd type of chap . . . She's an odd type of girl.'
Every 'type', b y which w e mean every individual (the opposite o f
typical) is an od d type of person Y The following conversation could be
about anyone: 'You're exaggerating. I don't think he's nearly as
complicated as that.' 'That's because you don't know him well
enough .' 'Honestly, he's really very nice.' 'Who to? His friends. His
little clique. But as far as I'm concerned . . . ' 'It's her fault, the bitch .'
'Come on , don't be so hard on h er . . . ' A n d so on . . .
One possible outcome of this is Pirandelloism, which has been
fashionable for so long that it must have a deep meaning. Pirandello
initiated a theatre which is almost perfectly static, an d which recently
has become even more SO.2H Nothing happens but a series of interpreta
tions and points of view which shed light on a past, absent or unknown
event. Pirandelloism expressed in terms of the theatre the relativity the absolute relativity - of characters and judgements, an important
discovery of 'modern times' in bourgeois societyJhere are only points
of view, perspectives, masks and roles. Truth is draped in veils ; it can be
_
�fined only by an endless succession of points of view.
And yet there IS something in life which Pirandelloism cannot
contain and which escapes it: the action, the event, the decision, the
final outcome and the necessity for a final outcome; actions, and
j udgements about actions, in the sense in which they involve decisions.
Even when we are playing, or above all when we are playing, we have
to make decisions.29 To play is to trans form our point of view into a
decision by confronting chance and d eterminism in the absence of
adequate information about our opponent's game. We must lay our
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cards on the table, make our play. And quickly. We must make a
decision . We do not have all the time in the world, either to shuffle the
pack or to th ink about our partner's hand. In any case, would all the
time in th e world supply us with compl ete information? Would it
exhaust chance and determination? Would it come anywhere near
uncovering their unity? When we are not playing (in other words when
we are living seriously) we also come to decisions in the absence of
ade quate information, confronting chance and determinism and
therefore playing in the deepest meaning of the word.
At th is point we may at last be defining and grasping something that
B recht understood profoundly. We are never really sure where actions,
d ecisions or events spring from.30 But, in all their stark reality, the
results are there. What lies hidden within men and women is beyond
our grasp; maybe these hidden depths are only an insubstantial mist,
and not a profound substance (a Grund, a nature, an unconscious
belonging to the individual or a group); it may only be a myth. Men
and women are beyond us. But the battle, however confused, always
has an o utcome. There, before us, lies a child, a casualty, or a corpse; a
marriage, a life together to organize or to disrupt; a place to live to be
found; suffering to endure or avoid - pleasure to enjoy or spoil; a
decision to hazard and accept with all its consequences (and this
without adequate information, or having lost information en route,
etc.).3l Uncertainty is not without its charm or interest; it can never last
long. It maintains ambiguity, keeping what is possible in a state of
possibility, allowing us to take our pleasure in what Valery called the
whorehouse of possibilities; it can even oscillate between the comical
and the dramatic, but we must choose. We weigh the pros and the
cons, but there is no telling when something new on one side of the
scales will come to outweigh the other. So decisions may ripen like fruit
on a tree, but they never fall of their own accord; we must always cut
the stem, we must even choose the moment of choice . . . 32 Hence the
infinitely complex, profound and contradictory character of life is given
an element which is always new, and which is indeed constantly being
renewed by knowledge.
To put it more clearly or more abstractly, ambiguity is a category of
everyday life, and perhaps an essential category. It never exhaus�
tions s rin
from the ambiguity of con sciousnesses and '
ort actions, events, results, without warning. These, at least, have

�
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clear-cut outlines. They maintain a hard , incIsive objectivity which
constantly disperses the luminous vapours of ambiguity - only to let
them rise once agai n.
Philosophers and psychologists have confused the issue by some
times attributing this 'being-there' of results to consciousness or being,
rather than to actions and decisions, and sometimes attributing
ambiguity to philosophically defined existence rather than to the
everyday as such.
Feelings and desires can hardly choose. They would like to choose,
they would like not to choose, to possess incompatibles all at the same
time: several skills, several possibilities, several futures, several loves .
Practically, the requirement t o act and t o make decisions imposes
choice. But to choose i s to make a judgement. We have no knowledge of
the h uman actions which go on around us; they escape us j ust as our
own selves escape us. And yet we m ust make judgements. And even
before or after the epic moment of decision or action, we must go on
making ever more and more j udgements. It i s the only solid ground,
the only unchanging requirement amid all life's ups and downs, its one
axis. Such are the varied aspects of the everyday: fluctuations beneath
stable masks and appearances of stability, the need to make j udge
ments and decisions. But nothing is as difficult and as dangerous as
making j udgements. 'Judge not.' From the very beginnings of social
life, men have been obsessed by the function of the Judge, and the
powerful fi ght among themselves to exercise it. The Judge pronounces,
makes irrevocable decisions according to the law as it stands, or in the
court of appeal. He must embody j u stice, or Law, or the force o f Truth.
God passes for supreme j ud ge, and the myth of the Last
a mighty image, the most striking in the most elaborate of all
The h uman masses sustain this great hope: the Judge will come. For
ordinary men, every one of the innumerable little j udgements required
in life implies a risk and a wager. We are so used to making mistakes
about our fellow man that good sense tells us to be wary of passing
j udgement, disapproves of hasty verdicts, and, quite rightly, denounces
prej udice. As a result w e find it easier to j udge a global society than t o
j udge m en. .fu:ery capitalist is a man; within him, up to a point, the
man and the capitalist arein conf1ict. Extreme cases - the capitalist
,
�ho is the complete incarD.�tion of money and capital - are rare.
Generally, there are two or more contradictory spirits living inside the
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capitalist (in particular, as -Marx noted, the coexIsting needs of
enj oyment a nd accumulation tear h i m a art). It IS therefore both easier
an more equitable to condemn a society than to condemn a man .
Brecht perceived the epic content of everyday life superbly: the
hardness of actions and events, the necessity of judging. To this he
added an acute awareness of the alienation to be found in this same
everyday life. To see people properly we need to place them at a
reasonable, well-j udged distance, like the objects we see before us.
Then their many-sided strangeness becomes apparent: in relation to
ourselves, but also within themselves and in relation to themselves. In
this strangeness lies their truth, the truth of their alienation. It is then
that consciousness of alienation - that strange awareness of the strange
- li berates us, or begins to liberate us, from alienation . This is the
truth. And at the moment of truth we are suddenly disorientated by
others and by ourselves. To look at things from an alien standpoint externally and from a reasonable distance - is to look at things truly.
B ut this strange and alien way of looking at things, disorientated but
true, is the way children, peasants, women of the people, na'ive and
simple folk look. And they are afraid of what they see. For this many
sided alienation is no j oke. We live in a world in which the best
becomes the worst; where nothing is more dangerous than heroes and
great men ; where every thing including freedom (even though it is not
a thing) and revolt, changes into its own opposite.
Brecht gave examples borrowed from everyday life. His Verfremdungs
effekt has become famous, but some technically inclined stage
directors tend to turn it into a theatrical device ; they achieve a specific
effect with a couple of tricks of light and shad ow, or with incidental
music out of keeping with the real spectacle. When Brecht showed the
strangeness of the everyday, pointing up that contradiction within the
familiar, whereby it embraces both the trivial and the extraordinary, h e
was already protesting against this kind of technocratic interpretation.
A lorry has j ust run over a passer-by. Policemen run to the scene,
people gather round, discussing what has happened. They try to
reconstruct the event, but are unable to do so. The witnesses disagree.
The driver tries to exonerate himself, throwing th e blame on the victim.
The fact, the event, is there, in all its stark and gory reality. Everyone
j udges or tries to j udge, everyone takes sides and makes his decision.
This is the approach historians - who m ust make judgements
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sooner or later - still have towards criticizing evidence.
Brecht's epic theatre rejects classical transparency (as it happens, a
deceptive transparency which in principle extends to the conflicts and
problems presented, to the logical unfolding of the actions and events).
If he starts from a 'commonplace', it is the opposite of the classical
'koinon',33 and is taken from the everyday. He starts from disagree
ment, divergence, distortion. The play - or the scene - poses a
complete problem which has not been resolved in advance, and which
is consequently irritating, embarrassing. To begin with, Brecht
confronts the spectator with an action or an event (the quarrel between
the Kolkhozians in The Caucasian Chalk Circle, for example). He leaves
the spectator in a (for him) disturbing externality. Instead of making
him participate in an action or with defined ' characters', the stage
action liberates him : it 'arouses his capacity for action, forces him to
make decisions . . . he is made to face something [by] argument'.34
Called upon to make a j udgement, obliged to come to a decision, the
audience hesitates. And in this way the action is transferred to within
the spectator. Without being aware of it, and although everything is
clearly happening in fu ll view, the spectator becomes the living
consciousness of the contradictions of the real.
And is it really accurate to say that this theatre excludes emotion? It
excludes emotion of a magical nature, the kind that allows or implies
participation and identification. But maybe Brecht's theatre is aiming
to bring forth new forms of emotion and images by actually ridding
them of whatever magic the imagination has retained.35 If this were not
the case, if Brecht's theatre were restricted merely to evoking states of
mind, this is where it would come up against its own limitations, and
fairly severe limitations they would be. As it happens, it provides a
model for art liberated from magicY' And that is a great innovation.
B recht unravels the contradictions of everyday life and liberates us from
them. FQr magic plays an immense role in everyday life, be it in
emotion� identificatIOn and articipation with 'oth er eo Ie' or in the
t ousand little rituals and gestures used by eve
erson, eve famil
every group. ut In practlca I e as in ideology, this ma ic a ni signifies
the 1 U SIOns men ave about t emselves, and their lack of power. And
everyday life is defined by contradictions: illusion and truth, power and
Fleiplessness, the intersection of the sector man controls and the sector
he does not control.
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In Brecht's theatre, the protagonists are placed in the ful l glare of the .
stage-lights, but the very brilliance of the lights and the bareness of the
dramatic space deliberately isolate and distance them. Thus the
audience can identify neither with the dramatic d evelopment nor with
such-and-such a 'hero' or 'character'. It is not even a bad thing - at
least now and then - for the protagonist to be unsympathetic,
irritating; this helps to accentuate the distance. The spectator weighs
the pros and the cons; he waits for the play to offer him arguments, but
it does so only in a way which delays ju dgement, or provokes
j udgement without laying down what it should be. A dialogue between
the spectator and the spectacle (one dare not say author) is established
which brings a growing tension, relieved by musical interludes (the
'songs')Y The spectator cannot relax. He is not allowed to. He m ust
take sides. Political, public, contradictory, the play is fundamentally no
different from a meeting. The paradox here is that Brecht - who was
never a politician, who was never a member of the Communist Party,
who had difficulties with the East German authorities - nevertheless
offers a model for a political art to which taking sides and making a
stand are fundamental. Genuinely so: making the audience do so,
without presenting it as a fait accompli, without explaining it or
imposing it dogmatically. Hence the misunderstandings about him,
which were as painful as they were ridiculous.
Far from attempting to purify passions and emotions - except in the
most fundamental sense of delivering them from the realm of magic B rechtian stage narrative stirs them up. Thus it condenses a becoming
analogous with practical becoming: the exploration of potentialities,
the transition from possibilities to actions and decisions. The denoue
ment is the moment when a judgement is passed, a stand made, a side
taken . Therefore the obj ect of the play is something unknown and
something strange: an event in the historical sense, a social man, rather
than a 'plot' or 'situation' given or determinable in the relationships
between the characters. Thus the action can very easily be cut up into
distinct moments, into relatively independent 'scenes'. It loses the
classical characteristics of unity and continuous movement, where a
coup de theatre is like a sudden blow on the kettledrums in a symphony:
neither interrupts the unity of the whole. There is no internal conflict
resolved by the supreme moment of denouement or death. The action
is happening more inside the spectator than physically on the stage.

Let us sum up. Classical theatre transcended everyday life: by using
h eroes, situations, the formal logic of the Unities. It purified it; it
represented it while filtering its impurities, investing it with noble,
maj estic outlines. It proj ected it along a continuous line and within a
rigorous framework. It criticized it from o utside, using metaphysical or
religious n orms (which historically were basically the 'values' of the
dominant classes). It imposed an identification between the spectator
and the Hero, his will, his conflicts, his struggle - an identification
which included the espousal of accepted norms and val ues. It is
precisely in this way that classical art sanctioned and consecrated one
particular aspect of everyday life, a negative one: the magic of
participation and ritual.
Brecht's epic theatre immerses itself in everyday life, at the level of
everyday life, in other words at the level of the masses (not simply the
masses of individuals, but the masses of instants and m oments, of
events and actions). Thus it appears as a democratic revolution in the
art of the theatre. It breaks with the theatre of illusions as it does with
the (Naturalist) theatre which imitates life. It does not p urify the
everyday; and yet it clarifies its contradictions. In its own way, it filters
it. It throws its weak part away: the magical part. Thus the B rechtian
dramatic image differs from what we called the reverse image in Chaplin .
Brecht aims (and he has said so) at an image which will master the facts.
Nevertheless he has used the reverse image procedure on occasion (in
Mahagonny, for example).
Are B recht's high ambitions j ustified? Did he achieve his goal?
There is no shortage of obj ections. In the first place his theatre is
intended to be physical, direct, and thus popular, but parts of it appear
to be excessively intellectual. Nowhere - even in Germany - does it
seem to have become truly popular. The spectator wavers between an
externalized judgement - an intellectual state which implies high
culture - and an immersion in the image proposed. Perhaps this is
what the dialectic of the Verfremdungseffekt is. The spectator is meant to
disalienate himself in and through the consciousness of alienation. He is
m eant to feel wrenched from his self but only in order to enter more
effectively into his self and become conscious of the real and the
contradictions of the real. Unfortunately, there is a risk that this process
will take on the disturbing form, worse even than classic identification,
of fascination. Whether it be to compare them or contrast the two,
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French partisans of Brecht's theatre nearly always refer to Antonin
Artaud's theatre of cruelty. The violence of dramatic effects, of the
lighting, of the images, make it even more impossible for the spectator
to relax his mind and momentarily resolve his inner tension by
identifying with the hero or by escaping into a kind of dream. There is
a danger that unity will be re-established momentarily in the specta
tor's disorientated mind, caught up as he is by the image ; for tension
needs moments of respite ; expectation demands to be satisfied, if only
fleetingly. Unable to find this in a 'classic' completeness, there is a
danger that he will look for them in a sort of bloody ecstasy. Therefore
generalized strangeness entails a danger (which was avoided by Brecht,
but not necessarily by the people who produce his plays or write about
them). An art based on alienation must struggle against alienation ; if
not it sanctions it . Significantly some of his French commentators
translate Verfremdungseffekt as 'effet d'alienation'.3H It would be another
paradox, and a very strange one, if this n ew art were to sanction
alienation by giving it all the glamour of violence. In Danton's Death,
tragedy and fascination are grounded in the irremediable triviality of
everyday life:

Foreword

Criticism of life by death - surely the last word in lucidity.
We should add that the spectator cannot effectively be transformed
into a historian of the event (or action or decision), since the historian's
attitude is defined in terms of knowledge and not of art. Moreover, to
make j udgements - in life - is not the same as adopting the attitude of
a Judge. The Judge's attitude excludes sudden surprises, amazement,
expectatio n. The professional Judge pronounces according to written
evidence, he applies the law, he takes the event as having actually
happened . Impassive by definition, impartial by principle, he decides
without taking sides. Such is his duty. And if he behaves otherwise, it is
because he has fallen foul of the contradictions of the Law, ofJustice, of
truth . In which case it is the Judge's turn to be put on trial.
Thus it is that the functions of the critique of everyday life can be

determined by reference to an art which immerses itself in everyday
life. To be creative in art one must seek a certain pathway, committing
oneself to it and pointing the way towards it. The philosopher still has a
part to play, by pointing out the risks, the dangers ; and how a straight
line - a linear orientation, without deviations, without meanders - is
generally a practical impossibility.
This is the place, or the moment, to mention one of the m ost gifted
up-and-coming French authors : Roger Vailland.411 This is not only
because he has defended classicism against B recht,41 but also and
above all because Vailland the novelist has his own problem: that of
confronting everyday life with a 'vision', or with images, from some
where else. Roger Vailland's formative reading was Stenphal and
Laclos. He modelled himself on them, and still carries them in his
head, even when he is no longer actually using them as models. Thus
his attempts to grasp everyday triviality (real, apparent, or both) are
honed by a sensibility derived from classical humanism, a carefully
cultivated eroticism, an almost Romantic n ovelistic 'vision'. On top of
that, he has read the Marxists. Such are the analytic tools with which
he hopes to come to grips with the everyday. The resultant - fruitful contradictions give his attempts great interest beyond whatever specifi
cally literary qualities his books may have.
Thus 325, ()()() francs·12 is a novel which is very close to the (apparently)
most ordinary kind of everyday life: that of a moulder in a plastics
factory. Someone has said that he wrote it for a bet: to write a romantic
novel about overtime.
A simple, solid, healthy proletarian is in love with a girl (a working
girl, but an isolated one, a dressmaker) who, after playing the field,
uses her rather advanced feminine wiles to trap a husband. She teases
him, and leads him on through the classic stages of courtship - almost
of the pays du 1endre43 - to force him to marry her. Roger Vailland thus
manages to situate his refined eroticism at the centre of a novel d ealing
with the everyday life of the proletariat . . .
Aroused, and very much in love (and yet aware of what the girl really
is - and in this respect reminiscent of the h ero of a classical play), the
boy knows that to have the woman he loves he will have to marry her,
and that to marry her he will have to leave his class. He would
probably aspire to leave it anyway, but surely not at the risk of his life
or health. Thus the woman plays the traditional female role - a role
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DANTON : Time loses us. - This is very tedious - we p u t the shirt on first,
then we pull the trousers up over it, and every night we crawl into bed, and
every morning we crawl out again, and we always put one foot down in
front of the other. And it doesn't look as if it's ever going to be any
different. .1'1
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which is certainly still a real one - of an ambiguous figure who excites
contradictory actions and thoughts.
The boy seeks fame and fortune in sport and becomes a racing
cyclist. When this fails, he is forced to work n ight and day to earn
enough to 'settle down' with his beautiful but demanding lady. It costs
him a hand, his health, and his physical mobility.
The drama of everyday proletarian life is treated here with true
artistry, and this makes the book a work of art. Roger Vailland has
captured his subj ect in such a way as to make it at once flimsy,
transparent and profound. The book is written like a mu sical composi
tion, an opera, with an overture to whet our appetites, containing the
themes, presenting the characters and foreshadowing the continuation
and conclusion : a cycle race, watched by the girl who is also the prize,
in which the boy makes a heroic effort, only to fall, inj ure himself, and
lose.
In this book, as in Vai llan d's earlier novels, the author appears as
such . He says: 'I'. He intervenes as a witness, designating the
characters and situating them, entering into a dialogue with them,
inviting the reader to decide what attitude to adopt towards them: what
j udgement to make. Here ju dgement is i nseparable from event; it is
rigorously included in the story. This authorial presence has various
meanings, and not simply on the level of technique. It is Roger
Vailland's way - and a very simple way it is - of resolving a difficult
literary problem, that of novelistic consciousness or of consciousness in
the novel. Who is speaking? Who is seeing, who saw the actions in the
story? Who bridges the gap between the lived and the true? How has
th e speaker seen or heard about the things he narrates? How has he
been able to foretell or sense what w ill happen n ext? Who has detected
the characters' motives (hidden even to themselves)? And as he is
drawn on by the great movement called 'reading', with whom does the
reader identify, in whose consciousness does he participate?
Roger Vailland's solution, the novel as first-person evidence, is not
without its drawbacks. It corresponds too closely to the general
tendency to bring the novel nearer to journalism and autobiography.
Inevitably, as soon as he begins extending his narration, the author will
start introducing scenes from which he was absent; or else he will write
sentences which are i ncompatible with his main guidelines and
techniques. 'At the same instant, she saw her father's face again . . . '44

The presence of the author situates the characters, placing them
constantly before our eyes, n ot too near and not too far away: at a
reasonable distance. For Roger Vailland this has the advantage of piquing
the reader's interest. And yet the use of his own consci ousness as a
witness - and virtually as a j udge - would remain contemplative and
formal if it did not have a solid content: the totality of human and
social relations as manifested in the everyday life of a village, a factory,
a small industrial town. Conversely, this knowledge of ' modern'
everyday life, superimposed as it is upon a great familiarity with
classical culture, is characterized by a certain externality of conscious
ness on the part of the 'knower' or witness. The author's use of the first
person thus has a deeper meaning than simply the solving of a problem
of novelistic technique. The author is present because in himself he
contributes something irreplaceable; because he comes from some
where else; because he introduces into a certain kind of everyday
experience a lucidity and a recognition which it did not previously con
tain . Consciousness presents itself in the novel in this way because this is
how it occurs in life : at one and the same time from without andfrom within.
VVe could show here, not without a certain irony, that Roger
Vailland the novelist is to some extent doing what Roger Vailland the
writer on drama and the critic of Brecht is rej ecting. He composes his
novels in an 'operatic' mode. He inserts scenes which are almost
independent, and which as it happens are virtually scenes from a play:
weddings, dances, arguments or brawls in pubs, j ealous rows, etc. As a
witness he passes judgement, and makes the reader take sides: making
him pass j udgement. Supported by details borrowed fro m everyday
life,45 the narrative has a spontaneous tendency to become epic. As the
critic of L'Express observed on 27 November 1954, Beau Masque is 'an
excellent epic narrative' .
That Roger Vailland, with all h i s idiosyncratic qualities a n d faults,
should be much closer to B recht than he thinks is really rather curious.
It must surely be indicative o f one of the requirements of everyday life 
or more exactly of the aesthetic representation - in drama or in the
novel - of everyday life.
Ulysses demonstrates that a great novel can be boring. And 'pro
foundly' boring. Joyce nevertheless understood one thing : that the
report of a day in the life of an ordinary man had to be predominanyy
e.
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Finally, to clarify a few ideas, and above all to amuse the reader, here
are two extracts from modern Anglo-Saxon authors . The first attacks
American everyday life with a black and chilling irony. By contrast the
second, by a famous and talented English woman writer, uses an acute
sensitivity to show the subtle richness of the everyday:
The subway, Archer thought, was the only place to read today's news
papers. Underground, in a bad light, at an increased fare, with all the
passengers fearing the worst about each other. Everyone suspecting the man
next to him of preparing to pick a pocket, commit a nuisance, carry a
lighted cigar, pinch a girl, ask for a j ob, run for a vacant seat, block the door
at the station at which you wanted to leave the train. Archer put the paper
down and looked aroun d at his fellow passengers. They do not look
American, he thought; perhaps I shall report them to the proper
authorities. 4(,
Archer walked down Fifth Avenue, past the shops with
their windows full of dresses, coats and furs, and the women rushing in and
out of the doors, their faces lit with the light of purchase. It is the new
profession of the female sex, he thought - buying. If you wanted to set up
an exhibition to show m odern American women in their natural habitat,
engaged in their m ost characteristic fun ction, he thought, like the tableaux
in the Museum of Natural History in which stuffed bears are shown against
a background of caves, opening up honeycom bs, you would have a set of
stuffed women, slender, high-heeled, rouged, waved, hot-eyed, buying a
cocktail dress in a department store. In the background, behind the
salesgirls and the racks and shelves, there would be bombs burstin g, cities
crum bling, scientists measuring the half-life of tritium and radioactive
cobalt. The garm ent would be democratically m edium-priced and the
salesgirl would be just as pretty as the customer and, to the naked eye at
least, just as well dressed, to show that the benefits of a free society
extended from one end of the economic spectrum to the other.4'
• • •

One goes into the room - but the resources of the English language would
be m uch put to the stretch, and whole flights of words would need to wing
their way illegitimately into existence before a woman could say what
happens when she goes into a room . The room s differ so com pletely; they
are calm or thunderous; open on to the sea, or, on the contrary, give on to a
prison yard; are hung with washing; or alive with opals and silks; are hard
as horsehair or soft as feathers . , 4"
_,
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Wo r k a n d L e i s u r e i n E v e r y d a y L i fe

Throughout hi story, criticism o f everyday life has been carried o n i n a
number of ways : by philosophy and contemplation, dream and art,
violent political or warlike action. By flight and escape.
These criticisms have a common element: they were the work of
particularly gifted, lucid and active individuals (the philosopher, the
poet, etc.). However, this individual lucidity or activeness concealed an
appearance or an illusion, and therefore a hidden, deeper reality. In
truth their work belonged to a time and a class whose ideas were thus
raised above the everyday onto the level of the exceptional and the
d ominant. Hence the criticism of everyday life was in fact a criticism of
other classes, and for the most part found its expression in contempt for
productive labour; at best it criticized the life of the dominant class in
the name of a transcendental philosophy or dogma, which nevertheless
still belonged to that clas s. This is how we must understand the
criticism of the 'world' and the 'm undane' carried out from the Middle
Ages until the era - the bourgeois eighteenth century - when the
'm un dane' element burst forth into art and philosophy.
In our era, one of the most recent 'forms which criticism of everyday
life has taken is criticism of the real by the su rreaLBy abandoning the
everyday in order to find the marvellous and the surprising (at one and
the same time immanent in the real and transcending it), Surrealism
rendered triviality unbearabl e.49 This was a good thing, but it had a
n egative side: transcendental contempt for the real, for work for
example (the long-inevitable rift between Surrealists and Marxists took
place during a memorable meeting of the Association of 'Writers and
Revolutionary Artists (AEAR) over the Soviet film Road to Life).50
And yet, be he an author or not, the man of our times carries out in
his own way, spontaneously, the critTcjile of his everyday life. And this
critique of the everyday plays an integral part in the everyday: it i�
achieved in and by .kjsure activities. ___ -The relation between leisure arid the everyday is not a simple one:
the two words are at one and the same time united and contradictory
(therefore their relation is dialectical). It cannot be reduced to the
simple relation in time between 'Sunday' and 'weekdays', represented
as external and merely different. Leisure -- to accept the concept
u ncritically for the moment - cannot
arated from work. After his
-
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work is over, when resting or relaxing or occupying himself in his own
particular way, a man is still the same man . Every day, at the same
time, the worker leaves the factory, the office worker leaves the office.
Every week Saturdays and Sundays are given over to leisure as
regularly as day-to-day work. We must therefore imagine a 'work
leisure' unity, for this unity exists, and everyone tries to programme the
amount of time at his disposal according to what his work is - and
what it is not. Sociology should therefore study the way the life ofworkers
as such , their place in the division oflabour and in the social system, is 'ref
lected' in leisure activities, or at least in what they demand of leisure.
Historically, in real individuality and its development, the 'work
leisure' relation has always presented itself in a contradictory way.
Until the advent of bourgeois society, individuality, or rather person
ality51 could only really develop outside productive labour. In An
tiquity, in the Middle Ages, and even during the period when
bourgeois social relations still retained aspects of the social relations
bequeathed by feudalism - in the seventeenth century of the honnete
hom me - the man who was able to develop himself never worked.
However, whether they were aristocrats, clerks still tied to feudalism,
or bourgeois honnetes hommes, such men only appeared to remain outside
the social division of labour and social practice. In reality they were
prisoners of the separation of manual and intellectual work. Moreover,
directly or not, consciously or not, they had a social function, if only on
the ideological level. Leonardo da Vinci was an engineer as well as an
artist. Rabelais was a doctor and then a writer, at once an encyclopedic
brain and an epic novelist. Montaigne worked in l ocal government.
And Descartes was an army officer before becoming a scholar . . . In so
far as the man of those times was genuinely separated from social
practice and devoted to leisure alone - to laziness - he was doomed
both in a personal sense and from the point of view of class.
Another element must be considered which makes the question
even more complicated. In those eras, in those modes of production,
productive l abour was merged with everyda): life : consider the lives of
peasants and craftsmen, for exam Ie. What distin uishes easant life
so profoun y rom the life of industrial workers, even today, is
-precisely this inherence of productive activity in their life i�i.!:.�.
Th e workplace is all around the house; work is n ot separate from the
everyday life of the family. Formerly the imperatives of the peasant
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community (the village) regulated not only the way work and domestic
life were organized, but festivals as well. Thus up to a point a way of
living which strictly speaking did not belong to any one individual, but
more to a group of men committed to the ties - and limits - of their
community or guild, could be developed.
With bourgeoi s society these various elements and their relations
were overturned: in one sense they became differentiated, separate, in
another they came to constitute a unified whole. Bourgeois society
reasserted the value of labour, above all during the period of its
ascendancy ; but at the historical moment when the relation between
labour and the concrete development of individuality was emerging,
labour took on an increasingly fragmented character. At the same time
the individual, more and more involved in complex social relations,
became isolated and inward-looking. Individ �nsciousness split
-into two (into the private consciousness and the social 0.!:...2.Yb 1ic
--C;;;sciousness); it also became atomized (in dividualism, specializa.tiQ.n,
separation between differing spheres of activity, etc.). Thus at the same
time a distinction was made between man 'as man' on the one hand
and the working man on the other (more clearly among the bour
geoisie, of course, than among the proletariat). Family life became
separate from productive activity. And so did leisure.
As a result there is a certain ob�curity in the v� concept of everyday
life. Where is it to be fou nd? In work or in leisure? In family life and in
moments 'lived' outside of culture? Initially the answer seems obvious.
Everyday life involves all three elements, all three aspects. It is their
u nity and their totality, and it determines the concrete individual . And
yet this answer is not entirely satisfactory. Where does the living contact
between the concrete individual man and other human beings
operate? In fragmented labour? In family life? In leisure? Where is it
acted out in the most concrete way? Are there several modes of
contact? Can they be schematized as representational models? Or m ust
they be reduced to fixed behaviour patterns? Are they contradictory or
complementary? How do they relate? What is the decisive essential
sector? Where are we to situate the poverty and wealth of this everyday
life which we know to be both infinitely rich (potentially at least) and
infinitely poor, bare, alienated; which we know we must reveal to itself
and transform so that its richness can become actualized and de
veloped in a renewed culture? . . .
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The discreteness of the elements of the everyday (work - family and
'private' life - leisure activities) implies an alienation; and perhaps at
the same time a differentiation - certain fruitful contradictions. In any
event, l ike all ensembles (or totalities), it must be studied in terms of
the interrelation of its elements .
The social history of leisure shows that during the course of a
development in which its various stages may have overlapped or
contradicted each other, it has been transformed in fact as well as in
theory, 5 2 and new needs have come into being.
At first, leisure ives rise to an undifferentiated global activity which
is difficult to distinguish from other aspects of the every ay
strolls on Sunday, walking).
On a higher level, leisure involves passive attitudes. Someone sitting
in front of a cinema screen offers an example and a common model of
this passivity, the potentially 'alienating' nature of which is immediately apparent. ��J.:Ji�E!���l!:ly ��L�<?_��l?!�!..,th�§�A-itit.u.des -comm@p�"
J;ially.53 Finally, on the highest level of all, leisure produces active
attitudes, very specialized personal occupations, linked to techniques
and consequently involving a technical element independent of any
pro fessional specialization (photography, for example). This is a
cultivated or cultural leisure.
This brief examination immediately reveals the contradictory
character of leisure, both in terms of itself and in relation to the
everyday. Leisure embraces opposing possibilities and orientations, of
which some tend to impoverish through passivity while others are more
enriching. Some are undifferentiated (alth ough they may still be
worthwhile on a certain level), others very much the reverse. And while
some involve escape into a vacuum, others rediscover 'nature', an
immediate, sensory life, through what is sometimes a highly developed
technical expertise (organized sports or amateur films, for example).
Therefore, with its fragmentation of labour, modern industrial
civilization creates both a general needfor leisure and differentiated concrete
needs within that general framework.
Leisure is a remarkable example of a n ew social need with a..
spontaneous character which social organization, by offering it various
sh a ened shifted an d modified.
means of
n response to such new n eeds, our civilization creates techniques
which nevertheless have an 'extra-technical' meaning and character. It

produces 'leisure machines' (radio, television, etc.). It creates new types
of play which transform the old ones, sometimes conflicti n g with other
activities, sometimes overlapping (in the camping holiday, work and
l eisure are barely distinguishable, and everyday life in its entirety
becomes play). Concrete social needs are determined in a way which
increasingly differentiates them according to age, sex and group. They
also fall spontaneously into the categories of individual needs and
collective needs (for example, the distinction between individual sports
and team sports).
There is no doubt that today - in capitalist, bourgeois society, which
has its own way of manipulating the needs arising from a specific l evel
of civilization the most striking im pera tive as far as the needs of leisure
among the masses are concerned is that it must produce a break.
Leisure must break with the everyday (or at least appear to do so) and
not only as far as work is concerned, but also for day-to-day family life.
Thus there is an increasing emphasis on leisure characterized as
distraction : rather than bringing any new worries, obligations, or
necessities, leisure should offer liberation from worry and necessity.
Liberation and pleasure - such are the essential characteristics of
leisure, according to the parties concerned. 54 There is no more of a
sense of genuine 'leisure' about a family get-together than there is about
gardening or doing odd j obs around the house. So those involved tend
to rej ect ambiguous forms of leisure which might resemble work or
entail some kind of obligation. The cultural aspect strikes them as
being irrelevant (which is n ot to say that it really is so ). They mistrust
anything which might appear to be educational and are more
concerned with those aspects of leisure which might o ffer distraction,
entertainment and repose, and which might compensate for the difficulties of
everyday life. If we are to believe the subj ective opinions revealed by
surveys, this is as true for workers (proletarians) as it is for the other
social classes.
It is th us not the work of art, in so far as it has a role to play in
everyday life (the picture or the reproduction hanging in the bedroom),
that is liable to constitute an element of leisure. Nor armchair reading,
unless it provides thrills or escapism (travel books, stories about
exploration, or crime novels), or relaxation (picture books, strip
cartoons, or 'readers' digests' - evoking n othing so much as pre
digested food). The constitutive elements of leisure are more likely to
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be images and films. And images and films which are (or at least
appear to be) as far away from real l�fe as possible.
The first obvious thing that the so-called ' modern' man around us
expects of leisure is that it should stop him from being tired and tense,
from being anxi ous, worried and preoccupied. To use a term which is
now very widely used by the public at large, h e craves relaxation. There
is a veritable ideology, and a technicity, and a technocracy -�T� elaxation
(which is obtained by a variety of procedures, some passive, ridding life
of its content, creating a vacuum - others active, exerting control over
actions and muscles). Thus the so-called 'modern' man expects to find
something in leisure which his work and his family or 'private' life do
not provide. Where is his happiness to be found? He hardly knows, and
does not even ask himself. In this way a 'world of leisure' tends to come
into being entirely outside of the everyday realm, and so purely
artificial that it borders on the ideal. But how can this pure artificiality
be created without permanent reference to ordinary life, without the
constantly renewed contrast that will embody this reference?
There are plenty of examples in the past of art aiming to embellish
everyday life by skilfully transposing it: presenting it in a flattering
light, imposing a style on it while acknowledging its real achievements
- Flemish and Dutch painting, for example. What is new today in
bourgeois society is that a complete break has become imperative (a
fact that constitutes a serious obstacle for any attempt at realism in art).
Consequently the art of obtaining this break is now a specific and
eagerly exploited commercial technique. Clever images of the everyday
are supplied on a day-to-day basis, images that can make the ugly
beautiful, the empty full, the sordid elevated - and the hideous
' fascinating'. These images so skilfully and so persuasively exploit the
demands and dissatisfactions which every 'modern' man carries within
himself that it is indeed very difficult to resist being seduced and
fascinated by them, except by becoming rigidly puritanical, and, in
rej ecting ' sensationalism', rejecting 'the present' and life itself.
The sudden eruption of sexuality in the domain of the image - and
more generally in leisure - calls for an investigation in its own right.
Our era has witnessed the demise of a certain n umber of ri diculous
taboos - which before becoming ridiculous were very serious indeed which had imposed a ban on sexual matters, on clothes that external
ized sexual characteristics, on bodies, on n udity. And yet it still

produces a shock whenever this ban is transgressed, as though it were
still in force. Images with a (more or less explicit) erotic meaning, or
simply the display of a woman's body, are violently attractive. The
excessive use of such images in advertising has not yet exhausted the
effect they have on us, and we may conclude that they correspond to
something profound. Displays of sexuality and n ud ity break with
everyday life, and provide the sense of a break which people look for in
leisure: reading, shows, etc.jj On posters, in shop windows, on the
covers of magazines, in films, everywhere there are unclothed women. It
is a kind of escapism which from certain angles is more like a
generalized neurosis: this sexuality is depressing, this eroticism is
weary and wearying, mechanical. There is nothing really sensual in
this unbridled sexuality, and that is probably its most profound
characteristic. From this point of view, we will not criticize eroticism for
being imm oral, or immodest, or corrupting to children, etc. We leave
that to other people. What we will criticize 'modern' eroticism for is its
lack of genuine sensuality, a sensuality which implies beauty or charm,
passion or modesty, power over the obj ect of d esire, and ful filment.
With 'm odern' eroticism we step outside of the everyday, without
actually leaving it: it shocks, it seems brutal, and yet this effect is
superficial, pure appearance, leading us back towards the secret of the
everyday - dissatisfaction.
Chaplin gave us a genuine reverse image of modern times: its image
seen through a living man, through his sufferings, his tribulations, his
victories. We are now entering the vast domain of the illusory reverse
image. What we find is a false world: firstly because it is not a world,
and because it presents itself as true, and because it mimics real life
closely in order to replace the real by its opposite ; by replacing real
un happiness by fictions of happiness, for example - by offering a
fiction in response to the real need for happiness - and so on. This is
the 'world' of most films, most of the press, the theatre, the music hall:
of a large sector of leisure activities.
How strange the split between the real world and its reverse image
is. For in the end it is not strange at all, but a false strangeness, a cheap
and-nasty, all-pervasive mystery.€)
Of course, the fictional and mystifying 'world' of leisure is n ot
limited to the exploitation of sex, sentimentality and crime. Sport too
will have to be scrutinized.
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Sport has developed by presenti� itself as the culture of the body, of
spirit: as a school for heal!h. What have
these lofty ambitions achieved? A vast social organization (commercial
ized or not) and a great and often magnificently spectacular mise en
scene devoted to competitiveness. The vocabulary is not without its
humour. People who go to the races and bet on their favourite horse
are known officially as 'sportsmen'. Every football club has its ' supp
orters'S7 and a supporter can be someone who has never kicked a ball
in his life. He goes to the match in his car, or by bus or the metro . He
participates in the action and plays sport via an intermediary. He
quivers with enth usiasm, he fidgets frenetically, but he never moves
from his seat. A curious kind of 'alienation'. Sport is an activity which is
apparently incompatible with illusion, and yet in fact It confronts us
with..a reverse image, 01 compensation f�veryday life.
So the analysis of the relation between the needs' of leisure and the
other areas which globally make up everyday life presents many
difficult problems. It is not sufficient simply to describe the facts. To
obtain an analysis of content, we need a conceptual apparatus to
supplement description. In particular the philosophical con cept of
alienation is essential. In a sense it has been introduced from outside,
but placed in the context of sociology it becomes scientific and allows
the sociology of everyday life to become a science as well as a critique.
Georges Friedmann5H has undertaken a long and very richly docu
mented investigation into human labour in which he has attempted to
pose the problem of the relations between leisure and work.
In substance, this work ( Oil va Ie travail humain) identifies leisure with
freedom and work with necessity. Every day the sum total of techniques
is transforming the conditions of existence. ' Every instant of life is mor�
and more penetrated by them' and the technical environment
surrounding man is becoming more substantial by the day.59 The
notion of a technical environment generalizes the relation between
man and machine and extends it to everyday life. However, the
sciences of man, whose right to examine mechanization and its effects
cannot be contested,60 themselves modify the technical environment.
They do this by an intellectual, moral and social reassertion of the
value of labour which 'tightens the link of interest between the worker
and society, by strengthening the incentives which justify his work,
even if it is fragmented, and integrate him within a collectivity'.(?' The

human problem is therefore a dual one: on the one hand how to
organize labour rationally, and on the oth ;r how to organize leIsure
-;ationally especially 'compensatory leIsure', in which the workers can
express their personahty.('2 It would seem therefore thatfreedom m ano
-through work comes principally from the intervention of psycho
technical or sociological theoreticians, in a word from an intervention
of the 'sciences of man applied to industrial labour',63 which assures
freedom 'in so far as it exists in this domain' - which according to
Friedmann is not very far. For the technical environment is following
its destiny. It characterizes not only capitalist society/" but also
industrial civilization as a whole.
Only the domain of leisure escapes the technical environment,
�scapes n���er words, escapes d epe.'2.0nalizatiQn.....l!L.Q�.!..
leisure activities we are already beyond techniques. We achieve a leap
--Tram necessity into freedor::�om t�slavement of the indiridual
�whatever will permit his self-development.
Georges Friedmann has had the indisputable merit of posing
problems and posing them in a wide-ranging way. He takes Marx's
arguments about the worker alienated by a labour which is itself
alienated and renders them concrete in terms of the era we live in. (For
Marx, however, the alienation of the worker by fragmented labour and
machines is only one aspect of a l arger - a total - alienation which as
such is inherent in capitalist society and in man's exploitation of man.)
It is certain that the development of the productive forces (in other
words of techniques) has consequences within the social relations
structurally linked to these techniques. Many Marxists have shut
themselves away in a class subj ectivism ; their understanding of the
social relations of production (in capitalist regimes) is restricted to and
blinkered by the notion of class struggle. They have thus neglected to
study the relations of production in so far as they are linked with the
d evelopment of the productive forces. And this despite what Lenin had
to say on the subj ect. Analysing monopoly capitalism, he demon
strated that 'underlying this interlocking . . . its very base, are the
changing social relations of production . . . it becomes evident that we
have socialisation of production . . . that private economic and private
property relations constitute a shell which no longer fits its contents'.65
By starting from an abstract notion of the class struggle, some Marxists
have neglected not only to study the recent modifications of capitalism

�al energy and team
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as s uch, but also the 'socialization of production', and the new contents
of specifically capitalist relations. Such a study could perhaps have
modified the notion of class struggle, leading to the discovery of new
forms of struggle.
These questions have been p ut by 'industrial sociology'. Has it
resolved them accurately and completely? That is another matter. The
undisputed fact is that since Marx's analyses, and since Lenin's, the
productive forces have developed, and this economic fact cannot but
have had consequences on the level of social phenomena.
Rather than resolving all the problems, Marx's statements about
labour and its relation with leisure inaugurated an area of research. He
predicted that work would become man's foremost need. The formula
is only superficially clear. Objectively, for society, for the social man, for
the ' collective worker', work has always been the foremost need. Does
Marx mean that the individual man will transform this objective need
into an essentially subjective one? So that by and in this work he will
eliminate alienation? No doubt, but the formula is difficult to accept in
relation to 'modern' fragmented labour. Moreover, if we put ourselves
at the vanguard of technique and the modern productive forces, and
consider the implications of automation, then we will need to interpret
it afresh. For automation and transfer-mach ines tend to differentiate
labour by splitting it into very highly skilled work and work for which
no skill at all is required.
We may certainly affirm that work is the foundation of personal
development within social practice. It links the individual with the
other workers (on the shop floor, in the social class, in the social
system) and also with knowledge; it is through work that the multi
technical education which controls the sum total of the productive
processes and social practice is made possible, and necessary. And yet
the fulfilment of these possibilities presents considerable difficulties.
And under no circumstances can the 'bitty' character of labour be seen
as conducive to the development of personality: whatever its social and
political context, it is 'alienating'.
Elsewhere Marx wrote that 'this always remains a realm of necessity.
The true realm offreedom, the development of human powers as an end in itself,
begins beyond it, though it can only flourish with this realm of necessity as its
basis. The reduction of the working day is the basic prerequisite. '66
Therefore, according to Marx, the development of the need for leisure
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and the needs of leisure is deeply significant. Recent French sociology,
and Georges Friedmann, have been right to bring this to the fore. B ut
once that has been said, ought we to accept un reservedly the notion of
leisure as the breakthrough of freedom into necessity? Or as a leap
from n ecessity into freedom? As Marx said (and as Hegel said before
him), necessity does not disappear in freedom, and freedom relies
upon necessity. We cannot conceive of them as external to one other,
except relatively. The notion of free leisure is valid up to a certain point.
Beyond that point it is inadequate. If we push it too far we run the risk
of forgetting that there can be alienation in leisure just as in work (and
alienation p recisely in so far as the worker is trying to 'disalienate'
himselfl ).
Th u s the dialectical analysis of leisure and i t s relation with work
(an analysis which is an integral part of the critique of everyday life)
would seem in some ways to complement the investigations of both the
'industrial sociologists' and the ' sociologists of leisure'.
Within the framework of bourgeois society (and the capitalist
regime) work is lived and undergone by the worker as an alien and
oppressive power. Not only do the technical division and the social
division of l abour overlap and impose themselves on him without his
knowing the reasons why, but also he knows that he is not working for
himself, either directly or indirectly. Moreover the fragmented charac
ter of individual labour is in fact interdependent with the increasingly
complete socialization of productive labour. Fragmentation and social
ization are the dialectically contradictory aspects of the labour process
wherever the productive forces are highly developed. Fragmented
labour can only be meaningful and productive within global or total
labour. Thus for the worker a dual need develops in respect of his own
labour.
On the one hand, the worker aspires to a knowledge of the system in
which he plays an integral part: a firm, and also a global society. And
this is already a means of not submitting, a freeing himself from
imposed constraints, of mastering necessity. In capitalist firms this
confused but real aspiration is answered in a mystifying way by
'human relations' and 'public relations'.67 Marxists who have criticized
these recent, originally American, institutions have made the mistake
of merely seeing the ideology they embody, and of ignoring the fact
that they correspond to a real social need, born precisely from the
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socialization of labour. They have disregarded this socialization of
l abour, imagining that it happens only in socialist regimes, whereas it
is in fact also a function of the development of the productive forces.
They have not understood that in social ism knowledge satisfies a need
which under capitalism is answered by an ideology. Reciprocally, the
mistake of the non-Marxist industrial sociologists has been that they
have not always shown that these innovati ons (human relations, etc.)
were responding to needs purely in order to harness them, twist them,
deflect them from their meaning, by reducing them to the dimensions
of the firm and to cooperation with the employers.
Moreover, the worker craves a sharp break with his work, a compensa
tio n. He looks for this in leisure seen as entertainment or distraction.
In this way leisure appears as the non-everyday in the everyday.
We cannot step beyond the everyday. The marvellous can only
continue to exist in fiction and the illusions that people share. There is
no escape . And yet we wish to have the illusion of escape as n ear to
hand as possible. An illusion not entirely illusory, but constituting a
'world' both apparent and real (the reality of appearances and the
apparently real) quite different from the everyday world yet as open
ended and as closely dovetailed into the everyday as possible. So we
work to earn our leisure, and leisure has only one meaning: to get away
from work. A vicious circle.
Thus is established a complex of activities and passivities, of forms of
sociability and communication which the sociologist can study.
Although he cannot describe or analyse them without criticizing them
as being (partially) illusory, he must nevertheless start from the fact that
they contain within themselves their own spontaneous critique of the
everyday. They are that critique in so far as they are other than everyday
life, and yet they are in ,!!!!..rydQ)'--lij"e, they are _a,!!..e.!Q.!:!!:Li. t/, They can thus
_
hold a real content, correspond to a real need, yet still retain an illusory
form and a deceptive �ance.
and private life' make up a dialectical
Thus leisure and
system , a global structure. Thr ug this global structure we can
reconstruct a historically real picture of man and the human at a
certain step in their development: at a certain stage of alienation and
disalienation.
Examples? Some are to be found in the present volume. Others will
be analysed in the next. Let us list them briefly:

�
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The cafe: generally an extra-familial and extra-professional meeting
place, where people come together on the basis of personal affinities (in
principle and at least apparently), because they have the same street or
the same neighbourhood in common rather than the same profession
or class (although there do exist cafes where the clients are pre
dominantly of the same class or profession). It is a place where the
regulars can find a certain luxury, if only on the surface; where they
can speak freely (about politics, women, etc.), and where i f what is said
may be superficial, the freedom to say it is fiercely defended ; where they
play.
The funfair: a people's event whose survival and in deed industrializa
tion have occasioned much astonishment. The noise and the deafening
music supply the required break. Here we enter a humble, restless
microcosm, extraordinary and vulgar. And apparently ch eap . Only
things which might remind us of work are excluded from this
microcosm. In it we find knowledge (the aquari um, anatomical
displays), eroticism (naked dancers), travel, wonders, departures, sport,
etc.
Radio and, even more so, television, the sudden violent intrusion of the
whole world into family and 'private' life, 'presentified' in a way which
directly captures the immediate moment, which offers truth and
participation, or at least appears to do so . . .
Here again we come up against certain characteristics specific to
cultural or cultivated leisure. These forms of leisure have functions
which are both new and traditional (comparable with reading books,
listening to songs and poems, or perhaps dancing as it used to be).
Their content is not only entertainment and relaxation, but also
knowledge. They do not exclude productive activities - specialized
techniques - but they control them. Sometimes it is a matter of
techniques which have been rendered obsolete by production and
which have become or are in the process of becoming sports (sailing,
for example). Finally, as we have already mentioned, the ultimate
characteristic of such cultivated leisure activities is that they lead u s
back towards the feeling o f presence, towards nature a n d the life o f the
-------
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senses (or, as the experts would say, towards an audio-visual milieu
revitalized by modern techniques).
Of all the leisure activities con crete sociology should scrutinize,
there is one which nowadays seems particularly remarkable.
Everyone knows that for more than a century the French school of
painting has enjoyed world-wide renown. B ut do enough people
realize that in France painting is becoming a mass art? That France for reasons which as yet remain obscure - is becoming a nation of
painters? 'Sunday painters', people who spend their leisure time
painting, exist in their tens and perhaps h u ndreds of thousands.
Innumerable local or corporate 'art exhibitions' are held. Thus, at a
very high cu ltural level, leisure transcends technical activity to become
art. On this level it seems to be using a certain means of expression in
order to re-establish a hold on life in its entirety. In this context leisure
involves an original search - whether clumsy or skilful is unimportant
- for a style of living. And perhaps for an art of living, for a kind of
happiness.
To sum up, work, leisure, family life and private life make up a
whole which we -Zan call a 'global structure' or 'totality' on condition
that we emphasize its historical, shifting, transitory nature. If we
consider the . critique of everyday life as an aspect of a concrete
OCiOIOgy we can envisage a vast enquiry which will look at professional
life, family life and leisure activities in terms of their many-sided
interactio..Ds. Our particular concern will be to extract �hat is living,
- the worthwhile needs and fulfilments - from the
new, positive
---negative elements: the alienations.

As I look up from writing these pages , I see before me one of the
loveliest landscapes in the suburbs of Paris. In the distance, the long,
lazy curve of the Seine, calm and blue, with its strings of barges. Rows
of sparkling cars are driving across the pont de Saint-Cloud. A hill to
the left, another to the right. On these hills, groves of trees, gardens,
meadows, the last remnants of royal or princely domains. On their
island, between the noble lines of these hillsides, I can see the

con centrated power of the Renault factories. B ut nearer, tumbling
down the groove of the valley of the Sevre like insects, in a prosaic
disorder, little houses separated by kitchen gardens where guard-dogs
bark and cats wail at night. They are called 'pavilions', but no irony is
intended. Between these pavilions lie alleyways, muddy paths where
the puddles are never dry. Their owners' superficiality oozes forth in an
abundance of ridiculous details, china animals on the roofs, glass
globes and well-pruned shrubs along the miniature paths, plaques
adorned with mottos, self-important pediments. From my window I
can see a huge notice nailed to a tree in one of the kitchen gardens,
proclaiming: 'Danger of d eath. Keep out.' On Sunday mornings,
especially when the weather is fine, these little houses open their
entrails to the sun with strings of red eiderdowns, sheets, blankets.
They spread over the hillside like hundreds of dead chickens in an
immense shop window.
Not much poverty here. The slums are farther down. And yet not
only bourgeois and petty bourgeois live on these hillsides; there are
also factory employees, workers. Your neighbour could be a taxi driver.
In the distance, tu mult, power, creation, luxury - and poverty as
well. Here the city has grown itself an appendix. In among the
remnants of a mighty past it has established something terrifying:
mediocrity. But for the Algerian workers at Renault, and for many
others besides, going into one of these little houses wou ld be like
entering h eaven.
Why should I say anything against these people who - like me come home from work every day? They seem to be decent folk who live
with their families, who love their children. Can we blame them for not
wanting the 'world' in which they feel reasonably at home to be
transformed?
Platitude. There are still contrasts here which give it a certain charm.
A few more little developments, and even that will disappear. Medioc
rity will have swamped this Parisian suburb j ust as it has swamped
villages as much as ten kilometres away from the city. One has to go
back to the office buildings in the centre of Paris to rediscover
something of the beauty or charm of times gone by.
Will there ever be anything great which is not dehumanized - or a
form of happiness which is not tinged with mediocrity?
The picturesque is disappearing with a rapidity which provides the
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reactionaries with an ample supply of ammunition for their pro
clamati ons and jeremiads. Above all it is being reduced to its vile
essence: poverty. What used to be its spark of beauty - the primitive
diversity of everyday man, the generosity of his nature, the many
faceted local eccentricities, the brutal, swarming tumult - that beauty
has disappeared. It has become congealed into so many museum
pieces floating on the muddy ocean of destitution. What disappoint
ments await the na'ive traveller to the famous cities of the fabulous East !
Were all those old story-tellers lyi ng? Did they see things differently
then? Can things and people have changed so much? The eagerly
awaited wonders, the marvellous surprises, the ruins, the monuments,
the stories from the Thou sand and One Nights, the folksongs and
dances - they are no longer enough to colour the spectacle and
transform it for us. Naples, Baghdad, Calcutta: the same sun shines
down on the same rags, the same running sores. The myths have
disappeared, the rituals and magic spells have lost their glamour. All
we can see now are the destitute masses, and the ignoble apparatus of
domination which lies over them, the unlovely art of power. There is
nothing left to seduce us. Everywhere a bare-faced display of force:
rifles, armoured cars, policemen.
Wherever people are in the throes of liberation from the old
oppressions, they are also sacrificing - there is no way they can avoid it
- certain ways of life which for many years were great and beautiful.
The tractor and the mechanical seeder must replace the gestures of the
ploughman. Thus when backward countries move forward they
produce ugliness, platitude and mediocrity as though that meant
progress . And the advanced countries which have known history in all
its greatness, produce platitude as though its proliferation were in
evitabl e.
So the New China, from the lowliest p easant girl to the highest Party
chief, dresses up in blue overalls. She has given up the mandarins' silks,
for hundreds of millions of peasants the direct opposite of their own
rags. She has relegated them to museums or turned them into export
items, along with the magic d ragons and ivory buddhas. She is
becoming austere, her mind bent on being victorious on the labour
front. Solid Republics are founded on virtue.
In the USSR in September and October 1 954 various articles
appeared which presented some new problems. The Kommunist of 1 4

October suggests that the standard of culture in the Soviet Union and
the handling of dial ectical analysis were reaching a point where the
simplified black-or-white, good-versus-bad view of reality which had
been generally accepted hitherto would have to be abandoned. Thus
writers, artists and philosophers needed to set about examining reality
and life in all their aspects, distinguishing between their various
elements, discerning the seeds of the n ew germinating in the old,
separating the positive from the negative, but also grasping all the
contradictions, even in what was new.
At the same time (and, to borrow a time-hallowed form ula, this was
no coincidence) the problem of taste was raised in the USSR for the first
time. On 1 0 October the review Nwy Mir writes : 'During the period of
the construction of Communist soci ety, the problem arises of how to
elaborate a style of living in material culture which will best satisfy
popular requirements .' There follows a comparison between 'the
industrial aesthetic' of cars and railway engines, and the aesthetic
anachronism of the objects on sale in the Moscow stores : sofas with
fringes, beds with fruit-and-flower decorations, imitations of the
mirrors and knick-knacks to be seen in the Savoy (a restaurant
frequented by tradesmen under the old regime).
And the philosopher Alexandrov, who was then Minister of Culture,
is quoted for his part as follows: 'everything surrounding man in his
everyday life - houses, architecture, the organization of living space,
furniture and household obj ects - is also part of culture, and influences
taste . . . '
1Ee Soviets are thus discovering problems which we, who live in a
capitalist country, have been aware of for a long time (which does not
mean that wenaVe solved them). As far as the style of everyday life is
concerned, the,Soviets havej}ot progressed far beyond 1200 . They are
discovering soci!!:.L needs which are already known and which have
arready been explored (which is not the same thing as saying that they
"1fave been satIsfied or fullrl.led) I'hey have attained petty-Dourgeois
mediocrity as though that were-progr�ss. How easily and quickly will
'--they leave it behind them? Today the latest stop is the 'industrial
aesthetic', an old chestnut which is liable to involve them in more than
one lapse of taste . . .
These observations are not intended to imply any hostility or even
mistrust of the USSR, which remains the objective support of the
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democratic forces and the socialist movement. On the contrary: that a
great civilization in the process of formation should express such
problems frankly and lucidly can be considered a sign of its vigour and
innovativeness. But nevertheless these facts give food for thought; we
observe that socialism and the construction of socialism also involve
day life. �hile not necessarily agreeing with Jean
criticism o(every
Marie Domenach's conclusions, we can accept what he has to say on
the subject of Yugoslavia:

clearly formulated. Even less was anything definitive written, or a style
of living developed, which might have imposed them . Is that not an
indication, the visible sign of a flaw? The symptom of something
lacking? In fact it became clear that the exaltation of the social man in
socialist society was ending up as a set of perfunctory images of limited
interest and certainly of limited use once they had outlived certain
specific circumstances (the struggle for the Plan, production goals, or
the war effort). So in place of the monotonous display of 'positive
heroes' there was a deman d for images of the real man, diverse,
individual, complete with his conflicts and contradictions, and ex
emplified in his different types. There was even an official statement to
the effect that certain negative types were not without interest - and
that there were a great many men and women who experience within
themselves the clash between the old and the new, the positive and the
negative. Men and women in transition . . .
Thus it is in his similarities with how men used to be that the new
man becomes humanized . And we find the socialist or Communist
man much more interesting when the distance between him and ' us' is
reduced. He gains in sympathy and interest what he loses in terms of
his ability to impress the na·ive and the stupid. Even if the contradic
tions are different, even if they must be emphasized in different ways,
even if over there they are fruitful while back here they are devastating,
even if the attitude of the socialist man towards his work and society is
totally different to 'ours', the contradictions allow us to understand, to
know, to communicate. They enlighten 'us'. In the past an over-facile
rhetoric has taken the 'socialist man' and the 'C ommunist man' over,
comparing them to saints, to knights in shining armour. From
lowly positions we looked up in admiration at the Positive Hero. It
not possible to l ove him. Now that he has become contradictory, the
socialist man is no taller than we are.
But this means we can ask him questions. B ut this means we
become more demanding. We ask ourselves : 'What is socialism
exactly? How does it intervene in everyda life? What does it chan e? '
�nd the answer I S unc ear. Th e elimination of the bourgeoisie and
class antagonisms? The suppression of capitalist relations of property
aiId production? These are only negative definitions. We find the
picture of a bourgeois society without a bourgeoisie neither reassuring
nor satIsfying. We think that there is, or will be, something else. B ut

We have failed to pay enough attention In our analyses to this more
immediate and less easily grasped reality of everyday life; let us not forget
it, Marxism started from a concrete observation of alienation, and aimed to
eliminate it. Nothing would be more useful today than a sociology of
everyday life, separate from proclamations and official statistics, a sociology
of the conditions of real existence in a socialist country : we could tak� a
fresh look at the shortages and the sufferings which l ead to unexpected
explosions of unrest; by studying new alien ations we could achieve a n ewly
conceived revolutionary theory which would no longer be based exclusively
on the poverty of the workers in 1 850, but on the concrete sufferings of the
men of 1 95 6 . Sadly, no such sociology exists as yet, in any of the popular
democracies (although objective surveys on work, youth, etc. would help to
avoid a good many wrong turns), and we have to m a ke d o with fragmentary
im pressions, naturally subj ect to chance, mood, and therefore extremely
questionable . . . ',K

This leads us in turn to pose yet more problems.
A few years ago, 'the new man', the socialist or Communist man ,
seemed radically and infinitely different from what 'we' are, 'we' who
are immersed in capitalism and contaminated by the bourgeoisie even
in terms of the way we struggle against it . This is how literature
presented the new man : entirely positive, heroic, fearless and blameless
in work, war or love. He was defined by his wholehearted devotion to
(socialist) society and by the way he discovered the meaning of his
individual ity in dedication and self-sacrifice. That the individual was
dedicated to society, that he was defined as well as determined by
society, was never doubted for one minute, and this affirmation formed
the basis for both an ethic and an aesthetic.
However neither this ethic nor this aesthetic was ever successfully or
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what? Accepting one's work, making it - willingly if possible - one's
first priority, working harder, willing productivity to increase rather
than merely putting up with it? These ideas are fine as far as they go.
Admittedly they are probably all essential, very important for the social
relations of production, and perhaps they would go some way towards
defining a mode of production economically. But as a definition of a
culture, a civilization, a humanity, a joy of living which are really new,
they are inadequate. Nor can they define a worthwhile way of living
which could come into being thanks to its own powers of persuasion.69
The problem is not limited to ethics and aesthetics. It forces us to
return to the theoretical and scientific principles of Marxism. What is
the exact role of the productive forces in society? Unquestionably
production in the USSR and in the other countries of the socialist
camp is growing at an increasingly rapid rate, and above all so are the
means of production (Marx's Department I).
It is l udicrous to define socialism solely by the development of the
productive forces. Economic statistics cannot answer the question:
'What is socialism ? ' Men d o not fight an d d i e for tons of steel, or for
tanks or atomic bombs. They aspire to be happy, not to produce. What
is more, both production (global or per capita) and labour productivity
are even higher in the USA than they are in the USSR.
The productive forces do not define socialism. For socialism, it is
necessary for the productive forces to be at a high level, as the example
of the USSR shows, but that is not enough to institute it, as the
example of the USA shows. And yet i f 'life is to change' it is essential
for the productive forces to reach a certain level. Moreover, change in
the political superstructure (in its class nature: h ere the bourgeois State
- there the proletarian State, controlling the means of production, the
dictatorship of the proletariat, its leading role embodied in and
exercised by the Party) does not ipso facto imply a concrete change in
the way people live. In the capitalist countries, the superstructures (the
' shells' in the sense Lenin used the word in the text quoted earlier) are
in contradiction with the living contents, because they lag behind them,
whether it be the State or legal relations of property. This super
stuctural backwardness acts as a brake. And it will be the task and the
meaning of the political Revolution to destroy these shells, to release
their contents, and to rebuild new superstructures from the bottom up.
In the countries which are building socialism today, the political and
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ideological superstructures start off ahead of the social relations and the
economic base. In the backward countries this is what the Revol ution
is all about. But how is the contradiction resolved ? How is a change
which in these backward countries begins at the top, in the strato
sphere of society, passed downwards through an immense apparatus
into the humble depths of everyday life? Will it not sometimes come to
a halt on the way? Will not whatever comes between the base and the
apex slow it down or divert it?
To put it another way, socialism (the new society, the n ew life) can
only be defined concretely on the l evel of everyday hie, as a system of
changes In what can be called l ived ex enence. IIINow, half a century of
Istorical upheavals have taught us that everyday relations between
...Ten - 'lived experience' - change more slowly than the structure of
the State. And in a different way, at a different rate. Thus in the history
of societies modifications in the different sectors take place unevenly�
some ahead of their times, others lagging behind. The 1act that one
sector is ahead does not mean that there is immediate progress i n
another. A n d v i ce versa. According t o t h e productive a n d technical
forces, certain social needs arise in bourgeois society which capitalism
is unable to satisfy; they modify everyday life in a positive way, while at
the same time introducing negative elements such as dissatisfaction,
d isappointment, alienation. On the other hand, i n the socialist
countries, or in the countries in which socialism is being built, the real
social needs - which socialism should both stimulate, detect and satisfy
- lag behind ideology and the superstructures.
Let us summarize and put what we have said into perspective.
Today, the Revolution has lost its mythical meaning and the now
outmoded aspects of its former romanticism. In 1917 , as in 17 89,
revolutionaries thought they were entering straight into another world ,
an entirely new one. They were passing from despotism to freedom,
from capitalism to Communism. Just one sign from them and life was
going to change like a stage set. Today we know that life is never
simple. There are no magic wands. We h ave been taught to look at
necessary Revolution in a hard, realistic light. Still inadequately
controlled by human will and freedom, necessity has produced a
historical result that Marx did not foresee. The political Revolution
which is a necessary condition for the transformation of the world, was
first accomplished in the backward (,under-developed') countries. The
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incalculable consequences of this fact are springing up all around us,
filling our era inexorably with tension and discord, Th is relationship of
confrontation between two politically opposed ' camps' or 'worlds' is
extending and amplifying the class struggle to world-wide, historical
dimensions, But only a shamelessly absurd logic could mistakenly
conclude from this contradiction, this ' coexistence' in antagonism, that
the men in these two camps, and the way they actually live, had
nothing in common,
I n his lectures at Sverdlovsk University in 1 924, Stalin defined the spirit
of Leninism as the synthesis of Russian revolutionary enthusiasm and
American pragmatism. Since then, now that the romanticism has
faded away, the balance has possibly tipped in favour of the American
sense of business, yield, results. Is this a bad thing? C ertainly, if it is, it
has its positive side. It is true that one of the camps is on the decline
while the other is expanding; the latter may well be able to in corporate
whatever is best or more effective in the former.
But to define 'the new' by sifting out everything that distinguishes it
from the old is not as easy as the dogmatists with their lack of dialectic
used to believe. Our era is truly an era of transition; everything about it
is transitory, everything, right down to men and their lives. The
informed observer will be as struck as much by similarities as by
differences, as much by the unity within contradiction as by contra
diction itself. The one must not eliminate the other' (A little example,
quoted from a comedian : there are secret police in democratic
countries as well as in reactionary or Fascist countries. In the
democratic countries police chiefs are changed very often; in the
socialist countries sometimes they even shoot them. Under Fascism
they last as long as the regime ' )
Today, despite the extreme unevenness o f development, a sort o f vast
world-wi de levelling process is taking place. The myths and the
ideologies are fal ling; they are nothing more than shells concealing very badly - facts, results, needs. Backward social structures are
collapsing, giving way to demands that the social average be raised to
the average level achieved in the developed countries. From one side of
the world to the other questions are being asked about production and
productivity, power of consumption, distribution of the gross national
product, diversification of investments (and the 'socialist' countries
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realize that one day or another they will be obliged to do voluntarily
and consciously what the capitalist countries have done i nvoluntarily
and blindly: invest in the production of consumer goods). So every
where we see that advanced automated machines, power stations and
atomic energy, tractors and combine harvesters are being perceived as
a hope and a solution. B ut the 'man-machine' relation is only one
aspect of the question. �en and women everywhere are aspiring to
build �eryday lives on a solid basis. to escape from insecurity and
pQ.yerty These are m>l�� preb l em s , problems of social aspirations and
social needs. The face of the world is changing; everywhere the
everyday nature of life asserts itself, conscious now o f its own weakness
and its own value. Life is appearing in all its nakedness. The result for
this period of transition is an appalling outb urst of platitude which is in
singular contrast to the other characteristics of this self-same period:
inordinate ambitions, failures on a par with those ambitions, tragedies,
threats, an ocean of blood and mire - and with brutal stupidity and
platitude thrown in for good measure.
Should we attempt to escape from platitude through the past, the
tragic and the mythical, the surreal or the transcendental? Or through
the marvellous, in other words through the trumpery of lost illusions
and miracles? In the course of our study we will attempt wherever
possible to demonstrate the new marvels which are being born at the
very heart of mediocrity. They are simple, h uman marvels. Let us
name one of them without further ado : trust.
It is as old as social life itself; very close to naivety, to foolishness;
always abused from childhood on (trust in one's parents, in masters and
bosses, priests and gods, faith and destiny, love); always changed into
distrust which is almost as unexpressed as the initial na'ivety trust in life is taking root in life and becoming a need. In
contradictory dualism 'trust-distrust' - contradictory in an embryonic,
suppressed way, more ambiguous than antagonistic - trust is slowl y
gettin g the upper hand. In spite of the most dreadful trials, the most
awful illusions, it is getting stronger. Today trust is bursting forth , today
trust is growing. We will see how it is at work deep in the heart of the
everyday, and how it works through its opposite, doubt - the restless
need for material security, This will be one of the themes of the second
vol ume of Critique of Everyday Lije.71
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Now let us return to several questions which we touched upon at the
beginning and elucidate them more thoroughly. A certain number of
Marxists, and notably the 'official' Marxists, gave this book a rather
bad reception when it was first published. Why? In the first place, at
that time in France there was a widespread prej udice against sociology.
Due to the fact that certain theoreticians of the kind generally
described from the political point of view as 'right-wing socialists' had
reduced Marxism to a sociology, Marxist revolutionaries had drawn
the hasty conclusion that sociology does not exist as a science. Indeed,
in the USSR sociology is not included among the social sciences.
When the term is used there, it is in reference to societies generally,
either ethnographically or ethically, or even simply administratively.
That there are ideologues - notably in Germany (Weber, Mannheim,
etc.) - who have reduced the historical and social sciences, together
with philosophy and the theory of knowledge, to sociology, is offered as
an irrefutable argument; but this is merely a way of avoiding, by pure
and simple negation, the real difficulties the sociologist encounters when
he wants to situate and determine the object and method of his discipline.
We should add that the disappearance of sociology from the USSR
and fro m revolutionary Marxism surely has another, deeper signifi
cance. We have already quoted an important text by Lenin which
d emonstrates how the materialist analysis of social relations in Marx
goes beyond political economy (by renewing it). Far from excluding a
scientific sociology which would study social relations (or certain
aspects of them), the n otion of socio-economic formation demands and
requires it. We may note that the concept of socio-economic formation has
almost disappeared from Marxist writing, to be replaced by the
simplified scheme: ' economic base - political superstructure'. Theoretically,
Marxist thought and method have become impoverished. Practically,
neither ca italist society nor socialist societ in the process of formation
as been stu Ie m a concrete way. co nomic statistics on the one
0 servations a ac mg or defending ideology and the
and,
p olitical apparatus in the two 'camps' on the other, have been deemed
sufficient. This reveals an extremely serious development: the growing
break with objectivity which in our view characterizes the Stalinist
interpretation of Marxism.

This dogmatic and schematic simplification of Marxism, with its
elimination of sociological research, went hand in hand with a simplifi
cation of philosophy. Why was the concept of alienation treated with
such mistrust? Why was the Hegelianism in Marx's early writings
rejected? Where does the tendency to separate Marx from his roots,
and his mature scientific works from his early writings, come from? Or
the tendency to date and determine the formation of Marxism from his
political writings? Analysis shows that behind all this lies that murky
mixture of simplistic empiricism, pliant subj ectivism and doctrinaire,
authoritarian dogmatism which is the philosophical basis of the
Stalinist interpretation of Marxism. In Soviet society, alienation could and
must no longer be an issue. By order from above, for reasons of State, the
concept had to disappear. Why? Was it because alienation (economic,
ideological, political) really had disappeared? The divorce between
Stalin's decree and the reality, between ideology - brought into line
with propaganda - and the obj ective truth, could only get wider.
This was why the Marxists who imported this Stalinist interpretation
into France - not merely uncritically, but actually shooting down the
slightest hint of criticism as though it were treason - could not accept
sociology as a science, or the philosophical concept of alienation, or
even philosophy as such . They had to be reductive, simplistic,
schematic, dogmatic. And of course the Stalinist interpretation of
Marxism,72 which had already been pedagogically and politically
simplified, and bent in the direction of a State ideology, could only
become even more desiccated. So dogmatic was their attitude that all
they could see in the Critique of Everyday Life wa2.,an attempt to analyse
certain aspects of bourgeois society sociolo icall , without actuall
ma mg a stan agamst it. They imagined it was taking a step
backwards, that it was giving up political economy, and even dialectical
and historical materialism. (Sectarian and dogmatic Marxist criticism
frequently begins by isolating texts from their context, and then from
the author's other works, in order to pin down some 'formula' or
other.) They considered my sociological point of view to be narrow and
depoliticized; as if the sociology annihilated all ideological or political
criticism. (Sectarian Marxists have n othing much to say - and
everything they have to say they say over and over again; when they
were unable to find what they were looking for immediately in my
book, they insisted that I had deliberately left it out l )
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These attacks were spoken rather than written, and took place more
by word of mouth behind my back than in actual discussions with me.
Here are some extracts from a letter written by a young Marxist who
was otherwise sympathetic towards the book:
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This letter is a good illustration of how confused the ideas and
discussions were (moreover they were never openly discussed in public
or explored in any depth).
Before replying briefly, this is an appropriate place to emphasize
another shabby polemical procedure associated with sectarian
Marxism. In fact, whether historically or today, Marxist thought and
the Marxist thinker cannot exist in isolation from each other. Absolute
Marxism and the purely Marxist manner of thinking are intellectual
entities created by dogmatism; this dogmatism has become entangled

in the very contradictions it has unwittingly created ; in fact Marxism
asserts that thought - all thought - can only express itself historically,
socially, contextually. I (using the pronoun generically) am a French
I'vlarxist who writes and thinks in French ; who has been formed by
French culture. One would not have to go very deeply into my
dialectical thinking to find a predilection for lu cid, well-organized,
clearly articulated ideas, for analysis. Clearly I have a rati onalist and
Cartesian background. It is indeed conceivable that at one time or
another these tendencies of mine may confli,ct with the materialist and
dialectical thinki ng which, despite its differences with my background,
is my starting point; and I know this. It is equally conceivable that I
have resolved this conflict, or that I will resolve it, in a creative way.
And what could be more natural than such a conflict, given that
everything is contradictory and that we only move ahead in and
through contradictions? But here comes the sectarian, dogmatic
l\1arxist. Frowning, threatening, contemptuous, or indifferent, he
smells something he disapproves of, something incompatible, some
thing impossible: one cannot be both a Cartesian and a Marxist;
Marxism is radically different from Cartesianism in respect of its
theory, its content and its aims. Therefore he will define me as a
Cartesian, fixing me for ever, labelling me, nailing me to the whipping
post of Cartesianism. And he will be very pleased with himself: he will
have served the cause of Marxism and the proletariat. And if I answer
back, he will brand me with other labels, other epithets. In fact he will
have transformed a problem, in other words a real conflict - and
therefore a creative one in so far as I am able to resolve it - into an
irresolvable, unproductive antinomy. He will have burdened living
reality with a parasitic growth : his interpretation. And he will have
been drawn unwittingly into a contradiction between the 'point of
view' of Marxism and the proletariat, and the 'point of view' of
acquired culture and national tradition; between the point of view of
the 'new' and that ofthe 'old'. It is true that subsequently the sectarian
can save face by j umping nimbly from one point of view to the other.
He can even maintain that there is no contradiction between the
'points of view' ; which is true, since it is he who introduced the
contradiction in the first place, exaggerating it to the point of an
tagonism when necessary, and dismissing it when no longer required !
And now we are gradually isolating a process of degeneration in
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Yo ur critique ends up being a theory of the decline of everyday life, of the
growing alienation of a na'ive way of life in which you som etimes appear to
see the remains of a golden age for humanity , , , Alienation in production
con sists above all in the fact that the worker is deprived of a share of the
product of his labour. Mystification (the superstructure) also deprives the
workers of an objective vision of the relation s of production. This
superstructure, this ideological alienation is com plex (human relations
hypostatized in religion - justified in ethics - explained by the pseudo
social sciences, by the political ideology of the dominant classes, etc . . . . ).
But it cannot be said that social m an has undergone a process of increasing
alien ation, for example by passing from slavery to serfdom and the
proletariat . . . Some of your propositions suggest that you believe that the
analysis of everyday life can only begin with the theory of ideological
m ystification . . . You say that the scientific study of society and of the
proletariat begins by tearing away the veil of ideologies, and that Marxism
describes and analyses the everyday life of society. But this is all grist to the
mill of those who m aintain that you are limiting Marxism to a sort o f
m aterialist phenomenology of the superstructures . " It would b e worth
your while to actually say that you are writing a theory of the super
structures . . . You also seem to be saying that all the parts of Marx's
writings are of equal im portance. Your enemies have used this declaration
that Marxism constitutes a whole, and is therefore a science and a:
philosophy, to conclude that you see econ omic facts and ideologies as
having equal importance. That accusation of phenomen ology again . . .
And it is telling I
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dialectical thought : 'points of view' an d the jump from one point of
view to the other.
Thus it is fashionable for the dogmatists to use dominant modes of
thought from outside Marxism against anyone who attempts to
introduce new ideas. If phenomenology is fash ionable, then they see
phenomenology in every idea which does not duplicate the proven
' formulas'. If Hegelianism is in fashion, then they will find Hegelian
ism wherever they want to find it, etc. And maybe, indeed certainly,
there is something true in all this, since, after all, phenomenology,
Hegelianism or Cartesian analysis also correspond to something
around us and within us. If not they would have lost all meaning, or
would not ha ve mean t anything in the first place ! And this is one of the
worst aspects of dogmatism : as soon as it touches a sore point it turns it
only too easily into a global condemnation, using a constant process of
superfluity and imperturbable logic instead of analysing works, situ
ations and men dialectically.
Dogmatism is a great evil which comes in countless forms. If we are
to exterminate it we must hunt it down in every nook and cranny and
drag it from its hiding place by the tail like a rat.
The amusing thing is that the man who wrote the letter quoted
above begins by rejecting this form of criticism; then he appears not
only to accept it but actually to overshoot the mark by seeming to
embrace a theory of superstructures which is a theory of super
structures and nothing else. Thus he wavers between dogmatism and
theoretical opportunism or eclecticism.
Sectarian criticism also forgets that the economic and the ideological
as they are expressed in everyday life only attain the level of pol itical
consciousness at moments of revolutionary crisis. This is something
Lenin wrote about at length in his analyses of the political crisis. At
such moments all the elements of social practice, of spontaneous
consciousness, and of the life of the masses and the classes are
condensed and concentrated in political life. O utside of such moments,
social practice splits up into discrete and even divergent areas ; notably
i nto the economic and the political. In everyday life, from that point
on, the immediate and the ideological join forces to form a shell in
which economic reality, the operation of the existent political super
structures, and revolutionary political consci ousness are all contained
and concealed .

So to reach reality we must indeed tear away the vei l , that veil which
is forever being born and reborn of everyday life, and which masks
everyday life along with its deepest or loftiest implications.
There is no reason n ot to quote Lenin agai n : 'The beginnin g - the
most simple, ordin ary, mass, immediate "Being" : the single
commodity (' Sein' in political economy). The analysis of it as a social
relation. A double analysis, deductive and inductive - logical and
historical . . .'73 Thus the simplest event - a woman buying a pound of
sugar, for example - must be analysed. Knowledge will grasp whatever
is hidden within it. To understand this simple event, it is not enough
merely to describe it; research will disclose a tangle of reasons and
causes, of essences and ' spheres ' : the woman's l ife, her biography, her
job, her family, her class, her budget, her eatin g habits, how she uses
money, her opinions and her ideas, the state of the market, etc. Finally
I will have grasped the sum total of capitalist society, the nation and its
history. And although what I grasp becomes more and more profound,
it is contained from the start in the original little event. So now I see the
humble events of everyday life as having two sides: a little, individual,
chance event - and at the same time an infinitely complex social event,
richer than the many ' essences' it contains within itself. The social
phenomenon may be defined as the unity of these two sides. It remains
for us to explain why the infinite complexity of these events is hidden,
and to discover why - and this too is part of their reality - they appear
to be so humble.
Is it truly a question of the superstructures? Is it the superstructures
alone that matter? No: it is a question of superstructures only in so far
as they are created at each instant of everyday life and social practice in so far as they are constantly coming down to penetrate these realms
from above. And also only in so far as the superstructures are linked to
society as a whole, to social practice as a whole, although everyday
practice is dispersed, fragmented - be it in terms of an individual or a
specific and determined social activity: in them the whole is repre
sented by the part, and vice versa.
It is therefore not only a question of the superstructures. In truth it is
a question of sociology, in other words of a science which studies an
aspect or sector of social relations.
And now the new reader - or the old one who reads this book again
- will be able to j udge for himself. Did it contain a theory of increasing
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alienation, based upon a fundamental naivety, and with archaic
contents left over from some golden age (to put it more scientifically:
from primitive community - or from direct, immediate person-to
person relationships)? If it did, then the author must have expressed his
thoughts badly. He believes that philosophically the process of social
d evelopment involves two sides: the increasing fulfilment of man - and
also an increasing alienation up to and including capitalist society. The
one in the other. Th e one via the other. On the one hand object�fication,
in other words the more-and-more real, objective existence of human
b eings, both in the h uman world of products and works, and in the
human strengths and powers developed throughout history; and on
the other hand, and equally on the increase, externalization, an
uprooting of the self, a split, an estrangement.
In capitalist soci ety this contradictory process - this tearing - is at its
maximum. This society and the concepts which express it (for example
the idea of social labour discovered by classic bourgeois economy) shed
light on the march of history, the past and the future. And this is why
the objective analysis of it as a totality 74 undertaken in Capital is a
d ecisive one.7) Th e ever-unfinished development of the productive
forces - in economic terms - has the philosophical implication of a
new stage in human fulfilment, of limitless possibilities. But the
corresponding alienation here is j ust as all-encompassing. It encom
passes life in its entirety.
In capitalist society, money - the externalization of relations
between human beings by means of commodities - takes on an
absolute power. But this is merely economic alienation : money-as-fetish,
obj ectified o utside of men, functioning by its elf, and as such one of the
obj ects studied by the science called political ecof).omy. This economic
alienation, though an integral part of total alienation, is but one of its
aspects. Although the volume which follows contains certain quota
tions, let me clarify matters now by quoting some long extracts from
the most important text by Marx on this question.7() Obviously some of
M arx's observations were only valid for h i s own times. One may still
find workers living in hovels - even in France. But it cannot be said
that this is the general rule, much less a law.
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Alienated Labour

The worker becomes poorer the more wealth he produces, the more his
production i ncreases i n power and extent. The worker becomes an ever
cheaper com modity the more commodities he produces. The devaluation of
the human world grows in direct proportion to the increase in value of the
world of things. Labour not only produces com modities ; it also produces
itself and the workers as a commodity and it does so in the same proportion
in which it produces commodities in general.
This fact simply means that the obj ect that labour produces, its product,
stands opposed to it as something alien, as a power independent of the producer.
The product of labour is labour embodied and made m aterial in an obj ect,
it is the objectification of labour. The realization of labour is its obj ectifica
tion. In the sphere of political economy this realization of labour appears as
a loss of reality for the worker, obj ectification as loss of and bondage to the object,
and appropriation as estrangement, as alienation [ EntausserungJ . . .
It is the same in religion. The more man puts into God, the less he
retains within himself. T h e worker places his life in the obj ect; bu t now it
no longer belongs to him, but to the obj ect . . . What t h e product o f his
l abour is, he is not . . . The externalization [ EntausserungJ of the worker in
his product m eans not only that his labour becomes an obj ect, and external
existence, but that it exists outside him, independently of him and alien to
him, and confronts him as an autonomous power; that the life which he
has bestowed on the obj ect confronts him as hostile and alien . . .
Political economy conceals the estrangement in the nature of labour by ignoring the
direct relationship between the worker (labour) and production. It is true that
labour produces marvels for the rich, but it produces privation for the
worker; it produces palaces, but hovels for the worker . . . It produces
intelligence, but it produces idiocy and cretinism for the worker . . .
After all, the product is simply the resume of the activity, of the
producti on. So i f the product of labour is alienation, production itself must
be active alienation, the alienation of activity, the activity of alienation. The
estrangement of the object of labour merely summarizes the estrangement,
the alienation in the activity of labour itself.
What constitutes the alienation of labour?
Firstly, the fact that labour i s external to the worker, i.e. does not belong
to his essential being; that he therefore does not confirm himself in his
work, but denies himself, feels miserable and not happy . . . H ence the
worker feels himself only when he is not working; when he is working he
does not feel himself. He is at home when he is not working, and not at
home when he i s working . . . [His labour] is therefore not the satisfaction of
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a n eed but a mere means to satisfy needs outside itself . . . J ust as in religion
the spontaneous activity of the human imagin ation, the human brain and
the human heart detaches itself from the in dividual and reappears as the
alien activity of a god or of a devil, so the activity of the worker is not his
own spontaneous activity. It belongs to an other, it is a loss of his self.
The result is that man (the worker) feels that he is acting freely only in
his animal fun ction s - eating, drinking and procreating, or at m ost in his
dwellin g and adornment - while in his human fun ctions he is nothing
m ore than an anim al.
It is true that eating, drinking and procreating, etc . , are also genuin e
hum an functions. However, when abstracted from our other aspects of
human activity and turn ed into final and exclusive ends, they are
animal . . .
This relationship is the relationship of the worker to his own activity as
som ething which is alien and does not belong to him, activity as passivity
[Leiden ] , power as impotence, procreation as emascu lation, the worker's
own physical and m ental energy, his personal life - for what is life but
activity? - as an activity directed against himself, which is independent of
him and does n o t belong to him. Self-estrangement, as compared with the
estrangement of the object [Sache] mentioned above/ . . .
Nature is man 's inorganic body, that is to say nature in so far as i t is not
the human body. Man lives from nature, i.e. nature is his body, and he
m ust m aintain a continuing dialogue with it if he is n ot to die. To say that
man 's physical and mental life is linked to nature simply means that nature
is linked to itself, for man is a part of nature.
Estranged labour not only ( 1 ) estranges nature from man and (2)
estranges man from himself . . . it also estranges man from his species. It
turn s his species-life into a means for his in dividual lif e. Firstly it estranges
life-species and in dividual life, and secondly it turns the latter, in its
abstract form , into the purpose of t h e former, also in its abstract and
estranged form.
For in the first place labour, life activity, productive life itself appears to
man only as a means for the satisfaction of a n eed, the need to preserve
physical existence. But produ ctive life is species-life. It is life-producing life.
The whole character of a species, its species-character, resides in the nature
of its life activity, and free conscious activity constitutes the species
character of man. Life itself appears only as a means of life.
The animal is imm ediately one with its life activity. It is not distinct
from that activity; it is that activity. Man makes his life activity itself an
obj ect of his will and consciousness. He has conscious life activity. It is n ot
a determination with which he directly m erges. Conscious life activity
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directly distinguishes man from animal life activity. Only because of that is
he a species-being. Or rather, he i s a conscious being, i.e. h i s own life is a n
obj ect for h i m , only because he i s a species-being. Only because of that is
his activity free activity. Estranged labour reverses the relationship so that
man, ju st because he is a conscious being, makes his life activity, his being
( ltesen ] , a m ere means for his existence . . .
It is true that animals also produce . . . But . . . they produce one-sidedly,
while man produces universally; they p roduce only when imm ediate
physical n eed compels them to do so . . . while man is capable of producin g
according to the standards of every species . . . hence m an also produces in
accordance with t h e laws of beauty.
It is therefore in the fashioning of the obj ective that man really proves
himself to be a species-being. Such production is his active species-life.
Through it nature appears as his work and h i s reality. The obj ect of la bour
is therefore the objectification of the species-life of man : for m a n reproduces
him self not only intellectually, in his conscio usn ess, but actively and
actually, and he can therefore contemplate h imself in a world he him self
has created. In tearing away the obj ect of his production from man,
estranged labour therefore tears away from him his species-life, his true
species-obj ectivity, and transforms his advantage over animals into the
d isadvantage that his inorganic body, n ature, is taken from him . . .
An imm ediate consequence of man's estrangement from the product of
h i s labour, h i s life activity, his species-being, is the estrangement of man from
man. When man confronts himself, he also confronts other men . . .
In general, the proposition that man i s estranged from his species-being
means that each man is estranged from the others and that all are
estranged from man's essence . . .
The alien being to whom labour and the prod uct of labour belong . . .
can be n one other than man himself . . . a man other than the worker.

Thus Marx does not limit alienation to exploitation, to the fact that
a share of the product is taken away from the worker individually or
collectively (the working class) by the individual and the class which
controls the means of production. He analyses alienation under several
headings:
(a) the alienation of the worker as an object (the alien power which
turns him into an obj ect);
(b) the alienation of productive activity, in other words of labour
itself (which is divided and split up by it) ;
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(c) the alienation of man as species-being, member of the h uman
species - as a system of humanized species-needs ;
(d) the alienation of man as a being of nature, as a set of natural needs.

These texts make the polyscopic, omnipresent character of alien
ation as a concept, a reality and a philosophical theory linked to the
social sciences, more than abundantly clear, and this as much in regard
to produ ctive forces and social relations as in regard to ideology, and
even more profoundly in regard to man's relation with nature and with
his own nature.
The main quotation (from 'Estranged Labour') shows that for Marx
work constitutes man's essence as a creator: a being of needs who
creates his own needs; and it is precisely work that alienation
humiliates, atomizes, overpowers.
The theory of impoverishment is an integral part of Marx's theory of
alienation. And yet the two concepts are discrete; thus the facts relating
to them must be studied separately, the latter being a more extensive
area than the former. Therefore if one emphasizes the idea of alienation
it means that one does not reject a priori the theory of the tendency
towards impoverishment. The economic laws formulated by Marx
always deal with tendencies, and are thwarted by other forces, other
activities and other laws. As long as it is not backed up by scientific

analyses of the life and the needs of the proletariat, compared by
region, type of industry, and country, the analysis of impoverishment,
like the analysis of alienation, is j ust so much hot air. A priori it is
probable that here, as elsewhere, differences in development play an
important role. It is becoming essential to undertake not only an
economic analysis, but also a sociological one (dealin g with basic or
differentiated needs, the degrees and the structures of those needs, be
they old or new, hidden or unsatisfied, etc.).
There are other texts by Marx which show clearly that in his view
the crowning element in the inhuman power which reigns over all
social life is the State; it consolidates that power, and sanctions it. In
one sense political alienation (with the political superstition by which the
Sta te is actually endowed with a life sup erior to the life of society) is the
most serious type of alienation. In another sense, it also determines the
sphere in which the struggle against alienation (,disalienation') and
radical criticism, its auxiliary, will be most effective, most necessary and
most directly possible.
It is equally clear that Marx sees the division of labour as the cause of
alienation . Now he n ever suggested that the political Revolution, on
the level of the superstructures - nor socialism, on the level of the
relations of production - could bring an end to the division of labour.
He merely imagined that after a transitional period of unspecified
length, Communism could supersede the division of labour. During
this transition, the forms of alienation (the law, for example, and of
course the division of labour) would carry on. Therefore Marx never
limited the sphere of alienation to capitalism; and never did he suggest
that socialism, or the proletarian Revolution, would bring alienation to
an absolute and immediate endy2 Alienation persists, or is even born
again in n ew forms, along with its contradictory process, the process of
'disalienation'. But here we are broaching new problems which go
b eyond our immediate concerns, and m aybe beyond the concerns of
the book itself. For these are philosophical problems: the philosopher
may well go so far as to ask himself whether all realization, all obj ectifi
cation, does not involve an alienation as its own deep-seated negativity.
And so there is still more to be said about the theory of alienation .
But before we proceed, w e should clear up a difficulty which i s
linked to this theory, b u t distinct from i t . A letter t h e author received
shortly after the book was p ublished said:
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A little farther on, in other texts, Marx introduces some new elements:
'The machine accommodates itself to man's weakness, in order to turn
weak man into a machine. >77 Or agai n : 'The division of labour is the
economic expression of the social nature of labour within estrangement.'7H
And agai n :
Just a s society itself prod uces man a s man , s o it is produced b y h i m . . . The
human essence of nature exists only for sonal man. -') . . . Each attempts to
establish over the other an alien power, in the hope of thereby achieving
satisfaction of his own selfish needs. HII Estrangement appears not only in the
fact that the means of my life belong to another, but also in the fact that my
desire is the inaccessible possession of another, and also in the fact that all
things are other than themselves, that my activity is other than itself, and that
fin ally - and this goes for the capitalists too - an znhuman power rules over
everything. H I
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Oh, how wonderfully optimistic we were after the Liberation I It was
zero h our for history, the man of old was disappearing, the new man
was bursting forth in all his beauty and undeniable authenticity I What
has become of this beautiful and n aive image? And this beautiful and
na'ive confidence? The new man, the new life, these were the images,
the hopes, the myths at the moment of the Liberation, replacing the
myth which had inspired the struggle in October 1 91 7 : the (almost)
immediate transition to Communism. Significantly, the hope of the
Liberation focused itself on everyday life and expressed the need to
make a break - which we have encountered at the microscopic level of
day-to-day worries and preoccupations - at the level of society. Indeed
we could ask ourselves why this na'ive expectation expressed itself as it
did on the ethical level. And why it found it so easy to abandon the
aesthetic level, where masks and acting are not considered necessarily
bad, Would there still be theatre in art if there was no longer any
theatre in real life? And if 'personalities' no longer p ut on their act - for
themselves and for other people? The naive belief that the new was at
hand made it easy to sacrifice the aesthetic for the ethical. For better
and for worse, this expectation of an absolute ethical authenticity was
completely disappointed, a misfortune from which aesthetics came out
very wel l - proving that the best things come to those who wait. Events
have surpassed even Shakespeare for buffoonery and tragedy; history
has gone even farther than the trials in Brecht's plays, What theatrical
production could compete with the Raj k trials? What stage effect could
rival the Khrushchev report?H1 What mask, what character in fiction,
could compare with Stalin's?
The new man was not completely absent from this book. However, he
only appeared in the conceptual and philosoph ical shape of the total
man, entirely developed, entirely won back from alienati on. In my
critique of everyday life I was wary of bringing this concept too closely
into confrontation with given everyday life. The philosopher's vocation

is such that he is almost entirely and almost always above the naivety of
the passing m oment. The new man, the Communist man, the total
man: it would have been only too easy to confuse these terms, And in
fact we have seen people who excel at sticking what they consider to be
appropriate labels on others sharing these titles out amongst them
selves. For all their assaults on huge historical truths, such dogmatists
insist that they are world-historical men, contemporaries of the future.
Because they are Communists in the mid-twentieth century, they see
themselves as members of the Communist society of the future, with all
the qualities of the Communist man (sometimes, in fits of critical and
autocritical sincerity or self-deception, they reproach themselves for not
having these qualities, and beneath the seriousness of their masks a set
of n ew comic characters is born).
The concept of the total man comes from some brief comments Marx
made. Notably this one: ' Man appropriates his integral essence in an
integral way, as a total man.'H4
In this brief phrase Marx limits himself to defining the philosophical
problem of universality as a function of human development and of
another fundam ental concept, that of appropriation. This means that
his observation would need to be m uch elucidated and developed
before being treated as a genuine philosophical theory,HO
It is particularly important to note that the famous theory of the leap
from necessity into freedom offers an all-too-easy j ustification for the
new strain of utopianism and idealism we have briefly outlined above.
This theory tends to support the great modern myth of the Revolution
as total act, radical break, absolute renewal. It is therefore appropriate
to emphasize that the shift from necessity to freedom and from
alienation to fulfil ment requires a lengthy period of transition. What
the classic Marxist theorists have somewhat laconically called a 'leap'
occupies a vast period in history and implies the resolution of
numerous problems and contradictions. The end of non-human
history and the beginning of human history inform a process of
becoming in which elements o f discontinuity and continuity, a
m ultitude of factors on the decline or on the rise, and complex
quantitative questions are all interwoven. The classic account based on
quantity and quality is too simple - as if in reality everything could
always be red uced to a confrontation between quantity an d quality.
The transitional man cannot be avoided. And the transition is evident
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You demonstrate an analogy between acting, theatre and life , . , You
emphasize the importance of mask and character " . But what about the
new man? Doesn't he supersede the opposition between acting and being
serious? , , , In my opinion, he n o longer wears a m ask for other people, not
even the mask of irony , , ,
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all around us. As much in capitalist society (and the reader is directed
to the final pages of Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism) as in
socialist society. It is impossible to cross over this period in a single
bound. The critique of everyday life analyses 'life', as it is, without
making an obscure entity of it; it studies the negative and positive
elements which confront one another; it studies the new conflicts and
the new contradictions in what is new, knowing that the new is (more
or l ess) everywhere . . . Th us it knows that the n ew man must resolve
his own contradictions in order to develop as a man .
Man and the human have always constituted a whole: in and
through contradictions, i.e. alienations. As for the total man - universal,
concrete and alive - he can only be conceived of as a limit to the infinity
of social development.
To what extent do the stages of transition fal l into the philosophical
category of alienation? Merely to ask the question shows that interest is
shifting towards transition and man in transiti on, but in so far as he is
moving towards the total man, in other words crossing through
alienation - and perhaps alienation at its maximum - the transitional
man is 'disalienating' himself. So we can keep our philosophical
concepts, as long as we make them concrete and see them historically
and sociologically, thus extending the developments undertaken by
Marx, who con cretized the initially philosophical concept of alienation
by situating it in economic objects. This obliges us to search docu
ments and works (literary, cinematic, etc.) for evidence that a conscious.:.
-ness of alienation is being born, however indirectly, and that an effort
-towards 'disalienation', no matter how oblique and obscure, has..
begun. For the era o f transition iliould be the one in which the
philosophical concept enters life and consciousness, whether spon
taneously or introduced from outside; otherwise, that concept will
remain philosophical and nothing more.
In any event, it is very important for the critique of everyday life to
know (and to know that the masses know) that the transcendence of
the internal splits and contradictions in the h uman realm (intellectual
versus manual work, town versus country, private versus social) can no
more be reduced to a simple act, to some decisive and 'total' moment,
than revolution itself. The total man is but a figure on a distant horizon
beyond our present vision. He is a limit, an idea, and not a historical
fact. And yet we must 'historicize' the notion, thinking of it historically
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and socially . And not na'ively, like those who believe d that the new
man
would sudden ly burst forth into history, comple te, and in posses
sion of
all the hitherto incomp atible qualities of vitality and lucidit
y, of
humbl e determ ination in labour and limitle ss enthus iasm in
creatio n.
Howev er, the dialect ic of knowle dge s hows us a ' histori city'
and a
becom ing united with universality. All historic ally acquire d knowle
dge
is approx imate, reversib le, provisio nal: relative. And yet only the
notion
of the absolute gives this partial, divided , contrad ictory knowle dge
a
meanin g. The absolut e is present in the relative (and the relative in
the
absolut e) in a dual way. On the one hand, the absolut e is in the relative
as we receive it historic ally: eve�iece of knowle dge (every concept
,
. .
every propOSi tIOn, every statement) contains a grain of truth, which can
only become clear in the context o f an ongoing evolutio nary process
;
though an integral part of t h i s process , i t w i l l retain a degree�f
invariab ility even as the contrad ictions imman ent to historical develop

ment are su ccessive ly confronted and resolved . On the other hand,
the
absolut e is outside of the relative : this is the idea that there will be
a
comple tion of knowle dge, a fulfilme nt which is impossi ble and
yet
implied by the total becomi ng of knowle dge, therefore placing a limit
to infinity (the asympt ote of the total process ). Dialecti cally, the
absolut e is a limit to the infinity of the relative - and yet there is alread
y
someth ing of the absolut e in the relative . In all limited , contradictory
and subj ective knowled ge there is already an element of total obj ec
tivity. Only the notion or idea of the absolut e gives a sense (in other
words both a meaning and a direction ) to historic ally acquire d knowl
edge. Only the (materi alist) dialecti c enables us to demonstrate the
historical character of knowled ge without making it entirely relative
.
Only the dialectic will enable us to define an advance (a progress) while
at the same time criticizi ng the illusion s which arise whenever progres
s
is made, and which cause us to take every step forward, every discove
ry,
every new law or theory for the fi nished form of some particu lar sector
of knowle dge. (This is another ' gnosiol ogical' underp inning of the
dogmatic approach .)
It is the same for the h uman . Either one thinks philosop hically in
order to found humani sm, or else one neglects and rej ects such an
intellect ual developm ent, thus abandon ing humani sm to continge ncy
and chance. Human advance and progress only take their sense (in
other words both their meaning and their direction) from the notion of
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the total man. Every moment of history, every stage accomplished
through history, constitutes a whole; so does every partial activity, every
power which has been achieved practically; every moment also contains
its grain of human reality which will appear more and more clearly
during the subsequent process of development. At the same time the
total man is a limit to infinity.
Only if we posit this limit as a universality can we assert that, despite
the conflicts and the contradictions, there is a profound if still
unrealized unity between d omains of activity, poetry and science, art
and knowledge, etc. Just as learning, without the idea of the absolute,
falls into pure relativism - so, without the notion of the total man,
h umanism and the theoretical conception of the human fall back into
an incoherent pluralism. Th us the theory of the fundamental is and is
not in history. It integrates history, and integrates with history, in a
coherent dialectical way.
Is this theory Hegelian, or n eo-Hegelian? Let us look at it more
closely. It is certain that for Hegel the absolute foundation of existence,
of history, of the dialectic, was the alienation of the Idea. In his system
this alienation is the initial and absolute condition for development.
The Idea leaves its self, becomes alienated, the dispersed Other, itself a
constantly alienated existence, incapable of apprehending itself
without entering into opposition with itself. The ascending stages of
Being (nature, mechanism, society, art, religion, philosophy) establish
themselves by the Idea successively regaining control over itself. None
of these stages, none of these shapings or configurations of conscious
ness, succeeds i n being its own truth i n itself and for itself. They thus
remain in the domain of alienation. In Hegel, then, conlradiction is
nothing more than an implication of alienation. To know and to
u nderstand oneself, to reflect upon oneself, is to resolve contradictions
while provoking new alienating contradictions.H6 The Idea is at once
the motive force of contradiction and its outcome. It is both that which
opposes itself and that which uses contradiction to rediscover - and to
recognize through reflection - its unity with itself.
Th e movement of Logic appears to reconstruct the universe: in fact,
it rediscovers and recognizes the descending and ascending emana
tions of the Idea. The Being which seems the absolute beginning of the
real and of reflection (of consciousness) is in truth only the absolute
l imit of the Idea, at once inferior and superior, from below and from

above, from the side of nature, feelings, abstraction - and from the side
of Spirit. Thus Logic, which in Hegel appears at first to produce the
worl d, is in truth only the human method for attaining the Idea (which
is why it can rid itself of the Idea and the absolute in the Hegelian
sense, and change course so as to enter Marxism). And yet in Hegel the
absolute tearing apart of the Idea - its alienation - is indispensable if
this Idea is to create self-consciousness and to become conscious of
itself as it creates (by means of its refl ection , in which it is reflected).
Hegelianism . likewise views the tearing apart of reality, of life, of
consciousness (and its unhappiness) as irreducibly given.H7
By abandoning the concrete analysis of these divisions, these
separations, that tearing apart of actions and consciousness which are
the real facts of real life, certain of Hegel's exponents have ended up in
mysticism. They maintain that the tearing apart is an absolute drama:
a drama within the absolute. In their view human actions illustrate this
absolute drama, and can only be understood in terms of its image.
Post-Hegelian mysticism develops the vision of the 'Speculative Good
Friday' ; it starts with the hypothesis that Hegel developed a new series
of concepts in order to rationalize the irrational, that he succeeded up
to a point, but that beyond that point he failed, thus authorizing them
to resume the task from where he left off, precisely by giving
prominence to the mystical essence of the resi due of irrationality.
Yet it is also possible to show that in Hegel - and this even in his
system-building - there was an attempt to enclose totality within the
reflectin g Individual, and that for him this attempt involved an explicit
struggle against mysticism. For this is the sense and the goal of the
Hegelian system: to allow an individ ual - the philosopher and his
followers - to dominate the universe by thought; and the system is also
the j ustification for this goal, the hi story of this Individual. Marx
extended Hegel's contradictory attempt to rationalize, resolving its
contradiction and breaking his system while at the same time retai ning
its element of rationality. Marx has demonstrated how dialectical
reason arises precisely from the supposed irrationality constituted by
n ature, by practical and social activity, by man as he is in everyday life.
It is thus that the residue of irrationality in Hegel - the theory of
alienation - becomes integrated within historical and dialectical
materialism , and is transferred onto a level which is both practical and
rational. In Marxism, alienation is no longer the absolute foundation of
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contradiction. On the contrary: alienation is defined as an aspect of contradiction
and of becoming in man. Alienation is the form taken by dialectical
necessity in human becoming. Thus Hegel explained contradiction by
alienation, while Marx explains alienation by dialectical contradiction.
This is what the well-known reversal whereby the Hegelian dialectic
has been 'set back on its feet' consists of. This transformation does not
exclude the theory of alienation, it encompasses it.
Feuerbach thought he had brought human alienation to an end in
one fell swoop (by a radical and total philosophical act or decree). He
proclaimed that theology, religion, metaphysics, are all alienations of
man (and no longer of the Idea). B ut by defining man once and for all
as an individual physiological entity - by rejecting the dialectic and the
historicity of the human - he was destroyin g the foundation for a
concrete theory of alienation. And he was also admitting the bourgeois
individual as an anthropological principle - as an unconsidered
presupposition.
Marx rejects the form taken by Feuerbach's materialism: his
anthropological postulate. He does not think that man as such is a
simple fragment of nature. B ut, on the other hand, he rejects the
idealist postulate that thinking man emerges from nature and sets
himself up above it by virtue of his thought, of the mere fact that he
thinks. In this way he succeeds in superseding previous philosophies,
the picture of man they presented and the relation they defined
between man and the universe. Marx wants to think of man's essence
dialectically: for him man is a being of nature in the process of self
transcendence, a being of nature struggling with nature in order to
dominate it, a being emerging from nature, but doing so in such a way
that in the very process of emerging from and dominating nature its
roots are plunged ever more deeply therein.
In t h e prehistory of man (therefore up until t h e p resent) man was
first of all a being of nature. Now in material and biological nature,
becoming appears as fragmentation, dispersion, externalization, ex
clusion and reciprocal destruction. The natural other-being is essentially
the enemy-being. In this prehistory, which was his natural history, man
was precisely that. But in so far as he was a social being he was already
becoming something else, in such a way that in his natural history nature
within him was the profound reason and ever-present cause for his
alienation, constantly renewed; for his internal contradiction.

This history of h umanity presents us with a collection of strange
facts and events. Institutions and ideas were external to the human,
oppressive, exclusive, mutually contradictory. They were mutually
destructive, and it was necessary to destroy them if they were to be
superseded. And yet these institutions and these ideas were the
indispensable expression of the development and the acquisition of
human practice and human powers, essential in order to organize and
formulate these and to render them conscious.
This contradiction is at the heart of Marxist thought as far as the
historical development of man is concerned. B ut it is not a contradic
tion in Marxist thought itself.HH It is an internal contradiction in history
itself, and only the general theory of alienation can elucidate it. It alone
can help us to understand h ow men constructed history while being
caught within history, within their own history; and how they
constructed it without knowing they were doing so, blindly at first, but
more and more consciously, on several differi ng but convergent levels
(economic, political and ideological stru ggles ); and how finally revolt
and violence and chance were only apparently an irrational and absurd
factor in history. Things progress (in other words certain things
disappear) with their bad side forward.
This tearing apart shows that in the growin g control that man has
over nature, nature as such keeps control over man. His products and
his works function like beings of n ature. He must objectify himself, and
social objects become things, fetishes, which turn upon him. Man as a
collective subject exists after the fashion of n ature, yet man tends to
supersed e nature and to build a specific environment in which
contradiction in its natural form (spontaneous, blind, necessary) will
itself be superseded, controlled, known and mastered. The moment
man invented tools and began to work h e stopped being an animal,
and entered the realm of historical and h uman contradictions. B ut
these contradictions extend the contradictions of n ature, and particu
larly in their necessary, blind aspect; if man has humanized himself, he
has done so only by tearing himself apart, dividing himself, fragmenting
himself: actions and products, powers and fetishes, growing conscious
ness and spontaneous lack of consciousness, organization and revolt.
Alienation may be defined philosophically as this single yet dual
movement of objectification and externalization - of realization and
derealization. But this movement must be seen in its dialectical
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profundity. That which realizes is also that which de realizes. A nd vice versa :
whatever de realizes - dissolves, destroys, negates - also realizes by
supersession. Obstacles, uncomfortable difficulties, disquiet, appar
ently insoluble problems, contradiction pushed to the point of an
tagonism, these are moments of progress: the step forward, the birth of
a reality and a higher reflecting consciousness through the dissolution
of what exists. The positive is negative, but what is most negative is also what
is most positive . . . .
And this becomin g may be expressed, in a way which is all the more
striking for being concrete, practical and alive, as the discreteness yet
inclusiveness of the individual and the social.H9
This unity is the foundation of all society: a society is made up of
individuals, and the individual is a social being, in and by the content
of his life and the form of his consciousness. Now from the direct and
physical rituals of primitive societies to the lived abstraction of self
consciousness (private consciousness) this unity h as only expressed itself
in m utilated, fragmented, singular ways.
It cannot be expressed outside of the contradictions which have
ensnared it, splitting it and making it problematic, unstable, destined
to be superseded. The social, for and in the individual, is always
embodied in rituals, in particular words or expressions,90 which are full
of meaning and at the same time relatively meaningless in themselves,
thus insignificant and symbolic.
According to the moment and the angle from which we perceive
him, the individual is at one and the same time what is most highly
concrete and most remotely abstract. He is what is m ost changing
historically and what is most stable, what is most independent from the
social structure, and most dependent upon it. Conversely, the social is
abstract, since it is defined only by the individuals who make it up; and
it is what is most supremely concrete, since it gives these individual
existences their unity, their totality, and since it determines the content
of their lives and their consciousness. For each individual , the unity of
his consciousness and unity with his consciousness i s his reality, and
the rest is mere destiny, externality, necessity. However, from the point
of view of its foundation and social content, the very unity of the most
intimate individual consciousness is determined from outside. Thus
what is most internal is also what is most external (private consciousness
for example) - and conversely, what is most external is what is most

internal (the sense of a ' value', for example).
Past ideologies tried to find answers to some very diverse questions
and problems, to offer solutions to a m ultitude of contradictions, but
most of all they addressed the problem of, and the contradiction
between, individual and social. They recreated it in new forms, deeper
and more hopeless, until such time as these were eliminated by
violence or by gradual erosion, in the name of a new social content.
Thus religions, theological or metaphysical projects, were authentic
attempts to reconcile man with himself, the human with nature, the
individual with the social. They achieved both their internal coherence
and their entry into life from th ese attempts, in the form of actions, and
the search for a style. Religious fervour and belief in a God gave
symbolic expression to the unity of the elements of the human, and
proj ected this unity outside man.
In fact, however, at the very m oment ideology was creating this unity
by becoming a coherent doctrine and discovering a style of living, it
was also p erpetuating the inner division, in the form of good and evil,
sin and salvation , God and the Devil . Religion as institution main
tained a social u nity by separating the sacred and the profane, and by
oppression. As for direct or indirect communion with nature, ecstatic
contemplation, for the oppressed and even for a proportion of their
oppressors, was merely a diversion ; the intensity of the mystical states
attained was an index of nothing but real powerlessness, and an
absence of any creative appropriation.
As soon as the unity between the individual and the social begins a
process of renewal, alienation takes the form of an antagonism between
the private consciousness an d the social consciousness. In modern
society this self-same alienation has taken other forms . Every time it is
possible to proclaim the externality of the whole and of the part either that the part is superior to the whole, or that the whole
transcends the part - there is always an ideologue on hand to do the
j ob. And the resultant ideology is always influential: machines for
machines' sake, or conversely man versus machine - reason for reason's
sake, or conversely art reduced to a mere utilitarian technique, etc.
Man 's unity with himself, in particular the unity of the individual and the
social, is an essential aspect of the definition of the total man.
In these circumstances we must either abandon trying to formulate
a coherent theory and proclaim pluralism - which is simply the
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expression of this abandonment - or instead construct a system of
categories which will grasp nature and man at the same time, in their
movement, in their contradiction and in their interpenetration.
Before dialectical materialism every 'system' which wanted to be
total (which wanted to be philosophical, thus systematic and coherent)
merely used unconscious social categories to grasp the universe. For
the philosopher, for the ideologue in general, society was a given
accepted na'ively along with its content and in the ideological forms it
had spontaneously adopted at the moment the thinker started to
reflect; in other words, he accepted it together with its profoundest
assumptions. Thus Plato accepted slavery, Descartes and Spinoza
accepted commerce and mercantile capitalism and Hegel accepted the
bourgeois individual. So in these doctrines, and in their search for
internal coherence, there was a radical duplicity, more often than not
concealed by sophistry or mysticism: thoughts based on unconsidered data and
presuppositions. Certainly throughout the history of philosophy we can
see the (ambiguous and contradictory) pathways which in the eight
eenth century crystallized as materialism and idealism. B ut that is j ust
one aspect of the history of ideologies and philosophies in relation to
the d evelopment of history and society. In our view past philosophies
and their history, on the one hand, an d Marxist philosophical thought
on the other, cannot be reduced to a few glibly systematized obser
vations on matter and spirit. They are richer and more complex than
that. The elaboration of categories constitutes another aspect of the
d evelopment, one which has its own complexities. For the categories
had practical, historical and social origins; at the same time they
underwent a theoretical elaboration aimed at formulating and defining
them, and determining the connections between them. Specifically
philosophical categories can only be separated from social categories a
posteriori. In the wake of Marx (in A Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy), we have already noted the importance of the objectivity of the
categories by which bourgeois society expresses itself and its criticism
of previous socio-economic structures. For example, the category of
social labour. At a certain stage in its development, society began to
examine critically the categories which expressed it: this was when
Marx inaugurated (as a function of bourgeois society seen in its
becoming and its totality, and therefore as a fun ction of the existence of
the working class) the critique of the categories of bourgeois society

itself. Thus Marx defined the bourgeois nature of the Individual, which
hitherto had been taken as an absolute. For Marx the category of social
labour discovered by the classic economists became that of alienated
labour; need was revealed as alienated need; it was through critical
refl ection that the fetishistic character of commodities and money was
arrived at; in this way a higher and decisive stage in obj ectivity was
reached. Once the origins of these categories were made conscious, it
became feasible to represent the universe and history coherently and in
a way which really allowed the elements of the human their unity. In a
way in which society and the h uman were consequently no longer in
opposition, but integrated in a whole, each retaining its specificity.
If this unity is to be fully developed a painstaking and extensive
critical analysis of the categories in every sphere of art and science will
therefore be needed. In philosophy as well. This immense undertaking
will provide us with a better grasp of what is still only abstract, and will
enable u s to introduce what is still only theoretical and ideological into
everyday life and consciousness. Marx merely set this task in motion.
Notably in the Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, the
importance of which is often totally neglected in favour either of his
earlier writings, or else of Capital. His work is a model, a guide, a
beacon . In no respect is it a completed system, a vision or a conception
of the world in the traditional meaning of the terms !
At the same time this examination of categories and the elaboration
of their relations and of their theoretical unity constitutes a critique of
superseded ideologies, their concepts and categories ; n otably of those
ideologies that sanction the directly experienced discreteness of the
individual and the social (their real contradiction) by hypostasizing it
in the form of an imagined discreteness which puts all the stress either
on the one or on the other.
The profound Hegelian distinction between understanding (or in
telligence) and reason takes on a new meaning. Understanding must be
defined as a historical and theoretical stage in thought and conscious
ness. It analyses, separates and situates determinations in a reciprocal
externality; it determines properties and relations in isolation. It
undergoes determinations; it accepts them according to a given
culture, a given society, with its class struggles and its social structure
and its oppressive institutions. It seeks unsuccessfully to work out a
coherent (logical) discourse on the universe.
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Dialectical reason criticizes understanding and dispels its deter
minants but only so as better to grasp the unity behind its contra
dictions. It understands categories in their real historical development
an d their connections. It is defined by the critical movement of these
categories. It is the function of the universal and of the totality operating
through negation, and through contradictions, that are known and
dominated. It relativizes categories in order to grasp the universal
within them more surely. At the same time, whereas understan ding
always hopes to close and conclude its discourse on the universe,
dialectical reason knows that its work can never be completed .
The notion of alienation may be grasped o n the level of understanding. And
that is the level on which we all receive it and grasp it initially, then try
to conceptualize and apply it. But the problem is to move to the highest
level of dialectical reason: to think the notion dialectically, in a
universal and concrete way, in other words by d etermining it in all the
breadth of its universality and by grasping it in the minutiae of
everyday life.
Moreover, the effort of the philosopher does not and cannot stay on
an isolated philosophical level, in a separate consciousness, sphere or
dimension; the source of his theories is social practice, and he must
direct them back towards life, be it through his teaching or by other
means (poetry? literature?). Dialectical thought can and must trans
form itself into dialectical consciousness of life, in life : unity of the
media te and the immediate, of the abstract and the concrete, of culture
and natural spontaneity. In this way it will pass from ideology and
specific knowledge into culture, language, perhaps into direct percep
tion of the world - in any event, into everyday life !
Conclusion : the theory o f alienation and o f the 'total man' remain
the driving force behind the critique of everyday life. They allow us to
represent social development as a whole and to d etermine the direction
in which it is going. They also allow us to analyse this becoming,
boring down within it for samples, penetrating its details and linking it
with the overall system. These notions must be handled with extreme
caution, however. We cannot give them an ontological m eaning like the
concepts in use in traditional philosophy. To use them inconsiderately
- speculatively - is extremely hazardous ; for example an idea (which
expresses all the parts of the process and its limit to infinity) can
become an image of the future or, even worse, an already accomplished

reali�y . There is a perfunctory kind of Marxism which believes itself
capable of seeing into the future or of asserting that the present - a
given individual man in particular con ditions, such as socialist society
or militant action - represents the future.
And yet non-Marxist philosophers , psychologists and sociologists
carry out exactly the same operation, even though they do so apparently - in a more abstract way. They declare that man, or the
human, or the social, or the historical, make up a whole. At the same
time they declare that this totality is already with us, present, describ
able and fully graspable. They use the category of totality, a
philosophical category, in a non-critical manner. They use it
non-dialectically, in a way that is both logical and speculative. Thus
investigations which ought to be pursued coherently using the category
dialectically end up at sixes and sevens, p ulling in different directions,
representing themselves as opposing systems. Sometimes man and the
human appear to be wandering aimlessly and endlessly through
history; history and everyday life appear complex, but ambiguous, at
the mercy of radical contingency and pure relativism ; the concrete face
of freedom is reduced to the minuscule dimensions of individual
choice, and disappears as far as the meaning of history is concerned. At
other times history is given a goal and personality a meaning according
to a traditional theology: God and religion are the foundation o f
totality, of total life. And a t other times again the hypothesis that
totality is effectively present is used to certify its absence; and so it
becomes a question of ' detotalized totality', something which empha
sizes splitting and breaking, separation and the tragic, as a way of
consecrating them.91
Thus, when taken in isolation, in other words speculatively, outside of
praxis, the theories of alienation and totality become transformed into
systems which are very remote from Marxism - into neo-Hegelianism.
The operation which consists of leaving social practice and its analysis
in order to engage in speculation, only to come back to reality armed
with a pseudo-concept, leads to a variety of contradictory represent
ations; their externality creates an illusion, and makes us believe in the
richness of philosophy, whereas what we have before us is the image of
its incoherence, its powerlessness, its poverty.
Another aspect of the question. Taken in isolation, non-dialectically,
the concept of alienation is open to strictly i ndividual manipulation.
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Anyone at all can take it over and declare that such-and-such an
activity alienates and externalizes him, and turns him into a thing work, for example, or a profession, or love, marriage, children. There
may be an element of truth in this, but the person concerned will use
this partial truth to construct superfluities, exaggerations, disturbing
interpretations. From this false point of view, it is no lon ger conscious
ness which is alienated, it is consciousness which does the alienating;
and the first schoolboy who comes along will be able to say that the
wa y he is taught at school (especially if he really is being badly taught)
and the work he has to do there are turning him into a th ing. In the
same way, it will no longer be a particular type of work which is
alienating, or social labour which is alienated, but work in general
which will appear alienating. And the theory of everyday life, together
with its critique, will be metamorphosed into a philosophy of idleness.
Thus this difficult and rigorous theory can become a principle of
facileness; the implement for a positive critique becomes the imple
ment for hypercriticism, for entirely negative pseudo-criticism. What
form of life, what partial content is there, which could not be taken as
being totally alienating? Not only religion, but love too ; every form of
art, n ot simply purely abstract art, or art for art's sake ; not only State
oppression, but any discipline within society; not only the private man,
but the citizen; not only the systematic disordering of the senses,92 but
knowledge itself. Thus all self-realization - which can only be partial,
and ,must therefore involve alienation at a more-or-less deep level appears to be, and becomes, total alienation. Thus in recent years the
theory of alienation has become widely available in a form which is
both speculative and arbitrary; this is above all because in this guise it
p ermits the 'free' and empty affirmation of the self - in other words a
return to the bourgeois individual, as well as to pessimism, to
individualism. But despite appearances, we are still within the par
ameters of neo-Hegelianism. I say 'despite appearances' because this
interpretation does conflict with the political and state-controlled claim
that only by political action and activity on the level of the State can
alienation be avoided, the h uman realized and th e individual human
ized. The fact is that the two interpretations (individualist or political,
anarchistic or state-centred) are interdependen t; the one relies on the
other, the one j ustifies the other, and neither goes beyond the Hegelian
framework.

Thus of necessity theory and concepts (such as alienation, totality,
the total man) become meeting points and areas of discussion for
divergent doctrines; and an excuse for polemics. On the theoretical
and ideological level it is a situation which calls for extra vigilance. We
have reached the core of the problems of our era: the core of all our
problems.
The danger is that we may use philosophical concepts and cate
gories speculatively. But how can we determine h ow to use them
legitimately?
Marx gives us the example and the m odel. In his writings the theory
and the concept of alienation are integrated into the development of his
thought while retaining their philosophical meaning. They become
transformed. Though no longer discernible as such in economic
science, they nevertheless constitute its basis and its philosophical
meaning. The theory of alienation becomes transformed into the
theory of fetishism (fetishism of commodities, money, capital). Social
relations are enclosed and concealed within these economic obj ects,
which are also obj ects of political economy. Taking on the appearance
of things, the products of social activity in effect become things invested
with power over men.
In my opinion, in his early writings, particularly in the Economic and
Philosophical Manuscripts of 7844, Marx had not yet fully developed his
thought. It is there, however, germinating, growing, becoming.
Certainly, the interpretation of these texts is problematic, but the
problems n eed to be properly formulated . My view is that historical
and dialectical materialism developed. It did not come into being
abruptly, with an absolute discontinuity, after a break, at x moment,
the works of Marx (and in the history of h umanity), and to think that
did produces false problems. To begin with, Marxism is made to
appear like a system, a dogma,
This is not to challenge the newness of Marxism. On the contrary, it
represents it in a more profound manner. Any radical n ewness must be
born, must grow and take shape, precisely because it is a new reality. A
brutal break is highly unlikely to produce s omething with genuine life;
rather it creates a pure, abstract idea, or a dogmatic decree. The thesis
which puts a date on Marxism, or tries to, seriously runs the risk of
d esiccating it, and of interpreting it in a one-sided way. What is more,
how can Marxism be envisaged outside of its own categories -
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has produced forms which conflict with it, smother it, and which
consequently collapse from this self-inflicted lack of substance and
roots. The separation of form and content does not date from today or
yesterday; it turns up in most ideological mystifications. And it
produces an error which dialectical thought m ust carefully avoid. The
danger in separating form and content is that their unity will be
forgotten . There is no form without content, no content without form.
It is impossible to grasp a content as such without giving it a form, or
without using an existing form as a starting point in order to come to
grips analytically with its content. Any separation of form and content
involves a certain amount of illusion and superficiality; for form it
means n ot an absence or formal purity, b ut rather a loss of content.
Conversely, to determine content in terms of itself is an indication of
dogmatism, and more often than not a confidence trick. This having
been said, nowadays (needless to say, in the speeches and writings of
'thinkers' and authors) forms do appear as purified and purely formal,
as striving to become self-sufficient, to supplant content, to take its
place; which, being translated, means the destruction of content. This
active formalization becomes an attack on form itself, which is
destroyed by its consequent emptiness; unless, of course, it can still be
used to present a 'content' outside of itself, which has no relation to the
form, but which n eeds a deceptive language in order to appear as a
figure.
Let us make a (provisional, incomplete) list of these conflicts:

becoming, development? This would be to enclose it in a contra
diction; or worse: to represent it as external to the reality for which it
provides the key; to apply it from outside, dogmatically.
These problems have their philosophical side; they involve exegesis,
scholarly apparatus, but they also contribute to living research. It
cannot be simply a matter of confronting text with text; the texts must
also be confronted with living reality. Therefore there is generally no
ready-made solution to the problems presented ; or else the problem
presented is not the real one, but a prefabricated , dogmatic schematiz
ation. The mistake, the false option which must be avoided, is to
overestimate or else to underestimate Marx's early writings. They already
contain Marxism, but as a potential, and certainly not all Marxism (a
term which in any case has no clearly defined meaning). It is false (and
anti-dialectical, and anti-Marxist) to consider that Marx's thought was
born like Minerva springing forth from the h ead of Jupiter; and it is
absurd to consider that Marxism begins with the Manifesto or Capital.
The early writings contain great riches, but riches still confused, riches
half mined and scarcely exploited. That Marx should subsequently
abandon or transform such philosophical concepts as alienation does
n ot prove them to be meaningless, nor does the advent of political
economy mean that the role of philosophy is at an end. We may take
them up again and use them - as Marx did - to criticize their social
origins and speculative interpretations of them. What is more, Marx
shows us the dangers of using them metaphysically. He integrates them
within a specific science, political economy. Thus the problem is as
follows : there is more to Capital than political economy. It contains
history; it contains deep insights into sociology (notably the fundamental
concept of 's ocio-economic formation'). Are we really betraying Marx's
work if we integrate th e concept of alienation into a sociology which
has been explicitly constituted as a science?
Certainly, it is not clear what use the concept of alienation can have
for th e historian. But in fact that proves nothing; maybe historians will
have something to say about this, and they are perfectly entitled to do
so. The same question goes for psych ologists and psychiatrists. But if
we can form a clear idea of the use the sociologist may make of the
concept, then we can legitimately conclude that such a use follows the
fundamental tendencies of Marxist thought.
Let us make an even more general point. The content of concrete life

(a) rationalism versus reason (formal rationalism, bourgeois intellec
tualism, never going beyond the level of understan ding - versus
concrete, d ialectical reason);
(b) nationalism (the old, 'classic', right-wing variety) versus nations and
versus its own nation as a living thing, on the march towards democracy
and socialism;
(c) individualism (the individualism o f the bourgeois individual
isolated and isolating himself in his private consciousness and his own
aloofness) versus the individual, the real individual, active, alive, solving
problems, starting with his own ;
(d) objectivism (the kind which thinks 'neutrally' and 'impartially',
which endlessly weighs the pros and the cons or j umps from one point
of view to another, which takes facts in isolation and information out of
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context) versus thorough objectivity, where thought is allied with practice
to grasp every aspect of a contradictory reality, its complex becoming,
its hidden tendencies . . . ;
(e) aestheticism ofpure form (technicality in art, the pursuit of pure style
and pure plasticity), completely detached abstraction or formalism,
versus form ;
etc.

alienated or alienating. The critique of everyday life does not m
life's problems any simpler. It requires and determines a critical and
self-critical consciousness which is higher than the consciousness
exerted when we make the occasional u ncomplicated choice. Anyone
who wishes to found an ethic - and his personal ethic - on the notion
of aliena tion needs to ha ve a precise and analytic tool and a consciousness
that has been finely honed by the dialectic at his disposal . O nly then
will he be able to find his way through the labyrinth which is all social
life and through the j ungle which is bourgeois society; only then will h e
distinguish between what is 'life-enhancing' and what i s obscurantist
and static in his life. Thus everyone may perhaps be able tightly to
embrace their own lives, and to love them, without evading any task,
fruitful conflict, or useful risk.
In short, we have returned to the level of philosophy, a philosophy
tested by life. It is as much a question of ethics as it is of sociology. But
before we can broach the ethical problems we will need to put our
concepts to the test, to verify them and develop them more thoroughly,
and not j ust once.

\

\

�

This list of 'isms' could go on and on. We have given enough examples
to demonstrate the general present tendency of thought, ideology an d
culture in bourgeois society; a tendency which is concealed by the
technical and technocratic airs adopted by most activities in a specific
area - and also by the existence of conflicting aspirations, procedures
and efforts to rediscover or create a content.
Surely this general formalism means that h uman activities and
capabilities are being alienated in a multiplicity of ways, heterogeneous
and yet drearily monotonous, that while shapes external one to the
other and external to living man are being proj ected, human activities
and capabilities are being split apart. It is a general alienation, coming
to the surface in the overall structure of society and brought forth by
the movement of that structure, but constantly turning back towards
and into day-to-day living. Might this not give us a potentially vital
guide to the critique of everyday life?
We began by showing the danger of using the n otion of alienation in
an abstract (isolated, speculative) way. The philosopher has no right to
elaborate this notion in itself, to examine it outside actual alienated or
alienating situations. He has no right to isolate the domain of
philosophy. Once he has established the notion and its universal
significance, he must move over into other well-defined areas - political
economy, sociology - and above all he must confront the notion with
concrete situations in everyday life. Here, however, basing ourselves
upon practice, and on the real - contemporary - situation, we may
rediscover generalities - and thus halt the decline of knowledge into
the mere observation of facts, into mere empiricism or mere prag
matism.
This theoretical development does not give u s the right to postulate
- by decision or 'option' - one activity as essentially human and
another (which we fin d unpleasant or boring) as dehumanized,

Philosophy i s going through a very difficult p eriod; and s o is the
philosopher. He draws comfort from the thought that he is not the only
one. One wonders : 'Is it growing pains, an adolescent crisis, or a
terminal illness? ' , ('one' being first and foremost the philosopher).
One of the most curious symptoms of this crisis is philosophy's
increasing importance. Who is there who does not long to have his say
about 'important problems' ? Specialists from the various sciences, men
of action, men of state - they all yearn to launch into vast reflections,
and by doing so to j ustify themselves in grandiose terms. This is an
outpouring of philosophy in which the philosopher himself disappears ;
and the more obscure he becomes, the more disturbing he is (assuming
always he persevers in being a philosopher). It becomes easier and
easier for him to inspire fear in people. The promotion of philosophy to
the status of an ideology - of a weapon in the great struggles between
classes, nations, peoples - is not without its drawbacks. It is subj ected
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to appalling pedagogic or political simplifications. Over a period of
twenty or thirty years we have been forced to witness the schematiza
tion of the dialectic: the Stalinist interpretation has reduced this subtle
way of thought first to a robust and popular common sense (and that
was the heyday of Stalinist interpretation, the era of A narchism and
Socialism ), then to the permanent seven-point plan : four points for the
dialectic, three for materialism. With the definition of matter, and of
consciousness as a reflection of it, philosophy comes to an end.
Everyone thinks he is a philosopher, and sets off cheerfully for !if e's
fray armed with this possibly useful but somewhat light-weight
equipment. The role of philosophy is over. The general, world-wide
crisis has certainly not spared non-Marxist philosophy (that was the
sector where it began); it has also affected Marxist philosophy. But the
symptoms are different. On one side, the n o n-Marxist side, the
symptoms are obscurity, jargon, technicality, illusory profundity. On
the Marxist side they are false clarity, pedagogy which takes itself as a
measure of thought, desiccated dogmatism and skeletal schematiza
tion, propagandist exploitation of ideological themes. Philosophy is in
its death throes: it is being killed off, or perhaps it is the philosopher
who is committing some second-rate hara-kiri.
In the period of the last twenty-five years, have the philosophers in
the Soviet Union been blind or merely u nwilling to see? Have they
been in hiding? What analysis of the real,- or what elements for an
analysis of th e real, have they contributed? What worthwhile books
have they produced? Certainly not the glossaries, dictionaries or
encyclopedias, in which the 'formulations' have changed only
according to the political situation. We cannot even say to their credit
that these official or semi-official philosophers used the kind of ruses by
which other philosophers (Lukacs, for example, but not only him, since
the reader may enj oy looking for a few such ruses here in this book ! )
managed t o introduce a few new ideas into the general debate. Today,
even the most prudent, the m ost official 'Marxists' admit that a new
analysis of this period is needed. Now the aridity of Marxist philosophy
- and that in the very countries where it should have grown and
developed - cannot be separated from the sum total of the events that
have taken place. It is an aspect of the situation, and m ust be analysed
and studied. Marxists must open their eyes and examine the fact
closely : Marxism has become boring. It has been a disappointment;

young people are disappointed with it because it bores them.
If the philosopher can no longer be accepted as typifying man , or as
the mediator between heaven and earth - between the relative and the
absolute - then what role has he to play ? If in the last analysis it is the
masses which ju dge, if philosophy becomes accessible and turns into a
force, if the political leader speaks (legitimately when like Lenin he has
attained authentic and incontrovertible greatness) as a philosopher,
what use can the philosopher have? As a funeral director, a pall-bearer
for the past, in other words as a historian for out-of-date philosophy?
As a secondhand scholar, following painfully in the footsteps of
genuine scholars? As a latter-day encyclopedist? As a vulgarizer,
compiling glossaries and manuals? None of this is worth even an hour's
effort. So the philosopher is beset with self-doubts. He lets himself be
outclassed by literary hacks whose best-sellers bring them fame and
fortune. He gives in to the temptations of literature or politics, and
abandons philosophy - yes, philosophy too - to platitude and me
diocrity.
This leads us to the point when we need to ask ourselves what the
'critique of everyday life' means. To confront philosophers with life simple life - and its problems, to immerse them in this human raw
material and to ask their help in mastering it, in scraping away the
coating of mud to reveal the gems within, would that be a break
through, a new direction? How should we situate the critique of
everyday life in relation to classic philosophy? Is there room in Marxist
philosophy for a critique of everyday life considered as a philosophical
discipline? Are we dealing with a sociological undertaking in the n arrow
sense of a specialized discipline, or of an undertaking with a philo
sophical meaning and a set of concrete contents and social obj ects to
support it?
It is not enough simply to examine the concept of alienation and its
actuality (in the dialectical meaning of the word). For here we are
talking about philosophy as an activity, and of the philosopher as such
- of his function, his situation - rather than about philosophy as a set
of concepts and as the development of those concepts.
As an activity, philosophy used to be precisely one of those
exceptional and superior activities through which men who could
d evote their lives to leisure93 could step outside of everyday life, and
which involved criticism of everyday life, implicitly or explicitly. Among
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these activities we can also include: dreams, the imaginary, art, play,
ethics, political life, etc .
In terms of these activities, the first definition of everyday life is a
negative one. If in our minds (by a sort of abstraction) we remove the
highly specialized occupations from man and from the human, what is
left? An apparently very scanty residue. In reality this so-called residue
contains a 'human raw material' which holds hidden wealth, as our
study shows. The higher activities derive from it, they are at one and
the same time its ultimate expression, its direct or indirect critique and
its alienated form - albeit an alienation embodying a more-or-less
conscious and successful attempt to achieve 'disalienation'.
Would the aim of a critique be to systematize the various perspec
tives offered by these higher activities and by the indirect criticisms
they imply? Or conversely to exclude them systematically and to
separate the exceptional moments from the everyday by way of an
apology for the latter? Neither. The second of these obj ectives would
abandon everyday life to vulgarity; it would bring back a sort of
populism into philosophy; thus it would grant art, science, ethics and
philosophy the inordinate privilege of constituting superhuman - and
therefore inhuman - 'worlds'. It is therefore an interpretation we must
formally rej ect. On the other hand the first obj ective would limit itself
to confronting what is possible with what was been accomplished. It
would delve into poetry, or play, or ethics, in search of images from
beyond everyday life which could be used in evidence against it. It
would add little to works of the past, which can be looked upon as
indirect criticisms of everyday life. So neither objective is valid. And yet
they both are. For we must be careful neither to abandon the (acquired
or potential) wealth of the content, of the 'h uman raw material' ; nor to
lose whatever was achieved in the highest, most intense moments. The
problem is therefore to define the reciprocal relation of these activities
and realities: the simple m oments and the highest moments of life.
Superior, differentiated and highly specialized activities have never
been separate from everyday practice, t hey have only appeared to be
so. Their consciousness of being separate from it was in itself a link;
they implied an indirect or implicit criticism of the everyday only
inasmuch as they raised themselves above it. Thus French eighteenth
century philosophy, literature, art, ethics and politics corresponded to
the everyday l�re of the bourgeoisie: the n ew p ursuit of happiness,

pleasure, luxury, profit and power. In the same way eighteenth-century
rationalism corresponded to the everyday attitude expressed in 'com
monplace books ' . And every time a scientist comes up with a formula
or a law, he is of necessity condensing a long experience in which the
lowliest assistant and the simplest tool have had their part to play.
And yet these appearances (like all appearances) contain a certain
reality. Specialized activities (considered as activities, with their ' produ
cts', or works) genuinely did develop outside and above the everyday.
Only by controlling it through this externality were they able to
condense it, to concentrate its meanings and achievements. There is a
cliche which with a certain degree of j ustification compares creative
moments to the mountain tops and everyday time to the plain, or to
the marshes. The image the reader will find in this book differs from
this generally accepted metaphor. Here everyday life is compared to
fertile soil. A landscape without flowers or magnificent woods ma y be
depressing for the passer-by; but flowers and trees should not make us
forget the earth beneath, which has a secret life and a richness of its
own.
The indirect criticism of the everyday in works of the past which
emerged from that everyday appeared only too frequently to devalue it.
People who gather flowers and nothing but flowers tend to look upon
soil as something dirty. Practical activities were always the basis and
the foundation for 'pure' thought, and even for its most extreme form,
pure contemplation. What does the contemplator contemplate, if not 
from afar - the everyday, the crowd, the masses, all the things from
which his 'epoche'94 holds him aloof, and which he will try in vain t o
rediscover?95 And yet the situation is eventually reversed. T h e day
dawns when everyday life also emerges as a critique, a critique of the
superior activities in question (and of what they produce: ideologies).
The devaluation of everyday life by ideologies appears as one-sided and
partial, in both senses of the word. A direct critique takes the place of
indirect criticism; and this direct critique involves a rehabilitation of
everyday life, shedding new light on its p ositive content.
We have already demonstrated how the worker, as a human being,
constitutes a whole. To consider him as such means that the separation
between the h uman factor and the technical factor in private life and in
leisure is ruled out, but not as a result of analysing the contradictions
between the elements which make up the whole. The fragmented
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character of modern industrial labour both encloses and conceals the
social character of all the work done in any one firm and of the total
labour in society (the growing socialization of labour and the relations of
production). Thus the worker's consciousness of the social character of
labour comes to him largely from outside rather than from his own
individual work, notably from his political life. It is a consciousness
which he expects and demands from his own work, which h e needs in
order to understand that work and the place it holds, and yet it does
not come from his work alone. We need to study the life of the worker
in its varied aspects, its conflicts, its contradictions. The consciousness
of the worker involves - together with the content of his own practical
experience - numerous ideological elements , some j ustified, others
illusory; some atavistic (coming for example from the peasant or
artisan classes); others deriving from objective but partly outmoded
conditions o f capitalism (the 'free' labour contract in competitive
capitalism, the ' classic' forms of the class struggle); still others derived
from the new conditions within capitalism (monopolies, and new
content contradicting the monopolistic form of capitalism ; trade union
action and new forms of class struggle); others deriving from socialism,
and finally others coming from individual limits or the limits of the
group the worker in question belongs to (corporatism, professional
solidarity, etc.). If we consider the overall life of the worker, we will see
that his work and his attitude towards work are linked to social practice
as a whole, to his experience as a whole, his leisure activities, his family
life, his cultural and political goals, as well as to the class struggle.
What is more, this 'whole' must be taken in the context of a specific
country and nation, at a specific moment of civilization and social
development, and as involving a certain set of needs. And this brings us
back to the critique of everyday life.
Let us turn to another very precise example: political activity. It can
be founded on already established authority, or on constituted law, on
mystification and violence, or on knowledge. In so far as it is founded
on knowledge, it requires the most scrupulous attention to everyday
life. The progressive or socialist politician must know the life and the
needs o f the people whose immediate or essential interests he is
defending. If he strays from this duty, he is no longer qualified for the
task. He is progressive or socialist only in so far as he has this
knowledge. The simplest matters concerning h ousing, roads, children's

playgrounds, public tran sport etc., have their place in a hierarchy o f
requirements which may lead to the transformation of the State. The
politician's talent rests on his ability to grade the elements in this
hierarchy, and to address whatever is essential at any given moment.
And yet if true politics involves a knowledge of everyday life and a
critique of its requirements, conversely everyday life involves a critique
of all politics. Political life is by definition lived out in the stratosphere
of society: in the sphere of the State and on that level. The problems
posed in political life are both abstract an d concrete, but they have an
aura of technicality which makes them appear totally concrete (ques
tions of law, finance, budget, etc.). However, their abstraction can
conceal both the fact that they will influence many human lives and
interests, and that any solution proposed will be class-specific.
More generally, in the modern State, the citizen, in so far as he is
separate from the private man and the productive man, becomes
externalized in terms of his own self. He plays a part in a political
community in which he sees himself as social. Whereas he is also
social, and more . so, in another context. The citizen - the man who is
well-informed about public matters, who has reasoned opinions, who
knows the law - has become a political fiction; for there are necessarily
political fictions j u st as there are necessary legal ones (,ignorance is no
defence in law'). At this point we could define concrete democracy as
the reduction of the role of political fictions to a minimum. The
externality of the citizen in relation to his own everyday life becomes of
necessity projected outside of himself: in models, in fanaticisms, in
idolizations, in fetishisms. Wherever it appears, the cult of personality
has a political sense and can never be reduced to a peripheral ideology;
it is bound up with the nature of the State; it signifies both a
democracy and a lack of democracy: a political fiction which is in
danger of becoming a crushing reality. The externality of the citizen
and his projection o utside of himself in relation to his everyday life is
part of tha t everyday life.
' [The 1 German96 conception of the modern state, which abstracts
from real man, was only possible because and in so far as the modern
state itself abstracts from real man or satisfies the whole man in a p urely
imaginary way',97 wrote Marx, in one of the rare and precious texts in
which he talks to us about the total man ; and what was valid for the
monarchical State, for enlightened despotism and for Hegel's ethically
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based State remains valid for any State which establishes itself above
society. The man who holds power becomes the only 'total man' and at
the same time embodies the fiction of the total man in the eyes of every
individual: its deceptive image. From this analysis Marx drew a
decisive conclusion about the State:

Wherever there is a State, it is in the State that individual man will
find his gen erality, his generic existence as a man, and this he does by
becoming an imaginary member of a fictitious community. Within
every class-based society the constraints that one class imposes upon
another are always a part of the inhuman power which reigns over
everything. On that level, the individual sees himself 'divested of his
real individual life and filled with unreal un iversality'.99 How does the
individual see himself when faced with the enormous mass of the
State? Like a minute speck, like a shadow. He becomes for himself an
unreal appearance; but at the same time, by" an absolute contradiction,
the political fiction sanctions the private man, qua selfish individual
with personal interests, as the supreme reality. This division assigns
reality to egoism and abstract form to the citizen. Therefore a political
revolution can take place without the State's natural basis, real social
life - the 'world of needs' or of private law - being submitted to a
critique and completely transformed. And if the political transforma
tion subsequently 'revolutionizes' certain of these elements - after
having dissociated them and thus particularized them as elements - it
may leave certain others intact. For example, it might leave the world of
needs to one side, or likewise the law, despite having transformed
'private' interests or the way labour is organized . Thus there is
alienation by politics wherever the State has not yet withered away, for
the Marxist critique of the State attacks all States. If certain texts are
specifically directed against the Hegelian State or the bourgeois
democratic State, others specify the 'political State' in general, in its

relation with civil society. In no respects do the texts quoted by Lenin
(in The State and Revolution) on the smashing of the bourgeois State
apparatus, the constitution of a new State and its decline, invalidate the
earlier texts. R.ather, they confirm them as a function of concrete
political situations. But if politics alienates, and contains alienation, it
can also be d isalienated, and this through political activity - in and
through struggle on the political level and in and through the conflict
between life and politics. Here again we recognize a complex of
contradictions within a unity. In a sense bourgeois democracy in
capitalist society, for example, entails a maximum of alienation: total
alienation , complete political alienation. It perfects the opposition
between the public and the private, between community and slavery. It
mystifies every individual by granting him a place both in slavery and
in community, in fictio n and in reality. It allows him an apparent
independence, because he takes 'the unbridled movement of the
spiritual and material elements which form the content of his life' lOo for
total freedom. The individual becomes totally subservient, and totally
deh umanized. At this point the only link between all these social atoms
and fragmented activities seems to be the State. It is not irrelevant to
point out here that right from the start of his career, Stalin fell foul of
what Marx calls political superstition: the illusory idea that the State
cements society together, whereas it is the functioning of civil society
and its cohesion, even in the apparent anarchy of its activities, which
support the State . lo l The individual realizes that in bourgeois society
the way he represents himself, for others and for himself, is contra
dictory, in that it splits him in two. On the one hand it isolates him as
'private' , atomizing him, dividing him; and this is a false image: atoms
have no n eeds, they are self-sufficient, without needs, contented,
perfect. Then on the other hand the individual realizes that each of his
activities, his 'properties', his impulses, involves a need. This need
brings him into relationship with other people. No matter how
alienated need, natural necessity and man's essential properties may
become, they still form a link between the members of this society.
Thus these n eeds in everyday life are a cohesive force for social life even
in bourgeois society, and they, not political life, are the real bond. So the
individual tends to transcend his own separation from his self, his
illusory image, his real appearance and false reality, his artificial
atomization, his duplicity. He recognizes himself, and even by recog-
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nizing himself as an egoistic individual he has transcended political
superstition.
Let us sum up. There is a set of elements to consider, and to the
ones we have already examined we must add this complex contra
diction: the citizen, th e public man , the member of a State versus the
real man, the private man. It is a complex system, for the public man
and the citizen are at one and the same time fictitious and real; in so far
as they are real, they pull the reality of man into the fictitious realm. As
for the 'private' man, he is also both real and fictitious.
Everyday life includes political life : the public consciousness, the
consciousness of belonging to a society and a nation, the consciousness
of class. It enters into permanent contact with the State and the State
apparatus thanks to administration and bureaucracy. B ut on the other
hand political life detaches itself from everyday life by concentrating
itself in privileged moments (elections, for example), and by fostering
specialized activities. Thus the critique of everyday life involves a critique of
political life, in that everyday life already contains and constitutes such a
critique : in that it is that critique.
Let us now consider the structure of consciousness. A man's
consciousn ess is determined by his (social) being. To coin a phrase, it
reflects it. The word 'reflection' can lead to many confusions, an d above
all to many simplifications. If we are to avoid them, all we need do is
notice that in nature reflections are profoundly different from what
they reflect; and the image in the mirror only appears to be a
reproduction of whatever is in front of it. The theory which maintains
that on the one hand there are things and on the other their reflection
in men's minds, and that the one reproduces the other, is philos
ophically puerile. A reflection in a consciousness, or a reflection which
constitutes a consciousness, can be incomplete, m utilated, inverted,
distorted, mystified; it is a reflection and yet in the generally accepted
sense it is not a refl ection. Let us consider the individualist individual's
consciousness - under classic capitalism : the bourgeois individual's
consciousness. In no way does it reflect the social complex to which he
belongs : bourgeois society, capitalism. It is in the very nature of 'free
competition' that an overview of phenomena and their laws is beyond
the scope of the individual consciousness; and that is why there had to
be economists, and Marx, to discover and understand these laws ! The
bourgeois's (the capitalist's) individual consciousness reflects his private

interests in competitIOn; it therefore conflicts with society as s uch, in
that it is a social consciousness. The capitalist individual sees the other
members of society - be they bourgeois or not - as outside of himself,
and in opposition to himself. His consciousness only reflects the fact
that competition separates one individual from another in such a way
as to constitute a society which is b eyond the grasp of any individual
consciousness. But having said that, we should add that up to a point
the capitalist embodies Capital and its functions, and this personifica
tion may be more or less successful. The typical bourgeois would be the
perfect incarnation of Capital. B ut Capital is an economic fetish, and
cannot in itself define a h uman being, with a h u man b eing's conscious
ness. Every bourgeois is also something else : a private man, with private
passions - a father, who loves h orses, or music, etc. As Marx has said,
within every bourgeois two souls are locked in Faustian combat: the
need to enjoy and the need to accumulate, thus on the one hand man's
'private' needs, and an aspect of his ' private' consciousness which now
and again he gives in to - and on the other the need imposed upon
him by the requirements of his m oney, his capital. What is more, in so
far as he is a private man, or a father, or even a sensualist (in other
words an egoist), he needs other people; now his consciousness reflects
this tendency, now it reflects his secret or avowed opposition to it. Thus
consciousness joins forces with the need for other people which is
d etermined by the situation the individual is in; together they
transform needs into desires, decisions into actions; or, conversely, the
one inhibits the other.
This consciousness is therefore determined by objective conditions
(economic, social, but also physiological, etc.) ; however, it is unaware
of these conditions; and it is, precisely, inasmuch as it is unaware of
them that it is determined. Such a complex and contradictory situation
gives rise to a multitude of problems. The individual (in this case the
bourgeois individual) must solve them; he looks for a solution,
consciously. He looks to ideologies and moral doctrines for an image of
himself. The solutions and possibilities thus revealed and represented
- through a mixture of ideological fictions and moments of awareness
- are true or false, illusory or valid; they lead to more-or-less complete
failures or successes, and also to combinations of success and failure. It
is possible for the success to have n o objective relation with ideology.
For example, take a believer who is a successful businessman ; he is
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supported by his faith ; he will see his success as a blessing from God
(which is how religion is generally perceived in the USA: as a factor in
success) . Thus activities of an exceptional nature only appear to be
beyond everyday life; they are used to solve problems - or not to solve
them . The externality of ideology involves a measure of illusions.
All this means that the simplified notion of reflection is inadequate
as an analytic tool. Consciousness reflects and does n ot reflect: what it
reflects is not what it seems to reflect, but something else, and that is what
analysis must disclose. Precisely because the activity that produced
ideologies was exceptional and specialized, they came out of social
practice - of everyday life - in two senses: it produced them and they
escaped from it, thus acquiring in the process an illusory meaning other
than their real content. The problem of ideologies is as follows: how
can consciousness at all levels (individuals, groups, classes, peoples) be
mistaken about itself and its content - its being - when it is that very
content and that very being which determine it? Only by taking the
formal structure of consciousness and its content as inseparables
and submitting them to a complex analysis will we be able to
understand any particular form of consciousness, or any particular
ideology.
And here we are faced once again with a problem which is
fundamental for the critique of everyday life. It is a problem which the
first volume of this study failed to pose clearly. Many men, and even'
people in general, do not know their own lives very well, or know them
inadequately. This is one of the themes of the critique of everyday life,
confirmed by the spectacular failures of subj ectivist sociology (based
solely on interviews, questionnaires or surveys). Men have no knowl
edge of their own lives: they see them and act them out via ideological
themes and ethical values. In particular they have an inadequate
knowledge of their needs and their own fundamental attitudes; they
express them badly; they delude themselves about their needs and
aspirations except for the most general and the most basic ones. And
yet it is their lives, and their consciousness of life; but only the
philosopher, and the sociologist informed by the dialectic, and maybe
the novelist, manage to j oin together the lived and the real, formal
structure and content. Thus ideology is at one and the same time within
everyday life and outside of it. It is forever penetrating everyday life,
forever springing forth from it, uninterruptedly. Yet at the same time it

interprets it, adds to it, transposes it, refracts it (more or less clearly,
more or less deceptively).
Man's being is at once natural and historical, biological and social,
physiological and cultural (which does not exclude possible or real
conflicts between these elements and aspects - on the contrary, it
involves them). Man thinks because he has a brain (a superior activity
of the n ervous system), and because he has hands, and because he
works and because he has a language. Therefore consciousness reflects
these manifold interactions; it not only ' reflects' the outside world, and
things, but also human activity, practical power over nature. It not only
reflects a given objective environment, but the equally objective
conflicts between man and the ' environment', between the human
world and nature, between individuals in the h uman world. A thing in
isolation can only be defined as a product, and consequently as
corresponding to a more-or-Iess consolidated power. Even when a
consciousness reflects a thing, in truth it is reflecting a power together
with th e imperatives of action and its possibilities. And this involves the
leap forward, the unending escape from what has already been
accomplished towards images and the imaginary, towards a realm
beyond the everyday, and thence indeed back into the everyday so as to
take cognizance of it.
And yet it is in everyday life and in everyday life alone that the natural
and the biological are humanized (become social), and, further, that the
human, the acquired, the cultivated, become natural. Here there is a constant
interaction between the controlled sector (controlled by knowledge and
practice) and the uncontrolled sector (unknown, or unbounded by
knowledge, so that blind necessity holds sway over man's h elplessness
and ignorance). It is in everyday life and everyday life alon e that those
interpenetrations which philosophers and philosophy define in general
and abstract terms are concretely realized. Thus when the philosopher
turns back towards real life, general concepts which have been worked
out by means of a highly specialized activity and abstracted from
everyday life are not lost. On the contrary, they take on a n ew meaning
for lived experience. The philosopher discovers that exceptional
activities benefit from the richness acquired on the level of everyday
life; sometimes they contribute to that richness, at other times they
prey upon it and suck it dry; they do n ot produce it. It is in and
through everyday life that organs (eyes, genitals) are h umanized. They
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have been transformed by history, by work, by social life and culture.
This transformation operates in the everyday realm, it flows from the
everyday and concludes within it. Otherwise it cannot exist.
Here the fund amental notion becomes appropriation, a philosophi
cal notion which Marx extracted from the work of the economists, and
criticized; he then integrated notion and criticism and incorporated
them in the theory of Capital an d property, but without ever fully
developing them. Through social practice, man appropriates nature
(an elementary thesis of Marxism); he also appropriates his own nature.
Thus the h uman eye is no longer the organ with which an animal,
nervous or replete, always on the look-out, explores a nature ever filled
with danger, ever filled with prey. It becomes the mediator between a
consciousness and a formed, welcoming world. By thus becoming a
means, it becomes an end : joy, rest, fulfilment. And communication.
Rest can only be regarded simply as an interruption of activity - or
the opposite of activity - in a fragmented and alienated life, and within
a non-dialectical conception of life. In fact, the totality of the conscious
being - even while he is resting, even in his exceptional activities benefits from work, itself considered as a total activity, in other words as�
the power of man over na ture (and his own nature). .
Material labour (to which intellectual work contributes the essential
tools - techniques, concepts, knowledge) creates products. Some of these
products are means of production, others are obj ects or consumer
goods. Taken together, products and works make up the 'human
world'. B ut where and in what sphere is the relation between living
men and obj ects of consumption actualized? Where do they become
goods in the concrete sense of the term? How are they appropriated? In
everyday life, that sphere where needs and goods meet. I02 And yet,
where do needs come from? Where are they formed? How? And how
do they find what they are looking for? Do needs make up a system? Is
there a ' system of needs' or a structure of needs? What is this structure?
Alongside the scientific study of the relations of production which is
the province o f political economy, there is thus a place for a concrete
study of appropriation : for a theory of needs. Such a study enfolds
philosophical concepts and makes them concrete; in a sense it renews
philosophy by bringing it back into the sphere of real life and the
everyday without allowing it to disappear within it. But it also belongs
to a specific science which we have called sociology.

The social relation between individuals and products (and works)
embodies modalities and various aspects which can be distinguished
by analysis. It cannot be reduced to the economic study of the
processes of production and circulation (or as vulgar economics has it:
distribution). It involves a sociology and even a psychology. It has
ideological, cultural and even ethical aspects which the economist may
glimpse b ut which he is unable to grasp. The n otions of need and of good
affect p olitical economy on the one hand, and ethics, the theory of
social classes, the critique of society and the definition of society,
culture and civilization on the other. Thus they affect concrete philos
ophy.
Therefore we need to develop the notion of need and to formulate a theory of
needs. This will be one o f the aims of the next volume of this Critique of
Everyday Life.
Everyday life, in a sense residual, defined by 'what is left over' after
all distinct, superior, specialized, structured activities have been singled
out by analysis, must be defined as a totality. Considered in their
specialization and their technicality, superior activities leave a 'tech
nical vacuum' between one another which is filled up by everyday life.
Everyday life is profoundly related to all activities, and encompasses
them with all their differences and their confl icts ; it is their m eeting
p lace, their bond, their common ground. And it is in everyday life that
the sum total of relations which make the h uman - and every human
being - a whole takes its shape and its form. In it are expressed and
fulfilled those relations which bring into play the totality of the real,
albeit in a certain manner which is always partial and incomplete:
friendship, comradeship, love, the need to communicate, play, etc.
The substance of everyday life - 'hu man raw material' in its
simplicity and richness - pierces through all alienation and establishes
'disalienation'. If we take the words 'h uman nature' dialectically and in
their full meaning, we ma y sa y tha t the critique of everyday life studies
h uman nature in its concreteness.
So then how are we to define the function of the p hilosopher? Will
philosophy still retain a meaning as a specialized activity?
Yes, it will. Once the philosopher is committed to life, he will watch
over its meaning and its d evelopment from within. He will not set
himself up above the everyday, in the sphere of exceptional activities, in
the domain of ideologies and of the State. At the very heart of the
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everyday, he will discover what is hindering or blocking the march
forward. He will remain a witness to alienations, and their j udge.
Keeping his vigil by night and day, the philosopher will not be satisfied
simply to study the development of 'human nature'; he will want to
help it, negatively at least - but the negative is also positive - by
removing whatever may obstruct its fragile seeds. And the more life is
in j eopardy, the more vigilant he will be. An overall picture of the
universe? A cosmology? An ontology? A theory of knowledge? It is not
on such a traditional level that the philosopher will rediscover his lost
concrete universality. To rediscover it he must confront looming
alienations as a critic and an implacable enemy. Wherever they come
from.
This duty has its dangers, both for t h e philosopher as individual,
and also for the effectiveness of his role, in that it will always run the
risk of turning into an aberrant activity and an irrelevant by-product
The philosopher must accept these risks. The critique of everyday life
does not mean exemption from self-criticism.

One fine day, once I had become aware of this obj ection and the risk
involved, I realized that I had at my disposal a vast amount of material
in which my obj ect of study was concretely embodied : the romantic
press, the so-called women 's press. I n it we fin d survivals, superstitions,
rituals, myths and modern mythology, formulated and systematized in
accordance with new (and obscure) needs; and that in the fullness of
the everyday, in a direct expression of the preoccupations and
aspirations of the most immediately practical kind of everyday life.
Moreover, this press represents an extraordinary sociological fact,
which cries out to be analysed. It is precisely over the last ten years that
it has achieved its world-wide success and importance. In France its
three million copies per week are read by ten million women (and men
. . . ). What does this enormous success mean? What n ew need does it
reveal? Is it profound or superficial, valid or spurious? What structure
of consciousness does it reveal? What contents?
Th us the second volume of Critique of Everyday Life will include:
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P l a n s a n d P r o g r a m m e fo r t h e F u t u r e

I n principle this present volume was only intended as an introduction
to the Critique of Everyday Life.
The first draft of the second volume was abandoned for a n umber of
reasons.103
The second volume was intended to include a methodical study of
little magic spells in everyday life: words, sayings, interjections familiar gestures, rituals - minor superstitions, archaisms, countless
relics of ideologies and customs whose 'base' has disappeared. These
detailed observations were to have been the starting point for an
analysis of myths and remains of myths in emotional, erotic and
sensual life, and even more generally in images of the cosmos, as well
as in the sphere of human relations in general, in literature (including
bad literature, melodrama, serials), on the radio, etc.
The plan had one serious drawback: the external - and therefore
arbitrary - way it was systematized. The book ran the risk of becoming
a work of philosophy rather than a piece of concrete sociological research.
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(a) an attempt at a theory of needs which will develop the observations
included h ere, and in the works of contemporary sociologists, econ
omists and demographers;
(b) an analysis of the romantic press, n ot on the economic level, as a
commercial organization, but on the sociological level (an analysis of the
formal structures of consciousness, of ideologies, and more profoundly
of the contents and the needs in so far as one can grasp them through
their public expression);
(c) the outline of an analysis of class relations and attitudes in
everyday life - of the contents and needs which these attitudes and
conflicts reveal.
Obviously I will not be able to isolate these different 'chapters'.
Moreover, the final section - on class relations - could become the
subj ect of a special volume if it a t last became possible to carry out
precise, concrete and broad-based surveys in France.104

Paris, December 7956 to February 7957
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Br ief Notes on s o m e
Well - Tro d den Gro u n d

Numbers have lost nothing of their mystical glamour. Between 1880
and 1900, in a confusion worthy of the panic which greeted the year
1000, most artists and writers considered themselves to be 'fin de siecle'
and 'decadent'. By the same confusion the writers who appeared on
the literary scene after the 1900 Exhibition slipped effortlessly into the
role of renovators. For the public, and in their own eyes, they repre
sented the 'New Century'. Decadence was no longer in fashion.
But d ecadence stopped being a fashion at the very moment it was
becoming a reality, when so-called 'modern' civilization was entering
its convulsive death-throes. Peacefully and blissfully nurtured durin g
th e years before the First World War, this ' New Century' generation
was n evertheless able to dominate the tormented times which followed,
and at this moment in time ( 1945) it is still peddling its 'values' - so
that for more than half a century France has suffered a 'spiritually'
stultifying continuity in which until n ow wars and defeats have seemed
mere episodes, untroubling to philistine and aesthete alike.
To this generation we owe a certain worldly awareness. Although we
have become extremely cynical, on the positive side we see things more
sharply, more lucidly, and we have refined our intellectual and literary
techniques.
Most of the pharisees of political and social life come from the petty
bourgeoisie: as oppressor or victim, the petty bourgeois likes situations
he can vindicate. By 1900 (and the coincidence between the number
and the h istorical significance of the date is p urely fortuitous) the haute
bourgeoisie no longer needed to vindicate its political actions to itself
(although it still knew how to pull out all the stops when rehearsing the
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gamut of its 'values'), and it won a decisive victory over the petty bourgeoisie, which ceased to play any determining political role.
The minds of the petty bourgeois were crammed with prej udice,
boredom, ideals. But after 1900 immoralism became the order of the
day. It was immoralism, not the invention of a new morality, that
replaced outgrown moral categories. To a certain extent questions of
sexuality became less shrouded in secrecy. Clarity and abstraction took
over from preaching. A kind of intellectualized sensuality made its
appearance; intellectuals and aesthetes began to discover - and to
disinterested eyes the spectacle was one of high comedy - that they
could be thirsty, that they could be hungry, that they could feel desire.
This discovery was greeted with demonstrations of joyful and
emotional surprise : poetic hymns to thirst, to hun ger, to desire, to
fou ntains, to taverns, to fruits of the earth . . 1
At the same time, from its very beginnings the era of finance
capitalism was characterized by the extreme abun dance of unfixed
capital on the move, seeking investments - or avoiding them in a series
of exoduses, some unobtrusive, some turbulent, towards some safe
haven.
This wealth of availabilities, whether pecuniary or human, proved
very profitable for the literary hacks and the artists. Shortly after 1900
the boom in paintings, rare books and luxury editions coincided with a
revival in snobbery. Writers and artists · began to fi nd life more
b eautiful, more 'free'. Almost totally indifferent to the fact that they
were p utting themselves up for sale along with their works - theirs was
an alienated consciousness transformed into commodities without
their even knowing it - they disregarded the terrible events which were
looming on the horizon, even and above all when they brought the
new, abstract, metaphysical themes of 'adventure' and 'risk' to the fore.
It is of little importance here whether or not we would deem this
irresponsible. The important thing is to establish that the underlying ,
themes had not changed, and that the literary twentieth century is a
myth, an illusion. Had the themes of adventure, risk, immoralism and
sexual freedom in any way modified those far more serious and
tenacious themes and realities - pessimism, d oubt, weariness, despair,
loneliness - which first appeared in our literature towards the middle
of the nineteenth century? No, on the contrary, in the 'new' climate of
dry lucidity, improved verbal technique and icy cynicism, the reso-

nance of these themes merely grew stronger, deeper and more clear
cut. What does the theme of adventure really imply? The dissolution of
social relations in decadent capitalist society.
If he avoids complicity in the deceptions, the complacent optical
illusions, the self-interested mutual congratulations and the posturings
of critics who pronounce on the ' importance' of works which have only
been out a week, the obj ective critic will be able to unravel the deeper
network of themes lying beneath the surface decorations. His con
clusion will be that:

.
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the literary and 'spiritual ' nineteenth century began with Nerval and Baudelaire and
Flaubert. Romanticism goes back to Rousseau with his sentimental rhetoric and an
individualism which he could still be complacent about, since it perceived no barrier
between itself, nature and the divine, and since it had not been seriously tested as yet
by loneliness and anguish. Stendhal too was an eighteenth-century man, optimistic
and full of confidence in mankind, nature and the natural With Baudelaire and
Flaubert we enter another era, in which we are still living . . .

According to this obj ective cntrque, what are the characteristic
themes of that intelligent but sombre nineteenth century? We will limit
ourselves to three, only one of which - the third - n eed concern us
here, and all of which are linked by more than one painful thread.
THE THEME OF FAILURE AND DEFEAT

Cf. Sentimental Education, ' Fusees',2 'My Heart Laid Bare', etc.
THE THEME OF DUALIT Y

Spleen and ideal, action and dream, f1esh and soul, etc.3
THE THEME OF THE MARV ELLOUS

Under the banner of the marvellous, nineteenth-century literature mounted a
sustained attack on everyday life which has continued unabated up to the present
day. The aim is to demote it, to discredit it. Although the duality
between the marvellous and the everyday is j ust as painful as the
d uality between action and dream, the real and the ideal - and
although it is an underlying reason for the failures and defeats which so
many works deplore - nineteenth-century man seemed to ignore this,
and continued obstinately to belittle real life, the world ' as it is'.
It was Chateaubriand who invented 'the Christian marvellous',4
which was as coldly academic as the antique marvellous had become,
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constructed as it was of gods borrowed from Homer's pantheon. Then
came Romanticism, which had to make do with a mediocre
compendium of witches, ghosts and vampires, of moonlight and ruined
castles, a vast petty-bourgeois waxworks. It remained for Victor Hugo '
to invent the most inept brand of the marvellous yet, the moral, which
only his extraordinary poetic vitality rescued from total risibility: 'As
you are my witness, 0 mountains clad in the candid purity of ageless
snows, I say this man is wicked ! ', exclaims the Aigle du Casque, in a
sudden burst of moral energy.5
With Baudelaire, and with h i m alone, the marvellous takes on a life
and intensity which were totally original: this is because he abandons
the metaphysical and moral plane to immerse himself in the everyday,
which from that moment on he will deprecate, corrode and attack, but
on its own level and as if from within. His insight into man's failures, his
duality, his loneliness and ultimate nothingness is not merely intellec
tual, it is intensely physical.
Take for example 'The Painter of Modern Life', which more than
one commentator has singled out as being particularly important. In it
B audelaire announces the presence in each object - even the most
familiar - of a second nature, abstract, symbolic:

Among the various aspects of man's duality, that of art and nature
corresponds to those of town and countryside, make-up and unpainted
skin, clothes and body. The duality of the eternal and the circumstan
tial, of spirit and matter, is also the duality of good and evil, of the
individual and the crowd. Baudelaire, who did not discover duality and
who never pretended to have done so, is mainly concerned with
intensifying it until it reveals a sort of un ity within its extreme and
painful tension s: a confused unity - not conciliation, or synthesis, or
supersession , but more of a scholarly confusion where contradictions
are resolved through a painful, relentless struggle so intense that it
leaves the mind in ruins. What does he expect of the painter of modern
life? That he should embrace the hostile crowd, contemplate the 'stone
landscapes' of great cities as though they were a new nature at the heart
of art and artifice, that he should perceive the eternal in the transitory,
and above all in the most fleeting of moments. He wants the artist to
confront the everyday - and even if n ecessary to tear through it to
reveal the living spirit enshrouded within, not above, or beyond, but
within - and in doing so to liberate something strange, mysterious and
bizarre . . . And then, confusing the most differing categories and
groupings, and becoming the first writer to eulogize mental illness,
Baudelaire calls on thought itself to supply the shock, the physical
spasm which will give birth to the Bizarre. And in the process he rej ects
Man, maturity, strength, in favour of the myth of Childhood, which is
the corollary of the Marvellou s:

If an impartially-minded m an were to look through the whole range o f
French fashions, o n e after t h e other from t h e origins of France to the
present day . . . and i f to the illustration representing each age he were to
add the philosophical thought which that age was m ainly preoccupied by
or worried by, a thought which the illustration inevitably reflects, he would
see what a deep harmony informs all the branches of h istory . . . "

Let us hark back, i f we can, by a retrospective effort of our imaginations, t o
o u r youngest, our morning i mpressions, a n d we shall recognize that they.
were remarkably akin to the vividly coloured i mpressions that we received
later after a physical illness . . . The child sees everything as a n ovelty ; the
child is always 'drunk' . . . But genius is no more than childhood recaptured
at will, childhood equipped n ow with m an's physical means to express
itself, and with the analytical mind that enables it to bring order into the
sum of experience, involuntarily amassed. To this deep and joyful curiosity
must be attributed that stare, animal-like in its ecstasy, which all children
have when confronted with something new. H

To Baudelaire the unity of the world appears in the narrow, abstract
form of the symbol hidden behind the thing. He says elsewhere that
b eauty always has 'a double composition'. 7 This duality of art is a
consequence of the duality of man: on the one hand an eternal '
element, on the other a 'circumstantial' element, which will be
separately or at one and the same time 'the period, its fashions, its
morals and its appetites'. When the eternal appears in the circumstan
tial - the marvellous in the familiar - the result is a beautiful work of
art. According to Baudelaire, who wrote the article as a eulogy to his
work, Constantin Guys had the ability to extract the phantasmagorical
from within nature.

The power of seeing the mystery traced like a watermark beneath
the transparent surface of the familiar world is only granted to the
visionary. The Angel of the Bizarre merely brushes the surface of the
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child's mind, but for the invalid or the convalescent he penetrates the
very soul, opening the world up to reveal its secret treasures. Is it an
illusion, or is it reality become more real? For Baudelaire, as yet, this is .
not a question that needs asking.
All he asks is the pleasure, the organized confusion of the mind
which words can so delightfully supply, particularly words of different
natures: 'These great and beautiful ships . . . with their out-of-work,
homesick air'9 - 'Spiritual and physical pleasure.' 10 Baudelaire demon
strates a kind of dialectic of opposites 11 which always ends abortively: 'a
sketch for a lyrical or fairy extravagance for a pantomime . . . Super
natural, dream-like atmosphere of the great days. That there should be
something lulling, even serene, in passion . Regions of p ure poetry.' 12
Or again : 'Cruelty and sensual pleasure are identical.'l3 This
explains the admission : 'I have cultivated my hysteria with delight and
terror.' 1 4
I n this confusion (at the basis o f which we m ay discern not a n anti
intellectualism, but on the contrary an excess of intellectualism, a
cerebralism, an over-excitement of the mind whereby he tried to think
the everyday world of the senses instead of merely perceiving it, and so
to uncover its second, abstract truth), words still have power, they are
the only remaining support, the last social reality. In Baudelaire may
be found all the formulae which were henceforth to become ever
repeated passwords for successive clans of turbulent and n eurotic poets
- but from his pen they have an honesty which Gan produce such
thoughts as 'only the brute gets a proper erection'.15 'Of language and
writing, considered as magical operations . . . ' ; 'A magic art'; Magic 'as
applied to . . . evocation', he announces in 'My Heart Laid Bare'.16 And
in his essays on the theatre he is careful not to forget 'drama, the
marvellous - the magical and the romanesque'.17
When Flaubert s e t out for the Orient - Flaubert the petty bourgeois '
who hated the petty bourgeoisie (they all h ated and d espised one
another) - he was unaware that the journey would change nothing,
that he would end up once more living on his private income in some
provincial backwater - with his ageing mother - and with nothing to
show for it but oriental bric-a-brac and incipient syphilis - j ust as
Baudelaire, that half-starved bohemian clown, lived with his memories
of tropical islands, black women and a pampered childhood. The
theme of failure is no less poignant in Flaubert's books and letters than

it is in Baudelaire's intimate notebooks. Failure of one love, of one
man : Sentimental Education ; failure of one woman, failure of love itself:
Madame Bovary. The contrast between the oriental splendour of
Salammbo and the bitter, ludicrous precision of Bouvard and Pecuchet is a
striking example of duality (even though Flaubert's genius was not
sufficiently lucid to realize it). Thus it is that Flaubert shares with
B audelaire the thankless distinction of having inaugurated the literary
nineteenth century.
B ut the denunciation of reality and its transposition into literary
themes - in particular childhood illness and the dissolution from
within of a type of individuality which corresponds to so-called
'modern individualism' - d oes not concern us for the moment. The
call to unconscious, elemental, primitive forces which were s upposedly
capable of freeing this individuality from its impasse by offering it a
content and a meaning an d revealing hidden ' d epths' was b ut one
aspect of its decay.
After Baudelaire, after Flaubert, literature became increasingly
involved in cerebralism and hyper-intellectuality. IH There was no need
for Rimbaud to return to childhoo d : he was a genius as a child, and
when he was no longer a child, the genius left him. He never reached
maturity, the sphere of distinctions between intelligence and reason,
the senses and the mind, things and concepts.
It h as been said time and time again that Rimbaud - like many
children - practised simple hallucination. He poeticizes the real by
directly seeing one thing in the place of another. Where his eyes
perceive faces, clouds or landscapes, he 'sees' animals, angels, in�
credible cities. He casts aside any halfway stages between the thing and
the other thing (the image). He eliminates the comparative conj unction
which was traditionally used in classical and romantic writing to
introduce metaphors, similes and 'im ages'. With Rimbaud the word
' image' takes on a new meaning, workin g on two levels, that of the
senses and tha t of the mind or the dream. In this heightened confusion
of the abstract and the concrete, symbol and sensation are no longer
distinguishable, although Rimbaud's symbols are so intellectually
refined that they take on a metaphysical dimension; and he identifies
himself boldly with the thing, with the symbol: 'Sweeter than the f1esh
of sour apples to children, the green water penetrated my pinewood
h ull . . . and sometimes I saw what men thought they saw . . . ' 19
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In this way 'The Poet becomes a seer by a long, prodigious and
rational disordering of all the senses . . . '2[)
The poet splits into two, intolerably, for 'I is someone else',21 and he .
knows it. But on the level of basic, physical life, and in confusion - in
cultivated neurosis - he regains a kind of formless unity. 'Unspeakable
torture', as he calls it in the famous letter, since the poet 'searches
himself and consumes all the poisons within',22 and every form of
suffering and madness.
The alchemy thanks to which the real becomes transformed into
poetry by means of words operates on the level of everyday reality. And
in the Songs of Maldoror, it is precisely the unexpected j uxtaposition of
two familiar obj ects - for example an umbrella and a sewing machine
on an operating table - which provokes the effect of surprise, of
simultaneous shock to the mind and the nervous system, wherein
Lautreamont discovers what he still calls beauty.
B ut subsequently the modern theme of the marvellous underwent a
curious and rather confused disassociation.
Magic realism23 attempted to express the mysterious meaning of the
real world in a way that would make it appear insubstantial, like a
perfume. Thus in Le Grand Meaulnes the apparently trivial life of a
penniless schoolboy gradually reveals a mystery, a magic spell. In this
way the real becomes 'transfigured', or, to put it more simply, more
d ecorative and acceptable, at least on a literary level.
More explicitly, Surrealism set out to divert interest away from the
real and, following Rimbaud's lead, to make the other world, the
imaginary infinite, spring forth from within the familiar.
The magic realists had rather reactionary aims, whereas the Surreal
ists thought themselves to be revolutionaries, but both shared a
common desire to belittle the real in favour of the magical and the
marvellous. This coincidence of aims, this complicity, is very signifi
cant. In each case the concerted attack directed against everyday life
and human reality is identical. The paths of literary and political
reaction - and pseudo-revolution - have converged .
'The marvellous is always beautiful, anything marvellous is beau
tiful, in fact only the marvellous is beautiful', proclaimed Monsieur
Breton in the First Manifesto of Surrealism. 24 The tone is characteristic:
solemn, authoritarian an d intimidating - to impressionable adoles
cents, that is. The aim of the Surrealists was to ensure that no form of
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the marvellous would be neglected. B ut Antonin Artaud's preface to
his translation of Matthew Lewis's The Monk p uts it better than I ever
could :
Yes, l et them all slip back once again into that closed world where, like
their excreta, only what is organically and sensuously demon strable is
valid, let them feed off the routine detritus an d mental excrement of what
they call reality, for my part I will continue to regard The Monk as an
essential work, one which vigorously challenges that reality, dragging
sorcerers, apparitions and phan toms before me in the m ost perfectly
n atural fashion, making the supern atural a reality like any other . . . I know
that I believe in ETERNAL LIFE, an d that I believe in its com plete m eaning. I
regret living in a world where sorcerers and soothsayers m ust live in hiding,
and where in any case there are so few genuine soothsayers . . . as far as I
am concerned, I find it astounding that fortune-tellers, tarot-readers,
wizards, sorcerers, necromancers and other REINCARNATED ONES have for
so long b een relegated to the role of mere characters in fables and novels,
and that, through o n e of the m ost superficial aspects o f m odern thinking,
n aivety is defined as having faith in charlatans. I believe whole-heartedl y in
charlatans, bonesetters, visionaries, sorcerers and chiromancers, because
all these things have being, because, for me, there are no lim its, no form
fixed to appearances; and because, one day, God - or MY SPIRIT - will
recognize his own. 25

This attack on the real and on everyday life is energetic, agreed, but
how compromising it is !
After all, it may well be that the historians of modern life will come
to look upon 'Surrealism' as a great moment for the intellect, born
an era when events were many and thoughts so few.
Already there are some very impatient historians scrambling to get
their hands on this little corpse. (Moreover, rather than being a proof of
richness and creativity, the current plethora of biographies, appraisals,
judgements and learned tomes devoted to illusory ' contemporaries ' is
an indication of poverty and exhaustion.)
Without a doubt, the young disciples of Surrealism brought with
them a great desire for puri(y. They wanted to live, to live according to
themselves - freely, in the purity of 'the spirit'. Revolt, protest against
an insufferable reality, refusal to accept that reality, despair, hope that
human redemption was immediately possible, ever-repeated depar-
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tures in search of the marvellous, an imminent world of images and
love, all this was mingled in a confusion from which lucid analysis was
permanently absent. They maintained a desperate, deliberate and .
well-nurtured duality through which they tried to live outside of the
real world, without it, against it. As a symptom, maybe Surrealism was
important. The most unfortunate thing the Surrealists did was to
condemn the abj ect reality of the inter-war years along with human
reality itself - to brand man's potentiality and the degrading destiny of
the bourgeoisie with the same mark of infamy.
Their second misfortune was to fall into the hands of someone Monsieur Breton (Andre) - who was able to capture, to use and to
degrade the purity of those who were drawn to him : he was n ot only
the pope of Surrealism, he was its politicianY'
Applying all the procedures of traditional political life to the
'management' of the 'Surrealist group' - flattery, divide and rule,
attraction, provocation, calumny, exclusion - he was able to lead this
clan of young poets as if they formed a party on the fringe of political
parties as such. Surrealism's allegedly 'sp iritual' discoveries were in fact
political discoveries, that is to say they were determined according to the
needs and perspectives of the group's policies, and to events which were
totally external to itY Dadaist anarchism had been born in the
' disorder' which followed the 1918 armistice. In this truly revolutionary
period, all that was needed to overthrow this established disorder were
thought, organization and the sense of a new order; but the anarchist
intellectuals failed to realize this. Then, in the post-war years, at the
moment Marxist economists call the period of relative stabilization of
capitalism, Monsieur Breton, after having proclaimed: 'Leave every
thing . . . Leave your wife . . . Set out along the highways . . . ', 2 H had the
(political) shrewdness to perceive that there was a general need for a
definite doctrine and for a system propped up by logic; the hour had
come for a universal call : 'Snobs of the world, unite', as well as for a
skilf ully organized confusion between 'permanent revolution' and
permanent scandal. As the momentary stability of established society
continued for a while, the man who had previously adopted the slogan
'art is stupidity' pompously devised the possibility of Surrealist art - of
Surrealist poetry, painting, sculpture, cinema. The hour had also come
when the outrageous in art could be made socially acceptable and
profitable. At th e same time Monsieur B reton was able to exploit the

persistent confusion between anarchism and Communism, between
the 'spiritual' and the social transformation of m an . The time had
come for sibylline discussions about 'Spiritual Revolution' which
offered much-needed support and sustenance to the d eclining prestige
of ' Surrealist thought'.29 Nowadays if we attempt to examine the
content of this 'thought', we will observe that doctrinal Surrealism,
which started off with such enormous pretensions - to be a new
mysticism, a method of knowledge of the ' interior abyss' - ended up as
nothing more than a lot of superstitious n onsense. Its only remaining
interest is that it was a symptom. At one and the same time Surrealism
marked the absurd paroxysm and the end of the methodical disparage
m ent of real life and the stubborn attack on it which had been initiated
by nineteenth-century literature.
Surrealism wanted to deal a death blow to ' directed thought'. It
wanted to be 'dictated by thought, in the absence of any control
exercised by reason, exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern . . .' .30
It even aimed to wreck ' all the other psychic mechanisms and to
substitute itself for them in solving all the principal problems of life
' .31 And this enormous pretension (this 'great ambition', this
'overwhelming message', to use the fashionable j argon of twenty years
ago, before it was a question of ' commitment' and of 'assuming' reality
. . . ) j ustified itself in terms of a simple-minded Hegelianism: 'I believe
in the future resolution of these two states, dream and reality, which are
seemingly so contradictory, into a kind of absolute reality, a surreality
,
32
But disillusionment was j ust around the corner. And j ust about all
that came out of these aspirations to renew thought, knowledge
reality was the theory of the 'modern marvellous ' :
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New myths spring up beneath each step w e take. Legend begins where
man has lived, where he lives. All that I intend to think about from now on
is these despised transformations. Each day the modern sense of existence
becomes subtly altered. A mythology ravels and unravels . . . How long
shall I retain this sense of the marvellous suffusing everyday existence? I see
i t fade away in every man . . . who advances into the world's habits with an
increasing ease, who rids himself progressively of the taste and texture of
the u nwonted, the unthought of . . 3 3
.

It is you, metaphysical entity of places, who lull children to sleep, it is you
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who people their dream s. These shores of the unknown, sands shivering
with anguish or anticipation, are fringed by the very substance of our
minds. A single step into the past is enough for me to rediscover this
sensation of strangeness which filled me when I was stil l a creature of pure
wonder . . . H
The gateway to mystery swings open at the touch of h uman weakness and
we have entered the realm of darkness. One false step, one slurred syllable
together reveal a man's thoughts. The disquieting atmosphere of places
contains similar locks which cannot be bolted fast against infinity.
Wherever the living pursue particularly ambiguous activities, the
inanimate may sometimes assume the reflection of their most secret
motives : and thus our cities are populated with unrecognized sphinxes . . . 3)

Rereading these Surrealist texts twenty years after they first
appeared, it is impossible not to be surprised by their shortcomings
both in form and content: an assertive, icy tone which passes from
point to point, linking them but never establishing any real connec
tions - an insensitivity, an almost nightmarishly inflexible dependence
upon verbal automatism, an obvious disparity between alarming
promises and what was actually accomplished.
The Surrealists promised a new world, but they merely delivered
' mysteries of Paris?' They promised a new faith, but did that really
mean anything? Oh Literature, what petty crimes are committed in
your nam e !
In their nouveau merveilleux there was nothing n ew - and nothing
marvellous. Nothing that had not already appeared in the mental
confu sion pursued by Baudelaire and Rimbaud. A bit of metaphysics
and a few myths in th e last stages of d ecay (no more or no less than in
Giraudoux and Claudel); some psychoanalysis, some Bergson-izing ,
(the return to the purity of childhood sensations); an eclecticism, an
impenetrable doctrinal confu sion, together with a remorseless Parisian
ism - such are the ingredients that the most cursory analysis will
discern in the 'modern marvellous'. On closer i nspection, we find a
number of original elements as compared with the Baudelaire
Rimbaud period :
(a) In Surrealism, the morbid element (mental confusion) is brought
to the fore and 'systematized'. A paranoiac may get to the stage where
he 'regards the very images of the external world as unstable and
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transitory, if not actually suspect . . . ', and this is a proof of ' the
omnipotence of desire, which has remained since the beginning
surrealism's only act of faith' Y To suppress any possible complicity
with the real world, duality is exacerbated until even insanity is seen as
acceptable.
(b) The 'new realm of the marvellous' is marvellous no longer. In so
far as there ever was a poetry founded on the marvellous, it depended
upon myths and religion (naIve myths, myths 'lived out' by simple
souls); even then, there was a derivativeness about this metaphysical
and moral sphere. With Surrealism (and the text by Aragon quoted
above is full of tacit admissions of this), it is no longer really a question
of the marvellous, but of the weird, the unexpected and the bizarre, of
mere effects of surprise and exoticism.
(c) In fact, this so-called marvellous realm operates only on the level
of everyday life. Not above it or outside it, as in the cases of magic, of
myth or of the supernatural, where everything is really, and instantly,
possible. The marvellous is supposed to turn everyday life inside out, to
discover its other, infinitely more interesting side. To shift the sense of
what is important in life, to throw it off centre. This explains the
pedantically detailed descriptions, and the ridiculous importance
Breton attaches to looking for 'Surrealist obj ects' . It was even proposed
that practical Surrealist obj ects should be produced for ordinary use.
For example:
two solids: o n e i n the shape of a quarter of a n orange resting on its rind, the
two upper planes forming a sharp ridge, the other solid a sphere split at its
base and suspended by a thread over the first. This sphere was
mobile and swung over the lower solid so that the latter's ridge was
contact with the split base of the sphere. This contact was not a
penetration. Now, everyone who has seen this object function has felt a
violent and indefinable emoti on, doubtless having some relation with
unconscious sexual desires . . ] H [and any impartial psychologist might add:
linked with infantile and neurotic desires).

Here, with unshakable naivety, Nadeau the historian/commentator
adds that dreams, automatism and the unconscious thus enter 'the
realm of everyday life . . . ' and that 'the Surrealists, acquiring an
awareness of their new gifts, believed themselves to be capable, by
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launching an infinite n umber of such objects into the world, of putting
life entirely in the service of the unconscious . . ' .39
This penetration - inevitable, lo gically determined - of everyday life
by Surrealism produces the following results :

real answer or demand a real ' commitment', a real responsibility, a real
renewal. For almost twenty years Surrealism has provided amusement
for some; for others, shocked by its outrageousness, it has helped to
strengthen certain wavering convictions; but now its failure seems
complete and incontrovertible. Obj ectively it can o nly appear as an
ersatz Romanticism, a woeful literary 'fi n de siecle'. And if Breton was
right in his First Manifesto when he linked Surrealism essentially with
defeatism, this was only half the story, for it was n ot j u st a question of
temporary political defeatism but of a deep, lasting defeatism in respect
of man, of thought, of love and of the totality of the real.
Nevertheless, the analysis of Surrealism allows us to formulate, or
rather verify, one of the laws of the h uman mind: a law which will
provide us with one of the guiding ideas for the critique of everyday life,
and which will reappear several times in that critique in other forms
and supported by other evidence:

.

Daily life abounds, moreover, i n j ust this sort of small discovery . . . I am
profoundly persuaded that any perception registered in the most in
voluntary way - for example, that of a series of words pronounced off-stage
- bears in itself the solution, symbolic or other, of a problem you have with
yourself . . .
So that, i n order to have a woman appear, I h ave seen myself opening a
door, shutting it, opening it again - when I had noticed that it was not
enough to slip a thin blade into a book chosen at random, after having
postulated that such and such l ine on the left page or the right should have
informed me more or less indirectly about her dispositions, confirming her
immediate arrival or her nonarrival - then starting to displace the objects,
setting them in strange positions relative to each other, and so on. This
woman did not always come, but then it seems to me, it helped me to
understand why she wasn't coming; I seemed to accept her not coming
more easily. Other days, when the question of absence, of the invincible
lack, was solved, I used to consult my cards, interrogating them far beyond
the rules of the game, although according to an i nvariable personal code,
precise enough, trying to obtain from them for now and the future a clear
view of my fortune and my misfortune . . . The way of questioning the deck
that I preferred and still prefer supposed from the beginning that you place
the cards in a cross, placing in the center what I am asking about: myself
and her, love, danger, death, mystery; above, what is hovering; on the left,
what can fri ghten or harm; on the right, what is certai n ; below, what has
been overcome. My impatience at too many evasive answers caused me to '
interpose, rapidly and within the figure, some central obj ect, highly
personalized, such as a letter or a snapshot, which seemed to me to bring
better results. This time I alternated two little disturbing characters which I
had taken in: a mandrake root . . . 41l

The law of the transformation of the irrational

And so forth. But enough of these old wives' tales. If the inter-war
period was impenetrably closed to any authentic attempts to renew
thought, it was only too open to every conceivable type of spiritual
charlatanism.
Worried at first, then panic-stricken, intellectuals ran headlong
to';"ards false solutions, taking any way out but one which might offer a

The mysterious, the sacred and the diabolical, magic, ritual, the
mystical - at first all of these were lived with intensity. They were part
of the real lives of human beings - thoroughly authentic, affective and
passionate forces. Then, with the appearance and development of
rationality, they were doubly modified, along with their relationship to
everyday life.
(a) Demotion - Gradually ritual becomes gestural. The diabolical
becomes shameful, ugly. Myth becomes legend, tale, story, fable,
anecdote, etc.
Finally, the marvellous and the supernaturalfall inevitably to the level of
weird and the bizarre.
(b) Internal transformation and displacement - Everything that once
represented an affective, immediate and primitive relationship between
man and the world - everything that was serious, deep, cosmic - is
displaced and sooner or later gradually enters the domain of play, or
art, or j ust simply becoms am using or ironic verbalization.41
This internal transformation takes place at the same time as the
'demotion' mentioned above. It is inseparable from it. Thus as man
develops and becomes rational, the old, primitive irrationality main
tains its connections with his everyday life.
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We already know (albeit in a way that is still too vague and general,
since as yet these questions have not been adequately studied) that toys
and games are former magical objects and rituals. Be it children's
hoops or dolls, the simple ball or playing cards and chess, they are all
' cosmic' objects which have been demoted (in one sense) and (in
another sense) transformed and clothed with a new social meaning.
There are good grounds for studying playing cards, for example, not
after the fashion of Monsieur Breton, who sinks to the level of old
women who use them to tell fortunes, but in terms of their history, in
order to determine the source and the nature of the passionate interest
they excite in people. So deep is the fascination and so passionate the
involvement of hu man beings in the various games they play that there
must surely be a direct connection between playing games and life
itself.
It is demonstrable, for example, that games of chance embody the
possibility of becoming conscious of, and (in the imagination) domi
nating a double-sided situation : on the one side, chance and a non
dominated nature (including one's own nature); on the other side,
freedom (but an empty freedom, the freedom to take advantage of
chance). This situation is in fact that of everyday life, corresponding
exactly to the residue of weakness, powerlessn ess and irrationality
which the now partially rational human being still harbours. By virtue
of their use of former magical objects, games of chance are the social
expression and the consciousness of this situation - and in a sense a
spontaneous criticism of it.
Let us return to the weird and the bizarre. What are they? The
mysterious displaced, transformed (with the marvellous acting as a ,
halfway stage) and demoted. This demotion has turned the mysterious
into something everyday, at one and the same time familiar yet
surprising. When brought into sudden contact with each other,
p erfectly trivial obj ects and ordinary words can produce an impression
of weirdness and bizarrerie. All it needs is for the familiar routine to be
upset - but not too much, for otherwise it will give way to anxiety or, at
the very least, expectation. A word of our language pronounced by a
foreigner - a creaking door which sounds like someone groaning - an
unfamiliar expression which passes fleetingly across a familiar face and we say : 'How bizarre . . . ' Abruptly, familiarity is transformed into
something new, but nothing too disconcerting or 'upsetting'. An

ambiguous mixture of the known and the unkn own which confuses
thought and m eaning without actually revealing the u nknown to the
mind or the senses, without producing any real enigmas or problems,
without ever really being disturbing or worrying, such is the
momentary experience of the bizarre. The bizarre is a mild stimulant
f or the nerves and the mind - particularly recommended as risk-free
for cases of nervous fatigue and mental impotence. It is both a
stimulant and a tranquillizer. Its only use is as a spice for banality, a
cosmetic for insignificance. It is a pseudo-renewal, obtained by
artificially deforming things so that they become both reassuring and
surprising. (As in so many so-called 'modern' paintings and poems,
where although the meaning is quite obvious, well"known obj ects or
i deas are presented in a way which provokes a slight nervous twitch, a
feeble j olt from the reassuringly recognizable to the mildly surprising.)
The bizarre is a shoddy version of the mysterious from which the
mystery has disappeared. Oh, women with strange faces, portraits and
poems with weird imagery, peculiar obj ects, all you prove is that there
is no more 'feminine mystery', that mystery has disappeared from our
world, that it has degenerated into something public, that it is a game,
an art-form, that it has lost its ancient glamour founded on terror and
wild hope, that it has become mere jo urnalism, mere advertising, mere
fashion, a music-hall turn, an exhibit . . .
It is most certainly impossible for a 'viable' feelin g of life to be based
upon the impression of the bizarre. Such a feeling can only have its
basis in the consciousness of h uman power, that power which surrounds
us, upon which we live, and in which we participate in all the acts of
our everyday lives - and yet which escapes us in such a way that we are
u nable to live it, so that nearly all our ideas and feelings still come to u s
from a ti m e w h en man was weak in t h e face of nature.
But it is extremely revealing that an attempt was made to do this,
and that a new feeling of everyday life should have been sought
through the weird and the bizarre. This attempt, this game for
aesthetes, nevertheless provided a certain criticism of our everyday life,
but a clumsy one, equivocal, dangerous and thoroughly negative.
Considered as a symptom it reveals :
(a) A malfunction, a disorder of the senses and the brain which has
become conscious and more or less normal (especially among intellec
tuals). The physiological functions of the 'mod ern' man's nervous and
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cerebral systems seem to have fallen victim to an excessively
demanding regime, to a kind of hypertension and exhaustion. He has
not yet 'adapted' to the conditions of his life, to the speed of its
sequences and rhythms, to the (momentarily) excessive abstraction of
the frequently erroneous concepts he has so recently acquired. His
nerves and senses have not yet been adequately trained by the urban
and technical life he leads. Modern concepts are like a kind of electrical
supercharge to his brain (a natural consequence of the extreme
complexity of these concepts and of the situations in which we
struggle), and, to pursue the metaphor, his nerves and senses are
frequently short-circuited. And so the ' modern' intellectual, an
extreme example and a com plete prod uct of this si tua tion, is no longer
able to abstract the concept or idea which is both within things and
different from them, and to perceive it as on another stage or level of
consciousness. In his perception the abstraction and the thing are
mixed together, merged, the concept is like the thing's double distinct, ideal, 'mysterious'. Furthermore, it is a second-rate abstrac
tion, not a way of knowing, a rational element, b ut a 'signifying' of things,
a symbol, a second thing, a fa<;:ade. The elements of consciousness, its
' functions' or its 'stages', are at once separated and reunited in a false,
confu sed unity in which their relations, their order and their hierarchy
are lost.
For a century now this state of mental confusion has been manifesting
itself clearly in modern art. It is a state of 'hysteria' (Baudelaire),
'disordering' (Rimbaud), or 'paranoia' (Surrealism) - but it is an
incipient state only, and one compensated for by very real consider
ations; if it presents no real dangers this is precisely because it i s
accepted, deliberate, exploited aesthetically (whereas for th e genuine
sufferer such states are involuntary, unconscious or resisted). This state
of deliberate semi-neurosis, partly play-acting, often little more than an
ambivalent infantilism, allows the 'modern' intellectual to push far
from his lips the bitter chalice of an everyday life which really is
unbearable - and will always be so u ntil it has been transformed, and
until n ew foundations for consciousness are established.
By his attempt to maintain such an incipient neurosis as a reflection
of his detachment, the 'typical' intellectual is able to replace the trivial
and the familiar with emotions and illusions which he finds more
appealing, more bearable: the mysterious, the strange, the bizarre. He

'lives out' these emotions, and the element of play-acting is rarely
sign ificant enough to provoke accusations of insincerity.
(b) A perpetual expectation of something extraordinary, an ever
disappointed and ever-rekindled hope, in other words a dissatisfaction
which seeps into the humblest details of day-to-day existence.
How can we fail to believe in the marvellous, the strange, the
bizarre, when there are people who lead marvellous (or seemingly
marvellous) lives full of departures and incessant changes of scenery,
lives which we see carefully reflected in the cinema and the theatre and
novels?
- when there are technical processes which bring things which are
distant and inaccessible to our senses near to us, revealing the
astounding shapes of crystals, organs and organisms, nebulae and
molecules (so that to our unprepared senses the realest things seem
unreal or ' surreal' . . . )?
- when we know that there are so many beautiful, idle women in the
world whose only aim in life is pleasure and the quest for n ovel
experiences; so that each time the adolescent or th e young poet
hears a knock on the door, his heart beats faster, and if the telephone
rin gs, he rushes to answer it in the belief that the miracle is about to
happen, that at last that beautiful, unique, absolute, mysterious
woman (who with a bit of luck may be rich and a virgin to boot) is
about to appear . . . (for many confirmed idealists betray a very real
tendency towards parasitism or pimping . . . )?
Everything - life, science, both the ideal and the idea of love, not to
mention that arch-sorcerer of the Western world, money - conspires to
instil in the sensitive, lucid, cultivated young man with a gift for 'belles�
lettres' a feeling of unease and dissatisfaction which can only be
assuaged by something strange, bizarre or extraordinary. If we add to
this the fact that his nerves and senses require sudden shocks, that his
heart needs novel thrills - that in his unbalanced mind each object of
thought must be defined through a kind of nervous and sensorial
spasm, that a certain laziness or even a revulsion towards work (so
clearly, so brutally expressed by Rimbaud and the Surrealists) prevents
him from broaching any investigation which might compromise his
convictions, and confirms him in his decision to stick with a facile and
immediately-saleable re-hash of ancient mysteries - then we will have a
more than adequate explanation of the cult of the bizarre and its success.
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The strange and th e weird were n ever more than a cheap and
contaminated substitute for mystery. Of what value is the bizarreness of
The Songs of Maldoror when compared with the mystery which animates
The Divine Comedy - or with the passions kindled in the catacombs by
the first Christian ceremonies - or by the Eleusinian mysteries?
For while mystery had its specifically consecrated times and festivals,
the attraction of the strange is all-pervading. This myth of the modern
world - decaying like all our enchanters42 and all our myths - has this
particular characteristic: the rotting remnants of what once was
grandiose, exceptional and solemn, it seeks to penetrate, it can
penetrate, it does penetrate our every moment. Woe betide the
bewitched adolescent ! He is in danger of being lost for ever; he is in
danger of no longer belonging to this worl d ; polluted, fan atical, his
blood has become tainted. Did he long for a mysterious woman.
absolute love, 'ideal' beauty? Real love, real women, real beauty will
n ever be his. (Baudelaire's concept of beauty loses nothing by this; do
strong spirits and the drugs healthy people can safely take in small
doses lose their virtues simply because we describe them accurately as
poisons?) Dante, in love with Beatricel was a healthy, social, political
man; there was nothing m orbid about Petrarch and his Laura. But
B audelaire, the man who dominates our culture poetically, who was a
dandy, a little buffoon, a Second Empire bourgeois ham - who at the
same time denounced the forms his class was imposing upon life - is
an important dealer in narcotics; hence his success, for our day-to-day
life makes us vulnerable to the thirst for drugs and intoxicants. He did
not wish to kill life, to commit treacherous murder on ?-ll that is
h uman . For he wrote in his notebooks: ' Even as a child I felt two
conflicting sensations in my heart: the horror of life and the ecstacy of
life.'43 He simply wanted to line life with another, truer life, the life of
the 'soul'. He wanted to live through the mind, giving the real world a
lining of enigmas, strangeness, correspondences,44 with every colour,
every sound, every taste and every perfume concealing a host of
perceptible and tangible meanings. He was one of the first (but alas ! by
no m eans the last) to try to reanimate the old category of mystery, but
on the level to which it had declined, on the level of the perceptible and
the everyday. So he compromised this world and this life even more
effectively than any of the metaphysicians, theologians and mystics
who were seeking 'another life' to replace the everyday; the only thing

that interested him, seduced him, fascinated him, was the lining. (Only
symbols, only the mind, and they alone, can ' fascinate' and 'seduce',
for, as opposed to any feelings based upon man's power, they weaken
man and then exploit that weakness, drawing him down into a
vertiginous chasm of mental confusion.)
Since Bau delaire, the world turned inside out has been deemed
better than the world the right way up. Its hinterland is no longer the
realm of Platonic Ideas, which at least left life, matter and nature to run
along according to their own movements, governing them from on
high, from 'Eternity'. Baudelaire's satanism has brought this hinter
land into the world like a supplementary 'dimension' (to use today's
fashionable pseudo-scientific, confusionist j argon), like a ' spiritual
dimension'. In other words, he has put the cat among the pigeons, the
maggot in the fruit, disgust in desire, filth in purity; and not as
stimulants, but as poisons, all mixed together in an unspeakable
confusion.
Under cover of the sublime and the superhuman , all manner of
dehumanization is being smuggled in. Under cover of purity and
'pure' beauty, we are being invaded by impurity and ugliness.
The result is tha t if this strange duplicity loses its power to shock the
nervous system (a power dubbed ' spiritual' for the nonce), and if things
are perceived in themselves and not in terms of their magical lining,
then interest, desire, love, become aimless. If it is to seduce and
fascinate, the real world must be metamorphosed, transfigured. If it is
to be noticed, every obj ect, every living being, must be exaggerated,
rendered surprising. For those hearts and minds infected with this
scourge, the result is nothing less than a ' spiritual' inability to live, to
love, to understand any human being who fails to show ambiguous,
equivocal or psychopathological characteristics - a fake, a fac,:ade. For
us the dualities of mind and matter, the ideal and the real, the absolute
and the relative, the metaphysical and the tangible, the supernatural
and the natural, have become a living duplicity, a lining, a fac,:ade, a
fake, j ust impotence and lies lived out under the pretence of thought,
poetry and art.
Moreover it is clear that in the end, despite the intention to rej ect it,
the real world is accepted, since it is transposed, instead of being
transformed by knowledge !
The attack on life led by poetry is j ust one episode, and literature is
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only the active-service unit of a much larger army. Like the poets,
philosophers are wavering between the familiar, the trivial, the
'inauthentic', and the anguishing, the mysterious - between bourgeois
reality and mystical unreality - and are pushing h uman reality to one
side.
'The temperate zones of universal and h uman life bear no resem
blance whatsoever to the polar and equatorial zones . . . ', writes
Chestov, a contemporary 'existentialist' mystic and irrationalist philos
opher.45 This comparison between the soul and the earth, which is
intended to discredit man's 'temperate' zones, misses out a rather
important fact : the polar and equatorial zones are scarcely fit for
habitation, and all civilization has developed in the temperate zones the zones of everyday life. The mystic metaphor ends up defeating
itself.
Another mystic has recently expounded his theory of paroxysmal
moments in even crueller terms:
There are certain instants, minimal in t h e passing of time, b u t extremely
important in terms of their plenitude, when the mind breaks through the
circle in which it had been enclosed, and begins to contradict itself, to have
intuitions, flashes of insight, which, try as one may, cannot be denied
afterwards - they really happened . . . There are m asses of times, enormous '
and stupid, in which nothing happens; and short, m arvellous moments in
which lots of extraordinary events take place. So far no one has ever come
up with anything to prove that truth is in proportion to abstract time, that
what l asts for a long time is true and that what only lasts for an instant is
false. 4('

We must emphasize that this theory, of mystical and religious origin,
but scarcely tenable in its original forms nowadays, has become
d emoted to the rank of philosophical theory, a 'secular' theory of truth.
For our contemporary mystical philosophers, paroxysmal instants have
lost their unique, divine, revelatory character. According to them,
privileged instants can be repeated: Heidegger's anguish, the heady
charms described by Sartre,47 no longer have the ' unique' character of
a mystic vision; they fall to the level of common 'existence' ; the
philosopher can pass from trivial, everyday and ' inauthentic' existence
to this moment of revelation by a process which can be analysed and
described. And yet the paroxysmal moment dispossesses mundane,
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everyday existence, annulling it, denying it. It is the very thing which
denies life : it is the nothingness of anguish, o f vertigo, of fascination.
Thus metaphysical mystery is being demoted in parallel with poetic
mystery. Reduced to the level of everyday life, it appears merely as
everyday life turned inside out. Except that the philosophers, who are
more lucid - more cynical perhaps - than the poets, proceed in a way
which ' unveils' (fashionable vocabulary) the point of the operation.
Average life is repudiated ; human life is relegated to the rank of the
'enormous and stupid' masses. B ut there is more, and worse, to come:
this life must be 'made n othingness' so that the secret of existence may
be revealed, namely nothingness, the n othingness within every man,
his 'infinite' ability to free himself from any instant, any moment, any
state, any determined situation, in and through nothingness. The
underside of life reveals itself to be its nothingness; and the confusion of
nothingness and being is to be found at the heart of the confu sion
between the abstract and the concrete, the symbolic and the real.
The poets now only like beings for the forms in which they can be
expressed - the existence of h uman beings, of women, of love, is
paralleled by a 'poetic' existence (uncertain, hazy, unreal, because it is
essentially verbal); similarly the philosophers only like h uman beings
for wha t they mean : like poetic expression, philosophical 'meaning' is
located on the level of real lif e, within it and yet above it, like a lining to
its reality, which is the only thing about it which is interesting,
attractive, seductive or fascinating. The philosophers go on to empha
size the nastiest aspects of everyday life so that they can clearly
demonstrate the n egation of this life, the nothingness which liberates,
in the world of philosophy.
'Hell is other people', maintains one of Sartre's characters, with
metaphysical 'profundity'.4R But is not the hellish part of us rather this
'other-than-being', this hinterland (or rather, n othingness) which the
mystics, the theologians, the poets, the philosophers, have maintained
in their consciousness, and in which they obstinately continue to live their
visionary lives without realizing the level to which it has been demoted?
But we should not take such 'profound' theories too seriously.
Anguish and mystery (the feeling of mystery) cannot be reduced to a
theoretical level, it is impossible to theorize them. Genuine anguish,
the anguish of a lost child, of a primitive man lost in the j ungle, of a
being who feels utterly weak and helpless in the face of nature, such
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anguish escapes us. The feeling of human power (not the will to
individual power, but the consciousness of the collective, social power
of man over nature) penetrates our every thought and every sensation,
albeit indirectly. 'But what about death ? ' ask the metaphysicians, 'your
death - yes, yours, tomorrow, today, in a few minutes? Have you got
time to wait until biologists find a way of delaying death (supposing
that to be possible)?' Alas, no, I haven't the time. But so what? Do you
think that is a reason for me to stop living, loving, being a man and
participating in all man's possibilities? Even at this very moment
action, work, love, thought, the search for truth and beauty are creating
certain realities which transcend the transitory nature of the individual.
And the fact that this assertion has become trivial, that it has been put
to use too o ften - sometimes to the worst kind o f ends - does not mean
that it has stopped being true. On the contrary: let us reaffirm the
certainties of human community; let us renew and re-establish these
foundations of the h uman in all their strength and youth . Philosophers,
metaphysicians, you are like dogs baying at death ! Or rather - excuse
me - I should say pretending to bay at death. For you death is like a
perfect th ought which you can recall, repeat and merge with every
moment of your lives ; and you are inviting us to follow you, to accept
this final phantom from the other worl d, and it really is no more than a
phantom. B ut this ' other', this absence, this 'tragic' feeling of existence,
this consciousness of the absurd, I observe it in men who lead very
skilful, successful lives ; they hold forth on the subj ect of anguish to
fashionable audiences in lecture halls, and it becomes a topic for
scholarly essays; people sit in cafes and newspaper offices writing about
angu ish , cleverly, shrewdly, technically, and with verbal elegance. The
floral tributes thrown to death are nothing more than rhetorical
flourishes. No matter how profound, h ow i nhumanly existent (or
nonex istent ! ) 'existentialist' metaphysicians may be, they will never
stop anguish from becoming demoted and displaced. Brute, primitive
a nguish is fading from our lives ; to rediscover it is to experience a
moment of weakness which in no way leads back to the 'authentic' or
to 'the depths of the abyss'. Ancient wisdom knew that old age is an
evil worse than death. Our metaphysicians, who go on so much about
'the other-than-being' (to use their j argon yet again), have little to say
about old age . This is because it is not exciting to think about, there is
nothing other-worldly about it. It is simply a sad reality ; and yet

thinking about it will tell us what we need to overcome, and
immediately, within each o f us, no matter how young we may be, and
in every moment of our everyday lives. In any case we know only too
well that old people do not need to make an effort to think about death,
such thoughts come naturally and there is nothing positive about
them. B ut if young people feel the n eed to think about death to
stimulate their sense of being alive, if they proclaim their youth
arrogantly in the belief that the simple fact that they are young suffuses
their lives with truth - and if at the same time their youth becomes
blighted by the obsessive thought of death - then one can only pity
such premature senility.
Thus philosophy has j oined forces with literature in this great
conspiracy against man's everyday life. Even in our so-called 'm odern'
poets' and metaphysicians' most polished verbal and technical games
we can find the elements of a certain criticism of everyday life, but in an
indirect form, and always based upon the confusion between the real
in human terms and the real in capitalist terms.
The true critique of everyday life will have as its prime obj ective the
separation between the human (real and possible) and bourgeois
d ecadence, and will imply a rehabilitation of everyday life.
It is not distinguished p oets and philosophers who have plumbed
contempt for man and his real life to its very depths, but the despicable
and in a sense brilliant Louis-Ferdinand Celine.49 We must reverse this
slide into contempt and corruption. To rehabilitate the masses - the
masses of instants that philosophers condemn to 'triviality' as well as
the peoples that poets relegate to the shadows - are related tasks. Is it
not in everyday life that man should fulfil his life as a man? The theory
of superhuman moments is inhuman . Is it not in day-to-day life (not
the life we lead now but a different one, already attainable) that the
truth in a body and a soul must be grasped? If a h igher life, the life of
the ' spirit', was to be attained in ' an other life' - some mystic and
magical hidden world - it would be the end of mankind, the proof and
proclamation of his failure. Man must be everyday, or he will not be at
all. As one of the characters in Jean Cassou's n ovel Le Centre du monde
exclaims: ' For that's what's important, don't you see, giving up
believing i n magic. And there comes a moment in every man's life
when he has to, when he's got to throw all the tricks and mumbo
j umbo away for ever.'so
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Cassou's novel poses a problem. The debate it engages between
reason and irrationality grows into a debate between the real and the
u nreal, between the h uman and the inhuman, between the mysterious
a nd reality. The title itself is vaguely cabbalistic, redolent of mysteries
to come. Where is the Centre of the World? Everywhere, nowhere,
within us, within each of us perhaps. Could it be the Secret, the famous
secret of existence which we are supposed to look for night and day,
even if we have to go to the ends of the earth to fin d it? B ut as soon as
we begin reading we see a conflict growing between the attractions of
magic, the expectation of a magical sense or aspect of life, and the
desire, the n ecessity, of breaking the spell.
And yet the very charm of Cassou's book is the child-like magic
which from the start transforms simple, everyday beings. A pretty girl
becomes 'the Duchess of Montbazon', an old man becomes 'the Old
Man of the Mountain'. And the father, the wizard, keeper of the secret
and dispenser of good things, what is he really? A former bureaucrat, a
poor old man with rheumatism and funny little habits who dies like
everyone else, and whose corpse smells bad. Helene is the magic,
mysterious woman, the pure feminine myth sought by Raphael, who
finds her through a chance encounter, only to lose her again in the
disappointment of her realness. Raphael lives in a hermetic and
mysterious world, an incomplete being, alone and p owerless. Lost in
the society he has rej ected, he seeks refuge in a magical world where
conflict has been eliminated, where everything is reassuring, and
resolves his problems by denying that they exist. He comes down to
earth again - at the moment of death. Then, as he slides into nothing
ness, everything he has lived through falls into place according to the
perspectives and proportions of the real world. At last h � u nderstands,
and wants to go on living. Too late. 'How long the night seemed, and
yet it did not become fantastic. The fantastic had happened before.
O utside, there was the street, not a meadow full of lunar h orses.
Everything fantastic was in the poor life he had led . . . '5 1
Here death no longer appears as t h e Muse of poets a n d meta
physicians, the 'great captain' and 'she who gives us life' (Baudelaire),
but as the great disillusionment which puts everything back in place.
Are we then condemned to hesitate, to waver between self-deception
and awareness, between the illusion that confounds us and the reality
which in its way is equally confounding?
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Jean Cassou's book remains a novel about a defeat, an unresolved
duality. It fails to resolve the problem of the marvellous, but poses it
with a certain lucidity; it is almost a farewell to magic; such works
a nnounce the end of one era and the beginning of a new one.52
'Spiritually' we have not yet left the nineteenth century. When the new
man has fin ally killed magic off and b uried the rotting corpses of the
old ' myths' - when he is on the way towards a coherent u nity and
consciousness, when he can begin the conquest o f his own life,
rediscovering or creating greatness in everyday life - and when he can
b egin knowing it and speaking it, then and only then will we be in a
n ew era.
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Why?
The only real critique was and remain s the critique of the left.
Because it alone is based upon knowledge.
Mystical or metaphysical criticism of everyday life, be it from poets
or philosophers, ends up in a reactionary position, even if and above all
when its arguments have formal similarities with those of the 'left'.
Escape from life or rejection of life, recourse to outmoded or exhausted
ways of life, nostalgia for the past or dreams of a superhuman future,
these positions are basically identical. This is why extremist, 'far-left'
critiques so closely resemble reactionary o nes. In France, fortun�tely,
the total, relentless rej ection of life and the real world has had neither
the time nor the opportunity to reap its harvest of Dead Sea fruits. The
total rej ection which , according to all available documentary evidenc: ,
gave the Hitler Youth movement strength until the very end, allowed It
and perhaps still allows it to cope with the collapse of its 'superhuman'
_
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dreams by glvmg that collapse the val ue of a holocaust. Make the
"
rej ection of everyday life - of work, of ha iness - a mass ' heno enon, a rna a y of the decayin middle classes, a collective neurosis
�where In rance It was merely a n individual phenomenon), a nd you
end up with the Hitlerian 'mystique'.
At the same time as art, literature a n d philosophy were attacking
everyday life so relentlessly, without discriminating between its two
sides (the bourgeois and the human), the world of knowledge was also
moving closer to it, but in order to study it as seriously as possible.
I mportant dis coveries were made in several scientific fields through the
study of humble, everyday and (at first glance) insignificant obj ects. Let
us recall the following passage, one of the most extraordinary Marc
Bloch ever wrote, and a curiously moving one, even if one does not
accept all the conclusions.
Nevertheless, in France, three main types of agrarian civilization may be
distinguished which are all closely linked at once to natural conditions and
to human history. First, a poor terrain which had been only half-heartedly,
and for a long time intermittently, exploited, and the greater part of which
- up until the nineteenth century - remained unch anged: a system of
enclosures. Then two more intensive types of farm ing, both in principle
involving the collective control of ploughing, which , given the extent of
cultivation, was the only way to maintain the proper balance between
arable and pasture necessary if everyone was to survive - consequently
neither was enclosed. The first of these, which we may cal 'Northern',
invented the plough and is characterized by the particularly strong
cohesion between its communities; it can be recognized by the generally
elongated shape of its fields, which are grouped in parallel strips . . . Finally,
the second of these open types, which for the sake of convenience but with
some reservations m ay be called 'Southern', combines a continued use of
the swing plough and - in the Midi proper, at least - two-yearly rotation o f
crops, with noticeably less community spirit i n t h e exploitation of t h e land
and agrarian life itself. There is nothing to stop us thinking that these sharp
contrasts between ways of organizing and thinking in the old rural societies
did not have profound repercussions for the evolution of the country
overall. 2

How many times have we all 'strolled' through the French cou ntry
side without knowing how to d ecipher the h uman landscape before
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our eyes ! We look with the eyes of u nskilled aesthetes who confuse
natural facts with human facts, who observe the product of human
actions - the face that a hundred centuries of working the soil have
given to our land - as though it were the sea or the sky, where the wake
of man's passage quickly fades away. We do not know how to see this
reality, so near and so vast, these forms creative labour has produced.
City dwellers getting away from it all, intellectuals at a loose end, we
wander through the French countryside simply for something to do, we
look but we are u nable to see. We are caught in a hybrid compromise
between aesthetic spectacle and knowledge. When the flight of a bird
catches our attention, or the mooing of a cow, or a shepherd boy
singing, we think we are being very clever and very concrete. But we are
u nable to seize the human facts. We fail to see them where they are,
namely in humble, familiar, everyday objects : the shape of fields, of
ploughs. Our search for the human takes us too far, too 'deep ', we seek
it in the clo uds or in mysteries, whereas it is waiting for us, besieging us
on all sides. We will not find it in myths - although human facts carry
with them a long and magnificent procession of legends, tales and
songs, poems and dances. All we need do is simply to open our eyes, to
leave the dark world of metaphysics and the false depths of the 'inner
life' behind, and we will discover the immense h uman wealth that the
h umblest facts of everyday life contain. 'The familiar is not n ecessarily
the known', said Hegel. Let us go farther and say that it is in the most
familiar things that the u";:iimown - not the mysterious - is at its riche�
�and that this Iiell Content of life is still beyond our em t darkliQ
im ostors, a nd or ed with the
onSClOusness, in a ite as It IS
forms 0
eason, with myths and their illusory poetry.
We have become too sensible for these myths, which imply na'ivety;
we no longer believe in mysteries, but pretend to believe in them; and
there is nothing so tiresome as the false na'ivety, the false stupidity of
certain poets who in other respects have all the tactics, the tricks of the
trade, the technical subtleties of literature at their fingertips (Claudel,
Pierre Emmanuel, etc.).3 But we are not sensible enough to get beyond
abstract, formal, metaphysical reason in our lives and in our conscious
ness of them. Thus we are caught in a state of u ncertain transition
between old and new Reason; and our consciousness is still only a
'private' consciousness (individual and isolated, becoming universal
only in its abstract form, thought - deprived of real contact with the
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real and of any consciousness of its practical and everyday character).
We perceive everyday life o nly in its familiar, trivial, inauthentic guises.
How can we avoid the temptation to turn our backs on it?
Like the magnificent fruit and the beautiful creatures of temptation
- which crumble to ashes should we touch them - myths, 'p ure'
poetry, mysteries, await us with open arms.
Who would have thought it possible a century ago that the first
hesitant words of infants or the blushes of adolescents - or the shape of
houses - could become the obj ects of serious scientific study? In so far
as the science of man exists, it finds its material in the 'trivial', the
everyday. And it is the science of man - knowledge - which has blazed
the trail for our consciousness. At all times and in all circumstances our
consciousness is tempted to believe in its own self-sufficiency, its own
self-awareness, its ability to possess itself and its obj ects. Now and
again real knowledge teaches it some hard lessons in modesty; and for
the foreseeable future such lessons will continue to be necessary, since
our consciousness always has its own ways of interpreting the results
knowledge itself produces; it always feels the need to believe that
science must deal with sublime, mysterious things - when it is quite
simply a matter of those first words of the child or the shape of that field
(or even, for the most up-to-date physicist, the blue colour of the sky or
the 'trivial' impact of two bodies upon each other).
Before we go any farther, one particular ambiguity must be
eliminated. In their arguments and reflections the historians of the old
school always made sure they introduced painstakingly detailed a nd
often repellently trivial descriptions of everyday life at a given p eriod, of
royal illnesses and love affairs, of life i n the medieval castle or of the
seventeenth-century 'peasant interior'. Such details have n o relation
whatsoever with the idea we are likely to develop of a knowledge of
everyday life. They only appear to do so; a n d they are merely a mask
for whimsical interpretations of history. It is quite possible to move
from a 'realistic' description of the peasant at work, or of a worker's oil
stained blue overalls, to a fanciful theory about peasant life or the
destiny of the working class. And such sleight of hand is the easiest
thing in the world; it is how many philosophical or political tricksters
work, substituting the concrete (the apparently concrete, and conse
quently false, deceptive and mendacious) by an abstraction (conse
quently a pointless abstraction), and relying solely on well-turned but
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un connected and intellectually stagnant phrases.
Knowledge and genuine thought pass m ethodically from the
individual scale to the social and national scale (by a process of thought
comparable to the mathematical integration of very small elements).
Thus they succeed in establishing a scientific n otion of the social whole
- and in particular a scientific theory of social labour. In this way tools,
and the way workmen handle them - be they peasants, craftsmen or
factory workers - appear like elements, moments in the totality of
labour; and we know that this totality o f labour has modified and
transformed the face of the world. In this context the nation ceases to
be an abstraction, a ' moral person' (Renan), or a (national or racist)
myth. We have learned how to perceive the face of our nation on the
earth, in the landscape, slowly shaped by centuries of work, o f patient,
h umble gestures. The result of these gestures, their totality, is what
contains greatness.
Of course, details retain their brutal reality; this wheelbarrow is still
creaky and cumbersome, this peasant's life is still harsh and that
worker's life is still dull and j oyless. Things have not been transfigured,
and we do not get carried away by mystical j oy. And yet our conscious
ness of these things becomes transformed and loses its triviality, its
banality, since in each thing we see more than itself - something else
which is there in everyday obj ects, n ot an abstract lining but something
enfolded within which hitherto we have been unable to see. In fact if
the harshness of peasant life and the squalor of the farmyard, or the
sadness of life in a proletarian neighbourhood, appear intolerable, they
seem even more so once we become aware of the magnificent,
grandiose character of the works they have produced by their labour.
Our awareness of this contradiction becomes more acute, and we find
ourselves faced necessarily with a n ew imperative: the practical,
effective transformation of things as they are.
Guided often unconsciously by these p erspectives, the genuinely
modern historian has abandoned those lofty spheres in which kings,
generals and princes of the Church used to parade in their stately
robes, uttering n othing but historical statements. Now the historian
helps us to enter historical reality by showing us for example how the
former kings of France turned themselves into large feudal landowners
and established the solid foundations on which their ' grand policy' was
b uilt by buying fiefs and increasing their ownership of land. Un-

glamorous facts were actually the more important ones, and for us
h istorians they are m ore revealing than sensational events. Here the
shift from ' significant' facts to the sum total o f everyday events
corresponds exactly to the shift from appearance to reality - an
operation which is as important for science as is the shift from indi
vidual elements to the totality. Only this certainty that we are moving
from glamorous appearances to the essence saves us from the illusory
perspectives with which individuals and groups have viewed themselves
throughout their history, allowing us to see the beginnings of a science,
rather than a bookish rehearsal of out-moded masquerades. 4
The great scenes on t h e stage o f h istory have never b ee n ' represent
ations' in the psychological and philosophical meaning of the word, as
na'ive people still believe; they were not the work of na'ive people,
expressing themselves 'with complete sincerity' and eager to speak the
truth. They were more like theatrical ' performances' (and let us not
forget the profound link that has always existed between theatre, acting
and life itself); historical scenes have always been cleverly and
cunningly ' staged' by certain men who were aiming for specificTesults.
They were acts. Every word, every gesture constitutes an act, and acts
must be understood according to their purpose, their results, and n ot
merely in terms of the person speaking and acting, as though he could
somehow express or ' externalize' his reality and sincerity. More
exactly, words and gestures express an action, and not simply some
ready-made ' internal reality'. When men speak they move forward
along their line of action in a force field of possibilities. You n eed only
watch a child to realize that whatever it says is intended to influen ce
you, to obtain a specific result from you, and must ·therefore be
understood in terms of yourself, the moment in time and the intention ;
it is the very essence of childhood : a weak being seeking to get results'
from stronger beings whom he sees as being terrible, gran diose,
powerful . . . and ridiculous.
A keener awareness o f everyday life will replace the myths of
'thought' and ' sincerity' - and deliberate, proven 'lies' - with the richer,
more complex idea of thought-action. Since words and gestures produce
direct results, they must be harnessed not to pure ' internal conscious
ness' but to consciousness in movement, active, directed towards
specific goals. Whether spontaneously or deliberately, we always get
results by rapidly summing up the situation and the person we wish to
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influence. The effects we use will always have their share of play-acting
and artistry, persuasion, seduction, oratorical display, intimidation,
histrionics. It is not a question of that ready-made characteristic of
sincere people, 'sincerity', on the one hand, and of 'lying' (planned and
plotted by 'liars') on the other. In everyday life or in the full glare of the
theatre footlights, human beings always behave like mystifiers, who
manage to 'play a role' precisely by exaggerating their own import
ance. Sometimes the acting is crude, sometimes extremely subtle; and
moreover the actor becomes committed, compromised; it is a serious
business. The parts m ust be acted out until the end; they are n ot pure
roles, which an actor can give up when he is tired or when he feels he is
acting badly. They extend reality, and are equally as real; acting
explores what is possible; in the abstract, play-actin g d oes not exclude
sincerity; on the contrary, it implies it, while at the same time adding
something extra - something real : the knowledge of a situation, an
action, a result to be obtained.
It is precisely in this way that everyday life resembles theatre - and
that theatre is able to resume, condense and ' represent' life for real
specta tors.
If he fails to examine history in the light of everyday life, the
historian is falling na'ively and of necessity into a trap laid for
simpletons. There he is among the onlookers, open-mouthed, a minor
intellectual too awe-struck to approach - on paper, that is - the great
men of this world. Scenes were staged (with more than enough
sincerity) with glory and prestige in view; the na'ive historian is taken
in, j ust as contemporaries were. He has no awareness, no irony, no
craftsmanship. He is erudite to the n th degree, and yet he is without
substance, weight, human consciousness. He is content to churn out
the same old historical scenarios event by event. And the anecdotes pile
up before him; he is all but ready to start believing in the divine nature
of kings.
While taking care not to deny the importance of the leading players,
more profound historical study takes the whole into accou nt: specta
tors, situations, the canvas of the immense commedia dell'arte. Once the
historian and the explorer of human reality realize they have been
fooled, and begin consciously linking history and the knowledge of
mankind with life - everyday life - in the past and in the present, they
will have left their na'ivety behind. Such historians denounce appear-
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ances, those appearances which use reality in a way that enables the
' great men of this world' cleverly to nurture their prestige and present
their own reality to its best advantage - and h ence to perpetuate that
reality.
Thus bit by bit there is a growing conviction that in one sense lavish
institutions and grandiose ideas were fa<;:ades - theatrical costumes.
On the almost stagnant waters of everyday life there have been
mirages, phosphorescent ripples. These illusions were not without
results, since to achieve results was their very raison d'etre. And yet,
where is genuine reality to be found? Where do the genuine changes
take place? In the unmysterious depths of everyday life ! History,
psychology and the science of mankind must become a study of
everyday life.
Here and there, bit by bit, though sadly sporadic, fragmented and
without an overall strategy, this conviction is dawning in the work of
certain historians (Marc Bloch) - certain geographers (Demangeon) certain psychologists. No one so far has attempted a synthesis.
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B ut after this magnificent declaration of the rights o f Human Reason,
Kant failed to grasp the essential. He was content to criticize 'Pure
Reason'; thus he remained on that level. Only at certain moments and
in certain places does his critique rise to the level of a critique of man.
Wishing to eliminate dogmatisms, theologies and metaphysical
systems in favour of a rational order, he failed to discover the human
foundations upon which th e speculative aberrations he was attacking
are founded. This is why after Kant metaphysical explanations enjoyed
a new lease of lif e; his critical tempest turned o ut to be j ust a storm in a
teacup, a squall which uprooted some weeds only to bring forth others.
Why do some men go on pursuing a 'hidden world' with so
conscious and so emotional a determination? They call themselves
sincere; they have reduced their innate tendency to posture to a
minimum (for it is a fun ction of the philosophical and scientific mind
to do so). B ut we can argue that, despite all their sincerity, their
speculations still contain elements of intellectual play ; and that the
simple idea that the secret of the u niverse should reveal itself to them,
a nd to them alone, implies an exaggeration of their own importance so
extreme as to border on the burlesque, requiring hypocrisy, play-

acting, even clowning. But just for the moment let us p ut to one side
the consideration of metaphysical thought as dramatic posturing and
hypocrisy. Let us j ust say that they are sincere.
Over there I can h ear someone crying out to God - but why? He is
the son of a merchant, of a parvenu. He is rich, h e can live o ff his
private income and dedicate himself to happiness, love, seduction, art.
B ut th e truth is that he is incurably bored. And yet he is very gifted,
witty, even brilliant; he loves life, and at the same time hates it: 'All
existence makes me anxious, from the smallest gnat to the mysteries of
the incarnation; all life is a plague to me, most of all myself.' His
thought and his intelligence merely serve to make him anxious about
everything. He hates himself, and yet thinks more of himself than of
anything else in the world : 'B asically only one quality exists, the
individual, that is the axis of everything.' He is walled up within
h imself, trapped in the framework of his life like the bourgeois with a
private income, the intellectual, the literary hack he is. But he values
the very things which are destroying him, because he exists through
them alone. He possesses everything it is possible to possess : money,
property, leisure, talent, thought. And yet he possesses nothing, and
knows it, and says it : 'I believe I am brave enough to doubt everything,
to fight against everything; but I am not brave enough to recognize
nothing, to possess nothing.'
He does not even possess his body, his flesh, his desires. His
upbringing has killed everything inside him. We should realize that
this man's father was not a run-of-the-mill shopkeeper. One lonely,
h ungry, painful evening, when still a young shepherd watching his
flocks on the barren heath beside the sea, he cursed his God; and
j udged himself accursed and damned. Subsequently, thanks to his
dourness and austere inf1exibility, he managed to save money and to
rise in the social hierarchy. But he carried wi thin h imself the conscious
ness of h is sin - of h is nothingness. Late in life (through h umility,
through shyness . . . ) he married (and terrorized) his servant. Sometimes
he would take his son into an unlit room and talk to him in passionate
terms about the world, ships, ports, faraway countries. At the same
time he taught him to fear Sin, to recognize Sin within himself. This
unfortunate son admits that 'if a child was told that it was a sin to break
his leg, h ow anguished h is life would be. An d he would be all the more
likely to break it.'
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Our age is, in especial degree, the age of criticism, and to Criticism
everything must submit. Religion through its sanctity, and law-giving
through its majesty, may seek to exempt themselves from it. But they then
awaken suspicion, and cannot claim the sincere respect which reason
accords only to that which has been able to sustain the test of free and open
examinatio n.l
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And so this young man suffocates in the narrow framework of his life
and consciousness. He cries out for - what? Something different,
something Possible. What of his thoughts? They bring h im no
deliverance, no future possibilities. Quite the opposite, they enable him
to ' leap over life'. Although he falls in love, he is unable to sustain it. He
leaves his fiancee, and spends the rest of his life regretting it, calling on
God to bring her back, to bring his lost life back - like old Faust calling
on the Devil. He believes in God, his hopes are in God. His faith
'struggles like one possessed' against the suffocation of everyday life.
Only through madness, regret and the transposition of his despair into
literature does he remain a man, or go beyond the suffocating limits of
his life. He is a believer; no, he is a non-believer. He has hopes; no, he
has no hopes. 'What is faith? A rope from which we dangle, unless we
use it to hang ourselves with ', and again : ' Faith is a category which is
only to be found in distress', and ' my doubt is terrifying'. He hates sin,
and yet all his literary skills gravitate around eroticism and an impotent
l usting after sin and 'the secret of sinning'. His intense inner life is
rotting away, lit by the p hosphorescence of its own decay. He claims to
place his own drama, his own case, at the centre of p hilosophy and
religion - to found faith, all faith, on an anguish resembling his own .
He claims that in his own internal microcosm he is behaving 'in the
most macrocosmic manner', but writes: 'How awful when history
becomes eclipsed by the morbid ruminations of our petty tales. ' And
wanting to base faith on anguish, on the cry for deliverance from
subj ective anguish, he acknowledges the dual, ambiguous, equivocal
character of his anguish: 'Anguish is the desire for what we most dread
. . . it is an alien power which takes hold of the individual, who neither
can nor wants to free himself, for he is afraid, but that very fear is a
desire.'
The conflict between everyday life as it is - as it has been made by
the bourgeoisie - and the life which a human being actually d emands,
begs for, cries out for with all his strength, that is the conflict which
harrowed Soren Kierkegaard.2 He resolved it in his own way - very
badly. In psychology - although psychologists are not always able to
d iscern the deep, historical, social and h uman sources of conflict within
the individual - the term for an inner confl ict which has been badly
resolved is 'anxiety neurosis ' . But the notion of a morbid condition
does not fully explain the situation of someone like Kierkegaard. We

must understand that his faith, and his appeal to the world beyond, are
based on the demands of his earthly being; that his madness is based
upon his reality and his rationality. Whenever he attempts to stop
being a slave to necessity, and to revolt against reality as 'robust
champion', he is making a protest against life as it is in existing society,
and that is the reality he rej ects. And if on the ideological level Kierke
gaard's philosophy has functioned as a reactionary p hilosophy (in his
appeal to the absurd, to the irrational, to faith without knowledge),
when we see his work as a whole an d in the context of the h opeless
' existence' he led we realize that it nevertheless offers an implacable
criticism of bourgeois life: dissatisfied, suffocated, the individual feels
as though he is dying before he has lived, and is forced into the insane
situation of pleading for a ' repetition' of the life he has never had.
Imprisoned by a necessity he cannot understand, and desperately
doubting the power of reason which fails to bring him another life (a
different life) but which seems instead to approve and justify that
necessity, he appeals to the absurd. He even gives up expecting any
world beyond, b ut makes do with asking for a ' repetition' of his life, a
chance to start again .
Theological faith is d e a d , metaphysical reason is d e a d . A n d yet they
live on, they take on new life - insanely, absurdly - because the
situation and the human conflicts from which they were born have not
been resolved. Now these conflicts are not in the realm of thought
alone, but in everyday life. The works of Baudelaire, like Dostoevsky's or
Rimbaud's, may take on a revolutionary m eaning - provided that they
are und erstood and situated by knowledge, by social criticism of men
and ideas. This is also true of Kierkegaard's works, as long as they are
und erstood and situated within a general critique of everyday life.
Taken in themselves, in isolation, these works provoke absurd, illusory
feelings; situated in the overall context of the human problems of our
time, their character changes. This ' revision' of meanings and ' values',
as brought about by knowledge, will surprise only those whose
thoughts are petrified in an attitude of contemplation towards men and
their works.
Rational criticism, when carried through to its logical conclusion,
will deal not only with ' Pure Reason' but also with life in all its
impurity. From an intellectual heaven where the ghosts of former gods
battle on, critical thought will descend into everyday life. C riticism of
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ideas will not be abandoned, far from it: taken up on another level, it
will become deeper, since it will have become criticism of men and
actions.
In 'pure' ideas, as i n the great ceremonies o f royal courts, we can
perceive a certain amount of ceremoniousness, etiquette, deliberate
and pretentious grandness - of play-acting - which no longer fools us.
Louis XIV's divine prestige may have disappeared, but this only
e nhances our appreciation of its expert staging, grandiose spectacle
and delightful entertainments, so splendidly set among the halberds,
m uskets and canons. As with Louis XIV, so it is with B ossuet and his
Discourse on Universal History ;3 but have no fear, we may appreciate its
high style, construction and pace all the more now that we are no
l onger intimidated and that we can see it for what it really is - a
display, a work of art ! We do not have to believe in gods and 'pure'
ideas in order to appreciate the true 'worth' of the spectacle they afford.
Quite the contrary, it is when we stop believing in them that they take
on a 'pure ' aesthetic significance, and in general it is when our belief in
gods and ideas starts to waver (when they can still move us, but not
overwhelmingly so) that they become subj ect matter for great art.
Religious d read, religious hope, divine ' presence', fear inspired by
myths when myth is accepted as a part of life, all these preclude
aesthetic considerations. Here the law of the displacement of the
irrational4 finds a new application.
' Pu re' ideas have real meaning, as Marx and Engels so profoundly
understood. As historians, they refused to be idle onlookers of history.
As philosophers, they stopped being mere flies on the wall so far as
politics was concerned. They were the first to perceive how thought is
linked to action. They were able to get to the very roots of ideas, to the
fundam ental questions. With Marx and Engels philosophical thought
at its most coherent and most methodical comes down to the level of
life and pen etrates it, reveals it. By refusing to leave the real world for
the exile of a world beyond - by becoming the consciousness and the
cntique o f mankind, of men and o f human conditions - Critical
Reason, the Critical Reason of Descartes and Kant, becomes concrete,
active and constructive.
A modern proletarian is not first and foremost a man with a ready
made human soul or nature of which he is in full ' spiritual' possession,
a man who leads a proletarian life simply because of a n unfortunate

conj unction o f circumstances. His opinions and feelings as a worker are
not something that the hazards of fate have superimposed upon an
already acquired, ' deep' human essence, something external to it, and
p roduced by questionable infl uences and theories. No. First of all he
lives the daily life of a proletarian; and if he becomes h umanized, it is
because he has succeeded - by luck or by will-power - in transcending
proletarian life.
B ut here the problem gets a little more complex. The proletarian
' condition' has a dual aspect - more precisely, it implies a dialectical
movement. On the one hand it tends to overwhelm and crush the
(individual) proletarian under the weight of th e toil , the institutions
and the ideas which are indeed intended to crush him. But at the same
time, and in another respect, because of his incessant (everyday)
contact with the real and with nature through work, the proletarian is
endowed with fundamental health and a sen se of reality which other
social groups lose in so far as they become detached from practical
creative activity. The petty bourgeois and the bourgeois, the intellec
tuals a nd the specialists - they all degenerate, decay and wither.
Considered collectively as an oppressed class, the proletariat is as
' deprived' of consciousness and culture as it is of wealth, power and
happiness. B ut this deprivation proves to be of a quite different kind to
that which devastates the ' private consciousness', the 'private' life of the
bourgeois or petty-bourgeois individual. The latter is not aware, or is
only partly aware, o f being deprived. H e tends to become withdrawn
and to connate his 'deprivation' and his property, for the two go
together: he thinks he owns his self, his ideas, his life, his family, his
country, j ust as he owns his material ' assets'. Th e deprivation of the
working class is rich in possibilities. For the i ndividual proletarian to
become conscious of the proletariat as a class, of its social reality, and
thus of society as a whole, of its action, and therefore of its political
future, is to have already superseded the proletarian condition. It is to
have achieved a great and true thought : that of the social and h uman
totality, o f creative labour. On the other hand, the petty bourgeois and
bourgeois who discover self-consciousness, but fail to rej ect the self (as
they would if they came over to Marxism) become remote from this
great truth ; they stop being able to see man, society and human labour
in their totality. Rather than superseding d eprivation they withd raw
into a 'private consciousness' ; u nless, that is, they are sufficiently aware
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and lucid to create a political machine designed to extend their control
- and their spiritual and human poverty.
To put it another way, from the human point of view the 'proletarian
condition' and the 'bourgeois condition' are fundamentally different.
The proletarian qua proletarian can become a new man. If he does so, it is
not through the intervention of some unspecified freedom which would
permit him to liberate himself from his condition. Such metaphysical
freedom is n othing m ore than a survival fro m the former 'h uman
nature' common to all men. It is through knowledge that the proletarian
liberates himself and begins actively superseding his condition . Moreover
in this effort to attain knowledge and awareness, he is forced to
assimilate complex theories (economic, social, political
), i.e. to integrate
the loftiest findings of science and culture into his own consciousness.
On the other hand the petty bourgeois and bourgeois, as such, are
barred access to the human.
For them to become h umanized, they must break with themselves,
rej ect themselves, an endeavour which on an individual level is
frequently real and pathetic . . . We should un derstand men in a
h uman way, even if they are incomplete; conditions are not confined
within precise, geometrically defined boundaries, but are the result of a
multitude of obstinate and ever-repeated (everyday) causes. Attempts
to escape from the bourgeois condition are not particularly rare; on the
other hand, the failure of such attempts is virtually inevitable, precisely
because it is not so m uch a question of supersession but of a complete
break. (Among intellectuals, this notion of supersession is frequently
false and harmful: when they supersede themselves as petty-bourgeois or
bourgeois intellectuals, they are often merely continuing in the same
direction and following their own inclinations in the belief that they are
's uperseding themselves'. So far from gaining a new consciousness,
they are merely making the old one worse. There is nothing more
unbearable than the intellectual who believes himself to be free and
h uman, while in his every action, gesture, word and thought he shows
that he h as never stepped beyond bourgeois consciousness .) In any
event, a man's consciousness, his condition, his possibilities, do not
depend upon a relation with some timeless Reason, a permanent
h uman nature, a ready-made essence or some indeterminate freedom.
His consciousness depends upon his real life, his everyday life. The
'meaning' of a life is not to be found in anything other than that life
.
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itself. It is within it, and there is nothing beyond that. ' Meaning'
cannot spill over from being; it is the direction, the m ovement of being,
and n othing more. The ' meaning' of a proletarian's life is to be found
in that life itself: in its despair, or conversely in its movement towards
freedom, if the proletarian participates in the life of the proletariat, and if
that life itself involves continuous, day-to-day action (trade-union,
political . . . ).
The method of Marx and Engels consists precisely in a search for
the link which exists between what men think, desire, say and believe
for themselves and what they are, what they do. This link always exists.
It can be explored in two directions. On the one han d, the historian or
the man of action can proceed from ideas to men, from consciousness
to being - i.e. towards practical, everyday reality - bringing the two
into confrontation and thereby achievin g criticism of ideas by action and
realities. That is the direction which Marx and Engels nearly always
followed in everything they wrote; and it is the direction which critical
and constructive method must follow initially if it is to take a
demonstrable shape and achieve results.
B ut it is equally possible to follow this link in another direction,
taking real life as the point of departure in an investigation of how the
ideas which express it and the forms of consciousness which reflect it
emerge. The link, or rather the network of links between the two poles
will prove to be complex. It must be unravelled, the thread must be
carefully followed. In this way we can arrive at a criticism of life by ideas
which in a sense extends and completes the first procedure.
Let us return to our earlier example. As soon as we stop being taken
in by the spectacle of the royal court of Louis XIV, we can start looking
for the social, political and economic realities which that spectacle
concealed. We first move from ideologies - appearances, but somehow
real, p retences, but effective ones - to the more concrete (and thus
more h uman) u nderlying realities. Then, by m oving in the opposite,
complementary direction we will at first seek to grasp and to re
constitute the real life of that period, and to rediscover how the men
who led that life could subscribe to certain forms of consciousness,
certain prestigious ideologies, and find them valid despite their
remoteness from their real lives. The contrast between ideas and life,
the complex relationship between them, will then entail not j ust
criticism of ideas by life but also, and more specifically, criticism of life
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by ideas (criticism of the real life of seventeenth-century peasants,
craftsmen, country squires or bourgeois by reference to the 'represent
ations' of the world and of themselves that they found acceptable).
What does the fact that they accepted the divine right of kings without
too much opposition tell us about their real lives? Why did all the
pomp which was part and parcel of royal power prove so effective?
What did this effectiveness correspond to in men's lives? How did those
illusions which were formulated into ideas by official spokesmen take
shape in the depths of the social sediments and 'strata', in the heart of
the ' masses' ? How and why did they accept them? In this instance
criticism of life consists in studying the margin which separates what
men are from what they think they are, what they live from what they
think. It re-examines the notion of mystification m ore deeply. Most ideol
ogies have been mystifications in so far as they h ave succeeded at certain
periods in making men accept certain illusions, certain appearances,
and in introducing those appearances into real life and making them
effective there. We must first denounce mystificati ons, and then
proceed to a study of how they could have begun, of how they were
able to impose themselves, and of how ideological transposition can
operate in men's consciousness; for ideologies and mystifications are
based upon real life, yet at the same time they disguise or transpose
that real life. A complete understanding of mystification presupposes
that the link between ideas and the real h as been followed in both
directions, thus incorporating criticism of life by its own consciousness
o f itself. 5
When a proletarian believes that he is simply a 'citizen' comparable
to every other citizen, or that he is destined to work because it is written
for all eternity that every man 'must earn his bread with the sweat of his
brow', h e is being mystified. But how, and why? B ecause for him, his
work is a l aborious, exhausting burden in real terms, and - under certain
pressures - if he does not understand (or know) that work can and must
become something else, he may well interpret it as a fatality of the
human condition or as his own personal misfortune. B ut the belief in
the political and legal equality of the individual, which is an illusory
belief for any proletarian who takes it at face value, becomes trans
formed into an admirable means of action as soon as he begins
insisting that democracy stop being a legal and political fiction . The
study of mystifications reveals their ambiguity - an ambiguity which at
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first makes them acceptable but which subsequently makes it possible
to supersede them . I n mystification appearance and reality are
confused, inextricably bound up together. But on the one hand,
mystifications rebound upon the mystifiers themselves, n otably when
consciousness penetrates them by superseding them (and supersedes
them by penetrating them), while on the other hand, they teach us
something about the lives of the people who accept them. Appearance
and reality here are not separated like oil and water in a vessel, but
rather amalgamated like water and wine. To separate them, we must
analyse them in the most 'classic' sense of the word: the elements of the
mixture must be isolated.
In the first instance Marxism may be defined as the scientific
knowledge of the proletariat: it is the 'science of the proletariat'. This
expression must be understood in two ways: Marxism studies the
proletariat, its life, its reality, its social function, its historical situation.
At the same time, this science comes from the proletariat and expresses
its historical reality and its social and political ascension.
Scientific knowledge of this social reality, of this class, implies
knowledge of society and of the history of human consciousness in
their totality. The one leads to the other; it is the only m ethodologically
possible starting point. Of course, when a science develops it goes a
considerable way beyond the point from which it began, while
continuing to incorporate it. And the analysis of the proletariat, of its
practical, historical and social reality, implies and involves the assimilation
of the d eepest and most subtle methods elaborated over the centuries
by human thought in the course of its investigations and trial-and-error
experiments (I refer, of course, to the dialectical method). Thus
problem of the proletariat encompasses all the problems of thought,
culture, of the human.
To study the proletariat scientifically is to begin tearing away the veil
of ideologies by which the bourgeoisie has attempted to explain history
to itself and to explain - to make acceptable - the proletarian situation
to the proletariat. These ideologies tend to deprive the proletariat (as
individuals and as a class) of consciousness, of the new consciousness it
can attain and which is the proletariat's own achievement. These
ideologies share a common characteristic. Whether it is a question of
religion, of the theory of ' h uman nature' and ' pure' Reason, of the
allegedly historical themes of the Human Spirit and immanent justice,
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or of the great ' Ideas which shape the world', they are all idealist and
metaphysical. They are masks which shield men from their rea l lives
(which in tum poses the questio n : how and why do men accept them?
what does the repeated complicity with the forces which crush them
implied by this acceptance consist o f?).
Marxism describes and analyses the everyday life of society and
indicates the means by which it can be transformed. It describes and
analyses the everyday lives of workers themselves: separated from their
tools, connected to the material conditions of their labour solely by the
'contract' which binds them to an employer, sold like commodities on
the labour market in the (legal and ideological) guise o f the ' free'
labour contract, etc.
The real, everyday life of the worker is that of a commodity
endowed, unhappily for him, with life, activity, m uscles - and with a
consciousness which the concerted pressure of his Masters seeks to
reduce to a. minimum or to divert into i noffensive channels (let it be
said that this pressure is very often involuntary - for we should avoid
falling into the proletarian myth of the sadistic bourgeois, rotten to the
marrow, consciously and strategically mendacious, a myth which in
point of fact only the Fascists made into a reality).
Thus Marxism, as a whole, really is a critical knowledge of everyday life.
It is not satisfied with merely uncovering and criticizing this real,
practical life in the minutiae of social life. By a process of rational
integration it is able to pass from the individual to the social - from the
level of the individual to the level of society and of the nation. And vice
versa.
This penetration of dialectical method into individual, everyday life
is so unfamiliar that it is absolutely necessary at this point to offer a
summary of Marxism considered as a critique of everyday life.

Marxism as Critical Knowledge

The very things that make a man a social and h uman being, and not
simply a biological creature that is born, grows up and dies steeped in
natural life - namely his work, his social activity, his place and situation
in the social whole - are the things that also limit him and confine him
according to the way labour is currently organized.
Durkheim maintains that the division of labour is the foun dation for

individualization. Marxists reply that the fragmentation of labour
provides only a negative foundation for individuality; in this world of
production, individuals have an effective self-consciousness, but of a
kind which makes them lead inward-looking lives, centred upon their
particular skill and specialization. As regards the rest of social and
human life, they are conscious of it only in so far as they rej ect it,
despise it or transpose it to a level of unreality. They tend towards
individualism. Now if human individuality must consist in a specific
relationship between single beings and the universal - reason, society,
culture, the world - then there can be no question here of real
i ndividuality, but merely of an abstract, empty, negative form of
individualism. This form, with its minimal content, is what may be
called the 'private consciousn ess'. It is a self-consciousness, but limited,
restricted, negative and formal. Separated from the conditions in which
it could flourish or even exist, it believes itself to be self-sufficient, and
aspires to be so. It is in the process of degenerating. And the expression
currently in use to designate the everyday life of individuals in this
social structure - private life - sums this up perfectly.6 When an
individual life is shaped by individualistic tendencies, it is literally a life
of 'privation', a life 'deprived ' : deprived of reality, of links with the
world - a life for which everything human is alien. It is a life split into
contradictory or separate poles: work and rest, public life and personal
life, public occasions and intimate situations, chance and inner secrets,
luck and fate, ideal and reality, the marvellous a�d the everyday.
Instead of expanding, of conquering the world, this consciousness
shrinks in upon itself. And the more it shrinks, the more it seems to be
'its own'. Crass and complacent, the individual settles down amid his
familiar surroundings. Consciousness, thought, ideas, feelings, all are
seen as 'property' on a par with ' his' furniture, ' his' wife and ' his'
children, ' his' assets and 'his' money. In this way the narrowest, most
barren, most solitary aspects of life are taken (and with such crude
sincerity) for what is most human.
Thus everyone 'is' what he is and n othing m ore. We will find
descriptions of these genera o f bourgeois society, including not only
usurers, gangsters and social climbers, but also all those fixed 'beings'
who are determined solely by their function and established in their
private lives, in The Human Comedy, 7 where Balzac offers probing
accounts of this dual nature of bourgeois life, which was forming and
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consolidating during his lifetime but which holds no surprises for u s :
o n the o n e han d , formal individualization ( o r as classic philosophy
would put it, a greater subj ectivity), thus an enhanced consciousness in
increased isolation; on the other hand, an 'obj ectification', beings who
are more ' involved' in their own physicality, weightier, thicker, more
opaque. This dual character is beautifully ref1ected in Balzac's work, in
its very style: so weighty, compared with the lightness of the eighteenth
century, and so lucid. This dual character also corresponds to the dual
character of bourgeois society: progressive in terms of technology,
thought, consciousness - but otherwise retrogressive. And finally it
corresponds to the dual character of capital: a brutal obj ective reality
which eludes human will and drags it along towards a predestined fate
for as long as human thought and action, straining towards another
order, cannot reverse it - and yet at the same time an abstraction, an
unreality, a complex of signs and concepts.
Before Balzac, in that epic of h uman consciousness in the ascendant
which bears the name The Phenomenology of Spirit, Hegel had ironically
described 'abstract animals', specialists, experts, imprisoned in a
narrow field of practice or thought.
And nowadays we are still struggling with this deep - in other words
everyday - contradiction : what makes each of us a h uman being also
turns that h uman being into something inhuman. More biological
than truly human, this organization smothers the individual, dividing
him and stunting his development at the very moment it is striving to
create him as a human individual. It is j ust one of the many painful
contradictions our era is experiencing, and which we must resolve if we
are to move forward. These contradictions are at the same time a
measure of the greatness, the richness and the suffering of the age in
which we live. We are all familiar with the drama of youth destroyed by
this arrested state of the h uman being, as also wi th tha t drama of more
mature, more conscious years, acted out within the asphyxiating strait
j acket of fragmented activities.
How can this organization be superseded? By practical and theoreti
cal participation in work and in the knowledge of work, in the social
and human totality. If the world is to be transformed, this is one of the
fundamental problems.
We must supersede the 'private consciousn ess'.
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(b) Critique of mystifications
(Central theme: the 'mystified' consciousness)
We should note that the proletarian does not escape the dangers of the
'private consciousness' completely. Agreed, his work is always collec
tive, and this tends to reinforce his awareness of social activity and
society as a whole.
However, the tasks of workers in workshops or even in factories are
generally fragmented. The most tangibly collective work - assembly
line work - is also the most exhausting. Human contacts tend to be
established after work, outside the factory, in cafes, sports teams, etc.
Thus the forms in which these contacts are established are precisely
those of the individualistic bourgeoisie (family, press, cinema, etc.).
Although the material conditions of modern production tend to
form a soci;-tl an d human consciousness whose first stage is class
consciousness, there is nothing inevitable about this formation. It is not
spontaneous. (The theory of proletarian spontaneity came from intellec
tuals who had 'studied' the proletariat ! ) Con sciousness must be gained
over and over again through action and struggle as well as through
organizations whose role is to penetrate everyday life and to introduce
a new, more elevated element (from unions to sports and ' cultural'
organizations . . . ).
In life there are no absolute boun daries. The proletariat no more has
a ready-made essence, soul or consciousness (clearly separate from
'bourgeois' realities) than does h umanity taken as a whole. Hence the
role of knowledge as both action and theory.
And so the bourgeoisie can exert permanent, and to a certain extent
successful, pressures upon the proletariat - an influence which tends to
split it up into individuals.H Individualism is not simply a theory, but
also a fact and a class weapon. It is not simply through its ideas and its
conception of the world that the bourgeoisie exerts this inf1uence.
Admittedly, its theoretical individualism, its ' social atomism', are by no
means ineffectual, but the way it actually organizes everyday life,
leisure, family life, etc., is infinitely more important.
Paradoxically - or apparently so - the bourgeoisie is a class of
individualists. Its theory o f social atomism tends to represent society as
a collection of j uxtaposed atoms, breaking the social body down into
separate elements - fictitious, dead, inert elements : ' pure' individuals.
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This representation is n othing more than an ideology, i.e. a means of
action, an efficient illusion - and the consciousness of the average
bourgeois, and above all of the petty bourgeois, is taken in by it. Not so
the governmental, political and police arms of the bourgeoisie; on the
political level, the bourgeoisie u nderstands perfectly about masses and
classes. Those who effectively 'represent' the bourgeoisie are kept very
well informed, thanks to that class's political practice and Machia
vellianism - thanks, in other words, in the absence of guidance from
general philosophy, to the police.
Moreover, this ' representation' in no way stops the most individual
istic social groups from having been or actually being classes, or
masses, obj ectively, historically and socially. There is a remarkable
image in Nietzsche which expresses this paradoxical situation well.
Typically the middle classes are individualistic social groups made u p
of ' human sand'. Each grain is quite distinct a n d separable. A n d taken
together they form a mass - indeed the heaviest and m ost impene
trable of masses. A sandbag can stop bullets !
What is comical about this is that each grain of human sand thinks
itself to be not only distinct, but infinitely original. B ut nothing is more
like a grain of sand than another grain of sand. B ourgeois individual
ism implies the dreary, ludicrous repetition of individuals who are
curiously similar in their way of being themselves and of keeping them
selves to themselves, in their speech, their gestures, their everyday
habits (meal times, rest times, entertainments, fashions, ideas, expres
sions).
Any obj ective anthropology or scientific description of the con
temporary man will have to begin with this obvious paradox - which
constitutes the comical mystery of bourgeois life . . .
In the modern world, mystifying ideologies presuppose an d imply
the private consciousness.
The individual who is deprived of h uman reality is also deprived of
truth . H e is separated from his concrete h uman and social reality,
deprived of a consciousness of the practical, historical and social whole
(even though, nowadays, given modern social structure, science and
techniques, such a consciousness is both possible and necessary).
Turned back upon himself, secure within some imaginary inner
fortress, he is the plaything of every hallucination, every spontaneous or
deliberate ideological illusion. The 'thinker' , self-taught or not,
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concocts his own little personal philosophy; the 'non-thinker' inter
prets what he reads in books (or preferably in newspapers) as best he
can ; and then one day individualism b egins to collapse (and not as a
result of a crisis of ideas or 'world views', but because of a material crisis,
both economic and political), and these erstwhile individualists rush
headlong to form a crowd, a horde, urged on by the m ost insane, most
loathsome, most ferocious ' ideas', leaving th e last vestige of h uman
reason behind, caught up in a collective mental fever: and we have
Fascism, the Fascist 'masses' and Fascist 'organization'.
The private consciousness and the mystified consciousness go hand
in hand, reinforcing each other and becoming increasingly entrenched
as a result of instabilities which have their origins in real life, and not in
' pure' ideas.
(c) Critique of money
(Central theme: fetishism and economic alienation)
There is a sentimental rhetoric, corresponding to the 'spiritual state' of
the petty bourgeois who hates and envies p eople who are richer than
he is, which readily waxes emotional about deserving paupers and
unhappy millionaires alike, and which rails against money. The best
things in life are fre e ! And with women particularly in mind: she was
poor, but she was honest ! etc. These melodramatic and moral motifs
are part of the everyday lives of poor people. Verbal propaganda of the
rich, they make up the greater part of the average person's ideological
baggage. Disguised as an indictment of money, they j ustify wealth by
reducing it to a mere accident of the human condition (in itself moral
or metaphysical). They give consolation to the poor and full satisfaction
to people who are threatened by poverty but who nevertheless hope
with all their 'soul' to become rich. These motifs have been raised to
the dignity of philosophical and lyrical themes in the work of that
demented petty bourgeois, Peguy.9 Moreover, as proverbs which seem
to contain eternal truths, they have penetrated the consciousness of the
people, where they act as corollaries to the capitalist axiom: 'There will
always be rich and there will always be poor.' Their aim is to
consolidate, to crystallize those absurd concepts 'wealth' and 'poverty',
to present them as opposites, to incarnate them in individuals,
enclosing them so effectively within these sentimental and moral
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categories that the most violent statement against 'the rich' will in no
respect go beyond the parameters of capitalist ideology.
The result is a curious one. Today, for the Marxist, the first task in
this area must be a rehabilitation of wealth. Wealth is neither an evil nor a
curse. Wealth, like power, is part of man's greatness and of the beauty
of life. The solution to man's problems is to be found not by sharing
out weakness, poverty and mediocrity - but by seeking power and
wealth ; they alone have permitted and conditioned everything magnifi
cent and brilliant that has ever been in culture, in civilization, in life from palaces and stately homes and cathedrals to those slowly
nurtured works of art whose creation used to demand an d still
demands long periods of leisure, silence, peace of mind and physical
security.
And yet (and this is the essential point) the parameters of power and
wealth are in the process of changing. It is impossible to go any further
towards individual wealth. Today, wealth is becoming social; in fact, it
has always been social; and within the framework of capitalist
economy, under the guise of the individual acquisition of wealth, it was
indeed society as a whole which was developing and to a certain extent
progressing. Today this social wealth can develop no further within the
framework of individual appropriation (of capitalist private property); it
clearly needs reorganizing. B ut the aim is not to combat wealth with a
view to achieving a general mediocrity, an ' equality' of mediocrity. The
aim is still wealth : wealth that becomes progressively universalized,
socialized wealth. This progressive expansion can only be achieved by
degrees, by stages, by a series of measures suited to the complex,
concrete, unpredictable circumstances of economic and political life.
Thus the Marxist finds himself impelled to criticize those myths of
capitalist d emocracy which are still so widespread (though much less
effective than their extension might suggest): the myth that wealth is
immaterial or intrinsically bad, and the myth of egalitarianism (both
obviously bound up with the myth of the 'private' individual, always
identical to himself whatever the conditions or circumstances
may be . . . ).
Once this has been achieved, it becomes apparent that the Marxist
critique of money is incomparably more radical than any moralizing
rhetoric can be. And here, once again, it goes to the heart of the
question.
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Under capitalist regimes, 'to exist' and 'to have' are identical. 'The
man who has n othing is n othin g . > IO And this situation is not a
theoretical one, an abstract ' category' in a philosophy of existence; it is
an ' absolutely desperate' reality; the man who has nothing finds
himself 'separated from existence in general' and a fortiori from h uman
existence; he is separated from that 'world of obj ects', i.e. the real
world, without which no human existence is possible.
Spiritualism and idealism maintain that the loftiest situation for
man is that of a spirit or a soul independent from the 'world of obj ects'.
This situation is experienced, ironically, by the man who has nothing:
' Not having is the most despairing spiritualism, a complete unreality of
the h uman being, a complete reality of the dish umanized being, a very
positive having, a having of h unger, of cold, of disease, of crime, of
debasement, of hebetude, of all inhumanity and abnormity. ' l l
Doubtless this is the 'profound' reason why spiritualism calls on
people who have nothing at least to 'possess' their souls: this abstrac
tion expresses their state of non-possession perfectly. Moreover it
appears that obj ects are not simply important in so far as they are
goods, but also as a shell for man's obj ective being, 'the existence of man
for other men, his human relation to other men, the social behaviour of man to
man'.12 In this way, by arguing that non-possession is superior to
possession, idealism situates 'profound' h uman reality - more
profound than wealth - within the absence of real human relations, in
other words within the loneliness and emptiness of abstraction.
Opposing this argument for non-possession is the argument which
considers possession as an essential. If we accept the principle that the
possession of obj ects constitutes the basis of h uman reality, it will lead
us immediately to demand equal possession for all. This is exactly the
principle of Proudhon's egalitarianism and petty-bourgeois socialism.
The most cursory examination of this principle will reveal that it never
goes beyond bourgeois ideology or the categories of bourgoeis political
economy; on the contrary, it places the category, the concept of
'possession', at the high est level. Thus it becomes involved in empty
recriminations and moralizing, ineffectual anti-capitalist postures.
And how easy it is for bourgeois thin kers to demonstrate that this
apology for ready-made equality of possession for all individuals is
nothing more than an apology for boredom, uniformity, humdrum,
day-to-day greynes s ! It really is petty-bourgeois mediocrity raised to
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the level of supreme truth and socialist 'ideal' !
But is this not precisely the same idealism that some people today13
are proposing to restore in order to ' complete' Marxism and to take up
the defence of the 'human being' against both capitalism and Marxist
materialism? Is it not the hidden principle of the 'humanist socialism'
with which they are trying to challenge Marxist h umanism - which is
Marxist not because Marxists have their own definition of man but
because Marxist (dialectical materialist) method alone allows for the
study of human reality and the creation of the new man who today is
possible and implied in the movement of h uman reality?
According to Marxism, the relation between man and obj ect is not
the same as a relation of possession. It is incomparably broader. What
is important is not that I have possession (be it capitalist or egalitarian)
of an obj ect, but that I can enj oy it in the h uman, total meaning of the
word ; that I can have the most complex, the ' richest' relationships of
j oy or happiness with the ' obj ect' - which can be a thing or a living
being or a human being or a social reality. Moreover it is by means of
this obj ect, within, in and through it, that I enter into a complex
network of human relations.
Apropos of love, the term 'to possess' (e.g. to possess a woman)
brings with it a long procession of feelings, aspirations, preju dices,
myths and ' paroxysmal moments'. Still too frequently the myth of
possession is countered by the myth of .non-possession, according to
which love is just a fun ction, an inessential activity which does not
involve the h uman being in his totality; so that promiscuity, infidelity,
the absence of j ealousy, become signs of freedom, of the new love, of
the emancipated ' feminine personality'. This myth of non-possession
remains firmly within the abstract category of the 'private' individual,
allegedly endowed with an 'inner being' that is inaccessible and
indifferent to (external) activities. The dialectical truth may be formu
lated roughly as follows : a man's (or a woman's) relationship will be
richer, more human, more complex, more j oyful (but also possibly
more deeply pain ful) with someone who is free than with someone who
allows him or herself to be 'possessed'. At last relationships will be
humanized, and in the process will do away with those zones of
indifference perpetuated as much by myths of possession as by myths
of non-possession (either of accomplished and complete possession or of
the inadmissibility of possession). By bringing together two complex
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free beings these physiological, psychologi cal, 'spiritual' relationships
will go infinitely farther than the merely sexual, although the sexual
will be by no means marginalized. Their tendency, therefore, will be to
enter everyday life; to allow their presence to impregnate the other
h uman relations (social activities, thought, etc.), which henceforth will
be accomplished through them, but not without them. The (human
ized) obj ect for me makes me into a (humanized) object for it; I thus
enter the sph ere where my h uman possibilities are totally, obj ectively
realized. The obj ect then will have accomplished the totality of its
functions as an obj ect.
Whereas Proudhon declares that ' possession is a social function' , 1 4
t h e Marxist theory of t h e obj ect expressly supersedes this kind of
'socialism' and moves in the direction of concrete, total humanism,
affirming with Marx that 'what is " interesting" in a function, however,
is n ot to " exclude" the other person, but to affirm and to realise the
forces of my own being',IS which is possible only by the other person,
with the other person and in the other person.
In the social domain, capitalist theory and practice end up
producing a mass of individuals deprived of any rights over obj ects of
social importance such as large factories, large businesses, works of art,
the spaces in which rest and leisure take on superior value and
meaning (mountains, the sea, the air, etc.).
O n the other hand, the 'socialist' apology for possession as a 'social
function' creates some very strange illusions. For example, it might lead
one to compare large social buildings - gigantic factories, palatial
public edifices - with the pyramids of Egypt, for which the Pharaohs
sacrificed innumerable slaves. The proletariat will appear to be making
a d ecisive step towards freedom whenever it 's hares in the profits' of a
business, or becomes a shareholder, or has a vote in the nomination of
a management committee, etc. The possession of a minuscule square
i nch of p roperty will be seen as a liberation of the individual - and of
the sum total of individuals, the proletariat, the people.
In the first place this kind of 'socialism' omits an essential distinc
tion, the distinction between consumer goods and the (social) m eans o f
production.
Cons umer goods, the obj ects linked to my everyday life - this pen,
this glass, these clothes, etc. - are obviously ' mine' and should stay so.
Th e question is not one of taking 'my' obj ects away from me, but on
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the contrary of giving me more of them. Only a few cranks, inspired by
ascetic, monastic Communism rather than by scientific socialism, have
gone so far as to criticize the principle of the individual appropriation of
consumer goods. It is m oreover evident that the motto of ph alan sterian
Communism, 'what is mine is thine', neither eradicates nor supersedes
the 'thine' or the 'mine', but on the contrary generalizes them as
fundamental categories of everyday life.
What is more, the relation I have with the obj ects which are
immediately 'mine' is not a legal, 'private'-property relation. I can
break them, give them away, sell them, without drawing up a legal
contract. The relation is therefore an immediate one, part of everyday
life, and d oes not have to be altered when the economic, social and
legal parameters of the social structure based on ' private' property are
modified. But it is precisely this relation that egalitarian socialism tends
to generalize into a legal category. This merely serves to reveal how far it
lags behind the way the practicalities of life are organized even in
bourgeois society; it takes us back to the days when slaves could only
dream of being able to say of the most ordinary of obj ects : 'it's mine'.
The important thing is n ot that I should have the impression of
possessing a minuscule interest in socially important concerns (the
means of production) but that these concerns should strive obj ectively
to increase social wealth, to make wealth universal.
The important thing is not that I should become the owner of a little
plot of land in the m ountains, but that the mountains be open to me for climbing or for winter sports. The same applies for the sea and the
air, regions of the world where the notion of ' private' possession
becomes more or less meaningless, but whose appeal and attraction to
the 'free' individual is all the more powerful because of that.
In this way and in this way alone the world becomes mine, my
estate, because I am a man. In this way and this way alone is the world
the future of (social) man.
Only in this way can the 'private' individual, the individualistic
model of man, be superseded, and concrete and truly free individual
ity attained.
The m ovement of self-realization of the h uman proceeds from the
subj ect (desires, aspirations, ideas) to obj ects, to the world - and
equally fro m the obj ect to the subj ect (liberation from any external
determinism, from any destiny which has not been understood and
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controlled). In philosophical terms, this realization may be described
equally as a deeper subjectivization - a more lucid awareness - and as an
objectification, a world of material, controlled obj ects.
Subjectivization and objectification go hand in hand, inseparably.
The big disadvantage of traditional terminology is that there is one
major aspect of the problem of man it fails to emphasize. No amount of
theorizing will permit us to attain the total man, or even to define him.
Humanized at last, this ' essence' of man, who up until n ow did not
exist and who cannot exist in advance, is made real through action and
in practice, i.e. in everyday hfe.
Theorizing has its part to play. If we are to define not so much the
human, but the direction in which action must go, we need to call
upon know ledge and science. And not j ust one science, but all of them.
Man is not j ust economic, or biological, or physio-chemical, etc. And
yet he is all of this. This is what makes him the total man. From each
science, from each partial method of research, total h umanism borrows
elements for analysis and orientation (in varying proportions according
to the moments and the problems . . . ). The most extensive method of
all, the dialectic, is the only one capable of organizing the 'synthesis' of
all these elements and of extracting from them the idea of man, which,
rather than acting as a substitute for real achievement, as idealism
does, actually provokes realizing action, strengthening it and guiding it
forward .
A h uman being only is (only exists) through what he has ; but the
present form of 'having', the possession of money, is merely an inferior,
narrow, limited one.
Conversely, a h uman being only completely has what he is. This is
why 'to be' a social being, or a thinker, or a poet, etc., and to partici
pate in h uman reality, to be as extensive a fragment as possible of that
reality rather than to contemplate it, conceive it or control it from
outside, is problematic.
On this point, money is a particularly untrustworthy master. Let us
imagine a man with a certain amount of potential, a ' personality' as
they say, devoting his activities and his talents to getting rich and
succeeding (with a bit of ' luck' and above all an absolute single
mindedness, almost anyone, even an idiot, can manage to earn money),
upon which he buys some paintings by Picasso or Matisse, some
luxury editions of Valery and the complete works of Monsieur Gide. As
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we all know, in a society where everything is for sale, and where
consciousn ess is merely a commodity which costs just a little less than
any other commodity, because it is in plentiful supply, money can buy
anything. Thus our parvenu has everything at his fingertips: beauty,
art, knowledge . . . B ut he could have been a poet, or a painter, or a
scientist, someone who would create beauty and knowledge. 'Every
thing which you are unable to do, your money can do for yoU . ' I(, In the
still-dehumanized life of bourgeois society, m oney symbolizes this
tearing away of man from himself; it is more than the symbol of
alienation, it is the alienation of man itself, his ' alienated essence'. In the
capitalist human being it represents all the time devoted not to living
(through creative labour or through leisure), but to saving or ' specu
lating' (in the financial sense of the word) instead. In the creative belle
epoque o f ascendant capitalism, the bourgeois ' deprived' himself in
order to accumulate capital, to build up his business concerns. At this
stage, money had its ethic, its religion : asceticism, economy. It taught
' abnegation ' ; and thus it spoke to the bourgeois of the seventeenth
century, and thus it speaks to the petty bourgeois even today:
The less you eat, d rink, buy books, g o t o t h e theatre, go dancing, go
drinking, think, love, theorize, sing, paint, fence, etc ., the more you save
and the greater will become that treasure which neither moths nor m aggots
can consume - your capital. The less you are . . . the more you have. 17

The finance capitalist of the decadent period - the degenerate son of a
family rich for generations or the parvenu made rich through speculation
- speaks as follows:
The stronger the power of my money, the stronger am I. The properties of
money are my, the possessor's, properties and essential powers . . . I am
ugly, but I can buy the most beautiful woman. As an individual, I am lame,
but money procures me twenty-four legs . . . Through money I can have
anything the human heart desires . IX

To the p roletarian money speaks a different language. C easelessly, at
every moment of his everyday life, it whispers these threats :
'You need me, and you 'll have to swap your own self to get me. 'You've got to sell your
self I am your life and the meaning ofyour life. 'You're nothing but a thing, a coarse,
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natural object like any other, a commodity among commodities. A nd what you're
swapping for these objects you call coins is your time for activity and living. But in
any case it 's better for you to imagine that you're expiating original sin or sharing in
the misfortunes of the human condition . . .

Although deprivation and alienation are different for the proletarian
and the non-proletarian, one thin g unites them : money, the h uman
being's alienated essence. This alienation is constant, i.e. practical and
everyday.
(d) Critique of needs
(Central theme: psychological and moral alienation)
The more n eeds a human being has, the more he exists. The more
powers and aptitu des he is able to exercise, the more he is free.
In this field, (bourgeois) political economy creates a single need: the
need for money. In the hands of the individual, money is the only
power which gives him contact with the alien, hostile world of obj ects.
The vaster this world of obj ects becomes, the greater the need for
money. And it is thus that 'the quantity of money becomes more and
more its sole important property'.19 Every being b ecomes reduced to this
abstraction: market value; man himself becomes reduced to this
abstraction . Mon ey, man's alienated essence, the p roj ection beyond
himself o f his activities and his needs, is only a quantitative essence. And
there is n othing to determine or limit it qualitatively. For this reason,
functioning outside of men and yet produced by them, an 'automatic
fetish', money becomes inflated out of all proportion, as does the
fundamental need (in capitalist regimes) which bears witness to its
p resence in men's hearts. And every other need is adj usted and revised
according to the need for money. As a set of desires, the human being
is n ot developed and cultivated for himself, but so that the demands of
this theological monster may be satisfied. The need for money is an
expression of the n eeds of money.
On the one hand, therefore, every effort is made to create fictitious,
artificial, imaginary needs. Instead o f expressing and satisfying real
desires, and of transfo rming 'crude need into h uman n eed',20 the
capitalist p roducer inverts the course o f things. H e starts with the
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obj ect which is the simplest or the most lucrative to produce, and
endeavours - mainly through advertisin g - to create a need for it.
Satirically, Marx has demonstrated the 'i dealist' character of this
operati on, which begins with the external, abstract concept of the
obj ect in order to stimulate a desire for it. This idealism culminates i n
fantasy, whims, the bizarre (as in t h e decadent aesthetic, for example!).
Like the eunuch who p an ders to his rich master's every desire, or the
priest who exploits every imperfection, every weak spot in the human
h eart and mind in order to preach about heaven, the producer
becomes the pimp for the individual and his own self: he ' places
himself at the disposal of his n ei ghbour's most depraved fancies,
p an ders to his needs, excites unhealthy appetites in him, and pounces
on every weakness, so that he can then demand the money for his
labour of love.'21
B ut at the same time, for all those unable to pay, needs die,
degenerate, become more simple. As a result the worker stops feeling
the simplest needs, which are also the most di fficult n eeds for workers
to satisfy : the need for space, for fresh air and freedom, for solitude or
contemplation. Man the proletarian
reverts once more to living in a cave, but the cave is now polluted by the
mephitic and pestilential breath of civilization. Moreover, the worker has
no more than a precarious right to live in it, for it is for him an alien power
that can be daily withdrawn and from which, should he fail to pay, he can
be evicted at any time. He actually has to pay for this mortuary.22

So man sinks even lower than an animal. Needs and feelings no
longer exist in a human form ; they no longer even exist in a
dehumanized form, therefore 'not even i n animal form'. Not only does
man cease to have h uman needs, but he loses his animal n eeds : to
move about, to have contacts with beings of the sam e species . . .
It i s a state of affairs that the bourgeois economist finds eminently
satisfactory ; it m eans that all is well in the capitalist economy. Money
reigns ; everyone serves it in their particular way, according to the
position they h old in ' h uman nature' : the bourgeois worship it in a
refined, even artistic, way, while the workers' h om age is h umble and
austere.
The h uman being's many needs and desires have their foundation
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i n biological life, i n instincts; subsequently social life transforms them,
giving this biological content a new form . On the one hand needs are
satisfied by society ; o n the other, as history unfolds, society modifies them
both in form and in content.
Thus as soon as the obj ects it perceives stop being crude obj ects
imm ersed in nature and become social obj ects, 'the eye has become a
human eye' . 23
What psychologists call 'perception' or the 'p erceptible world' is in
reality the product o f h uman action on the historical and social level.
The activity which gives the external world and its 'phenomena' shape
is n ot a ' mental' activity, theoretical and formal, but a practical,
concrete one. Practical tools, not simple concepts, are the means by
which social man has shaped the perceptible world. As regards the
processes of knowledge by means of which we understand this 'world',
torn as it is from the immensity of nature and rendered coherent and
h uman, they are not 'a pri ori categories', or subj ective 'intentions ' ;
they are o u r senses. B ut o u r senses have been transformed b y action.
Capable of understanding and organizing certain wholes, certain
forms, the h um an eye is more than j ust the natural organ of vision of a
superior vertebrate, of a lone figure lost in the natural world, of a
primitive man or a child.
Thus the 'world' is man's mirror because man makes it: it is the task
of his practical, everyday life to do so. B ut it is not his 'mi rror' in a
p assive way. In this his work m an perceives and becomes conscious of
his own self. If what he makes comes from him, he in turn comes from
what he makes ; it is made by him, but it is i n these works and by these
works that he has made himself.
Thus it is that our senses, organs, vital n eeds, i nstincts and feelings
have been permeated with consci ousness, with h uman reason, since
they too have been shaped by social life.
The creation of these h uman feelings, along with the appropriati on
of obj ective reality (the constitution of a h um an 'world'), constitute the
fulfilment of human reality.
And it is in everyday li fe, and through everyday life, that h umaniza
tion is accomplished. Every moment of inspiration, of genius or of
heroism must serve - and even despite itself, does serve - everyday
man. Should any other claims be made for such moments, they m ust
fall i nto the realm of ' alienation', where man is torn apart. Great things
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have been attempted in the name of 'alienation' ; they have failed or
have been subsumed, but i n unpredictable ways everyday man and the
everyday world have benefited from them. It is in this fact, which
idealism uses to prove the inevitable failure of all ' greatness', that we
must on the contrary see the forming of true greatness, the greatness of
human life.
(e) Critique of work
(Central theme : the alienation of the worker and of man)
The relation of every h umble, everyday gesture to the social complex,
like the relation of each individual to the whole, cannot be compared to
that of the part to the sum total or of the element to a ' synthesis', using
the term in its usual vague sense. Mathematical integration would be a
better way of explaining the transfer from one scale of greatness to
another, implying as it does a qualitative leap without the sense that
the ' differential' element (the gesture, the individual) and the totality
are radically heterogeneous.
Within the parameters of private property, this relation of the
' differential' element to the whole is both disguised and distorted. In
fact, the worker works for the social whole; his activity is a part of
'social labour' and contributes to the historical heritage of the society
(nation) to which he belongs. B ut he does n ot know it. He thinks he is
working ' for the boss'. And he is indeed working 'for the boss' : he
provides him with a profit. In this way the portion o f the social value of
his labour which does not come back to him in the form of wages is
retained by the boss (surplus-value). The only direct relations the
worker h as are with the boss. He is ignorant of the overall or total
phenomena involved. He does not know that the totality of surplus
value goes to the bosses as a group or capitalist ' class'. He does not
know (at least, not spontaneously) that the sum total of wages go to the
proletarian ' class' ; he is even more ignorant of the fact that the wa y the
sum total is distributed - surplus-value, wages, products, rates of
profit, purchasing power, etc. - obeys certain laws.
Integration takes place beyond the will of individuals, outside of
their 'private' consciousness. The individual capitalist is j ust as
ignorant of the laws o f capitalism as the individual proletarian . As an
individual, a capitalist may be intelligent or stupid, good or VICIOUS,
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active or inert. He does not know that his essential reality is that of a
member of a class. Here again, his essence is outside of him. In good
faith, the individual - be he bourgeois or proletarian - can deny the
existence of social classes since obj ective social reality functions beyond
his own 'subj ectivity', beyond his own 'private' consciousness.
The direct, immediate relation between the wage-earner and the
boss is therefore a rigged, ambiguous, formal relation which conceals a
hidden content.
The wage-earner's relations with society as a whole pass via the
employer, through the mediation o f money and wages. But in everyday
life the deep, obj ective relation is disguised by direct, immediate
relations, apparently real - until knowledge begins to pen etrate the
real.
Here, therefore, everyday life functions within certain appearances which
are not so much the products of mystifying ideologies, as contributions
to the conditions needed for any mystifying ideology to operate.
The social whole is essentially constituted by the total activity of
society - by work and by the various activities of society considered in
its totality.
B ut within the parameters of 'private' property, labour is 'alienated'.
The alienation of labour is many-sided. The wage-earner works for the
employer and the proletarian class works for the capitalist class; but
that is only one aspect of alienation, the easiest aspect to understand above all for those who stand to gain from it! - and the one which will
help to elucidate the others.
Alienated labour has lost its social essence. Though its essence is
indeed social, labour assumes the appearance and the reality of an
individual task. Moreover, as it is social labour, it takes the form of a
b uying and a selling of labour-power.
The individual ceases to feel at one with the social conditions of his
activity. Not only do the tools of his trade loom up before him like an
alien, threatening reality - since they do not belong to him (either as
an individual, as in a craft, or as a m ember of a collectivity, as in
socialism) - but also he becomes separated, disassociated from his own
self, in his real, everyday life. On the one hand he is a human
individual; on the other, he is 'labour-power', labour time which is up
for sale like a commodity, a thing. For the worker, participation in the
creative activity of the social whole takes the form of an external
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naught our calculat ions, is one of the chief factors in historical
d evelopme nt up till now.'26
It is always changin g shape, now appear ing as the objective laws
of
politica l economy, now as the destiny of politicia ns, now as the State,
or as the market, as historical fatality, as ideologie s.
Only man and his activity exist. And yet everything happen s
as
though men had to deal with externa l powers which oppress them
from o utside and drag them along. Human reality - what men
themsel ves have made - eludes not only their will but also their
consciou sness. They do not know that they are alone, and that the
'world' is their work. (Here we are using the word 'world ' to signify the
coheren t, organize d, humaniz ed world, not pure, brute nature.)
There is a name for this fixing of h uman activity within an alien
reality which is at one and the same time crudely material and yet
abstract: alienation .
Just as the creative activity of the human world is n ot theoretical but
practical , a constant , everyday activity rather than an exceptio nal one,
so too alienation is constant and everyday.
Alienati on is not a theory, an idea or an abstraction - it is rather that
the theories, the ideas or the 'pure' abstract ions which induce man to
obliterate his living existence in favour of absolute truth, and to define
himself by a theory or reduce himself to abstracti ons, are part of
human alienation.
Alienatio n appears in day-to-day life, t h e life of t h e proletari an and
even of the petty bourgeo is and the capitalist (the difference being that
capitalists collaborate with alienatio n's dehuma nizing power).
In every attitude which tears every man away from what he is and
what he can do - in art, in the moral sphere, in religion - criticism will
reveal alienation .
Certain gestures, certain words, certain actions, seem to come from
an 'alien being', in the general, human sense of the term : it is not ' me ',
a man, who has spoken , but ' him', the artificial being, presump tuous,
angel or devil, superma n or criminal , created within me to stop me
from being myself and from following the lines of force whereby action
achieves more reali�y.

necessity: the necessity of 'earning a living', and it is thus that, for the
individual, social labour takes on the appearance of a penalty, a
mysterious punishment. The necessity of having to work weighs down
on him from without as though he were an obj ect. It turns him into an
obj ect, dragging him into a mechanism he knows nothing about. The
wage-earner sells his labour-power like a thing - and becomes a thing,
a base object. 'Man himself, viewed merely as the physical existence of
labour-power, is a natural object, a thing, although a living, conscious
thing, and labour is the physical manifestation (dingliche Aiisserung) of
tha t power. ' 24
The h uman being - ceasing to be human - is turned into a tool to
be used by other tools (the means of production), a thing to be used by
another thing (money), and an obj ect to be used by a class, a mass of
individuals who are themselves 'deprived' of reality and truth (the
capitalists). And his labour, which ought to h umanize him, becomes
something done under duress instead of bein g a vital and h uman need,
since it is itself nothing more than a means (of 'earning a living') rather
than a contribution to man's essence, freely imparted.
The wage-earner is confronted with the use of his labour-power ' as
something alien'. 2 5 Not only is his labour-power bought from him, but it
is also used in combination with other people's work (the technical
division of labour) of which he has no knowledge; and no one really
understands this division of labour; occasionally experts and specialists
in the area might know about it at the level of their own firms (but it is well
known that in France the level of design and planning is less efficient
and productive than it could be) ; such experts know nothing about the
division of labour at the level of society ; only a plan for social labour could
demonstrate how it functions and control it. Therefore, for every
i ndividual, worker or expert, the division of labour is imposed from
without, like an obj ective process, with the result that .each man's
activity is turned back against him as a hostile force which subju gates
him instead of being subj ugated by him.
In this way a dehumanized, brutally obj ective power holds sway
over all social life; according to its differing aspects, we have named it:
m oney, fragmented division of labour, market, capital, mystification
and deprivation, etc. 'This fixation of social activity, this consolidation
o f what we ourselves produce into an obj ective power above all,
growing out of our control, thwarting our expectations, bringing to

Appearance and reality intertwine. Appearances graft themselves
onto reality, encompassing it, replacing it. For people who have been
unable to overcome alienati on, the ' alienated' world - social appear-
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which man is supposed to act out in this world.
The drama o f alienation is dialectical. Through the mani fold forms
of his labour, man has made himself real by realizing a human world.
He is inseparable from this ' other' self, his creation, his mirror, his
statue - more : his body. The totality of obj ects and human products
taken together form an integral part o f human reality. On this level,
obj ects are not simply means or implem ents; by prod ucing them, men
are working to create the human; they think they are m oulding an
obj ect, a series of obj ects - and it is man himself they are creating.
But in this dialectical relation o f man to himself (the relation
b etween the human world and h uman consciousness), a new element
emerges to confuse the situation and halt its development.
As he strives to control nature and create his world, man conj ures
himself up a n ew nature. Certain of man's products function in relation
to h uman reality like some impen etrable nature, und ominate.d,
oppressing his consciousness and will from without. O f course, this can
only be an appearance; products of human activity cannot have the
same characteristics as brute, material things. And yet this appearance
too is a reality: commodities, money, capital, the State, legal, economic
and political institutions, ideologies - all function as though they were
realities external to man. In a sense, they are realities, with their own
laws. And yet, they are purely human p roducts . . .
Thus the h uman being develops through this ' other' self, half-fact,
half-fiction, which becomes intimately involved with the 'human
world' in its process o f formation.
Analysis must therefore distinguish between the real 'h uman world'
on the one hand, the totality of h uman works and their reciproca l
.
actIOn upon m an , and, on the other, the unreality of alienation.
B ut this unreality appears to be infinitely more real than anything
authentically human. And this appearance contributes to alienation; it
becomes real, and as a result a great abstract ' idea' or a certain form of
the State seems infinitely more important than a humble, everyday
feeling or a work born of man's hands.
Thus the real is taken for the unreal, and vice versa. Moreover this
illusion has a real, solid basis, for it is not a theoretical illusion · it is a
practical illusion, with its basis in everyday life and in the way everyday
life is organized. This real and this unreal are not speculative categories
but categories of life, of practical activity - historical and even tragic
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The drama of human alienatio n is much more profound an d
enthralli ng than any of the phony cosmic dramas or divine scenario s
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categories . If the h uman is the fun damental reality of history, the
inhuman is reduced to an appearanc e, a manifestation of man's
becoming . And yet how well we know the terrible reality of the
inh uman ! Only a concrete dialectic which demonstrates the unity of
essence and appearanc e, of the real and the unreal - a unity in the
process of becoming , in wh ich the two poles m erge and act one upon
the other - is capable of giving a meaning to the ' human' and the

' inhuman ' in history.
Man attains his own reality, creates himself through, within and by
means of his opposite, his alienation : the inhuman . It is through the
inhuman that he h as slowly built the human world.
This humble, everyday, h uman world has been taken as a crude
faC;ade for certain sublime realities. We know today that these 'higher
realities' were simply the manifestation, the appearanc e, of man's
attempt to create his own reality in everyday life - but possessing the
monstrous power, peculiar to alienation , of absorbing h uman reality, of
crushing it and throwing it off centre, so to speak.
Now it has reached its mom ent of highest intensity, the conflict
between what is apparent and what is real is about to be resolved
through a progress in consciousn ess and activity. Alienation, now
made conscious, and thus rej ected as mere appearanc e and super
seded, will give way to an authentic h uman reality, stripped of its
fac;ade, and liberated.

(I) Critique offreedom
(Centra l theme: man's power over nature and over his own nature)
What does freedom consist in?
According to Article 6 of the 1793 Constitution: 'Liberty is the power
which belongs to man to do anything that does not harm the rights of
others ' ; and the Declaration of the Rights of Man o f 1791 maintains
that: 'Liberty consists in being able to do anything which does n ot
harm others . '
Quoting these texts27 gives Marx the opportunity of directing his
irony against the idols of the bourgeoisie.
The limits within which each individual can m ove without harming others
are determined by law, j ust as the boundary between two fields is
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determined by a stake. The liberty we are here dealing with is that of man
as an i solated monad who is withdrawn in to himself . . . Eu t the right of
man t o freedom is not based on the association of m an with man but rather
o n the separation of man from man. It is the rig ht of this separation, the
.
nght of the restricted individ ual, restricted to himself.2 H

It is therefore the right of the 'private' individual, and in its practical
application consists essentially of the right to 'private' property (Article
16 of the 1793 Constitution).
So this bourgeois definition of freedom has something narrow and
sordid about it. Yet its partisans see it as noble and profound; it
protects the rights of 'individual conscience', of 'inner freedom', of the
'personality'. And it is not entirely false, in so far as the way the lives o f
in dividuals have been organized has allowed certain privileged people
to develop an intellectually rigorous or morally sincere 'conscience' .
B ut when we consider the s u m total of results, the s u m total of 'private
lives' formed and established within the parameters of this bourgeois
freedom, it is easy to see that its nobility and profundity are part and
parcel of the process of mystification.
Even at best, freedom defined in this way is totally negative. One
must n ever do anything for fear of encroaching upon one's n eighbour,
.
even If he needs help ! When it attempts to be active and 'positive', this
freedom becomes the art of twisting the (moral or legal) law, of
interfering cunningly in other people's lives and property. B ut since by
definition intermonadic relations cannot be organized and work to all
intents and p urposes haphazardly, any positive attempts to be free
become nothing more than the skilful exploitation of chance in
relations founded on money (markets, sales, inheritances, etc.) and the
skilful use of money according to the whim of the 'free' individual.
The Marxist definition of freedom is concrete and dialectical.
The realm of freedom is established progressively by ' the development
of human powers as an end in itselj'. 2 9
The' definition of freedom thus begins with the power man in
creasingly has over nature (and over his own nature, over his self and
the products of his activity). It is not a ready-made freedom; it cannot
be defined metaphysically by an 'all or nothing ' : absolute freedom or
absolute necessity. It is won progressively by social man. For power, or,
more exactly, the sum total of powers which constitute freedom belong to
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h uman beings grouped together in a society, and not to the isolated
individual.
In the first place, then, freedom must be won ; it is arrived at through
a process of becoming: there are therefore degrees of freedom. (In the
same way, to take a comparison from a political problem which is not
unconn ected with the general problem of freedom, there are degrees of
democracy, more democracy, less democracy, a development in
democracy . . . )
In the second place, the freedom of the individual is founded upon
that of his social gro up (his nation, his class). There can be no freedom
for the individual in a subservient nation or class. Only in a free society
will the individual be free to realize his full potential.
In the third place, there are freedoms (political and human, both on
the social and the individual level) rather than 'freedom' in general. All
freedoms imply the exercise of effective power. Freedom of expression,
effective participation in the running of the social whole, these are
political freedoms. The (complementary) rights to work and to leisure
- the possibility of attaining the highest consciousness and d evelop
ment of the self through culture - contribute to concrete individual
freedom. All power is liberating; thus, to take a very �imple example,
someone who can swim or run is attaining a higher level of freedom: he
is free in relation to a material environment which he controls instead
of being controlled by it. ' Spiritually' and materially, the free individual
is a totality of powers, i.e. of concrete possibilities. Freedom reduced to
so-called freedom of ' opinion', or to the open-ended possibilities of
adventure or flight of fancy, is one of the illusions of the 'private'
consciousness - mystifications accepted by the 'subj ect' who has been
separated from the natural and human 'obj ect'.
Nevertheless the notion of freedom in general retains a meaning.
Dialectically it even takes on a new meaning, higher and more
profound. It designates the unity of the different aspects of freedom, of
the various freedoms. There can be no concrete freedom for the
individual without social, economic and political freedoms. The power
which will liberate is not the power which certain men have wielded
over other human beings, but the power which man, considered as a
whole, wields over nature.
There is no metaphysical dilemma of the order: ' Either absolute
d eterminism - or else absolute freedom. All or n othing ! ' The universe
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is n ot an indifferent, immovable mass, an immediately available
'world' which unfolds according to inexorable ' Laws'. Such a vision,
which deprives man of the world, has a name which situates it in the
history of thought and which demonstrates h ow much and by what
means we have superseded it: it is called ' m echanism'. This vision served
a purpose by lending support to science, as a transitional stage, at the
very moment when action founded upon science was demonstrating
how erroneous an interpretation it was . The 'laws of nature' do not
forbid effective action, they are its foundation . If we get rid of
mechanism, we get rid of the inevitability of destiny. The way opens up
for the conquest of the world. The world is man 's future.
So long as man did not understand the laws of nature and history,
they weighed him down; because he did not understand them, they
inevitably seemed to be governed by a 'mysterious', oppressive, blind
necessity.
Knowledge and action extend the ' dominated sector' of nature and
man, taking this necessity over and transforming it into powers, i.e.
freedoms: man dominates nature and his own social nature by
'understanding' them . Necessity is blind only in so far as it is not
understood.
In the realm of necessity, human needs became degraded . They
represented 'the sad necessities of everyday life'. People had to eat,
d rink, find clothes . . . and so they had to work. B ut people whose only
reason for working is to keep body and soul together have n either the
time nor the inclination for anything else. So they just keep on
working, and their lives are spent j ust staying alive. This, in a nutshell,
has been the philosophy of everyday life - and it still is.
And yet, every h uman need, conceived of as the relation between a
h uman being and the 'world', can becom e a power, in other words a
freedom, a source of j oy or happiness. B ut needs have to be rescued
from the realm of blind necessity, or at least its ascendancy must be
progressively reduced.
' Man appropriates his integral essence in an integral way, as a total
man .'30 This 'essence' is not a metaphysical essence, but a set of needs
and organs which become social, human, rational, as a result of the
power of social man over nature (and over his own nature). Whether we
are concerned with the eye or genitals, with rational consciousness or
physical activity, it is always a question o f the ' appropriation of human
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reality' of the 'approach to the obj ect',31 and this is what 'the
confirmation of human reality '32 consists in. On the one hand, man's
'essence' is factual : his body, his biological reality. But on the other
hand, seen as practical activity which appropriates these biological
realities and transforms them into freedoms and powers, the 'essence'
of the human cannot be defined as a ready-made nature; it creates
itself, through action, through knowledge - and through social
becoming.
One particular aspect of art demonstrates this transformation well.
In a painting, the h uman eye has found its 'appropriate obj ect' ; the
h uman eye has formed and transformed itself first through practical
and then through aesthetic activity, and by knowledge: it has become
something other than a mere organ; for the painter at least, through
this work which has been freed from all external constraints, truly
prefiguring the realm of freedom , and producing the work of art, the
eye partakes of that � oy that man gives to h imself'.33 (Of course, such a
sketchy analysis scarcely scratches the surface of the problem of art . . . )
It is perfectly obvious that the realm of 'private' property forms part
of the realm of blind necessity. Every h uman activity which is
controlled by this narrow and li� ited entity will devote itself to
perpetuating it. In bourgeois ideology, it appears as an inner part of the
individual , one of his fundamental 'rights', something his freedom is
founded on. In fact, and consonant with the dialectical principle
according to which what appears to be most internal is in fact most
external, analysis shows that it is really an external, oppressive entity.
When they are linked to this institution, 'individual' feelings and needs
cannot attain a humanized level. ' [An] obj ect is only ours when we have
it . . . Therefore all the physical and intellectual senses have been
replaced by the simple estrangement of all these senses - the sense of
having.'34 Moreover Marx transforms this observation about h uman
poverty into something hopeful, for he add s: 'So that it might give birth
to its inner wealth, h uman nature had to be reduced to this absolute
poverty. '35
The realm of blind necessity is retreating before the combined
onslaught of knowledge and action. Liberated from sordid necessity,
needs per se are becoming suffused with reason, social life, j oy and
happiness. Moreover people are having to spend less time working in
order to satisfy these needs; in the past only the subj ection of the
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masse s allow ed the upper classe s that freedo m
which is to be found
b eyond the sph ere of material produ ction . In our
era, espec ially in our
era, the condi tion which restricted creative
leisur e and 'spirit ual'
activi ties to the oppre ssors has disap peare d. It
is a comp lex dialec tic:
needs are becom ing more exten sive, more n umer
ous, but becau se the
produ ctive forces are broad ening , this exten sion
of needs may imply
their h uman izatio n, a reduc tion in the numb
er of hours work ed to
satisfy imme diate needs, a reduction of the
time spent at work
generally, a un iversalization both of wealt h and
of leisur e. If, in a sense ,
the realm o f natural neces sity is grow ing more
exten sive, since the
needs o f mode rn man are tending towards a greate
r comp lexity than
those of primi tive man, then the realm of freedo
m will only becom e
greate r and more profou ndly rooted in natur e as a result
.
Nevertheless, first and foremost:
(a) 'The associated producers must . . . govern the human metabo
lism with nature in a rational way, bringing it under their collective
control instead of being dominated by it as a blind power.'36
(b) The material and moral parameters of practical (everyday) life,
which are determined by private property, must be transformed.
(c) Through activities devoted to satisfying and controlling im
mediate necessities, there must be a growth in the sphere of ' the true
realm offreedom, the development of human powers, as an end in itself, [which]
begins beyond it, though it can only flourish with this realm of necessity as its
basis'Y This sphere, this 'spiritual' domain of man, con sists in the first
place in a social and rational organization of free leisure. As Marx
asserts in Capital: 'The reduction of the working day is the basic
requisite.'3H
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first princip les.
Dialecti cal materia lism develop s as a method of thinkin g which is
and
neither empty nor formall y separab le from its obj ect (an academ ic
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scholastic way of conceiving method); instead it elaborates both itself
and its content at the same time.
B efore Marxist humanism could be fully reinstated, there were some
fairly widespread errors which had to be refuted.
Marx and Engels began their work with philosophical research;
then moved on to economics and political action.
Some - philosophers rather than economists - have concentrated
exclusively upon the philosophical works. Conversely, others see
Marx's economic works as eclipsing his philosophical works. In fact for
a long time there was a widely h eld but fallacious theory that Marx's
economics and politics had eliminated his philosophy. The fact that
economic science and political action had superseded speculative philos
ophy fostered the false conclusion that Marx had abandoned any
conception of the philosophical world.
This n arrow, one-sided position was based on a traditional mis
translation . In the economic and political works of Marx and Engels,
philosophy appears aufgehoben. ! B ut there is no verb in French which
translates this Hegelian term exactly; it means at the same time to
abolish something (as it was) and to raise it to a higher level. From the
first French translator o f Hegel (Vera) onwards, the dialectical term
aufheben has been repeatedly translated arid traduced by the word
's upprimer'. The word 'depasser', which is used nowadays, while
nearer in m eaning, still falls short of ren dering the double movement
Hegel's verb signifies; it fails to show clearly that the reality which has
b een aufgehoben, the dialectical moment which has been 'superseded' as
such, takes on in the process of being 'superseded' a n ew
higher, m ore profound. Thus the philosophy m ust be rediscovered
the economy and the politics, and not as an ' eliminated' stage, but on
the contrary as a moment and an essential element, which indeed only
acquires its full importance in the higher reality.
Gradually the certainty has been reached that the dialectical method is
an essential element of scientific sociology - indeed of all scientific
thought.
B ut there is still more progress to be made. It still remains to be
demonstrated clearly that this dialectical method is not one that is
' formally' separated from philosophical research and then subsequent
ly applied to economic or social data. The dialectical method contains
and implies a scientific, philosophical and human content. Thus
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philosophy ceases to be speculative an d systematic; on the one hand it
opens itself up to science, and on the other to the totality of h uman
reality. Not only does it become 'committed' (a vague, abstract term),
but it also becomes rationally (dialectically) articulated with the
sciences and with the movement of scientific thought, with the human
and with the movement of human reality, in other words with the action
which transforms this reality, with the knowledge of its laws (i.e. ,
precisely, its movement) as startin g point.
We are still dealing with philosophy and with an overall conception
of man and the world, but in a renewed sense: concrete, dynamic philos
ophy, linked to practical action as well as to knowledge - and thus
implying the effort to 'supersede' all the limitations o f life and thought,
to organize a 'whole', to bring to the fore the idea of the total man.
In this way Marxism - a philosophy and a method, a h umanism, an
economic science, a political science - can be reconstructed in all its
integrality. In this way and this way alone have certain maj or notions
which had to be rediscovered and brought to light become apparent in
Marx's works : the notion of alienation, of fetishism and of mystification. 2
This preparatory work was absolutely vital if the methodical study of
human reality was to continue, and if certain equally vital questions
concerning concrete humanism were to be tackled.
The first principles and fundamental ideas which enable us to
formulate and resolve these problems effectively are implicit in the
work of Marx and Engels, provided this work is taken as a whole and
u nderstood in terms of its basic tendency. It is nevertheless true that
the ideas in question are not dealt with comprehensively in the classic
texts of Marxism, and that therefore they need not only clarifying but
also developing.
Thus Marxism develops as a living whole (in economic, political and
also philosophical research), without, however, ever emerging either as an
' orthodoxy' or scholasticism or, alternatively, as a shapeless eclecticism.
Where economy and philosophy meet lies the theory of fetishism.
Money, currency, commodities, capital, are nothing more than
relations between human beings (between 'individual ', qualitative
h uman tasks). And yet these relations take on the appearance and the
form of things external to h uman beings. The appearance becomes
reality; because men believe that these ' fetishes' exist outside of
themselves they really do function like obj ective things. Human
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activities are swept along and torn from their own reality and
consciousness, and become subservient to these things. H umanly
speaking, someone who thinks only of getting rich is living his life
subj ected to a thing, namely money. But more than this, the prole
tarian, whose life is used as a means for the accumulation of capital, is
thrown to the mercy of an external power.
On the one hand, therefore, the economist observes facts; using
induction and deduction, i.e. the procedures proper to the experimental
sciences, he establishes laws to explain these facts - the law of value, of
prices, of money, etc. The (dialectical) analysis of reality enables him
to grasp the moments and the stages, the contradictions, the movement
of this economic and social reality. It appears to be, and in one sense is,
a reality independent of h uman consciousness and human will,
developing according to a natural and objective process.
But in another sense, nothing else exists but human consciousness
and human will. Only, they are 'alienated' - and alienated not merely
in the domain of ideas or intuitions, but also in the domain of practical
life. The theory of economic fetishism is fundamental because it enables
us to understand the shift from human activities (individual , qualitative
tasks) to economic 'things ' ; it also enables us to understand why
economic and social truth is not immediate, how and why all the
questions in this domain are veiled with a social mystery, namely,
b ecause economic 'things', fetishes, envelop and disguise the h uman
relations which constitute them. When we handle money we forget, we
no longer realize, that it is merely 'crystallized' labour, and that it
represents h uman labour and nothing else; a deadly illusion endows. it
with an external existence . . .
The theory of fetishism demonstrates the economic, everyday basis of
the philosophical theories of mystification and alienation. We say of
goods that are sold, that they are 'alienated'. We say of someone
enslaved, that he has alienated his freedom. In its most extreme sense
the word designates the situation of people who have become estrange
from themselves through mental illness. More generally, at certain
stages of its development, h uman activity spawns relations which
masquerade as things. Now these things and the way they function are
eyond the grasp of action or consciousness, and permit interpreta
.
tIOns, bizarre hypotheses and pseudo-explanations which are as remote
from reality and truth as they could possibly be: ideologies . . .
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man becomes what he can become.
Now the time of rediscovered, recognized unity is beginning, but at a
higher level. Once more man recognizes himself as a being in nature,
but now possessed of power and a consciousness which the immense
and painful effort has afforded. Division, alienation - fetishism,
mystification, deprivation - the formation of the total man, these
philosophical ideas make up an organic, living whole. Man, his thought
and his reality have developed dialectically. Dialectical method, the
expression of all real processes, controls, organizes and illuminates this
complex of ideas and confers on it the rigour of concrete logic.
Moreover, fetishism is equally a scientific theory, resulting from an

analysis of data, from a series of inductions and deductions in the
domain of economic science.
Thus Marxism cannot be reduced to being simply a prise de
conscience of the world . When Marxists maintain that they are
philosophers as well, what they mean is that they are not only
philosophers, but something more: intellectuals on the one hand, men
of action on the other. And this is where they part company with those
philosophers who perpetuate the old tradition of metaphysical specula
tion. Marxism cannot be compared to a ' description' of the modern
world, to a ' phenomenology of economic essences '. Without the work
of the n atural and social sciences, without the 'demystifying' influence
of action, consciousness (the philosopher's) would come to an abrupt
halt and become ensnared in alienation and mystification. Conscious
ness cannot free itself from existing illusions by its own strength alone;
it will either atrophy in antiquated interpretations of the social
structures inherited from the past, or else construct n ew 'ideological'
interpretations.
Man is an infinitely complex being and his knowledge entails a
multitude of aspects, investigations, techniques - all organically linked
by dialectical method.
In the days when people wrote studies about ' human nature',
moralists used to moan that there was not much left to say. Later, in
the days of romantic idealism, this lament was repeated ad nauseam
and transformed into a poetic dirge: we were born too late into a world
too old. By proclaiming that man's youth is to be found in the future,
dialectical materialism is also revealing the complexity of h uman
reality, its richness. It renews and recreates interest in the human - and
first and foremost by reintegrating the h umbler reality of everyday life
into th ought and consciousness.
H ow could Marxism, which opens u p a new horizon to conscious
ness and action, limit consciousness and tell it: 'Stop, there's nothing
more to say ! ' ? The founders of Marxism drew up the general guide
lines for the criticism of life, but how could they possibly have
completed that criticism? Marxism must m ove the knowledge of
h uman reality forward, and this is what it is doing. Research and action
reveal the human, and enrich it at the same time. Each new stage
reveals new aspects of life - which we find increasingly complex,
increasingly rich in the 'spiritual' sense of the word.
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And that is precisely what h uman alienation consists in - man torn
from his self, from nature, from his own nature, from his consciousness,
dragged down and dehumanized by his own social products. This
explains how there can be such a thing as a social mystery. Society
becomes a mechanism and an organism which ceases to be compre
hensible to the very people who participate in it and who maintain it
through their labour. Men are what they do, and think according to
what they are. And yet they are ignorant of what they do and what
they are. Their own works and their own reality are beyond their
grasp.
Man has been unable to avoid this alienation . It h as imposed itself
in everyday life, in social relations more complex than the immediate
relations of kinship and primitive economy. Man has developed and
has raised himself above the animal and biological condition of his
lowly beginning s via socio-econ omic fetishism and self-alienation. No
other way has been open to him. The human has been formed throug'h
dehumaniz ation dialectica lly. The division between the h uman and its
self was - and remains - as deep , as tragic, as necessary as the division
between man and nature. The one is the corollary of the other. Man, a
being of nature, forever united inseparably with nature, struggles
against it. He dominates it and imagines he can separate himself from
it, through abstraction , through self-consci ousness - something only
attained by painful effort. Thus it is through the (theologica l and
metaphysi cal) alienation which has allowed man to b elieve himself
outside of nature and the world, through idealism itself, that we have
successfull y dominated nature. It is in contradict ion and painful
division , in the struggle against nature and against his own self, that
-
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Dialectical method excludes the possibility that there can be nothing
more to say about the human or about any domain of h uman activity.
On the contrary, it supposes that the knowledge of man and his
realization are mutually inseparable and constitute a total process. To
penetrate ever more deeply into the content of life, to seize it in its
shifting reality, to be ever more lucid about the lessons it has to teach us
- this is the essential precept of research.
Lenin's analysis of historical situations has demonstrated the
complexity of their elements and their interactions. For the trans
formation of the world to become possible, there m ust first be an
objective crisis, a disassociation of the economic and the social structures
(under the impetus of forces of production, caught between the mode
of p roduction and those legal relations which they are destined to
shatter). This objective element is not enough. For a 'revolutionary
crisis' to occur, however, a subjective element is equally necessary:
revolutionary theory, upon which the action of a party, a class - as
large and as well-informed a fraction of the social whole as possible will be founde d . B ut in the last resort the revolutionary solution to
economic and social contradictions will only become possible when the
h uman m asses are no longer able or willing to live as before. Therefore
Lenin calls upon everyone who wants to think like a man of action and
to act like a man of thought to be open to what life can teach, and
above all to look at everyday life. There is no such thing as the
spontaneity of the masses, and theory by itself is not enough. And yet it
is the awkward, tentative, spasmodic e fforts of the h uman masses to
free themselves from oppression - and the theory which understands,
studies and illuminates mass movements - which quicken the idea of
revolution. ' Unity of theory and practice' - this tenet dominates and
sums up living Marxism. And it is in life that this unity is achieved and
perpetuated, that this idea comes to maturity, that the union between
its various elements - practical and theoretical, obj ective and subj ective
- is realized. None of these elements can be defined or can work
effectively if separated from the others. The spontaneity of the masses is
j ust an illusion, a myth created by people who expect ' history' to
achieve its ends and to accomplish its task aided only by providence.
Theory and knowledge outside of action are in themselves mere
abstractions, and the myth of the 'vanguard' and the 'active minority' is
no less harmful than the myth that the ' masses' can set themselves in
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m otion spontaneou sly. Individuals and 'private' consciousn esses can
only become a creative force through a theory and an action which
unites them as a totality, an active mass, a lever for thought to lift the
world with. Individual and mass are two opposing terms, but, like
thought and action, they are bound together. And once more it is
practical, everyday life which demands this u nity, and develops it. It is
in life - and in the light of previous knowledge and experience - that
forms of organization and effective ideas are to be fou nd. Only thus
does the dialectic stop being an anti-dialecti cal abstraction to become
the movement which unites opposing aspects and elements. It is no
coincidence that Marxists repeat th e word 'concrete' so frequently.
Adversaries of Marxism refer ironically to the exaggerated and
excessive use of the word (Malraux, for example, apropos of the
Communist Pradas in Days of Hope); but talk of the 'concrete' is only
truly ridiculous when it becomes an abstraction itself, an automatism.
(Which in fact is what happens when people who beLieve they are
acting and thinking dialectically stop looking at everyday life, stop
learning from it, stop searching for its deeper significance. This is
treachery, self-betrayal : in their mouths the dialectic reverts to being
just so much metaphysica l waff1e; they become congealed in their own
mystical speechifying about movement and history; they talk about the
' concrete', but they end up being more abstract than anyone ! )
I n the zone o f clarity which precedes and follows action (or t o put it
more dialectically, thought-action), the theoretical themes of alienation,
mystificatio n, fetishism and deprivation spring suddenly to life. I see
' concretely' how h uman beings are mystified, hoodwinked, annihi
lated, confused; when I fight this many-sided alienation practically, I
am better able to perceive how certain acts, certain words, split me
from my self to feed the vampire of the non-human - that 'substance'
which is, precisely, nothing, because from the point of view of the
human, it is ' other', the negation of the human, the h uman cast to the
winds and into the valley o f d eath.
'Alienation' - I know it is there whenever I sing a love song or recite
a poem, whenever I handle a banknote or enter a shop, whenever I
glance at a poster or read a newspaper. At the very moment the h uman
is defined as ' having possessions' I know it is there, dispossessing the
h uman . I thus grasp how alienation substitutes a false greatness for the
real weaknesses o f man, and a false weakness for his true greatness.
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Bombastic language, abstractions, deductions, every devilish d evice to
vaporize man's will and man's thoughts - all vouchsafe me a glimpse
of alienation in action.
This is not to say that I am able to separate what is human from the
inhuman simply by thinking about it. The task is much more difficult,
the division within the self and the waste of self are too deep-seated. If I
have learned to think or to love, it is in and through the words,
gestures, expressions and songs of thirty centuries of h uman alienation.
H ow can I come to grips with my self, or how can we retrieve our selves
once m ore? If I stay on my guard and strip myself of everything
suspect, I am left naked, dry as dust, reduced to ' existing' l ike someone
who refuses to be hoodwinked by anything; and what will become of
me and my wariness? Nothing. Alienation is an ordeal that our era
must undergo, there is no means of escaping it. O nly later will future
human beings, freed from alienation, know and see clearly what was
dehumanized and what was worthwhile about the times we live in .
We are still learning to think via metaphysical, abstract - alienated forms of thought. The danger of dogmatic, speculative, systematic and
. abstract attitudes lies ever in wait for us. How long will it take to create
a dialectical consciousness, as long as o ur consciousness still feels it
n ecessary to rise above its own self - in the metaphysical way - in order
to think dialectically? It is impossible to fix a date; it may need
generations before the dialectic can penetrate life by means of a
regenerated culture.
And as for love - which for nearly all of us oscillates between coarse
biological need and the fine abstractions of passion's rhetoric - what is
there to say?
And so our entire life is caught up in alienation, and will only be
restored to itself slowly, through an immense effort of thought
(consciousness) and action (creation).
The word 'commitment' (commitment to the world - committed
thought, etc.) has had its day. As a philosophical slogan, it had a
certain meaning. The abstract intellectual, moving about in unreality,
felt the need to 'commit' him selfto life, to action. He ended up with action
for action's sake - commitment for the sake of commitment ! As great a
folly as art for art's sake, or thought for thought's sake; a new alienation:
the lud icrous situation of the 'thinker' who wants to commit himself and
suddenly realizes that he was already committed in the first place!
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Today it is much more a question of becoming decommitted from a
singularly ambiguous, confused and equivocal era - from a many
faceted alienation. We need to gain control. 'Committed' people are up
to their eyes in the mire, the nauseating quagmire o f the time they live
in, and they will never pull themselves free, n ever reclaim that time,
and eventually will even cease understanding it. They are still
grappling with the hoary problem of the intellectual who decides to
' leave his ivory tower' . . . (ah ! how many times have we heard that old
tale ! ). This intellectual ' gets involved' with life, wanders through the
world, and discovers that thought is not everything. So, making an
extra effort, he flirts with action, going on about ' commitment' amid
applause and self-congratulation; but deep within him there is an
unresolved contradictio n: he wants to remain available while appearing to
be committed. So he cheats, goes into reverse, starts play-acting. O n e step
forward and two steps back !
Most of the 'important intellectuals' of the inter-war years were
actors in this hackneyed old drama . . .
B ut there were some who, less arrogantly and without cheating,
really did become 'committed', and who nowadays are faced with the
opposite problem: to decommit themselves, not from action, not fro m
militant thought, but from a l l the limited a n d immediate ways the
times we live in are perceived; then, taking the lessons o f action into
accoun t, to take control of our era by grasping it in its totality . . .
Action and action alone can guide critical thinking, because it
detects deception - and because it is deception which deflects us from
action. Many people might be tempted to see this guiding role in the
investigation of life and h uman reality as falling to literature, for ..
literature's importance is today much exaggerated. B ut literature itself
needs to be confronted with life, to be thought out and criticized in the
name of human reality, and enriched by action. Only the establish
ment of action's unassailable primacy, though it will certainly con
tribute much to literature, can assign its real place - which is n either
first nor last.
Literature does not deserve to be held in excessively high esteem,
but nor does it deserve the fate of being degraded by resentful,
disappointed people. The idolatry of literature can only end in
disappointment. Whatever its ' fu nction' may be - testimony or
aesthetic pleasure, or something else again - it has only one. It is
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puerile to expect the practice o f literature, taken in itself, to throw any
decisive light on life and human reality. Literature cannot bring us
salvation, because it needs to be saved itself. Immobilized in the cliches
of poetic Byzantinism or the roman noir, it too needs new men who will
state simply and without bias what was hateful or disgusting about our
era, what was good, joyful and sturdy, and by what means human
beings managed to go on loving life and hoping for the future.
Action and action alone can bring this healthiness and this
elementary equilibrium, this ability to grasp life in its varied aspects,
without being deliberately gloomy or abstractly optimistic. Action
alone can supersede the aesthetic or theoretic attitudes which allow
people to see in the real only what they want to see : degradation,
h umiliation, stupidity, or conversely joy a n d greatness left, right and
centre - either looking at life on the black side or through rose-tinted
glasses.
Action as defined by Marxism - the transformation of the world by
a political party which strives to guide the great hu man masses and
carry them along in its path - has as its aim a new type of human being.
This new man thinks, but on the level of the real, on an equal footing
with the real. He thus has no need to come out of his own thoughts in
order to belong to reality and 'commit' himself. Neither anguished like
the self-centred intellectual, nor self-satisfied like the bourgeois, he can
avoid this old dilemma (anguish or thoughtless self-satisfaction)
because what he loves about the real today and about life at the present
moment are the possibilities they offer, and not simply the fait accompli
which can be easily grasped and which can only disappoint. Once he
sees human beings as moving towards the future, and once h e loves
this movement, then this n ew man can leave the old attitudes of
sentimental humanism and callous contempt behind ; he can be
demanding without being inhuman, because h e wants man to show
his full potential at long last. Thus today only a new man such as this
can find the appropriate level for talking precisely about things (which
does not exclude violence, indignation, or anger, far from it; for there is
no longer any question of being impersonal, neutral, abstractly
'obj ective' ; and the old dichotomies of obj ectivity and passion, im
partiality and action, will also have been superseded and resolved . . . ).
He alone will be able to extricate himselffrom immediate reality, without, for
all that, forgetting the real in general.

Every ideology is an ' expression' of its time; but in fact the term has
no predetermined meaning; in hindsight a critically minded reader
will realize that a novel, a play or a book of poetry was an ' expression'
of its times - one possible ' expression' among others. There can be all
manner of spaces and distances, tran spositions and metamorphoses,
standing between reality and the ways reality is expressed, so much so
that very differing works o f art can equally and quite justifiably be
regarded as ' expressing' the same m oment in time (Balzac and
Stendhal, for example). Here again the distance between what is
expressed and the means o f expression itself must be bridged by a
double-edged line of thought: on the one hand, by explaining each
work in the light of real life; and on the other by seeking to discover
what we can learn about that life as it was, in the literary work which
has ' expressed' it.
It is rather odd that our era, an era of contradictions if ever there was
one, has been ' expressed' by works which swarm with weak and
shapeless characters without conflicts, without fixed contours. For, to
j ud ge by the resounding success of such books as Celine's Journey to the
End of the Night or Sartre's Roads to Freedom, they must indeed be
significant. Must we conclude that there is a disj un ction between
literature and real life here, that books like these work solely in terms of
conventions, or that there is something deeply erroneous about them?
To a certain extent, yes, they are wrong, they do hold back, distort or
ignore reality. B ut there is m ore to it than that. I n an era when
unbearable conf1icts and contradictions strive to make themselves
political and to resolve themselves on the political plane, everything in
'ideological life' finds itself in the business of camouf1aging them (no
coincidences here ! ) ; these contradictions are thus concealed, watered
down, denied expression; their depth and their meaning are resolutely
ignored. The origins of this tendency are to be found in the tactics of
the ruling class, of the bourgeoisie, which is propped up by meta
physical systems or existing religions. It is succcessfuJ because its
accomplices are legion (it is so much easier and nicer n ot to feel beset
by contradictions ! ), and it ends up producing spineless, shapeless
literature. Simultaneously cause and effect, this literature expresses the
situation and expresses it well.
Only action brings a clear awaren ess of h ow false this situation is.
Action alone reinstates the conflicts and the sharp-edged contradic-
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tions in all their truth and violence. It gives us back the 'world' in all its
truth. Thus action alone will enable literature to become renewed by
giving it something it cannot attain unaided: a living awareness of
h uman reality and its movement . . .
Old metaphysical reason deliberately excluded the irrational from its
definitions and its sphere of influence. As a result it ignored in
dividuality, instincts, passion, practical action and imagination: the
living being in his entirety. Abstract Reason could thus approach the
irrational only by such indirect and rather ineffectual means as the
moralizing sermon. It was always possible, o f course, to suppress the
irrational (by 'repressing' it), and to condemn it from on high in the
name o f metaphysical truth.
B ut we know now that this ' irrationality' was the h uman, the entire
living being. We know that, philosophically an d humanly speaking, the
irrational has rebelled, that because it was considered ' absurd', it has
deliberately made its rebellion an absurd one, and that it has raised the
flag of the absurd as a challenge to reason. And this is one aspect o f the
crisis o f modern man and modern culture : they are split between
abstract reason on the one hand and an absurdity which wants and
believes itself to be ' vital' on the other, torn between two opposites
which seem locked forever in a painfu l and apparently unresolvable
confrontation.
Dialectical Reason (Marxism) answers the question by approaching
it from another angle. For dialectical thought, it is n ot and never can be
a question o f some self-sufficient 'irrationality' doomed to eternal
rej ection by an equally changeless Rationality. The irrational can only
be relative, momentary: it is whatever has n ot been subsumed,
organized and categorized by active Reason.
More precisely, we must distinguish between two aspects of the
!
irrational :
(a) The 'irrational' as such, in other words the sum total of the
magical creations, ideological interpretations and fictions about the
world that h uman weakness has produced. This irrational is ' nothing'
since in truth it is ' other' to man, his alienation. It is 'n othing' in itself,
although on the human level it has been appallingly active. In Chapter
1 we demonstrated the important law according to which this ir
rationality evolves: after a series of transformations and displacements
it installs itself under a new form in the life of rational man. And it is in
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life and through everyday life that this displacement and transforma
tion of the irrational take place.
(b) So far from constituting something irrational beyond the control
of reason, the entirety of the human being's needs and instincts - his
' passions', vital activities - are the very basis and the content o f
Dialectical Reason. These vital activities are already involved in the
processes by which they become the needs and the capabilities o f a
' being of nature' with the ability to understand and control that nature
- i.e. a rational being. In so far as they are part of man's practical
activities, they form the first step in his struggle to control nature; they
are thus very much a part of a dialectical process, and therefore
rational, and even instrumental in the creation of conCrete Reason.
And yet this process is a process o f becoming, a process yet to be
brought to completion. Human needs and activities do not contain 'a
certain amount' o f ready-made dialectical reason, which would in any
case be m eaningless. It therefore rests with methodically worked-out
rational thought (dialectical thou ght) to get to know this rich human raw
material - and to win recognition from it in turn . It must study and
organize this material, and thus contribute to the process whereby
men's lives produce living reason, and become rational.
Without being irremediably opaque and irreducible to reason,
' hu man raw material' is a given. It is a mixture of the irrationality
generated by alienation (which is far from being completely elucidated
and categorized) and the potential rationality of instincts, needs and
activity of all kinds.
This human material is a fact of everyday life. To pursue the analysis of
everyday life and distinguish as far as possible between its various
elements, critical knowledge and action m ust work together.
Although according to this definition 'human raw material' offers no
opacity, n o absolute resistance to knowledge and action - since this is
precisely where their content and their base o f operations are located it is nevertheless ambiguous. If on the one hand everyday life reveals the
forces which work for and against man, on the other hand it has always
been possible to erect the immediate as a barrier to wider and more far
reaching ways of seeing. It is in the name of the immediate (immediate
demands, immediate needs, etc.) that people have opposed and
continued to oppose wider visions, wider solutions to their problems.
The immediate - the given h uman raw material of everyday life - at
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one and the same time reveals and disguises the deepest of realities,
both implying them and concealing them. Thus the task facing active,
constructive, critical thought becomes clear: to penetrate ever deeper
into h uman raw material, into the immediate which is a fact of
everyday life, and to resolve their ambiguities. H ere is a major problem
which Marxists know well : to find a link between the immediate and
the soluti ons Marxism proposes, so giving the immediate a positive
function as practical and historical intermediary between theory and
reality. This is an essential problem for action, b ut it is equally so for
h umanist philosophy: to link the idea of the h u man to the human as it
is . The problem is always a new one, its terms of reference are
constantly changing; merely to formulate it requires an ever-watchful
lucidity and a method that is both rigorous and flexible.
Let us try to look more closely at certain characteristics of given
' human raw material'.
There is a n average general standard, specific to every region, to every
country, to every m oment of life and civilizatio n . This standard of living
is both a h istorical and a practical fact. It is bas�d upon the technical
characteristics of the economy (the level of material development, the
social p ower of p roduction) but also upon the extent to which the
working masses can resist the pressure exerted by their adversaries.
In the theory of wages, this average standard of living helps to
determine the 'lowest living wage' acceptable at any given m oment, in
other words to determine the value of labourpower as sold on the market;
like any other commodity, labour power is bought by capitalists,
' honestly', for what it is worth, in other words according to the socially
necessary labour time required to produce and reproduce it. This
labour time is determined by a practical and historical factor: the
average standard of living, which as we know is higher in certain states
of North America than it is in France, and higher in France than it is in
Japan ' " The average standard of living is explained by historical
factors. (If it is higher in certain parts of the United States, a maj or
reason is that from the start economic development has never been
hindered by a pre-existing feudal and medieval economy; but this does
not mean that it can avoid colliding with the internal limits of capitalism.)
But in any event, no matter h ow precise the economic determinants
may be (the value of labour power, wages, etc.), they cannot be used
simply as some kind of algebraic calculation. They have a basis in
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practical, everyday life. What is in question, what m ust be defended
and even improved, is the standard of living, at a given moment, in a
given situation. And in this sense again, the study of life and of ' h uman
raw material' is the great precept of dialectical meth od.
At the same time as a material standard of livin g there is an intellec
tual or ' cultural' standard of living. In a given civilization and among a
given people there are a certain number of ideas which have been
eliminated, superseded, rendered obsolete; and a certain number
which are accepted as 'self-evident'. Thus, many people still take
occultism, spiritualism, vegetarianism, a particular moral code or the
Christian religion seriously; but nobody takes the Greek gods seriously
any more. Those people who support a religion, or a moral code, or
even a philosophy, demand that their belief be shown the respect owed
to all 'sincere' opinions. B ut anyone who believed in Apollo or Ven us
would be regarded quite simply as a madman. Such a belief would
seem to be completely out of touch with life. It is worth remarking,
however, that it has never been proven that Apollo or Venus do not
exist; it has simply ' become impossible' to believe in them. Why? The
question is worth answering, not least because in our culture, in our
'humanities', Apollo and Venus are forever cropping up, much more
frequently than Jehovah, or Christ, or astral bodies!
When an artist wishes to make himself understood, or to express
certain feelings, he may still write plays about Apollo or Venus, or
paint them, or sculpt them; but n obody or virtually nobody ever
presents his ideas or his feelings by means of the Christian god, or the
ectoplasmic spirits, which so many people believe in, and which
moreover are taken so seriously.
What do these facts mean as far as our culture is concerned? That
o ur art is not serious? Or that we do not address the things we take
most seriously when we want to express our most serious ideas ? In any
event, this is one of the symptoms - a very minor one - of a paradoxical
situation and a problem which can only be resolved by examining the
ideas implied in our present standards of life and civilization more
closely.
This standard of civilization is characterized by the extremely
disparate and heterogeneous elements which help to compose it. In its
structure, capitalist society brings with it all kinds of outdated forms
which it raises to a 'modern l evel' , being unable to eliminate them.
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Thus in France itself we find every type of econom ic structure, from a
quasi-p rimitive pastoral econom y (in the Pyrenee s, for exampl e), and
an almost patriarc hal agrarian econom y (the small peasant ry to be
found in many regions) , up to the most modern techniq ues of large
industry .3 In the same way, and as a corollary, there are overlapp ing
and i ntersect ing ideas in our culture and our consciou sness which
correspo nd factually and historica lly to different stages of civilizat ion :
from agrarian myths and peasant superstit ions to recently acquired
scientific concept s. Our 'average standard ' is made up of this inextric
able tangle. Even in its apparent and pretenti ous 'modernity' (and
what in fact does this ' modern ity' consist of?) our culture drags in its
wake a great, disparate patchwork which h as nothing 'modern' about
•

It . . . 4
'Social milieux' are not separated into watertight compart ments.
J uxtapos ed, without rigorous bounda ries, the reciproc al influenc es
between them - a 'spiritua l' osmosis - is never-en ding. This j uxtapos i
tion of socio-ec onomic forms and h uman types from different ages and
different stages in the embryology o f the total man produce s a curious
situation . Seen from this perspect ive our era looks like a freak with a
hypertro phic h uman brain, the body of an invertebrate and the cells of
a p rotozoan . Or again one might compare it to a folly built to the
specifica tions of some insanely eclectic architect in which Doric
columns support Gothic vaulting or reinforced concrete slabs (effects
l ike this are not unusual in the building s which have sprung forth from
th e impover ished imagina tion of the bourgeo isie; and such eclectic
imbecility is even less unusual in the ideologic al construc tions of our
era ! ).
Of course, the complex economi c, social, legal and political relations
which this situation produces are not of direct interest in the critique of
everyda y life. What it must concern itself with are the overall conse
quences for life and for the consciou sness of lif e. Given the confusio n of
facts, actions and the practical conditio ns of consciou sness, h ow could
consciou sness itself be anything but extreme ly confused ? (And among
the consequ ences of this confusio n we m ust include the fact that
although many individu als receive their ideas and their feelings via the
influence of a social formatio n other than the one they immediately
belong to, they neverthe less go on believing in the i ndepend ence o f
ideas, feelings and consciou sness ! ) This confusio n reflects a fun da-
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mental disorder. There is nothing to arrange or organize the elements
of life , culture and consciousness, composed as they are of a mixture o f
styles, types of life, and enthusiasms of very differing origins and
meaning. There are certain sophisticated intellectuals who have all the
verbal techniques, the entire bag of tricks of bourgeois thought at their
fingertips, of whom it can be said: 'They are peasants' (Claudel, for
example), or else: 'They are craftsmen' (Peguy). The one ferries the
other: the verbal techniques of the era of advanced literary styles are
merely a vehicle for agrarian myths or the craft ethic; and vice versa.
There can never be any question of denying anything that exists the
right to exist. It is the movement within whatever exists which trans
forms the world, past, present or future, and not theories about what
should be rej ected and what should be preserved. The essential thing
h ere is to denounce confusion with all its baggage of bad faith, guilty
conscience, ideological duplicity, trickery and trumpery. N ow this
confusion is lived
in other words it intervenes in life and in the
consciousness of life . It explains h ow that ideological representative of
the most backward peasants and their myths, Monsieur J ean Giono,
has m anaged to be so popular, even with the younger generation in
industrial towns, even with mech anics. But it h as paved the way for
many more paradoxes and sophistries . " Here is a simple example:
one can consider that in the West, and in advanced countries, a certain
knowledge of the world and even of biological reality has become part
of the average consciousness, of 'normal' culture (to use the very
equivocal and confused term employed by sociologists . . . ). Various
rather vague notions about health, sport, heredity, have been 'vulgar
ized', as they say, and in this way an 'average' stock of knowledge has
been formed (although it is unequally distributed between the various
groups and classes). In this way more-or-Iess scientific notions about
heredity have merged in the 'average' consciousness with old models of
peasant origin, and old group and class prejudices. This ' vulgarization'
of science at its most modern has paved the way, in certain countries at
least, for the propagation of a scientifically false theory - racism which h as all-too-easily permeated the masses.
If it is indeed true that the beginning and the end of all knowledge is
practical activity, then one may well ask oneself how it can be that
during o ur era of high tech nology and advanced scientific knowledge
the practical lives of human beings can still be so blind and so
-
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indecisive. How does such an obvious contrast between a science proud
of its triumphs and the h u miliation and uncertainty of human lives
come about? If all power originates in action, where do life's weak
n esses and uncertainties - and its triviality - come from? How can
practical, everyday life form the basis of human thought, power and
splendour, when it is apparently so impoverished, so lowly, so blind,
that we still feel the need to dress it up in illusions, decorations, lavish
costumes, or at the very least in weird and bizarre disguises, before we
can accept it?
The analysis of the organic and ideological confusion of our era
offers an initial answer to these questions. And admittedly this diversity
contributes to the richness of our consciousness and our culture. Still
we m ust grasp it, define it, categorize its elements, for what we have
inherited from past and superseded eras is precisely a shapeless and
irrational mass of notions and feelings, a 'rich' but hitherto inextricable
muddle.
O nly a vast inventory of the elements of our culture - i n other words
of our consciousness of life - will enable us to see dearly.
This en deavour cannot be undertaken - it cannot even be conceived
- with any method other than the Marxist dialectic. It can have
meaning only in and through dialectical m aterialism. Th e philoso
phers, theologians, sociologists and literary h acks all accept the ideas
and feelings that are passed on to them, and on that level. Their
criticisms are abstract and timeless. They are unable to situate the
elements of our consciousness in historical time, by linking them to
successive social formations, to fashions and ways o f life. They can
describe, but they cannot understand, much less j udge and criticize
effectively. Only Marxist social criticism is capable of u ncovering the
genesis of ' representations' and feelings; it reveals their conditions,
their practical functions, the way they work, and analyses the relative
proportions of appearance and reality - the amount of ' play-acting' and
the amount of 'human' - that they have contained in the past and that
they contain today. It can make links between each 'representation',
each symbol, each myth, each concept, and a specific h uman era.
It can trace the interactions of the social ' milieux' and in this way
understand our composite and heterogeneous consciousness of life.
'Consciousness of life' - can those words be right? Are we conscious
of our own lives? The words which spring to our lips, the ideas and

images at our disposal, are they of a kind to allow us a true conscious
ness of our lives? . , . No ! Our lives are still unrealized, and our
consciousn ess is false. It is not only our consciousness \",hich is false: it
is only false because our lives are still alienated. False representations
bring with them a false consciousness of what an unrealized life is; in
other words they do not bring an awareness of the non-realization (of
the degree of non-realization) of h uman life: they present it as either
realized (which leads to vulgar or moral satisfaction) or unrealizable
(which leads to anguish or the desire for a different life).
More precisely, nowadays, we do not know h�w we live. And at the end
of our lives, we scarcely know how we have lived them. And h ow bitter
this unhappy consciousness is . . .
While we are trying to live, at the moment we are living, religion,
morality, literature and familiar words impose upon us an official
image of ourselves. The individual's 'p rivate' consciousness is comple
mented by a 'public' consciousness ; they interact and support one
another. The 'private' consciousness refers across to the 'public'
consciousness and vice versa; the one is m eaningless without the
other.:i Th e one is as real - and as unreal - as the other. For the
'private' individual, the public consciousness contains the most basic
social elements that individualism can adapt to; and at the same time it
is laden with deceptive words, mystifying ideas and images. In the
'public' consciousness the 'private' consciousness finds justifications,
ready-made explanations, compensations. In dividual life oscillates
between the one and the other. The famous dialogue between the '!,
and Ego is simply that between the private and the public in the same
individual . And in this divided, riven, torn consciousness the questions
posed by one fragment are answered by the other. Together, the
fragments take on the appearance of a self-sufficient whole. When the
private man is secretly worried, his public consciousness assures him
tha t there is no need to be, that everything is fine, tha t really he is happy 
or, conversely, that owing to totally external circumstances, nothing
can b e done, that he will be unhappy throughout eternity. It eliminates
the very need to ask questions. The private man n ever really asks
h imself ' h ow he lives', for he thinks he knows it in advance: he thinks
tha t he owns life like j ust one more possession; he believes that
happiness can be held in the hand, the pounds, shillings and pence o f
that great capital asset, life.
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The critique of everyday life will propose the undertaking of a vast
survey, to be called: How we live.
(a) We could begin this survey by attempting to reconstruct the real
life of a number of individuals (comparing their real lives with their
consciousness of them, their interpretations of them), using a variety
of research techniques.
How were these 'private' individuals formed? Under what influ
ences? How did they choose their path in life, their profession? How
did they get married? How and why did they have children? How and
why did they act in such and such a situation in their lives? . . .
A survey o f this kind would be fairly difficult to carry out (although
some newspapers and reviews have already collected and p ublished
confidential information of the most intimate kind, if only for publicity
p urposes), but it would shed much unexpected light upon individual
lives in our age. It would be fascinating to compare the results with
religious, moral, political and philosophical ideas which are still in
circulation - and especially with the individualism which is even more
widespread in behaviour than it is in theory.
Methodically carried out, this survey would at long last supplant the
ramblings of philosophers or novelists (including those who get
emotional about 'beings' and harshly lucid about ' existence') with
solidly established ' human truths'. In all likelihood it would h elp to
shift our centres of interest, revealing the part played by alienation,
fictions, chance and fate in the real life and death of men.
The documentation we have collected so far (some of which will be
published in the Critique of Everyday Life) demonstrates the existence in
today's social life of some largely u nknown sectors - and all the more
so inasmuch as the dominant ideologies suggest 'ideas' which appear
to explain and schematize them.6
(b) This survey should not be limited to a certain n umber of
individual lives taken in their totality, but should examine the details of
everyday life as minutely as possible - for example, a day in the life o f
a n individ ual, any day, no matter h ow trivial.
A trivial day in our lives - what do we make of it? It is likely that the
survey would reveal that taken socially (examined in the light of the
hidden social side of individual triviality) this trivial day would have
nothing trivial about it at all. During a day at work or a holiday, we
each e nter into relations with a certain number of social 'things' whose

nature we do not understand, but which we support by our active
participatio n ; without realizing it we are caught up in a certain n umber
o f social mechanisms.
One question we can ask ourselves, for example, is how the average
man in his ordinary, day-to-day life, relates to the large corporations.
Where does h e encounter them? How does h e perceive them and
imagine them? Theory reveals a complex structure here - in what ways
does he move within it? And how does this structure appear to h im
from morning till night?
(c) Taken more broadly and more generally, this survey of everyday
life would become a survey of French life and specifically French
forms of life - as compared with the specific forms of other nations.
How have the different 'milieux' of the French nation organized
their everyday life?
H ow d o these different social groups use their money, how do they
organize their budget?7 How do they spend their time, what are their
leisure activities? In what forms do they act out their sociability, their
solitude, their family life, their love life, their culture?
Going on the as-yet incomplete documentation we have collected, it
would appear that genuine revelations may be expected.
The survey would reveal h ow the Frenchman has long been one of
the most exploited members of the capitalist universe, and h ow the
bourgeoisie which h as exploited him has been one of the shrewdest alternating between deceit and brutality, and always very 'modern',
very much in touch with all the tactics of the class struggle (particularly
and precisely when it indiscriminately uses either the nation or the
individual to deny that the struggle exists . . . ) .
U sing precise cases and examples, the survey would demonstrate
how this deceitful pressure results in the debasement both of the social
structure (agriculture or industry) and of individual, everyday life.
It would thus contribute towards dispelling certain harmful myths
(for example, the economic myth of France's ' natural' wealth - the
cultural and spiritual myths of the inherent lucidity and spontaneous
moderation of French thought . . . ) by demonstrating concretely what is
true and what is false about them . .
It would also contribute towards the critique of a n umber of illusions
which are particularly disastrous for France. Is it not surprising and
fascinating that at the harshest, most oppressive moment of high
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capitalism so many of the French should have believed and should go
on believing that they are free, and that in the name of their freedom a
certain (and apparently large) number of them are still rushing
headlong into slavery? What can be the meaning of the stubborn and
persistent success of this mystification? Wha t can examining the Ii ves of
'private' individuals teach us about it, and what can it teach us about
the real lives of these individuals?
In the name of freedom and individuality, we are told, the French
have been ' abandoned' G ust think of the situation of French youth ! ).
This extraordinary observation was made by Drieu la Rochelle, and
the conclusions he attempted to draw from it, were equally extra
ordinary; we know what became of him.H The fact is that the ' private'
individual suffers from the kind of 'spiritual' abandonment which
makes it easy for the whole gamut of phony 'spiritual' powers to tout
their false solutions and vow to rid consciousness and life of their
sickness . . .
It will probably n ever be possible to complete this picture of French
life. But it would take but a few polls to counter the gloomy aspects of
the situation, and to reveal the healthy, restorative side of our national
life, its real possibilities and genuinely creative elements.
On a completely different level, the study of everyday life would
dispel several literary and philosophical myths whose spuriousness is
one decadent tendency among many. For example, the myth of human
solitude. There is ample evidence to show that for the vast maj ority of
h uman beings, immersed as they are in natural life or undifferentiated
social life, being alone is a n eed, and something to be achieved. For the
peasant, merged with the life of natural things, of animals, of the earth,
of the village, as for the worker who lives with his family in cramped
accommodation and who is even more unfamiliar with freedom to
move around than he is with freedom to use his own time, there is no
solitude in the 'deep' and ' metaphysical' m eaning of the word.
Peasants and the workers can be alone: by accident or by chance,
through illness, through inability to express themselves, etc., but they
are n ot truly solitary. On the contrary, a worker who lives with his wife
and children in one or two rooms feels the need to reflect, to be alone
with himself for a while in order to think or to read. He rarely
experiences the j oys of solitude. For him the need to be alone is already
progress, something gained. It is the most 'private' individuals -

i ntellectuals, individualists, separated by abstraction and bourgeois
scholasticism from any relationship or social life - who have invented
solitude. Instead of seeing it as the time and the chance to develop a
deeper awareness of h uman relations, they have transformed it following the usual metaphysical pattern - into an absolute. And then
they have used their poetry, their novels or their philosophy to moan
and to wallow in self-pity. At the limits of the 'private' consciousness
and in the h uman nothingness of their ' existence', they have rebelled 
in vain - against the metaphysical alienation which their own attitude
towards life helps to maintain . . . For them, the fi ction of solitude
becomes reality. For them 'alone' !
(d) The critique of everyday life has a contribution to make to the art
of living.
This art, as new, as unkn own as happiness itself, has been pre
figured - in the context of an individualism and dilettantism which was
limited even then and has been moribund every since - by several
writers, including Stendhal.
It is a domain in which everything remains to be said. In the future
the art of living will become a genuine art, based like all art upon the
vital need to expand, and also on a certain number of techniques and
areas of knowledge, but which will go beyond its own conditions in an
attempt to see itself n ot j ust as a means but as an end. The art of living
presupposes that the human being sees his own life - the development
and intensification of his life - not as a means towards ' another' end,
but as an end in itself. It presupposes that life as a whole - everyday life
- should become a work of art and 'the j oy that man gives to himself' . 9
A s with every genuine art, this will n ot be reducible to a few cheap
formulas, a few gadgets to help us organize our time, our comfort, or
our pleasure more efficiently. Recipes and techniques for increasing
happiness and pleasure are part of the baggage of bourgeois wisdom a shallow wisdom which will n ever bring satisfaction. The genuine art
of living implies a human reality, both individual and social, in
comparably broader than this.
The art of living implies the end of alienation - and will contribute
towards it.
From one point of view life strikes us like some immense anthill,
swarming with obscure, blind, anonymous beings and actions - and
from another we see it shining with the splen dour and glamour which
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certain individu als and certain actions confer on it. We must not avoid
the fact that the latter view is produce d by the former, and 'express es' it
that the contrast between the two is only momentary - and that up
until n ow everyday life has been ' alienated ' in such a way that its own
reality has been torn from it, placed outside it and even turned against

_

it.

In any event, this contrast cannot go on perman ently deceivin g us,
its drama (with the condem nation of life as its theme) cannot be an
absolute one. It is merely a passing contradi ction, a problem . . .
This problem , which is none other than the problem of man, can
only be posed and then resolved by d ialectica l method . Should we
admit for one moment that it is otherwis e, and that the plebeian
substanc e of day-to-day living and the higher moments of life are
forever separate d, and that the two cannot be grasped as a unity and
made to become a part of life - then it will be the h uman that we are
condemning.
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Co untr ys i de

Some fairly precise documents exist which allow us to travel back in
our minds to the origins of our civilization - not to prehistory nor to
the so-called 'primitive' era, but to a more recent age, the dawn of
Greek civilization, for example, or Roman, or medieval.
We can imagine villages and rural landscapes which scarcely differ
from those we can see in modern Greece, Southern Italy or even in
certain parts of the South of France. Let us conj u re up this country life
which in more ways than one has continued into the present day . . .
In Greece countryfolk had their festivals and religious ceremonies;
the dates for these festivals were fixed by the country calendar. It seems
that the religious season par excellence was winter, which in our rural
areas is still the time for late-night gatherings. In the Classical p eriod
which followed the Archaic period, some of the most important festivals
in Greece were still celebrated at the beginning of winter, or at the end :
the Pyanespis, in autumn; the Anthesteria, when spring came; the
Thalysis, a festival for the local goddess in which all the inhabitants of
the village participated, lying on swaths of reeds and vine leaves and
eating the 8ayiJO Los, bread made from the new corn.
These country festivals consisted essentially of a large meal; the
peasants feasted, lying on the LOTLOaOEs or swaths, and in specific
place s: near woods, mountains, springs, rivers.
Everyone brought a contribution to the communal meal. Each
village constituted a community: a large fam ily of people linked by
blood, a way of life, and also by a practical discipline and a fairly strict
collective organization of work (dates when tasks were performed, etc.).
About the system of property we know noth ing very precise or very
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lose?
I n those days when h uman beings lived so to speak o n the level of

nature and natural life, in its elemental violence, its uncomplicated
freshness and also its ignorance, they imagined nature via their own
preoccupations, fears and desires; conversely and simultaneously they
still defined and understood their basic h umanity through the pheno
mena o f nature, animals and plants, the heavens or the bowels of the
earth.
Already witches and magicians existed, with spells, rituals and
gestures which were intended precisely to console weak h umanity with
the illusion of having direct power over nature - nature so familiar and
yet so terrifying.
Rural communities associated nature specifically with h uman
j oyfulness. Nature was peopled with ' mysterious' powers, powers that
were h uman and close, yet at the same time fantastic, distant and
dangerous, distinct but at the same time m erged in a recondite unity.l
If festivals were successfully held, it was felt to be because nature and
its powers had been good, favourable, regular, bringing rain and
sunshine, heat and cold, the seasons and their allotted tasks, according
to their expected, favourable cycle (birds, coming and going with the
seasons, appeared as magic and prophetic signs of this order). Thus
when the community gathered to carry out this simple action of eating
and drinking, the event was attended by a sense of magnificence which
intensified the feeling of j oy. By celebrating, the community was
welcoming Nature and was rejo icing in its gifts; more than this, it was
associating Nature with the human community, binding the two
together. The regular place given in the country calendar to festivals
and specific tasks represented the regularity of h uman actions - their
punctual accomplishment - and appeared to guarantee and assure the
regularity of the seasons. Very soon, if not from the start, peasant
festivals became eminently important; they represented not only j oy,
communion, participation in Dionysiac life, but also a cooperation
with the natural order. Simultaneous marriages 'represented' the
fertility of nature while at the same time ensuring it and fixing it firmly,
as if to shape and tie down the future in advance (in this way certain
polyvalent rituals had a magical aspect, a symbolic aspect and an
aspect of play; in the primitive stages the latter was subordinated, but
later it came to the fore, displacing the irrational aspects of the action;
the seesaw, for example, was a t one and the same time a game bringing
the sexes together, a fertility ritual and a symbolic action . . . ).
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certain, but we can be sure that at the beginning it had not yet
disassociated the peasant community.
The neighbouring villages in each canton came to the main festivals
- as they do to this day in the fairs and ' votive festivals' still celebrated
in French rural areas.
During the feasts there was m uch merry-making: dancing, masquer
ades in which boys and girls changed clothes or dressed up in animal
skins or masks - simultaneous marriages for an entire n ew generation
- races and other sports, beauty contests, mock tournaments ;
exchanging comical taunts and insults, n ei ghbouring and rival
communities, men and women, associated b ut competing guilds,
would try to outdo each other. The festivities would end in scuffles and
orgies.
Peasant celebrations tightened social links and at the same time gave
rein to all the desires which had been pent up by collective discipline
and the necessities of everyday work. In celebrating, each member o f
t h e community went beyond himself, s o to speak, a n d i n one fell swoop
drew all that was energetic, pleasurable and possible fro m nature, food ,
social life and h i s own body and mind.
Festival differed from everyday life only i n the explosion of forces
which had been slowly accumulated in and via everyday life itself.
We m ust imagine rough peasants, full of j oviality and vitality, and
fairly poor. For these celebrations they make great ' sacrifices', in the
practical sense of the word; in one day they devour all the provisions
and stocks it has taken them m onths to accumulate. Generously, they
welcome guests and strangers. It is the day of excess. Anything goes.
This exuberance, this enormous orgy of eating and drinking - with no
limits, no rules - is not without a deep sense of foreboding. Should a
disaster h appen, too harsh a winter or too dry a summer, a storm or an
epidemic, then the community will regret this feast day when it
devoured its own substance and denied its own conditions. How can
the need for exaltation on both an individual and collective l evel, the
need for a few hours of complete, intense living, be reconciled with
foreboding and fear? Men know how weak they still are when
confronted with nature ! How can this contradiction be borne? Festival
is a risk, a wager on the future. What is there to be won, and what to
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So the 'sacrifices' which everyone had to make for the festival - gifts,
contributions from each family and each household - appeared as a
down-payment for the future. To refuse to participate would have been
to set oneself apart from the community - and to risk interrupting the
normal, fertile course of nature and h uman life . It would have been to
invite bad luck, starting with the magic curses of the people who
collected the contribution s. To this day in the French countryside,
during certain festivals children or young people or poor people still
exercise the last remaining privileges of the old peasant communities
by going from house to house collecting (money, eggs, flour, sugar
. . . ) for the feast; anyone who refuses is cursed ritually according to
traditional formulas : drought for their land, sickness for their flocks . . .
The Greek word : o'lJiJ,oaAAw8m , which gives us that word so
characteristic of our religions and ideologies, 'symbol', means initially
'to pay one's share', hence: to participate in the magic action, in the
effectiveness of the ritual.
It would be perfectly clear to the members of the rural community
that the larger the gift, the more effective it would be; festivals were a
way of assuring the future, and the more active the participation in
them, the larger the amount of blessings in return, the greater the
prestige, the influence, the power. Thus through their gifts to the
community, the wealthy (once private property had become differen
tiated) could make their wealth accepted, and were able to consolidate
it. The very fact that they gained social prestige enabled them to
become even wealthier. Landowners became both powerful and
b lessed - and hated. They controlled the good fortune and the power
of the community. At this point the obj ect of study for the sociologist
seems to shift : we move from the level of magic to the level of the 'social
mystery' (i.e. religion); from man's relationship to nature to the
formation of differentiated, divided human society, where all
community is fictitious . . .
So originally the human order and the natural order seemed
interwoven, joined by a 'mysterious' link (but which for those simple
peasants seemed the most immediate, the most natural thing in their
world). If the peasant tradition was strict to the point of routine, it was
only because all change threatens ' order'. Also, human activity tends to
become codified practice, so that festivals, and even the gestures and
speech of everyday life, became ritualized. Perhaps this sums up how
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magic developed, or even how it was born , and how solemn and sacred
gestures became generalized, taking their elements from day-to-day
life, b ut transposing them to the level of an imaginary effectiveness. In
such conditions the festive meal became a sacred meal in a holy place,
a cosmic and efficacious action. The union of the sexes also became a
magical act which challenged nature in its entirety, which could be
blessed or blighted, prefiguring problems or happiness to come. And
the gift, the offering, the contribution to the celebration, became a
'sacrifice' in the mystic sense of the word: an insurance for the future,
an exchange of favours with obscure forces, future benefits secured by
means of present hardship.
The association of Nature with man mean s first and foremost the
Earth. In the magic and the religions which have been part of the
becoming of Western civilization, the Earth is represented humanly and
sexually : Mother Earth, wounded and harrowed by the plough, and
fertilized - like a woman - by man. Moreover, at once frightening and
fruitful, the Earth receives the dead and grows fat with their corpses.
It would appear that the ancient peasant communities were fairly
quick to achieve a relatively stable balance, which, as rural history (a
recent science which is still in the process of formation) has demon
strated, had strict conditions and surprisingly subtle elements: a
balance between pastures, forests and arable land; a balance between
the animal and human populations ; a balance in the organization of
tasks between 'individual' activities and collective disciplines; a balance
between the sharing-out of land and the structure of property. In our
own history, in our Middle Ages, the sociological historian finds the
same process once again, the same balance, which is shattered (as it
seems to have been in Antiquity) by the formation of a rural aristocracy
followed by a rural bourgeoisie. This natural and human balance,
achieved and preserved by a peasant wisdom, by a set of techniques
and a spontaneous skill which astounds the historian, appeared to be the
supreme good, divine, marvellous, fragile. It was precisely in order to
maintain this balance that the peasant community clung firmly to its
own traditions and reinforced the role of magic and ritual.
To preserve this 'order', the peasant order - for every class, every
social formation has its order and its idea of order - man cooperated
with nature; he maintained and regulated its energies, both by his real
work and by the (fictitious) effectiveness of his magic. But from the very
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moment they became prosperous, communities were faced with a
serious danger. They needed children to renew the community
generation by generation, children who would be in itiated into its tasks
and its secrets, receiving and passing on the communal heritage. Too
many or too few births would endanger the balance: too many mouths
to feed, or not enough arms to plough the land, and famine would
engulf the community. By virtue of illusion which ethnographers
discover in many places, the deep cause of which - in other words the
practical cause - seems as far as our present knowledge can tell to be
very simple and everywhere the same, and number of 'souls' was part
of the ' order' as conceived by these peasants. B irths and deaths were
governed by the cosmic law, and remained regular so long as that law
remained undisturbed. The n umber of h uman beings was determined
by nature. Thus every birth was a reincarnation: a soul was taken from
the group's available stock, and came back to life. ' Souls' were
immortal, even if their existence beyond the living group remained
shadowy and vague. (This notion of the soul ' overdetermines' even
more ancient representations including perhaps that of the double, of
that ' other' which is still a h uman being).
And it is the Earth 'who bears and fosters all living things and
receives from men libation to quicken her seed anew'2 who supplies the
souls. Following one of their most ancient traditions, the Athenians of
the Classical Era still scattered seeds on newly-closed tombs - just as
we bring flowers. In the Earth, their temporary home - mother and
tomb - the dead continued to participate in the order of things, in the
regularity of the seasons and of h uman activities. Strange phantoms,
they went on moving and living as they made their p reparations to be
born again . They were still part of the order; and they could disturb it.
By dint of honours, of funereal rites - which guaranteed order and
were a part of order - by dint of libations and sacrifices, the
community sought the favour of its dead. And in these offerings, the
fruits of the earth - wine, foliage, flowers, or wheatcakes - played an
essential role.
The rural community was therefore also community with the dead,
and festivals for the dead found a place amidst the festivals for the
living. In man's state of weakness in the face o f nature, disquiet
appeared alongside j oy, ever more defined, ever stronger, u ntil it
became anxiety, and anxiety too had its funeral festivals and its

- in nature, by all manner of catastrophes, and even more by the
fear produced when acts were n o longer ritualized and performed in
order to maintain and celebrate life, b ut merely for the sake of their
sacred form and for the sake of the magical power that that form was
supposed to exert;
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celebrati ons. And the wealthy, land-own ing families, which were such
a burden on the commun ity, always tried to justify themselves by
appealing to the past - to real or fictitious ancestors , heroes, dragon
killers, fo unders or pseudo-f ounders of cities, inventors of new tech
niques. Funeral festivals became the privilege d festivals of dead kings
and heroes. Dionysia c j oy gave way to terror. Human life was torn apart
as it embarke d upon its harsh and inevitable journey into alienatio n.
Certainly, right from the start, festivals contraste d violently with
everyday life, but they were not separate from it. They were like everyday
life, but more intense; and the moments of that life - the practical
commun ity, food, the relation with nature - in other words, work
were reunited, amplified , magnified in the festival. Man, still immersed
in an immedia te natural life, lived, mimed, sang, danced his relation
with nature and the cosmic order as his elementary and confused
thoughts 'represen ted' it. On the same level as nature, man was also on
the same level as himself, his thoughts , the forms of beauty, wisdom,
madness, frenzy and tranquilli ty which were available to him. In his
reality, he lived and achieved all his potential. Feeling no deep conflict
with himself, he could give himself up - in that magnificent state of
balance which was the peasant commun ity - to his own spontane ous
vitality. No aspect of himself, of his energy, his instinct, was left unused.
Perhaps he was basic and elementary, but at least he lived without being
fundame ntally ' repressed ' ; and maybe he sometim es died appeased .
The 'pure' nature that some writers applaud is in fact this peasant
life at a highly evolved stage, and in point of fact at only very rare
momen ts and places in history has it achieved a successful, happy,
balance d form. In most cases, the continua tion of a nomadi c, bellicose
way of life, or poor soil, or a bad climate, or, furthermore,
especially, social crises and the rapid formatio n of brutally domina nt
castes, have dragged social life down dead ends, nearly always
precipita ting its decline.
The balance of the commu nity was threaten ed on two fronts :
_
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The simultaneous emergence of families isolated from the
commu nity, of 'private' property outside of the collective systems, and
of the power which certain families and certain individuals wielded
over the commu nity, destroyed that community from within. The crisis
of the community, its dislocation, the distress of most of its members,
went hand in hand with technical progress and social differentiation. It
is hard for us to imagine the astonishment with which the members of
old communities must have greeted these social changes which were
happening around them and which they were unable to comprehend.
Let us not forget that by the gifts and 'sacrifices' they made in
proportion to their wealth and influence, the chiefs became increasing
ly powerful while at the same time still appearing to be the embodi
ment of the community's own power. Those who were breaking up the
community seemed to be strengthening its ' deep' reality; they were
enslaving the community while appearing to be its servants - and in a
sense they were serving it, in that they defended it, that they stood for
technical progress, and that they alone had access to ideas, thought,
wisdom, prudence, a sense of responsibility, of potentially rational fore
sight. The social process was now masked by its own conditions. How
was it possible not to attribute it to 'mysterious' causes, external to
everyday life : to original sins, supernatural p unishments, an incom
prehensible 'destiny' ? The developing social mystery - the reality
which escaped men's consciousness, although they were its authors
and actors - was destined to become a religious mystery; and religion
now superimposed itself upon magic, but without destroying it. Chiefs
and kings contrived to receive the blessing of the communities they
oppressed (i.e. the blessing of its gods) ; in a curious but perennial
mixture of illusion and reality, they maintained both the cosmic order,
by virtue of their magical functions, and the human order, by virtue of
their political functions.
(But in these quiet little towns and villages which sit at the j unctions
of ancient tracks that have criss-crossed the French countryside for
thousands of years, how does one become a p ublic figure, someone
respected, such as a town or regional councillor, or a member of
parliament, nowadays? If there are no urban centres nearby and if the
workers' parties have no influence, then even today it is only via the

Church, charitable organizations, the commune, sports societies or the
fire department that a parvenu manages to become accepted and to
consolidate his support and his influence. And this is achieved without
any ' politics' - i.e. by th e oldest of all political processes, which is j ust
as unconscious now as it has been for centuries. It is taken for granted
that unless there is some extraordinary accident such as a natural
upheaval (a war or a crisis), the prosperity of public figures and the
prosperity of the community go hand in han d ; the one produces the
other; everyone in the village or the canton benefits : through gifts,
charitable donations, and because the important peasant or tradesman
'makes work' for the poor. These men are blessed - by the gods and by
their fellow man . They have their own pew in church. People bless
them in p ublic but hate them in private. They are the object of a
thousand repressed and 'private' grievances . . . )
Therefore, in ancient rural communities, according to all the
available documents, a certain human fulfilment was to be found albeit min gled with disquiet and the seeds of all the agonies to come.
That fulfilment has since disappeared. It has been lost in two senses.
First, rituals and symbols and their interpretation as elaborated by the
religious imagination ha ve tended to dispossess human actions of their
living substance in favour of ' meanings'. Secondly, social life has
improved, but has changed its structure in the process; from being on a
horizontal level, so to speak, on the level of natural life and the 'world',
it has become pyramidal, with chiefs, kings, a State, ideas, abstractions,
at its apex. Symbols have become more and more abstract; in its own
way, like money, but on the political level, the State is also in a sense a
realized abstraction, e ndowed with effective power which is ever
real. At first rituals conj ured up the confused 'powers' of nature,
'hidden side' of things and human beings, then mythical h eroes, then
increasingly elaborate gods; later, however, they came to centre on a
'spiritual' power, i.e. a realized abstraction, the God of the universal
religions. At the same time, the theories j ustifying the power of political
chiefs and kings have become more and more abstract. And at the
same time too, century after century, genuine knowledge and thought,
implying logical abstraction (science), have appeared to be progressing
and advancing in line with ideologies - whereas these are two different
and possibly incompatible levels of human consciousness.
The result for our rural areas has been a deprivation of everyday life
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on a vast scale, by religion, by abstraction, by the life of the ' mi nd', by
distant and 'mysterious' political life . . . Bit by bit everything which
formerly contributed to the elementary splendour of everyday life, its
innocent, native grandeur, has been stripped from it and made to
appear as something beyond its own self. Progress has been real, and in
certain aspects immense, but it has been dearly paid.
And yet it is still there, this innocent life, so very near, but
impoverished and h umiliated, both strong and pathetic, creative but
threatened, p roducing the future but beset with foreboding about all
the imponderables that future has in store.
It is still there, n ot u nchanged, but degraded rather, h umiliated,
while in other respects, and proportionally, science and consciousness
have p rogressed. Take for example an ordinary village in France . . .
The network of roads and paths, fences and hedgerows, encloses a land
which is by no means unworkable, a docile, easy land which rises and
falls almost imperceptibly as if with the breath of the distant moun
tains. Scattered farms and then, around the chu rch and the graveyard,
a few h ouses grouped together, the village. A green land ; meadows,
their brooks full with autumn rain.
The village still huddles closely around its dead. The living still
bring their floral tributes to the dear d eparted; many p eople believe
that it is the right thing to do to put cheap and nasty metal-and-glass
mementoes on the graves; ritual has become h ideously commercial
ized; the graceful tributes of fruits of the earth which sustained the life
of the dead, linking them with the living and preparing for their return
to life, have been replaced by a 'sacrifice' of money which is made once
and for all - a way of settling one's conscience concerning the dead
person, of making him permanently harmless. It is true that some
people may think that what they i nherit from the dead is somehow a
settling of accounts, but they too can have pangs of conscience. Some
visi t the graves of the dead. ('I'm j ust off to say hello to my poor
departed husband', said Mme X as she made her way j auntily to the
graveyard where her spouse lay 'at rest'.) These are people who
apparently believe that the dear departed are simultaneously and at
o ne and the same time in heaven (or hell) and here, u nder these stones
and this ground, under these artificial flowers. In this consecrated fold,
they experience the feeling o f a 'living' presence - instead of the
terrifying reality, the horror of death. Their cold breast is flooded with a
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cruel, sweet emotion. Many of them believe in ghosts, in phantoms, in
'spirits' ; yet instead of preparing the return of their dead to the light of
day and the community with love, terror and respect, they simply
relegate them to oblivion. Fresh corpses get visited ; the others, the old
ones, lie forgotten as in a communal grave. The myth of the
community a nd its dead goes on, but demoted, weakened , deprived of
warmth, linked to vague, abstract affirmations about 'souls' which can
never be translated into tangible acts . . .
The winter solstice is still an important date ; but the great solar
myth of the god who is reborn to fill the Earth with new and burning
life h as become j ust a sentimental, vaguely charming series of images a little family portrait. What remains of ritual and myth? A date, a
vagu e impression of birth, of hope, of grandiose drama - the idea of an
all-powerful god who is nevertheless mysteriously destined to be born
and to die; and then theological abstractions, sublimations relegated
inaccessibly to th e background; and then those childish but touching
pictures - the animals, the manger, the Wise Men and their star,
inseparably linked to the cosmic, human infant . . .
Every time spring arrives, processions intended to confirm the
regularity of the season and the fertility of the fields go rou nd the
village, winding drearily along through the paths between the fields.
Drearily, plunged in a n immense boredom which is like an ultimate
sacrifice: people ' give up' the time, put up with the inconvenience. All
the Dionysiac j oy has gone out of this ritual, which is known arrogantly
as ' Rogation Days' . It is a request for fine weather and a rich harvest.
Actually, nobody believes that prayers can be really effective, but many
still believe that not to �ttend or to stop the ritual completely would
bad luck. Prudently they take precautions. The negative side of the
traditional ritual has completely annihilated the positive one, which
was j oy in h uman community.
In this same village, in the same springtime, pious hands still hang
garlands on sacred trees and, occasionally, o n the roadside crosses
which have long dispossessed old Hecate of her domain . . .
And when war comes, and drought, the peasants bemoan their fate,
saying: 'Everything's gone haywire.' They see cosmic order and human
order as inextricably linked, as in the original agrarian myth . . . And
they do not easily understand the specifically human means by which
order (a coherent, rational order) can be re-established . .3
.
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The mystical notion of 'sacrifice' lives on more or less everywhere; if
anyone tried to forget it, there would be wars and social dramas to
revitalize it. But age has not favoured it; and n ow sacrifices are only
vaguely felt to be 'sacred '. Parents make 'sacrifices' to bring up their
children ; people also 'sacrifice' part of the present for the future, by
saving from their earnings and 'investing' them, or by taking out
'insurance'. Meanwhile they continue preparing for the future by
negotiating with the supernatural - donations, charity, offerings of
personal suffering, of merits achieved in the eyes of men and gods - for
a repayment proportional to the hardship involved . . . 4
There is one special little item which every well-off and god-fearing
family budgets for: charity. By private gifts and public donations the
god-fearin g can relieve their consciences of any residual qualms they
might feel, and can also j ustify themselves to other people. They are
contributing to the permanence of their order, while at the same time
reducing poor people's resentment - and m aking their lot a little
easier. 'Sacrifice' has several meanings and several aims, some
conscious, others unconscious, some selfish, others altruistic (and
collectors and apologists for charity will quote one or other of these
aims as circumstances demand . . . ).
It is well known that wars are a punishment for people's sinfulness,
indolence and cruelty. And so is defeat. (This Christian mystique originally a p easant mythology - was made official under the Vichy
regime.) The poor should make sacrifices by working a lot, and the rich
by giving a little. What are sacrifices? 'Spiritual' investments ! Their
worth is a function of the effort they cost, i.e. the amount of hardship
people are prepared to put up with in their fear of the future.
Unfortunately statistics concerning the amounts charities receive are
never made public. What material they would provide for the study of
everyday life across the classes and social groups ! It is very possible that
both in cash and in kind, the poor give more than the rich. Their
uncertainties, their fears for the future - and their generosity too - are
they not greater? Moreover, anyone who has n othing to give, or is
u nwilling to give, can always placate the mysterious powers by offering
up their wishes, their sufferin gs, their hearts and their minds . . .
The uncertainties peasants feel about nature become superimposed
- as religion was superimposed upon magic - by the disquiet of several
other social groups about human, economic and political circum-
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stances. Ignorance of the laws of sociology, the inability to act without
dependence on political lies and strategies, along with a sort of
direct contamination from myths and rituals, fosters and perpetu
ates the idea of fate and predestination; masses of individuals (each
b elieving himself to be free and lucid), entire groups react to human
circumstances in the same way that countryfolk responded to the
circumstances of nature; they accept wars and crises as inevitable,
pleading with their gods to bring these calamities to an end, thanking
or cursing the heavenly powers that be.
And in life itself, in everyday life, ancient gestures, rituals as old as
time itself, continue unchanged - except for the fact that this life has
been stripped of its beauty. Only the dust of words remains, dead
gestures. B ecause rituals and feelings, prayers and magic spells,
blessings, curses, have been detached from life, they have become
abstract an d ' inner', to use the terminology of self-j u stification.
Convictions have become weaker, sacrifices shallower, less intense.
People cope - badly - with a smaller o utlay. Pleasures have become
weaker and weaker. The only thing that has n ot diminished is the old
disquiet, that feeling of weakness, that foreboding. But what was
formerly a sense of disquiet has becQme worry, anguish. Religion,
ethics, metaphysics - these are merely the 'spiritual' and 'in ner'
festivals of h uman anguish, ways of channelling the black waters of
anxiety - and towards what abyss?
And if beauty has disappeared from everyday life, what of its great
mystical heroes? No, the mystic hero is virtually extinct. Everything is
calculated on a cut-price basis. A penny for heaven. A little bit more
(but as little as p ossible ! ) to pacify the ' poor' , whose real power is
visibly on the increase . . .
And yet, the m ore meaningless gestures become, the more solemn
they are; and the more solemn they are, the more ludicrous, sparking
off lif e's revenges: laughter and parody . . .
And now let us go for a moment into the little village church,
surrounded by its graveyard .
I hesitate on its humble, unadorned threshold, h eld back by a kind
of apprehension. I know what I shall find: an empty, echoing space,
with hidden recesses crammed with hundreds of obj ects, each uttering
the silent cry that makes it a sign. What a strange p ower ! I know that I
cannot fail to understand their ' meanings', because they were
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explained to me years ago . It is impossible to close your eyes and your
ears to these symbols: they occupy you, they preoccupy you immedi
ately, insistent, insidious - and the more so for their simplicity. Already
a feeling of disquiet, suppressed anger, mingled with the reluctant but
tenacious memories of a childhood and adolescence shaped by
Christianity . . . And I know that this suppressed anger is another aspect
of the power, the nascent fascination of the 'sacred' obj ect. It is
impossible to free myself from it. For me this space can never be j ust
like any other space. But precisely because I feel this obscure emotion I
can begin to understand its obscure causes. So I must not despair, the
fight goes on . . .
The country church is small and dark, despite its whitewashed
walls. A sickly light filters through the grimy little panes of its narrow
windows. Small, dark, mysterious, a bit like a cave. An ambiguous
perfume - its familiar side: damp; its strange side: incense - hits the
nostrils. The mystical, far-away splendour of the incense penetrates the
ordinary smell of must and mould. Already I am inhaling the perfume
of the Orient, I want to inhale it despite myself, to identify it.
Unalloyed it would be overpowering, but here its mystical appeal is
tainted with something mundane.
And now I can begin to make out the coloured or gilded obj ects and
signs which surround the faithful and impose their presence upon
them.
Around the vault, above the choir, a clumsy but inspired artist has
painted a border festooned with stars (in silver and gold) on a blue
background. This humble decoration on the vault is the church's way of
offering undisputable proof that it sums up the cosmic order that the
god who made the heavens is housed within it, but n ow time has
almost erased it. (I forgot to check whether it is turned eastward
towards Jerusalem and the sunrise. ) And this lamp, shining dimly on
the end of a wire hanging from the centre of the building's vaguely
cross-shaped structure, what does it signify? Is it the light of the sun or
the eternal light of the Spirit? Is it the mind of man which must remain
ever-wakeful until the tragic final curtain?
Ah ! Now here's something better, or more precise. I n a relatively
wide, deep recess (a chapel) two painted wooden statuettes face to face:
St Blasius and St Roch. The region we are in has a long pastoral
tradition. St Blasius and St Roch are the little patron saints of cattle and
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sheep. The inhabitants of P . . have been crafty enough to obtain the
protection of both saints simultaneously. At the back of the recess a
rather sketchy painting (a fresco or a painting on wood? impossible to
tell in the half-light) portrays the two saints in shepherd's smocks, their
dogs at their feet, and carrying crooks which are drawn to look vaguely
like bishop's crosiers. The damp has obliterated patches of sky, bits of
meadow. Around the chapel, a low railing. Beyond the railing, coins,
rough ly-folded notes. Offerings, sacrifices. On their name days, the
peasants burn a few bristles from the tails of diseased cows under their
patron saints' noses.
In another, smaller recess, on a plinth, the statuette of a little patron
saint of the family : St Anthony, who helps to find lost property. At his
feet, a simple collection box. The saint's right toe is discoloured and
worn down by the kisses of his supplicants.
B ut here, sovereign and placatory, on the right of the high altar, here
is the Great Mother, who distanced herself from the Earth in the
celestial mystery of a virginity made fruitful by God alone, the Father of
all things. Eternal Virgin, yet at the same time the divine Mother of all
men - and also known by such attractive names as The Gates of
Heaven, The Morning Star, the Ivory Tower and the Consolation of the
Afflicted. God is remote and terrible is the Father. The Virgin Mother
is near. Absolute mother, absolute virgin, she conj u res up mysteriously
and poetically the feminine totality. Mother, she receives her children.
Virgin, she reassures, for a virginity which has not been surrendered to
anyone belongs to everyone. Great goddess in the process of formation
(or revival), but reduced by a prudent theology to the rank of mediator,
it is she who attracts the most wishes, the m ost support, the most prayers.
On the other side of the altar, Joseph holding a golden lily.
The lowly church presents the absolute, h uman Family, lit by the
stars and the cosmos above and flanked by the two guardians of the
regularity and the fertility of herds and flocks: the Mother whose
infinite purity renders her universal - the earthly, fictitious husband,
na'ive and hesitant - the real, heavenly husban d, the fearsome creative
power that leads the drama - and her divine Son.
The heavenly family is visited by earthly families, who offer it their
good luck and their misfortunes in homage. It gives them a magnified
image of themselves. The heavenly and the earthly are j oined : the
human is still mingled with the heavenly.
.
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And in the tabernacle, Power united with Goodness, fearsome
despite the abstraction in which He has draped Himself (a circle of
something white, light and dry, without taste or perfume): God, in a
threatening offering I Should a sacrilege be committed (ah ! the stories
they tell in their pious conversations and their parish n ewspapers, of
the host bleeding and speaking, of sudden deaths and unexpected
conversions . . . ), should a sacrilege be committed, the world might
collapse into nothingness ! The firmament, that solid vault which
supports the stars, might crumble. Fearful angels would trump forth
the end of Time. For if God does not accomplish all that He is perfectly
capable of as cosmic Father, vain, vindiCtive Creator, Lord of heaven,
Master of good an d evil, Throne of glory built upon azure, gold and
banknotes, it is because He is also the Son, controlling Himself,
checking His Justice and His Wrath, and showing Himself to be
equally and at one an d the same time very good, very mild, very
brotherly towards the little human families which crawl along in this
vale of tears.
If this church offers us the world and the h uman drama in resume, it
also gives us history. I can see Joan of Arc in her suit of armour; the
Tricolour spreads its folds around her painted plaster breastplate; a
plaque carries the names of the dead of the last war (the Great War, as
the old men have long called it . . . ).
o Church, 0 Holy Church, when I finally managed to escape from
your control I asked myself where your power came from. Now I can
see through your sordid secrets, all the more obvious here for being
without the beguiling adornments of art. How na'ive people were to
believe that they could get rid of you with a few sacrilegious protests.
How holy men must have laughed at the ' freethinkers' (while
pretending to be deeply shocked and making sure to retaliate at the
earliest qpportunity). N ow I can see the fearful depths, the fearful
reality of hu man alienation ! 0 Holy Church, for centuries you have
tapped and accumulated every illusion, every fiction, every vain hope,
every frustration. You have garnered them in your houses like some
precious harvest, and each generation, each era, each age of man adds
something new to them. And n ow before my very eyes I see the terrors
of h uman childhood, the worries of adolescence, the hopes and
misgivings which greet adulthood, even the terrors and despair of old
age, for it costs you nothing to say that the evening of the world is nigh
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and that Man is already old and will perish without realizing his
potential ! There are men who withdraw slightly from life so as to
control it, using skills amassed by over more than twenty centuries of
experience. And precisely because they have sacrificed themselves to
the utmost, these men appear to be sacred ; many of them believe they
are sacred, and perhaps in a sense some of them are indeed sacred . . .
From the newborn babe's first breath to the dying man's last sigh they
are there, ministering to questioning children, frightened virgins and
tormented adolescents, to the anxieties of the destitute and even to the
sufferings of the powerful; whenever man experiences a moment of
weakness, there they are. For their old, ever-more-skilful tactics, for the
's piritual' body of the Church, everything is grist to the mill - including
doubts and heresies, and even attacks. The Church is nothing more
and nothing less than the unlimited ability to absorb and accumulate
the inhuman. Recently they have made their position more ' flexible',
but I know that this is merely an attempt to absorb the enemy. Having
condemned 'modernism' a dozen times, the Church n ow wants to be
'modern'. Her craftiest followers will say (they are already saying it)
that she embodies man's progress towards the Divine, his centuries-old
effort to transcend himself, and gradual divine revelation. But no - you
are n othing more than man's alienation, the self torn asund er, a magic
spell. I can read the message unadorned on the walls of this country
church. They sum up your history, which is the history of human
poverty ! All your strategies are here in miniature, all the skills with
which you have controlled and preserved the massive dehumanization
which weighs men down, growing larger and larger like some living
monster ! You have served Roman emperors, feudal lords, absolute
monarchs, a triumphant bourgeoisie. You were always on the side of
the strongest (not without some craftily reticent manoeuvres to prove
how independent and superior you were), but by appearing to stand
up for the weak you ended up being the strongest of all. And now you
have the gall to take up the cause of Man , promising to turn yesterday's
slave into tomorrow's masterl No. The trick is too obvious, and above
all the task is too great. Until now the Holy Church has always been
able to digest everything, but for the first time her mighty stomach may
prove not strong enough. And she knows it. And she is afraid . And she
wants to be everywhere, do uble-dealing, treble-dealing, winning on all
the tables. B ut people can see it, and people know it. So what is to
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become of this accumulation of every conceivable myth and empty
abstraction, of this extraordinary apparatus which combines the flaws
of every State that ever was without even the virtue of some connection
to the life of any one people or any one nation ?
Sunday morning !
The bell has already rung twice, the first time slow and inoffensive,
the second hurried, threatening, domineering. Away in the distant
meadows, its reverberations have a melancholy sound; closer at hand,
in the narrow streets of the apparently deserted village, it is something
else again: it is the voice of the eternal father thundering down from the
top of the belfry onto a barnyard of squat houses, scouring them,
encircling every corner, every head, catching everyone by the ears,
vibrating inside their skulls and their very bones. Come on, you
childish, decrepit lot, get a move o n !
The m urmur o f a threshing machine can b e heard getting slowly
louder, suddenly cutting out and then starting again . The godless are
working on this holy day.
Through the open door and the clear window panes a soft, tawny
sunlight redolent of October and the grape harvest floods the still
empty church; its beams dispel the Christian mystery which must have
half-light; I can hear cockerels crowing, an d the sound is astonishing.
Across the cold paving glides a black shape, the folds in its dress
completely immobile. A widow ! It's a widow ! everything about her
signals it. An unspeakably insipid, unspeakably dreary placidity fills
her chubby face, settles at the bottom of her faded cheeks. Fat and stiff,
she glides noiselessly. Surely nothing has ever disturbed this stagnating
placidity. Surely she was born a widow. They say she is very good to
the church; she comes to sweep it, tending to the decorations, replacing
the dying flowers with armfuls of fresh ones; she is intoxicated with her
own humility and self-effacement; she picks up the rubbish with her
bare hands; she is the handmaiden of this holy house - but under her
falsely pious modesty what pride lies hidden !
A sudden flight of sparrows and pigeons, a loud scuffling of chairs
and benches; the clatter of clogs on the stone floor. Hands are dipped
into the font and chests are hurriedly crossed. ' Religion' is about to
attempt to 're-link' all this disparate h uman material into a
community: old women enveloped in the black shroud of their capulet, 5
sly, impatient urchins, shopkeepers' daughters who have come to show

o ff their Sunday dresses, one or two men. O n one side, the guild of
women . On the other, farther back, nearer the door, the men. They are
the last to come and the first to leave. B ut nevertheless they come, they
are there, holding their berets rolled up in their hands.
How many people here are genuine believers, not satisfied with
gestures but ardently grasping their faith as an object? This young girl,
perhaps, her whole body tensed and bent forward on her chair, gazing
spellbound on the great Christ, his pink body stained with the blood of
his wou nds? There is something distraught about her eyes which
contrasts with the peacefulness, the already unutterably bored peace
fulness, of her face. Someone else cut out to be a widow, or an eternal
virgin? With what sacrifices is she purchasing this peace of the true
believer, innocently confident in an earthly and heavenly future, a little
soul in the arms of the Father, a little lamb beneath the shepherd's
crook? Contemptible, unfought-for peace ; whatever deprivations and
conflicts may exist, they are placidly ignored, disdained ; childishness is
prolonged, cultivated even - a premature annihilation ; I recognize
you, despicable peace of my childhood ! B ut what torments it takes j ust
to be free, just to destroy these ashes ! They say that the true believer
must always experience conflict, that faith is born of anguish. B ut what
anguish? Yes, maybe the anguish which lies bogged down and rotting
in its own peacefulness, where the deepest 'deprivations' are indistin
guishable from mystical certainties ! And yet surely they know that
when it becomes clear that faith does not even exist, that it is an
illusion, that there is n othing to have faith in, that there is only
nothingness, then anguish is born in its place; and that once faith is
gone it leaves the blood contaminated with n othingness. Then anyone
who has been alienated and dehumanized by his childhood faith will
begin a desperate quest for a pathway, a link with life ; but his lost
illusions still obsess him; his need for faith fills him with anguish, and
he tries in vain to keep on believing. What a pack of lies : it is faith
which produces anguish, like a painful scar, nothingness activated . . .
Mass begins, mundane, reduced to its bare essentials, with no grand
organ, canon's kiss or plumed verger.
Basically, this Catholic Mass revives the oldest form of dramatic art,
tragedy: an audience which participates in the action, a choir which
responds to the protagonist, who conj ures up the founder of the
community, his life, his destiny and the inevitable catastrophe, the
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sacrifice and death of the hero. In the ceremony, the hero comes back
to life and the participants identify with him; through him they can re
form a community which is both cosmic and human.
In a sense the Catholic model turns out to be richer, more complex
than tragedy. What a poetic drama, where anyone watching who is not
insen sitive or immune is challenged, gripped if only by the style and
flow of imagery - forced to participate, drawn on by the senses even
into the realm of theological meanings ! And here in this country
church there is not even music, nor the magnificence and mystique of
stained glass and sumptuous ceremony. What a combination - the art
of fascination and the art of control ! And u ntil n ow there has been
nothing to compare with its versatility. Mass for marriage, Mass for the
dead, Mass for soldiers and Mass to bless the coming battle, High
Mass in cathedrals (and one day I will describe a cathedral, in minute
detail . . . ), Low Mass in suburban and village churches . . . Yes,
wherever something of man is born or dies, wherever there is some
thing vulnerable, like a child, like love, or something threatened, like a
soldier, like a peasant, there will the divine tragedy be acted out. A
bench and an upturned crate make as good a stage as the most
extravagant marble altar.
On the other h and, the pathos is less than in high tragedy, and less
perceptible. Despite the scope of the subj ect, the drama is far from
perfect. Too many abstractions have had to b e included, too many
symbols piled one upon th e other, too many gestures for their own
sake. The fall in quality is inevitable ! In the first place the foreign
language,6 while helping to reinforce the mystery, limits the n umber of
dramatic effects available (it is true that the sermon in French comes
j ust at the right time to compensate for this). The rhythm is slow. The
audience is bored to tears by the respectful abstraction of it all.
Religion will end in boredom; and to offer boredom to the Lord is
hardly a living sacrifice. (Yet as I write these lines, I wonder i f I'm not
making a crude mistake. Magic has always gone hand in hand with
emotion, h ope and terror, and still does. B ut are there such things as
religious ' emotion s' ? Probably no more so than there is a 'psychol
ogical state' - consciousness or thought without an obj ect - that could
be called ' faith' . These are ideological fictions. Surely religion, like
theology, metaphysics, ceremonies, academic literature and official
poets, has always been boring. This has n ever been a hindrance,
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because one o f the aims of 'spiritual' discipline and ascetiCism has
always been precisely to disguise and to transfigure this living
boredom . . . )
The divine tragedy is overladen with riches. The j ourney the solemn
words and gestures of the protagonist take us on is too long. Here too,
as in the church itself, the listener, his suspicions aroused, discovers the
secretions, the accumulated sediments o f centuries. In a minute we
shall be in a market stall in Alexandria, where some wily cabbalists are
discussing mystical names and entities with a bearded Jew who has
j ust arrived from Athens: In initio erat Verbum . . 7 For the moment we
are in the age o f kings and princes. Armed with their pikes and with a
great roar the infantry are setting off in a cloud of dust behind the war
chariots, wheels bristling with sharp blades. And the High Priest
invokes the divine Names: ' Deus, deus, Sabaoth . . . Lord of Hosts ' . . . '
Did Judith murmur these words as she carried away Holofernes's h ead
in her bag, his eyes closed in the voluptuousness of death? Yes, God
was always on the side of the strongest, since victory proved whose side
God was on, and defeat was explained as the wages of His Wrath . How
childish, simple and profound divine mystification is ! Lord of Hosts,
Lord of Armies ! B ut what armies, and armed with what arms? . . . But
hush ! We m ustn't be f1ippant. Pay attention.
Introibo ad altare Dei, qui laetificat juventutem mea m . What magnificent
poetry. 'The God who makes my youth rej oice.' Really moving, really
splendid, isn't it, this marriage of youth and eternity ! Doesn't anyone
here think about the young people who have been burdened, sickened,
poisoned, by the philtre of the absolute, the venom of sin and the
yearning for the dreary peace of innocence? What can these words
mean to these people? Have they discovered h ow to avoid mental
torture? Can I have been the last of the faithful?
I mustn't get annoyed. I merely want to understand ' th eir' secrets.
Et Verbum Caro factum est. More abstractions, more symbols, but this
time with the fascinating information that they are now merged with
life. The Word, the mysterious, h oly, magic Word of Words, is made
f1esh ! Does that mean that speech takes the form of a tongue, or a
mouth?
Maybe.
And now the priest turns towards the audience and begins making
grander gestures. He is ageless, young rather than old ; the son of a
.
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peasant, one can tell from his face ; a slight figure in a tight black robe,
but amplified by the alb and surplice; a long, pale countenance, bony
and bluish with beard ; a shy man , with little authority in the village.
They say he has a weak chest, and that he's under his sister's thumb .
But here he is another man; he becomes assured, imposing. Almost too
much so: some of his gestures seem to be lifting some enormous but
meaningless weight up towards heaven, an d it's rather comical.
Now the moment for the holy m eal has come. Time once more for
the most venerable of these rituals. Will the bread and wine reanimate
the faithful once again, restoring their oneness with nature and
h umanity? But how cold it all is, and h ow dried u p ! Where's the j oy?
Where are the overflowing cups and the huge, consecrated loaves of
bread? Only the priest gets to eat and drink, consuming the principles
of life in the form of the two basics, bread and wine. Then, to a couple
of old women in black and the mystical young girl, he will hand out an
insipid symbol of infinity . . .
So this is what the holy meal has been reduced to: torn away from
community to be accomplished by those who mediate between us and
the absolute - torn away from the life of the senses and from real
festivity to become symbolic, abstract, distant. Transferred entirely to
another plane - a spiritual and 'interior' plane, apparently. B ut where
is the h uman community for these people in black I see filing back to
their seats, their eyes half-closed, their hands clasped piously together,
absorbed in the dreariness of what their mouths and their souls have
just tasted? A caricature of a community ! Profound? Inn er? N o ! These
dehumanized beings are self-absorbed from the moment they are born
to the moment they die, and the only community they know is ficti
tious and abstract.
I remember a time when I hated them because I still loved them.
My adolescence was drawing to a close - an adolescence which had
lived through more than one season in hell. Hatching fiendish plans of
revenge, I continued going to church and mixing with priests. Even the
most terrible acts o f violence seemed too tame, too simple. My friends
made d o with various small sacrilegious gestures which to me seemed
meaningless (it was the time when Breton tied a crucifix to the lavatory
chain in his toilet and thought he was exterminating Christianity). I
thought about vaster - but no less naive - ventures. I stu died the
history of the Church in the hope o f ferreting out a vintage heresy I

could resurrect, an indestructible, indigestible heresy with which to
torpedo the Church. Jansen's? Too dry, too terribly eighteenth
century petty bourgeois, and as far as boredom goes, his A ugustinus
beats even the Summa Theologiae.K Only one heresy appealed to me.
Everyone can see for themselves how far the Holy Ghost is absent from
the Church ; it appears only in the dubious shape o f a pigeon, or a s an
excellent teacher of modern languages. So I started planning a revival
of the cult of the Holy Ghost, making it as much a living presence as
the other personalities in the Holy Trinity. I wanted to show that the
incarnation of the Son was n ot enough to save the world (which is
obvious), and to proclaim the imminent arrival and incarnation of the
Holy Ghost. As a prophet of the Holy Ghost, I would have carried my
ardent prediction into the very bosom o f the Church , in the name of a
n eglected dogma. I would have paid anything - made any 'sacrifice' in order to spread this heresy, and the best of it was that I didn't even
b elieve in it ! I wanted revenge so much, I would even have been willing
to become a martyr.
One fine day, in an effort to think clearly which from this distance
may seem facile, even comical, I understood that my whole satanic
venture was j ust another way of perpetuating mystical themes ; that by
going in that direction I was simply a future prodigal son - a man in
d espair - one of the last believers - that I hadn't realized j u st how
extraordinarily na'ive the whole plan was (it wasn't as though the
Church had never been attacked before ! ) . . . and j ust h ow clerical my
fiendish scheme really was !
So for a little while I adopted one of Nietzsche's great visionary
theories. Dionysius - the living cosmos - is born and dies in o rder to
be reborn. The Eternal Recurrence, the Great Year, the periodic
Return of things, which so many wise men and philosophers have
sensed are not and cannot be simply a dry, frigid theory. The universe,
the Whole, is a god who becomes and accedes to consciousness within
man; he is a Whole, but dismembered into fragments which also like
him know suffering and j oy. Through the torments of his cosmic
j ourney, through the tortures of h uman consciousness, his eternal
d estiny moves on with each n ew cycle towards the j oy of supreme
consciousn ess, and at the same time towards the tragic catastrophe, the
d eath of the planets and the stars, the new ice age or the gigantic
atomic cataclysm. The god's destiny is accomplished; and because the
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god - creative energy - cannot end, he is reborn; he starts again. Spring
of springtimes and everlasting j oy. Sunrise, immense procession of
resurrections, ascension of life, and also pain, immortal death o f all
forms and all past moments, winters and old age, cataclysms and
massacres, a billion tragedies in the cosmic Tragedy . . .
Since the sufferings of Dionysius could be identified with Christ on
the cross, since all the symbols of art and religion must take on a new
meaning in Dionysius, I dreamt of a total celebration, a Mass and a
tragedy, intense and absolute, extraordinarily p oetic and powerfully
dramatic, which would rej oice in the tragic destiny of Nature, finite
and infinite, divine and human, j oyful and harrowing ! . . ' Zarathustra
would have been merely the prophet and the h erald of this super
h uman Celebration, this offering and supreme sacrifice of man to the
absolute ! . . .
Such are the difficulties we face when we try to liberate ourselves
from mystiques, from our predilection for illusory greatness, for self
effacement, for the sacrifice of man . . . The cruellest and most rigorous
of self-examinations will always unearth some hidden radicle of
alienation, of the perverse pleasure alienation of the self affords ! . . .
To conclude these notes, I would like to sum up briefly what dialectical
method can bring to such chaos:
(a) It allows us to re-establish order and reason in ideas
Using Marxist method, every cultivated and truly ' modern' man will
soon be able to look at the irksome and incomprehensible mumbo
jumbo of our towns and villages, our churches and our works of art,
and read them out loud, like an open book.
(b) Marxist method enables us to understand the 'secrets ', the obscure aspects of
the 'social mystery ' and of history
Thus Catholicism appears in its historical truth as a ' movement' rather
than a doctrine, a vast movement, thoroughly skilled in the art of
assimilation, which never creates anything new but in which n othing is
ever lost, particularly the oldest and most tenacious myths, which for
various reasons go on being accepted or being seen as acceptable by
the vast maj ority (agrarian myths).
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The mystifying skill o f this 'movement' can be measured by the fact
that it has been able to disguise itself as a rigid dogmatism. In fact it is
exactly the opposite (like a crafty child who slides along while insisting
he is sitting still). And this disguise is a cover for its press-gang tactics.
Anyone who criticizes 'Catholic dogmatism' in the name of free
thinking and independent individuality is being ridiculously na·ive.
This movement taps human weakness and helplessnes s; to be
absolutely exact, it 'capitalizes' on them. Where does it get its univer
sality from? From its ability to l ive with all the myths and rituals it has
taken from the various social formations, to superimpose them and
over determine them, and to churn them back in the guise of doctrinal
' rigour'.
This unstructured syncretism has been working unceasingly since
the death of Christ up until the present day, and it is obviously the
Church , in its role as a social and political organism, which props it up.
(c) The problem of the Human cannot be resolved by inventing new rituals, be
they spiritual or material, mystical or aesthetic, public or private
;!

That path (which is the one nearly all our philosophers and men of
letters have followed) is the path of ' alienation'.
The Church has tapped and accumulated all h uman (or rather
'inhuman') alienation.
Its p ower comes from the fact that it penetrates everyday life. On the
one hand it has created a dehumanized ceremonial, an official
magnificence, an extra-national State, an abstract theory; on the other,
it h as produced an extremely subtle and precise psychological and
moral technique.
In every act of one's immediate life, n o matter how insignificant,
religion can be present: in the 'internalized' form of a ritual or in the
external form of the priest who listens, u nderstands, advises, repri
mands or ' pardons'.
Past religion and past moral doctrines (which deep down are always
religious) tell us what we must do (according to them) in an everyday life
which seems all the more derelict, uncertain and humiliated for the fact
that the life of the mind, of knowledge, of art, of the State, is getting
more and more vast, more 'elevated' and m ore ritualized.
We spend each da y of our lives crawling along at ground level, while
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the 'superior' moments fly away into the far reaches of the stratosphere.
Religion 'snowballs' as a result of all the practical helplessness of
human beings, constituting an immense obstacle; it is there in life's
most infinitesimal detail, knowing the weaknesses and provoking them,
breathing in the positive substance of everyday life and concentrating its
negative aspects. At each everyday event, at each emotive, disturbing
moment when something begins or when something ends, religion will
raise its head ; it reassures, consoles, and above all supplies an attitude,
a way to behave. It tells us what we must do (in its view - but until now
no one has offered an alternative) when faced with death or birth. It
provides a ceremonial; it relieves people not only of the embarrassment
of not knowing what to do and what to say, but al so of the fear and
remorse their embarrassment produces (as though all misfortunes,
past, present or future, were in any way their fault). It gives everyone
the impression of doing something. The ritual gesture when a funeral
procession goes by, words of insult, an 'A-Dieu' when we part, a wish, a
propitious phrase of greeting or thanks - all such everyday attitudes
still come down to us from magic and religion ; they are really religious,
or potentially so. And that is where in the end the secret of religion's
strength lies.
In this way the illusion by which religion deceives us (that vain and
ever-broken promise of community, of the power to act) tends to be
born again with every action in our everyday lives. Exactly as, on
another level, economic fetishism is reanimated every single time
an individual, unaware of the social structure, uses a coin or a note to
buy the product of human labour, transformed into a commodity.

Notes Written One Sunday
creator of his 'world'. And the p roblem is not simply to change the idea
of man, to found the idea of the total man - nature and consciousness,
instinct and lucidity, power over things and over his own p roducts and to place it at the apex of culture. The problem is not simply to
achieve a dialectical unity of knowledge, to bring together the results of
all the sciences in an organized and rational encyclopedic system. It is
not simply to form a n ew type of men or to establish new general
relations between men.
Those are still only means. The end, the aim, is to make thought the power of man, the participation in and the consciousness of that
power - intervene in life in its humblest detail.
More ambitious, more difficult, more remote than the means, the
aim is to change life, lucidly to recreate everyday life. This is the exact
opposite of the aim and the essence of religio n .
By revealing its positive and negative duality, the critique o f everyday
life will help to pose and resolve the problem of life itself.
H uman culture and consciousness incorporate every conquest, every
past m oment of history. In contrast, religion accumulates all man's
h elplessness. It offers a critique of life; it is itself that critique: a
reactionary, destructive critique. Marxism, the consciousness of the
new man and the new consciousness of the world, offers an effective,
constructive critique of life. And Marxism alon e ! . . .

(d) The problem posed by Marxism is thus revealed in all its breadth
We now know that Marxism wants to transform the 'world' (and no
longer j ust to interpret it). B ut we need to understand fully what we
mean by the term 'world'. It is not simply a matter of intensifying
production, of cultivatin g new spaces, of industrializing agriculture, of
b uilding giant factories, of changing the State and then finishing once
and for all with that mon ster, ' of all cold monsters the coldest' . These
are merely means to an end.
And what is that end ? It is the transformation of life in its smallest,
most everyday detail. The world is man's future b ecause man is the
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6
W hat Is Poss i b le

When the world the sun shines on is always new, h ow could everyday
life be forever unchangeable, unchangeable in its boredom, its grey
ness, its repetition of the same actions?
M any who have lost faith in the human, and who get hypocritically
emotional about the 'immemorial gestures' of p easants, mothers, or
housewives, think it is . . .
Everyday life is not unchangeable; it can decline, therefore it
changes. And moreover the only genuine, profound h uman changes
are those which cut into this substance and make their mark upon it.
It is fairly easy to demonstrate decline using one simple, important
example, life in the country, because in many ways the traces of
' another life', a comm unity life, are still m ore perceptible there than
elsewhere.
A later instalment of the present study will endeavour to describe
the decline of everyday life, on industrial housing estates, in so-called
'modern' everyday activity.
B ut for the moment we have to consider another factor, one which
will make our investigation yet more complicated. Just as this decline
proceeds to its ultimate consequences, possibilities become more
apparent, more immediately perceptible, in this sphere than elsewhere.
Human life can decline and it can progress. Up u ntil now it has
followed this dual movement: on the one hand, and in one direction,
decline; o n the other hand, and in another direction, progress.
Life has 'got better', and we cannot entirely disagree with those
optimists who insist obstinately that, favoured by some unspecified
theological or metaphysical Providence, the h uman species is slowly
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advancing like a well-drilled army alon g a pre-ordained path from
barbarism to civilization. They are not entirely wrong; and likewise the
theory of 'd ecadence' is j ust as metaphysical - and j ust as dubious - as
the optimism of the partisans of Progress, which it o pposes. The
abstract idea of ' decadence' in general conceals a very real decadence,
present in the world today, albeit only momentarily: the d ecadence of
the bourgeoisie .
And yet the optimistic idea of ' Progress' lacks flexibility and
dialectical understanding. It fails to grasp the different aspects of
human becoming. Up until now progress has carried within itself certain
elements of regression . Spontaneous, obj ective, like a process of nature,
this 'progress' has not been guided by a Reason. Thought has realized
this at a very late stage; and it is only n ow that efficient Reason is
making an attempt to penetrate it actively, to understand its laws and
to transform it into a rational progress without negative repercussions.
Human life has progressed: material progress, 'moral' progress but that is only part of the truth. The deprivation, the alienation of life
is its other aspect.
In reply to the na·ive theoreticians of complete, continuous progress
we must demonstrate in particular the d ecline of everyday life since the
community of Antiquity, and man's growing alienation. We must
present a firm answer to the Robinson C rusoe-esque idyllists who
denigrate the present and theorize the ' good old days', by demon
strating the progress that has been accomplished: in knowledge and in
consciousness, in power over nature. Above all we must demonstrate
the breadth and magnificence of the possibilities which are opening out
for man ; and which are so really possible, so near, so rationally
achievable (once the political obstacles are shattered) that this proximity
of what is possible can be taken for one of the meanings (painfully and
frighteningly unconscious) of the famous 'modern disquiet', the
anguish caused by ' existence' as it still is ! . . .
Now the simplest, most mundane events can show how economic
and technical 'progress' has worked.
Several years ago a world-wide firm which was trying to extend the
market and put a rival firm out of business decided to distribute
paraffin lamps to Chinese peasants free of charge, while its rivals, less
'generous' or less shrewd, went on selling them. And now in several
million poverty-stricken Chinese households artificial light (an
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immense progress) shines down on muddy floors and rotten matting 
because even peasants who cannot afford to b uy a lamp can afford to
buy paraffin . . . The 'progress' capitalism b rings, like its ' generosity', is
j ust a means to an end: profit.
To take an example from much nearer home: in France, in the
Pyrenees, j ust a stone's throw from dams and powerful ultra-modern
hydro-electric installations, there are many hamlets, thousands of
h ouses where peasants live almost as 'primitive' a life as the Chinese.
They have no electric light either. Elsewhere, more or less everywhere,
in town and country alike, electric light illuminates the peeling plaster
of slums and the sordid walls of hovels. (Although even in Paris there
are still h ouses and flats without modern lighting.)
M undane, without literary interest, and picked a t ran dom from an
infinity of possible equally significant examples, these facts show that
up u ntil n ow 'progress' has affected existing social realities only
secondarily, modifying them as little as possible, according to the strict
dictates of capitalist profitability. The important thing is that h uman
beings be profitable, not that their lives be changed. As far as is
possible, capitalism respects the pre-existing shape and contours of
people's lives. Only grudgingly, so to speak, does it b ring about any
change. C riticism o f capitalism as a contradictory ' mode o f production'
which is dying as a result of its contradictions is strengthened by
criticism of capitalism as the distributor of the wealth and 'progress' it
has produced.
And so, constantly staring us in the face, mundane and therefore
generally unnoticed - whereas in the future it will be seen as a
characteristic and scandalous trait of our era, the era of the decadent
bourgeoisie - is this fact : that life is lagging behind what is possible, that it
is retarded. What incredible backwardness. This has up u ntil n ow been
constantly increasing; it parallels the growing disparity between the
knowledge of the contemporary physicist and that of the 'average' man,
or between that of the Marxist sociologist and that of the bourgeois
politician .
O!1ce pointed out, the contrast becomes staggeringly obvious,
blinding ; it is to be found everywhere, whichever way we turn, and
never ceases to amaze.
Compare an 'average' house in one of o u r towns, not with an
ostentatious and absurd palace, nor with some characteristically
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grotesque dwelling of the haute bourgeoisie, but rather with a ' modern'
industrial installation - a power station, for example. Here we find
hyper-precise technology, light, and a dazzling cleanliness; power
methodically condensed into strictly contoured appliances. These
machines are so amazing in the way they conceal their strength
beneath an apparent immobility that more than one writer has used
them to resuscitate the feeling of sanctity, of awe in the face of
' powerful', motionless fetishes. On the other hand, in the house where
decent, 'average' people live out their everyday lives, all is petty,
disorganized; dusty nooks and crannies ; mean, pretentious furniture ;
petty-bou rgeois knick-knacks; the strictly useless is accompanied by
the absence of anything useful - and yet the cult of utility reigns; dark
rooms; feather dusters, brooms, carpets which are shaken out of the
window . . .
Which is to say nothing of workers' lodgings and peasants' houses
where the doorstep is a pool o f liquid manure !
The power acquired thanks to technology and thought thus remains
outside of life, above it, far away. And, if asked, very few of those
affected by these simple facts would be able to account for them or for
their consequences.
Likewise, compare an ordinary street, with its little shops, its rows of
windows stretching drearily along like gravestones in a cemetery, with
any mo nument screaming power and arrogance . . .
In this country there is a striking, strident contrast between the appearance
of things and the sym boIs of power.
In this quiet little town, there is nothing to make us think of war, of the
tragic feeling of life, of the will to power.
Between the houses of the bourgeoisie, heavy, angular, with their
ornamental structure, the breeze is heavy with a disturbing scent of
lindens. In the nearby canal, thousands of frogs can be heard croaking
interminably. Priests stroll by, little girls, prisoners, basset hounds. In a
belfry daubed with green and gold, the bells are ringing. There must be a
mistake somewhere in this picture . . .
And at a bend in the road, that mistake becomes clear: a monument to
some victory or other: a conglomeration of steel and stone, o f predatory
eagles and sharp swords, of taut m uscles and stubborn faces . . . 1

That was how Pierre Courtade saw Germany j ust after the war. But
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the mistake in question was not specifically German . It was universal.
A mistake that allowed h uman power to become the will of a few men
to hold power. That allowed power to be placed outside of life, to be
transposed to the level of State control - in a word, to be alienated. And
it is not o nly in Germany that the contrast is so blatantly obvious
between the painful or ridiculous situation of 'private' life (even among
privileged people) and a power which only becomes 'public' in
absurdly externalized forms and manifestations. Factories that are
technological marvels (and ' private' properties ! ) are paralleled by
monuments which magically concentrate not only the prestige of the
State and the power of the rulers but also all the artificiality of empty
celebrations, ceremonies and rituals - not to mention a host of mystical
id eas, grandiose theories and 'official' abstractions; their only real
purpose, however, is to proclaim, to express - and i ndeed to betray the 'will to power'. The will to power? It is real power, stolen from the
community (itself smashed and atomized into 'private' individuals) and
turned into power over men, set up brutally above men, instead of
being power over things. And it is precisely into things that it wishes to
transform h uman beings, 'depriving' them of any real consciousness,
and turning them into economic and political tools. As life drags on in
all its weakness and humiliation, the will to power expresses itself in
these cancerous monstrosities; to admire one of them is not only stupid
and tasteless, it also amounts to acquiescence in a potential holocaust.
Everything great a nd splendid is founded on power and wealth.
They are the basis of beauty. This is why the rebel and the anarchic
protester who decries all of history and all the works of past centuries
because he sees in them only the skills and the threat of domination is
making a mistake. He sees alienated forms, but not the greatness
within. The rebel can only see to the e nd of his own 'private' conscious
ness, which he levels against everything human, confusing the oppres
sors with the oppressed masses, who were nevertheless the basis and
the meaning of history and past works. Castles, palaces, cathedrals,
fortresses, all speak in their various ways of the greatness and the
strength of the p eople who built them and against whom they were
built. This real greatness shines through the fake grandeur of rulers
and endows these buildings with a lasting 'beauty'. The bourgeoisie is
alone in having given its buildings a single, over-obvious meaning,
impoverished, deprived of reality: that meaning is abstract wealth and
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brutal domination; that is why it has succeeded in producing perfect
ugliness and perfect vulgarity. The man who denigrates the past, and
who nearly always denigrates the present and the possible as well,
cannot understand this dialectic of art, this dual character of works and
of history. He d oes not even sense it. Protesting against bourgeois
stupidity and oppression, the anarchic individualist is enclosed in
'private' consciousness, itself a product of the bourgeois era, and no
longer understands h uman power and the community upon which
that power is fou nded. The historical forms of this community, from
the village to the nation, escape him. He is, and only wants to be, a
h uman atom (in the scientifically archaic sense of the word, where
'atom' m eant the lowest isolatable reality). By following alienation to its
very extremes he is merely playing into the hands of the bourgeoisie.
Embryonic or unconscious, this kind of anarchism is very widespread.
There is a kind of revolt, a kind of criticism of life, that implies and
results in the acceptance of this life as the only one possible. As a direct
consequence this attitude precludes any understanding of what is
humanly possible.
Our towns may be read like a book (the comparison is not
completely exact: a book signifies, whereas towns and rural areas 'are'
what they signify). Towns show us the history of power and of human
p ossibilities which, while becoming increasingly broad, have at the
same time been increasingly taken over and controlled, until that point
of total control, set up entirely above life and community, which is
bourgeois control.
Rural areas tell us above all of the dislocation of primitive
community, of poor technical progress, of the decline of a way of life
which is much less different from that of ancient times than is generally
believed. Towns tell us of the almost total d ecomposition of
community, of the atomization of society into ' private' individuals as a
result of the activities and way of life of a bourgeoisie which still dares
claim that it represents 'the general interest'.
On the other hand, provided our p urpose in deciphering them is
neither the search for the superficially picturesque (after the fashion of
a Jules Romains),2 nor the search for would-be modern myths, then
our towns will show us something quite different: the rebirth and
reforming of community in factories and working-class neighbourhoods.
There, other modes of everyday living, other needs, other require-
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ments, are entering into conflict with the modalities of everyday life as
imposed by the capitalist structure of society and life, and tending to
re-establish a solidarity, an effective alliance between individuals and
groups. How does this conflict manifest itself? C onstantly beaten
down, constantly born again, how is this solidarity expressed? How
does it translate in concrete term s? This is exactly what the positive side
o f the Critique of Everyday Life should discover and describe.
It is n ot the academic literary hacks from the smart side of town, nor
the 'populists' in search of ever-more-picturesque poverty to stimulate
their descriptive whimsy, who can understand industrial housing
estates and working-class neighbourhoods. Nor is it those false
dreamers 'who leisurely imagine sublime anguishes, revel in lunacies,
abysses and other evasions, while harsh reality is imprisoning the
bodies, minds, days and nights of millions of men and women . . . '.3
Among the rare valid expressions of this reality are the Poems by
A merican Workers translated in 1930 by Norbert Guterman and Pierre
Morhange.4 Listen to Martin Russak, a silk weaver:
And so I was born, how strange, how strange,
In the city of many tongues
And came when a baby in arms and remain
Rootless and restless in the city of silk . . . '
o Paterson, my home, my town, Paterson,
With your church-spires and chimneys racing for heaven,
With your statue of j ustice on your court-house dome
Who has lost her sword and her scales and stands
Blindfold and helpless in the smoky air, When I lie on the cliffs at Garret Rock
Eating a bag of lunch at noon,
And considering you spread out below
I could weep for myself and you, if only
I did not know how to curse . . . (,

B ut Miriam Allen adds a moving message of combat to this curse:
When you hear a bird singing, remember Sacco and Vanzetti
When you see a wild flower growing, remember Sacco and Vanzetti . . . /

and Ralph Cheyney adds a message of hop e :
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These little fingers soft as the fronds of a fern
must grow hard to grab an axe, pick, spade . . .
In your dimpled hands and those of millions of other
working-class babies - white, black, yellow the future of the world rests.
Open your little mouth and bawl '
Clench those rosebud fists'
Suck hard so they'll grow strong
to smash the old world in which you were born . . . H

Since these Poems by American Workers were published, American
novelists have shown us the contradictions of that illustrious America
and the poverty and slavery her real greatness implies.
While our own literature remained academic, abstract, psycho
logical, outside of everyday life (to such a point that our most intelligent
critics and novelists only noticed Faulkner and Dos Passos for their
technical innovations !), American writers were accomplishing some
thing we had not even been able to begin: the trial of so-called
' modern' life, the analysis of its contradictory aspects, poverty and
wealth, weakness and power, blindness and lucidity, individuality and
massiveness . . .
A curious situation. In America, a country where the general crisis
of capitalism has scarcely begun, and where imperialism is alive and
well, writers have been able to open their eyes to what is nearest to
them - everyday life - and to find themes in it which amaze us by their
violence and originality. B ut in France, where the economic crisis has
already turned into a political crisis, a crisis of the social structure and
of culture, a crisis of life (it is becoming imp ossible for the French to go
on living as before, or to even want to, although there are plenty who
try to turn the clock back at every possible opportunity . . . ), writers are
seeking the themes and the content of their books far away, in the
unreal, the surreal, in abstraction, in pure technical virtuosity.
Instead of looking lucidly around them, they lose themselves in a
distant vision (and it is taken as read that every young poet must live 'in
ecstasy', 'out of his mind', intoxicated if only with word s). In our
country, with its tradition of struggle, there is not a single book to
compare with Steinbeck's In Dubious Battle.
Considered as a symptom, what does the situation of French
literature tell us? Could it be a proof of decadence or creative
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impotence? Or does it indicate that for a people like us with an old
culture everyday life has lost that spontaneity, that violence, that
tangible, dramatic side which American writers have been able to
u ncover and make con scious?
Impotence? To a degree, yes. The comparison between American
books and French books which have been inspired by them, is
instructive. Monsieur .sartre's Roads to Freedom reveals an indisputable
literary talent and above all a rather remarkable gift of workmanship ; the
content has not determined the form ; the first wish of this over
intellectual, over-abstract novelist has been to master technique; his
starting point is a formula, a procedure, and he even calls upon an
entire m etaphysics to help him out. Just as reading Faulkner forcefully
engages our interest, awakening a thousand undefined emotions
swarming beneath the everyday surface - cruelty, sexuality, surprise,
worry, etc. - so reading Sartre is an increasingly cold, dry experience,
overladen with falsely concrete details (noted down deliberately and
consciously in order to be concrete ! ), without passion, without interest
in life, without youth and without maturity, and quite simply boring.
Yes, a certain impotence. And above all a lack of vitality, an abstract
attitude, a lack of direct and immediate interest in h uman beings and
in the violence and drama of their lives. For in France, in spite of our
relatively relaxed social mores, the lower classes - workers or peasants
- would appear to enj oy their fair share of dramas, spontaneity,
passions, elemental violence and humanity. Be that as it may, we do
n ot know how to see them or to understand them. And it is the dreary,
rigidly codified lives of the petty bourgeoisie an d the middle classes
which have imposed their style upon nearly all our literature. Class
divisions, which are much more accentuated here than in America,
stop our writers from watching the people live and from knowing h ow
to watch them. For many years the rigid parameters and false freedom
of petty-bourgeois life were thought to express eternal Reason, and to
prove its validity. And when these parameters are threatened, petty
bourgeois anguish takes on metaphysical proportions for one and all.
Only a few writers (Gide, Valery Larbaud, Cocteau) have brought
another element to our literature: facility, a free and easy air, cynicism,
refined sophistication, the exquisite taste of the cultivated haute
bourgeoisie; but no n ew way of looking at the world - Monsieur Gide's
ridiculous claims notwithstanding.9

Petty-bourgeois individualism has reached the extreme limit of
exhaustion , and that goes for the intellectual as well as the writer. In
the 'h uman sand', each grain , which is so dreadfully similar t o all the
others (unless we look at it through a psychological microscope) thinks
it is frightfully original, and even unique ! Individualism ends up as the
impersonality of the individual. It is the dialectical result of the ' private'
consciousness and of its internal contradiction: the separation of the
human being from the human. Nothing is easier to express literally
than the abstract 'psychology' of this individuality, devoid of any
content which might be difficult to express. Only a little knowledge of
grammar is necessary. And there is plenty of that around I But
unfortunately the tone of all these confidences and all these descrip
tions happens to be that of impersonality ; therefore of boredom. The
accusation that the Marxist dialectician levels at modern French
literature as a whole is not that it expresses individuality, but rather
that it expresses only false individuality, a farade of individuality, and
abstraction. Nor is it by working in an element of ' anguish' that a
young writer can give his descriptions or his story the direct, visual,
physical, moving style, so much more individualized and varied, that
one finds in Faulkner's characters and novels!
To see things properly, i t i s not enough simply t o look. People who
look at life - purely as witnesses, spectators - are not rare ; and one of
the strangest lessons to be learnt from our literature is that professional
spectators, j udges by vocation and witnesses by predestination,
contemplate life with less understanding and grasp of its rich content
than anyone else. There really is no substitute for participation !
And it is not that there is any shortage of subj ects to write about. For
exam ple: in France the mixture of moral doctrines and politics has
produced a species composed of some very varied types: the worthy�
father type, the sexton type, the Pharisee type sweating with fear and
guilty conscience, etc. Shared characteristics: immensely serious,
generous or morally scrupulous to a fault, the kind of loyalty that fully
expects its reward (in honours and influence, not to mention money), a
few moral ideals linked to a very limited sense of immediate realities,
and above all an excessive sensitivity (any attack on their ideals is taken
as a personal affront ! ) . Meeting places and social habitat of the species
in question: certain political parties, which shall remain nameless.
This human species, so characteristic of our times, has not yet
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appeared in literature. And yet how picturesque, how comic it is !
(There is nothing like the sight of an old lag from the dungeons of
political idealism haranguing a critic (actually quite moderate), beating
his breast with a combination of self-pity, terror at such sacrilege, and
disappointment for not yet having received the honours and the
positions his long martyrdom deserve, shouting: ' You young wretch,
you are insulting an old Republican ! ' . . . )
Why this silence? Could it not be that a large proportion of our
witnesses and j udges - of our writers - are recruited from these same
Pharisees of idealism?
And is this not the reason why our era h as allowed itself to be
literally dominated by Gidean cynicism - in spite of everything that
might be said, and indeed has been said, against Gide?
Abstract culture places an almost opaque screen (if it were
completely opaque the situation would be simpler) between the
cultivated man and everyday life.
Abstract culture not only supplies him with words and ideas, but
also with an attitude which forces him to seek the 'meaning' of his life
and his consciousness outside of himself and his real relations with the
world.
The exact nature of 'deprivation' and the relation between the
'private' consciousness and the ' public' consciousness changes as a
function of social level. For the 'cultivated' man (one who has received
what is traditionally called ' culture'), this relation undergoes a curious
inversion. For him ' his' thought, ' his' culture, are a p art of his most
intimate self. He carries them with him in the silence of his office, in
the even-more barren silence of his 'inner life'. He tends to forget that
tho ught is human and not 'private'. He will readily talk about his
'social life' when he means his relations with family, friends and
b usiness partners, i.e. his ' private' life. This inversion of consciousness
does not constitute an absolute error, for there is no such thing as an
absolute error. In the course of his historical development, the
individual has to take thought ' upon himself'. This is one of the
meanings of the Cartesian 'Cogito '. In the context of individualism, of
a highly fragmented division of labour, and of the division of society
into classes, this absolutely necessary action, this 'assumption' of
h uman thought, finds expression in an inversion of consciousness - a
relative error, but one which has serious consequences. The ' cultivated'
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man forgets the social fo undations of ' his' thought. When he looks for
the secret of his behaviour and his situation in words and ideas that h e
has received from without, h e imagines that he i s looking 'deep into
himself'. And at the very moment when he thinks the search for his
own self is over, he is actually leaving himself, taking the path of
alienati on. Consequently his practical, everyday life, his real relations,
he sees as external to him. The structure of his consciousness tends to
annihilate any genuine consciousness of 'his' life. In individual life this
error of structural origin is expressed by conflicts, by specific 'psycho
logical' errors, by a shift of consciousness (so exacerbating what has up
to now been the natural and inevitable tendency of consciousness to
lag behind). Without resorting to any kind of psychoanalysis, we can
use this error, to which all 'cultivated' consciousn esses within an
individualist structure are prone, to explain a n umber of barely 'a
social' minor neuroses, accepted if not encouraged, which have until
now been considered the bailiwick of psychoanalysis.
To attain a consciousness of life in its movement (its reality and its
unfulfilled possibilities), but without losing anything of culture, our
first task must be to break the limiting, narrow, erroneous form of this
culture.
Intellectuals, 'cultivated' men, are convinced in advance (why?) that
everyday life has only triviality to offer. In fact this belief plays an
important role in so-called ' existential' philosophy, which condemns all
non-metaphysical life to triviality and inauthenticity.
The study of everyday life shows clearly that people with secrets,
with inner lives, with mysteries, lead mundane everyday lives.
Thus 'mysterious' young girls and women are mainly passive, with
little reality; they hide behind the feminine mystery, which offers them
a glamour and a means of control which they cannot find elsewhere. In
literature, the case of Kierkegaard, who invented the ' category of the
secret', is equally very significant (and not without its link with the
myth of the 'mysterious' woman).
Th e myth of the triviality of everyday life is dispelled whenever what
seems to be mysterious turns out to be really trivial, and what seems
exceptional is exposed as manifestly banal.
It would be possible to interpret the works of Faulkner and above all
of Kafka along these lines. B ut there is another, more moving question
to be asked : what about urban life, the life of the people, the life on
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industrial h ousing estates? Where, how and in what experiences can its
essence be discovered?
When the first documents about the concentration camps in
Germany arrived, they showed a horrible brutality: crematoria, living
skeletons with crazy eyes, mass graves, corpses in gigantic heaps. News
coverage, photos, then films, all the 'obj ective' accounts - but from
outside the world of the concentration camps - stressed this first
impressio n : they seemed to be revealing atrocities outside our ex
perience, outside Western civilization and outside civilization itself.
Since then, the survivors have returned. And some of them have
made the effort to speak of what they saw and endured. Even the most
lucid of them have realized how extremely difficult it is to organize
their recollections, to discover a guiding thread, to give their experience
a measure of unity. Exhaustion has affected their memories; their
sufferings have dulled their sensibilities; they are accustomed to horror,
habit has trivialized it. But it is not simply that. Bit by bit, in the most
interesting of these accounts, a conviction develops: the 'obj ective'
reports have not fully explored the horror of the concentration camps;
this horror is now an accepted fact that nobody can dare contradict;
but it has a ' meaning'. Clear-minded observers ask the question:
'Why?' and fail to come up with a satisfactory answer. Were the
concentration camps extermination camps? It would have been easier
to shoot the detainees en masse. Were they work camps? The amount
of work produced was insignificant. And so it seems that this unique
'experience', the strangest, the most immense experience of the war
(between twenty and thirty million human beings were deported to the
camps), has still not revealed its meaning.
The question 'Why?' was already being asked while the experience
was being lived out, in the very heart of the world of the concentration
camps. 'What characterizes German cruelty is a certain systematization
of the absurd, a certain technique for driving men mad . . . ' 1 0 The
universe of the absurd ! As early as April 1945, a talented j ou rnalist
offered the following striking vision of this universe:
It was always the sam e. Nothing corresponded to anything. One of the
characteristics of H itlerian sadism is to rob things of their meaning, to
plunge its victims live into a dis orientating world . . . From that point of
view, the journey to the deportation camp was a m asterpiece: an intermin-
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able roll call which lasted an entire day, carefully packaged bundles which
would never be sent on, disconcertingly polite SS officers who became
increasingly harsh and brutal as the frontier approached . . . Food
distributed, but nothing to drink. They had been told to dress up warm,
but at Neubourg they were stripped, completely in some carriages,
partially in others . . . 1 1

Then, o n arrival at the camp (Buch enwald), frozen with cold,
exhausted with thirst, these naked men are ushered into a huge, well
h eated h all. Many of them begin to feel more hopeful. Now they are
moved to another hall festooned with electric shears; they are shaved
by assistants in white coats, and taken to the showers. A veritable
resurrection : h ot showers, clean towels. Then, suddenly, they are
beaten with sticks. Then something makes them laugh, uncontrollably;
they are in fits of laughter:
Behind a counter there were several men who handed us shirts, trousers,
hats. They were clothes taken from blokes who had been arrested all over
Europe. What a scream . . . Cossack trousers, Czech embroidered shirts,
hats with feathers . . . all of it too small or too big, creased, faded, stretched.
When we saw each other we started laughing, and we couldn't stop . . . 1 2

Clean, disinfected, showered, these men are taken to filthy h uts
piled high with bunk beds, their restless, emaciated occupants crawling
with vermin. The torture begins.
In a recent book, Pelagia Lewinska explains how she had to break
with the moral way of thinking she had been used to until that point:
When they arrive the detainees are packed into a bare hall . . . A young
woman goes into labour. All her friends become concerned, they lay her
out on the floor, a woman doctor - also a deportee - tries to take care of
her . . . But the expected stretcher fails to materialize, the women are
surprised, but nevertheless find reasons from ' the other world' for the
delay: shortage of staff, poor organization . . . And yet someone has the
bright idea of asking one of the detainees who was already there. H er
answer stuns everyone: 'It's irrelevant . . . ' 1 3

And according to Pelagia Lewinska, everyone began concentrating
on one, dreadful question : 'What is Auschwitz?'
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And Pelagia Lewinska is still asking herself the question: 'What is
Auschwitz?'
The full meaning goes beyond the brute, obj ective facts. People who
were there feel this. Their accounts are clearly marked by the effort to
go back in time, back to the numbness, the suffering which killed their
feelings and their power to remember, in order to recapture the things
'obj ective' reports have been unable to grasp. David Rousset has tried
to define what he calls 'the universe of the concentration camp'.
The camps are Ubuesque. Life at B uchenwald i s lived under the sign of an
outrageous humour, a tragic buffoonery . . . [The u niverse of the concentra
tion camp is] another world, a monstrous universe where human thought
falters and ends up lost; a nightmarish Kafka-esque world where every
thing seems organized according to some implacable, rigid, rational m ind ;
but which one? since everything here is unnatural, dehumanized, mad,
m anic . . . 1 4

Madame Lewinska has also evoked this contrast between an obvious
absurdity and the hidden and yet rigid rationality which rules overall:
The idea which governed the way the camp was organized had been wel l
and consciously thought out . . . They wanted to debase a n d humiliate the
human d ignity within us, to eradicate every trace of humanity from us, to
make us feel horrified and disgusted with ourselves . . . That was the aim,
that was the i dea . . . 1 \ What at first seemed carelessness was in fact
perversity. What had given the im pression of disorder was premeditated,
what appeared to be ignorance was subtlety. In organizing a concentration
camp they had called upon all the German talent for meticulousness, all
the absolute brutality of Hitlerism . . . 1(,

And as David Rousset writes:
It is dark. Around five, t h e m e n start assembling. There is snow every
where. The search lights on the main gate are yelling through the storm like
powerful, barbaric horns. 45 ,000 detainees m ove towards the parade
ground. Every evening, without fail . The sick, the living, the dead. Curses
are bitten back and silenced before the gods of the main gate. An
emaciated people drag their feet in time to the music of an incongruous,
l udicrous band. It is a u niverse apart. This i ntense life of the camps has its
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laws and its raIsons d'etre. This people of concentrationists has moti
vations of its own which have little in common with the existence of a man
in Paris or Toulouse, New York or Tbilisi. But the fact that this
universe of the concentration camp exists is not unimportant for the
meaning of the universe of ordinary people.1 7
A very striking assertion. B ut if the writer senses a link, he seems to
find it rather difficult to define what it is. If the camps formed a
universe completely apart, if the 'depths of the camps' afforded an
absolutely unique experience, what can they reveal about the meaning
of the h uman universe? He senses a link and cannot discover what it is
because he believes (or so it seems) in the rather literary and idealized
notion of distinct ' universes'.
The absurd and the rational coexist; absurdity of detail, of appear
ance, conceals and reveals an overall rationality. This rationality is
rigid, cruel, inhuman. It is scientific barbarity I . . . Th e 'why' is a torture,
which only stops when habit finally kills rationality off (for it is still
rationality which asks the questions and which affords the feeling of
absurdity ! ).
These feelings may be pushed to crisis point in the 'u niverse of the
concentration camp', but are they unknown to us men of Paris or
Toulouse, New York or Tbilisi? Are they not precisely the most
constant of all the feelings underlying everyday life, its very bedrock?
At every moment of lucidity we experience the torture of 'why'. It is
the 'normal' state of childhood, which poetry and metaphysics prolong
(and we know how much our poets rely on childhood ! ).
In moments of lu cidity we sense the social mystery - all around us,
in our most 'modern' towns. Why this? Why that? Habit and
familiarity gradually dull our curiosity and bring, not peace, but a
comforting indifference. And yet, how many times do we feel ourselves
carried away by some enormous power, absurd and yet fearfully
rational? In factories, government offices, courts of law, barracks, or
simply in cities, an implacable mechanism is at work. And human
Reason appears only as a terrifying, distant, dehumanized reason:
scientific barbarity. I f w e are not so stupid as to believe that we have a
hold over Reason simply because we utter the word, or that it can be
invoked like some cheap goddess, then the only time we are aware of
Reason within ourselves is when it raises its head to provoke a feeling of
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absurdity and to pose the generally unanswerable question: 'Why?'
Hidden beneath what appears to be human reason lies an irrational
reality; but lying even more deeply hidden ben eath what appears to be
absurd is a dehumanized Rationality. Where? All around us - though
not so much in rural areas as in our 'modern' towns.
All or nearly all accounts o f the 'universe o f t h e concentration camp'
are reminiscent of the strange universe of Kafka. It is an enlightening
reference. Kafka's 'universe' is not an d is not intended to be extra
ordinary, nor does it aspire to be a universe; it is everyday life - or
Kafka's view of it - meticulously described and captured in its essence.
How should we interpret The Castle ? Is the hidden, malicious,
punctilious, tedious power which drives K . . . towards his fate in the
village dominated by the Castle the power of bureaucracy? Of Reason?
Of Providence or Divine Grace? How easy it is to pass from the social
mystery to the theological one ! It matters little whether it is the one or
the other. The essential thing is that the everyday life of the 'modern'
man in modern towns and on industrial housing estates (and above all
the life of the ordinary man , the poor man , the worker like K . . . in The
Castle) is tragically controlled by unresolved contradictions and by the
most painful contradiction of all : that between absurdity and Reason,
both equally inhuman, both indivisibly united.
And if we are to understand the everyday universe of the modern
man, surely we must abandon the illusions created by moral doctrines,
together with the illusions - which form such a thick screen between
consciousness and th e real - of a beneficial Reason and a fully realized
individuality. It seems that Madame Lewinska left her illusions behind
without falling into another illusion, that of 'another wo rld':
I can only admire the skill with which the Germans h ad introduced the
m odern science of man into the way they organized life in the camp. Not
only had they applied a system of conditions which killed people, but also,
with great precision, they had used the science of psychology i n order to
disorganize the human soul, to destroy the human being morally . . . Who
were the women detained in Auschwitz? A motley crew, with every
nationality, every faith, every social class, every kind of delinquent.
Alongside a handful of political detainees, there were people arrested in
street raids, in cafes, in trains, people dealing on the black market or
haunting brothels . . . IK
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Had this mass of detainees been swept together by chance? Nothing was
left to chance at Auschwitz. The Germans made sure that no community
could be formed in the camp . . . They consciously created a jungle where
brutal egoism, trickery, the lack of all deference towards anyone physically
weaker, stifled any sense of human solidarity . . . 1 9

And here i s probably the true vision o f the concentration camp, the
one which sums the experience up:
In this j ungle which represented a condensed social image of the Third
Reich , humanitarian scruples and thoughtfulness became a ridiculous
weakness, while the bestial struggle to go on living was intended to produce
a camp 'elite' i n the image of the one that governed Germany. l\tfen with a
developed social sense, people with a certain cultural or ideological
standard, had to perish crushed beneath a blind and primitive animality,
paying the price for having subtler minds, for a generosity of spirit which in
Hitl er's book meant nothing but weakness and inferiority . . . 20
As if in a small State, a social organization was created which was based,
and not at all fortuitously, on the Hitlerian theory of the people, the
masters and the State.
At the base, a large grey mass of slaves working hard. At the apex the
ruling class: white-collar women detainees, all-powerful, with the power o f
life and death over t h e maj ority; well-fed, well-housed, enjoying even the
right to love (with the SS and the m ale detainees). 2 1

And here is Auschwitz, capitalist housing estate :
If the material conditions of the camp im proved it was the upper strata
which benefited : the women who had all the wealth - what they had
plundered from the slaves. The workers and agricultural l abourers went on
sleeping i n the same huts, went on toiling, being beaten, and dying. 22

That the concentration camps had other meanings - that they
satisfied Hitlerian sadism, that they collected millions of potential
hostages, etc. - is doubtless true. B ut the dominant, essential meaning
seems to be this: if Fascism represents the most extreme form of
capitalism, the concentration camp is the most extreme and paroxys
mal form of a modern housing estate, or of an industrial town.
There are many intermediary stages between our towns and the
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concentration camps: miners ' villages, temporary housing on con
struction sites, villages for immigrant workers . . . Nevertheless, the link
is clear.
And it is in the experience of the darkest tragedy - in the seemingly
exceptional, at the pinnacle of absurdity, in the pathetic antagonism
between man and a still-inh uman Reason - that the very essence of our
everyday lives, of the most mundane of everyday lives, stands revealed.
Will they understand, those who have never been able to see what is all
around them? Will the cruel light of the concentration camps at last
enable them to understand what towns and ' modern' life really are?
And will they be able to understand that the possibilities of man and
Reason can be transformed into the most monstrous of realities? . . .
Up u ntil now h uman possibilities have only been made available in
a limited way, even though it is the ' masses' - the human community 
who by their labour supply those possibilities with their material basis.
Through a lack of imagination derived from a lack of (dialectical)
reason, most people (among the ' masses' themselves) do n ot think that
things can ever really change. They are quite ready to believe that there
will always be the same little shop - or a shop like it - in the same
place ; or that the same house, the same field, will remain where they
are forever.
There are writers who have allowed their imagination to be
stimulated by what is p ossible. They have dreamed ; they have ' looked
into the future'. And what have they seen? Fabulous palaces, buildings,
entire cities devoted to pleasure, cosmic excursions. How many of them
have tried to picture what would be in store for everyday life, if b it by
bit it were to be raised to the level of what modern technology and
science allows? If wealth and power were no longer outside of the
community; if those cancerous monstrosities, art for art's sake, thought
for thought's sake, power for the sake of power over men, were to
disappear?
B ut should we in turn wish to 'look into the future' and form an
image of what it will be, there is one childish error we must avoid: to
base the man of the future on what we are now, simply granting him a
greater quantity of mechanical means and appliances.
Also (and this is much more difficult and complex), we should
acquire a sense of qualitative changes, of modifications in the quality of
life - and above all of another attitude of the human being towards himself.
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Our civilization, like every reality, has progressed in an uneven,
spasmodic manner, complete with deviations, winding paths and
sudden changes of direction.
The natural sciences were the first to progress. For a wide variety of
reasons, certain sectors of knowledge and life lagged beh ind. The
sciences of human reality (medicine, physiology and psychology history - political economy and its applications, etc.) are still behind the
natural sciences. As for practical, everyday life - a fun damental sector
nevertheless - it is so backward that it can often appear unchanged or
merely d own-graded.
At certain privileged moments of lucidity or action, an increasingly
large n umber of individuals are able to partake of science, of (technical)
power over nature, of political power (organization, State, political life).
Rarely, these individuals may succeed in thinking on the level of the
Total Man - the level of the Possible. B ut aside from such privileged
moments, even these individuals live almost every instant at a vastly
inferior level. The contrast between the possible and the real, which is
hi storical and social in character, is thus shifted (within) the most gifted
individuals; it becomes the more-or-less conscious conflict between
theory and practice, dream and reality; and this conflict results in
disquiet and anguish, like any contradiction which remains unresolved
or appears unresolvable.
As far as the majority of h uman beings are concerned, they only
accede to the real and the possible by means of fragmented, monoto
nous labour, and no one individual can really grasp what the overall
meaning and consequen ces of his labour might be. New forms of
community appear tentatively - in action, in politics - but in our
country, France, they have not yet been consolidated or made to enter
into life, except in the case of the most advanced and lucid 'm ilitants'.
In their work as in their ' private' life and leisure activities, most people
remain imprisoned within narrow, o ut-of-date frames of reference.
Even if they are worried or discontented, even if they want to smash
these social limits, they have no clear idea of the possibilities. They
only enjoy derisory scraps and fragments of the power and the
splendour they have themselves brought into being. This contradiction
is an intolerable one, though it is familiar, and disguised, smothered
beneath mountains of ideologies.
In terms of himself, and p utting to one side the varieties of
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community which appear and disappear according to political circum"
stances , modern man finds himself ever more on his own and defenceless (by the expression 'modern man', we also mean today's children,
today's adolescents). Moralists call this situ ation ' moral crisis',
although it definitely concerns something other than moral issues.
Deprived of the wisdom of Antiquity, which n o lon ger has any
meaning in a life so distanced from nature, modern man has not yet
discovered a new wisdom, founded on power over nature (and over his
own nature). Nobody has devised subtler techniques for him which
would allow him to understand himself, to direct his passions, to
control his life. The point has been made many times: we know more
about what goes on in atoms or in the stars than in our own bodies and
'souls'. Everyday life thus still belongs to what Marxist theoreticians
call the ' uncontrolled sector'. And this is what gives a final, sad
meaning to the term 'private life'. The modern individual is 'd eprived'
not only of social reality and truth, but of power over h imself.
So progress in the way life is organized cannot be limited to
technical progress in external equipment, cannot be confined to an
increase in the quantity of tools.
It will also be a qualitative progress: the individual will stop being a
fiction , a myth of the bourgeois democracies - an empty, negative form
- a pleasant illusion for each h uman grain of sand. He will cease being
'private' by becoming at the same time more social, more h uman and more individual . We have shown how the forward march of
h uman reality was p rogressing according to a dialectical process:
greater objectification (the human being becoming more social, and
realizing himself in a world of social, material and human obj ects) and
d eeper subjectivization (a more highly developed consciousness,
reflecting on and conscious of power over all reality).
This d ialectical progress supposes that the h uman individual will
become the obj ect (will take himself as the obj ect) of certain infinitely
delicate but efficacious techniques which will give him active power
over himself qua content (and not simply as the empty form of
individuality). Our pedagogy, our psychology, are but tentative
sketches for these future techniques, which will make the subj ect into
an obj ect for itself (and therefore more real) and the social and
biological object into a subj ect (consciousness, freedom, active power).
Although they are still very inadequate, and contaminated by the
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myth of the individual as already-realized - a given, a fact like any other
biological or social fact - our developing pedagogy and psychology are
already showing us that this power over our nature is possible. Here
again, the way the real is lagging behind what is possible (not the
fictions or the illusions, but what is really p ossible) is peculiarly
characteristic of our times.
So it really is a question of man establishing a new attitude towards
man, of a qualitative modification in life and culture. We already have
the means to demonstrate that this fundamental modification is
possible. We cannot begin even to imagine its inexhaustible conse
quences.
All we know is that the gigantic, shapeless movement, with its
incoherent and complicated strategies and ground plans, that we have
called ' h uman alienation', must eventually come to an end.
Alienation has stripped life of everything which blessed its primitive
frailty with j oy and wisdom. Science and power have been acquired,
but at the cost of many sacrifices (so much so that the very idea of
human sacrifice was an ' essential' stage in man's progress ! ) . The
human, stripped bare and proj ected o utside of itself, was and remains
at the mercy of forces which in fact come from the h uman and are
nothing but human - but torn apart and dehumanized. This alien
ation was economic (the division of labour; ' private' property; the forma
tion of economic fetishes: money, commodities, capital); social (the
formation of classes); political (the formation of the State); ideological
(religions, metaphysics, moral doctrines). It was also philosophical:
primitive man, simple, living on the same level as nature, became
divided u p into subj ect and obj ect, form and content, nature and
power, reality and possibility, truth and illusion, community and
individuality, body and consciousness (,soul', 'mind'). Via these
ideologi cal illusions, philosophy has given confu sed expression t o this
situation o f man: division and supersession, dialectical process, sub
jectivity and obj ectivity progressively attained. With its speculative
(metaphysical) vocabulary, philosophy is itself part of human alien
ation. But man has developed only through alienation : the history of
truth cannot be separated from the history of errors. So it is that, in so
far as it can be separated from an extra-human metaphysics, philos
ophy m ust not be condemned in toto, since now it has begun 'super
seding' itself and is providing the means to denounce alienation and to
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indict dehumanization. With its help the problem can be formulated in
all its scope: it poses the question of the total man in its totality, taking into
account the entire range of our knowledge (physics, biology, economy,
history . . . ). It asserts that the total problem of man (th e problem of the
total man) is posed and is resolved on the level of everyday life - by a
new consciousness of that life, by the transformation of that life. And so
philosophy is evolving into a new whole: the theory of knowledge, logic
and methodology, social criticism of ideas, criticism of life. Philosophy
is no longer speculative, separated from action and life, abstract,
contemplative. And yet it is still philosophy: the search for, the
discovery of a ' conception of the world', o f a living totality. B y super
seding itself, philosophy has achieved a widening, a deepening of
philosophy.
B ut h en ceforth neither philosophy nor the philosopher can be
satisfied with themselves alone, closing their horizons and considering
their work done.
Thought, even at its most genuine, is still n o more than an
exceptional moment. The mass of everyday moments (for the ' philoso
pher' and the ' scientist', as for everyone else) are only indirectly
involved in these flashes of inspiration, these total visions. The
metaph or which links thought to mountain tops and clouds is not a
completely empty o ne. We may take it as proven that this metaphor
does not express an eternal truth. B ut the problem remains: how can
the ' masses' - whether masses of moments or masses of human beings
- 'participate' in a total vision?
Mystics and metaphysicians used to acknowledge that everything in
life revolved around exceptional moments. In their view, life found
expression and was concentrated in them. These moments were
festivals: festivals of the mind or the heart, public or intimate festivals.
In order to attack and mortally wound mysticism, it was necessary to
show that in fact festivals had lost their meaning, the power they had in
the days when all their magnificence came from life, and when life
drew its magnificence from festivals. Up until n ow the principle of
Festival has stood for a divorce from life. Whether a festival for the
inner or for the outer man, it has involved an increasing proportion of
play-acting. Is this life's fate? And are we - the human masses, a mere
accumulation of moments in time, fog-bound marshy plains, ' enor
mous, stupid' crowds - are we fated to contemplate and adore the

(b) Studied from this point o f view, h uman reality appears as an
opposition and ' contrast' between a certain n umber o f terms: everyday
life and festival - mass moments and exceptional moments - triviality
and splendour - seriousness and play - reality and dreams, etc.
The critique of everyday life involves an investigation of the exact
relations between these terms. It implies criticism of the trivial by the
exceptional - but at the same time criticism of the exceptional by the
trivial, o f the ' elite' by the mass - o f festival, dreams, art and poetry, by
reality.
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pinnacles above us, raising ourselves to their level occasionally, only to
find ourselves subsequently cast down from the highest points to the
lowest depths?
Dialectical materialism negates this destiny, as it negates every
'destiny' which weighs down upon action from without. It nega tes it -and
demonstrates this n egation. On this precise point, from this point o f view,
we are witnessing the ' essence' of Marxism - one of its essential aspects.
Dialectical method applies its criticism to its own efforts as well. The
'vision' of the world it strives for, a vision it first glimpses at certain
' moments' of thought - the total conception of the world, the possi
blility of the total man
will only make sense once it stops being a
' vision' and a ' conception' : once it penetrates life and transforms it.
This 'p hilosophy' wants to be serious without taking itself seriously.
The truly human man will not be a man of a few dazzling moments,
a drunken man, a man who feeds upon himself. There have been and
will always be visionaries, geniuses or heroes who have their ' mom
ents', m oments which may be extraordinarily important an d effective.
B ut man will appropriate nature, and will make the world 'the j oy man
gives himself ,23 for the days, for the centuries yet to come.
The programme we have sketched for a critique of everyday life can
be summed up as follows :
-

(a) It will involve a methodical confrontation of so-called ' modern'
life on the one hand, with the past, and on the other - and above all with the possible, so that the points or sectors where a ' decadence' or a
withd rawal from life have occurred - the points of backwardness in
terms of what is p ossible - the points where new forms are appearing,
rich in possibilities - can be determined.

Critique of Everyday L�fe
(c) Equally, the critique of everyday life implies a confrontation of
effective human reality with its ' expressions' : moral doctrines,
psychology, philosophy, religion, literature.
From this point of view, religion is n othing but a direct, immediate,
negative, destructive, incessant and skilful criticism of life - skilful
enough even to give itself the appearance of not being what it really is.
Philosophy was an indirect criticism of life by an external (meta
physical) 'truth'. It is now appropriate to examine the philosophy of the
past from this perspective - and that is the task facing 'today's'
philosopher. To study philosophy as an indirect criticism of life is to
perceive (everyday) life as a direct critique of philosophy.
(d) The relations between groups and individuals in everyday life
interact in a manner which in part escapes the specialized sciences. By
a process of abstraction these sciences infer certain relations, certain
essential aspects, from the extraordinary complexities of human reality.
But have they completed this task? It seems that once the relations
identified by history, political economy or biology have been extracted
from h uman reality, a kind of enormous, shapeless, ill-defined mass
remains. This is the murky background from which known relations
and superior activities (scientific, political, aesthetic) are picked out.
It is this 'human raw material' that the study of everyday life takes as
its proper obj ect. It studies it both in itself and in its relation with the
differentiated, superior forms that it underpins. In this way it will h elp
to grasp the 'total content' of consciousness; this will be its contribution
towards the attempt to achieve unity, totality - the realization of the
total man.
Going beyond the emotional attempts by philanthropists and
sentimental (petty-bourgeois) humanists to 'magnify' h umble gestures,
and beyond that allegedly superior irony which has systematically
devalued life, seeing it merely as back-stage activity or comic relief in a
tragedy, the critique of everyday life - critical and positive - must clear
the way for a genuine humanism, for a h umanism which believes in the
h uman because it knows it.

Toulouse, August-December 7945
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independence, which he inaugurated in 1959 with his remarkable autobiography La
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Onlooker' , in Selected Works, Progress Publishers, Moscow 196 7, pp. 426-7).
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imagination , and this leads him to make some superficial evaluations (cf. Le Cinema du
l'homme imaginaire , note, p. 160).
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p. 38.
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44. Beau Masque, Gallimard, Paris 1954 , p. 153 .
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kitchen', ibid., p. 148 .
46 . Irwin Shaw. The T7'Oubled Air (1951), Hodder and Stoughton, London 1988 ,
p. 75 .
47. Ibid ., p. 299 . ( Trans. : Set during the period of the Unamerican Activities
Committee, Shaw's book gives a gripping account of the destructive effect of dogmatism
on the left as well as the right, and one can understand Lefebvre's interest in it in 1958.)
48. V irginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own, Hogarth Press, London 1935 , p. 131.
49. Autocritique: in the text below, first published in 1947, the reader will fi n d a
partially unj u st assessment of Surrealism. The author was carried away by his polemic,
and consequently his point of view was one-sided. The errors of Surrealism as a
doctrine (pseudo-philosophical , with a pseudo-dialectic of the real and the dream the
'
physical and the image, the everyday and the marvellous) notwithstandin g, it did
express some of the aspirations of its time. As a doctrine, Surrealism ended up with
some particular forms of alienation: with the image-thing, magic and the occult, semi
morbid states of mind. However, its scorn for the prosaic bourgeois world , its radical
rebellion, did mean something. And the hypothesis that only the excessive image can
come to grips with the profundity of the real world - a hypothesis which one can
identify j u st as much with Picasso, Eluard and Tzara as with Andre Breton - needs to
be taken seriously.
5 0 . ( Trans.) Made in 1931, Nikolai Ekk's celebrated film was about the rehabilita
tion of a group of j uvenile delinquents in Russia.
51. Reserving the term individuality stricto sensu for forms of consciousness and
activity which emerged in the eighteenth century.
52. Definition of leisure given by Joffre Dumazedier: 'An occupation to which the
worker can devote himself of his own free will, outside of professional, familial and
social needs and obligations, in order to relax, to be entertained or to become more
cultivated' (Symposium on Leisure at the Centre d'etudes sociologiques, 10 .1.54). Cf.
also the article by the same author in the Encyclopedie fran(aise on 'la Civilisation
quotidienne '.
53. Such exploitation was examined during a study week at Marly, from 28 March
1955 to 3 Ap ril 1955 (Publications du centre d'Education populaire de Marly [roneo] ).
( Trans. : This study week dealt specifically with the problems of youth activities with
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special concern for leisure and cultural activities. Lefebvre's own contribution was a
paper on the women's press. His interest in this area in the 1950s is touched upon in
this Foreword, but left un developed. The paper itself, though short, is much more
explicit, and presents a model and a method for cultural analysis which seems well
ahead of its time.)
54. Replies to various surveys, notably those carried out by Joffre Dumazedier and
his team.
55. Psycho-physiologically the sexual image abruptly ' refreshes' the unconditioned
stimulus which is already linked to a number of conditional stimuli and inserted in
' stereotypes' . It links it to a new signal (for example the trademark on a poster). That
these images are effective presupposes both conditioning (triviality) and the inadequacy
of this conditioning, the absence of social fixation and human determination by
'instinct'. It presupposes the hidden demands imposed by the shift from habitual but
unstable and uncontrolled conditioning to a new type of conditioning: i.e. dis
satisf action.
56. Genuine strangeness (a valid aesthetic category) can be seen in Melville, Gogol
or Kalka. It must be properly distinguished from a strange (and mystifying) tone used to
speak about trivial things in a trivial way. The reverse image can also produce valid
literary procedures (In Camera, a dark, brilliant, definitive little play, and Jean-Paul
Sartre's best). The case of the children's press is different from the 'case' of the romantic
press and crime fiction. They have a common element: the break with - and transport
out of - normality. However, the children's press and children's literature have their
own set of themes. Less structured than, and dilTerently structured to, the world of the
adult, the child's world does not require the same kind of reverse image. In fact there is
no world of the child. The child lives in society, and in his eyes the adult world is what is
strange and marvellous - or odious. Simply being a child makes him already a critic of adult
everyday life, but it is in this everyday life that he must search for his future and
disentangle his own potential. In the works which are most successful from this point of
view, a familiar animal (a dog, a duck, a mouse) supports a reverse image in which the
trivial changes into fantasy and the fantastic, with an element of explicit criticism.
57. ( Trans.) ' Sportsmen' and ' supporters' are in English in the original.
58 . ( Trans. ) An independent Marxist sociologist who specialized in the world of
work and leisure. Lefebvre and he were fellow students at the Sorbonne, but after
Friedmann left the PCF in 1939, their relationship became increasingly acrimonious.
59. Georges Friedmann, Ou va Ie travail humain, Gallimard, Paris 195 0 , p. 22.
60 . Ibid., p. 242.
61. Ibid., p. 244.
62. Ibid ., pp. 336-64.
63. Ibid., p. 268 .
64. Ibid., p. 370 .
65 . Lenin, 'The Highest Stage of Capitalism', in Selected Works, vol. 1, Progress
Publishers, Moscow 1967, p. 776 .
66. Marx, Capital, vol. 3 , trans. D. Fernbach, Penguin, Harmondsworth 1981,
p. 959 .
6 7 . ( Trans.) In English i n t h e original.
68. Jean-Marie D omenach, 'La Yougoslavie et la relance du socialisme, Esprit,
December 1956 , pp. 812-13 .
69. Unfortunately materialism is presented in far too many publications as the
most depressing of platitudes. In fact it appears to reach the heights of platitude (so to

speak). Ifit were a completed system, or simply a weapon for the working-class struggle,
why indeed would it have to be interesting? After all, w hen philosophy lost metaphysics ,
it might also be said to have lost its picturesqueness! . . .
70. Let us reiterate that the everyday struggle in Russia to achieve properly observed
labour norms and increased yield and productivity in factories and collective farms can
also express itself in an epic style. This alone does not suffice as a definition of socialism.
The Stalinist definition: ' to maintain the maximum satisfaction of material and cultural
needs . . .' does not get very far. For w hat is required is to show what needs are specific to
socialist society, what needs characterize it, are born in it and from it. Khrushchev has
already gone beyond this in his Report at the Twentieth Congress in his demand for an
improvement in ' the qualitative structure of consumption'.
7!. ( Trans.) Critique d e la vie quotidienne 2: fan dements d'une sociologie d e la quotidiennete,
L'Arche, Paris 1961.
72. Let us be clear about this. Stalin was a Marxist; and even a great one,
according to Khrushchev (on 1 January 195 7). And yet it is impossible not to talk about
a Stalinist interpretation of Marxism (or even of Leninism).
73 . Lenin, 'Plan of Hegel's Dialectics' , in Collected Works, vol. 38 , p. 320 .
74 . Cf. Introduction Ii la critique de l'economie politique in Laura Lafargue's translation,
Edition Giard, p. 342, and La Pensee, Colloque du 19 mai 195 5 , no. 66 , p. 35 , and also
Emile Bottigelli, 'Faits et lois dans les sciences sociales' , La Nouvelle Critique, January
1956.
75 . It is easy to see how this interpretation differs from class and party
subjectivism. Marx discovered the working class, its alienation, its 'negativity' , its
struggles, its historic mission, and he took its side, analysing bourgeois society, starting
from all existing knowledge, gaining knowledge of it in its totality, with all its becoming, its
aspects, its limits.
76 . Marx, ' Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts' , in Early Writings, Penguin,
Harmondsworth 1975 , pp. 322-30.
77. Ibid., p. 360 .
78 . Ibid., p. 369.
79. Ibid., p. 349.
80 . Ibid. , p. 358.
8 ! . Ibid., p. 366.
82. Which is w hat some otherwise highly informed exponents or cnttcs of
Marxism appear to believe (cf. for example Calvez, La Pensee de Karl Marx , pp. 626[L).
83. ( Trans.) Laszl6 Rajk was a minister in the Hungarian government from 1943
until 1949 , when he was arrested as part of the Stalinist purges. He was executed after a
' show trial' which aroused an international outcry, and was posthumously rehabilitated
in 1956. The Khrushchev report to the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist
Party has been called 'one of the most important documents of our century'. It caused
disarray in the PCF, where it was denounced as a forgery. In La Sam me et Ie reste (1959 )
Lefebvre describes how h i s friends i n the Party were 'traumatized, morally a n d
physically sickened' by i t , w hile he himself remained unmoved. Obviously, the crimes
of Stalinism came as no surprise to him.
84. Marx, ' Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts' , p. 351.
85. ( Trans.) The pages which follow draw extensively upon Hegel cf. note 86
below).
86 . Cf. Norbert Guterman and Henri Lefebvre, Marcea ux choisis de Hegel,
Gallimard, Paris 1939 , notably pp. 144fL; also Jean Hyppolite, Logique et existence, PUF,
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Paris 19 53 , notably pp. 9 l ff. , and idem, Etudes sur Marx et Hegel, Riviere, Paris 19 5 5 ,
which poses several problems remarkably well, but which draws conclusions which we
wou ld disagree with. ( Trans. Lefebvre's Introduction to the Marceaux choisis attempted to
rehabilitate Hegel's reputation in France, arguing that the opposition between Fascism
and Marxism rendered his work of great contemporary importance, since both had
their roots in Hegel's philosophy.)
87. This is something Jean Wahl has seen perfectly in his La Conscience malheureuse
chez Hegel, Reider, 1926. Cf. also Benjamin Fondane, La Conscience malheureuse, Denoel
et Steele, Paris 1936, Georg Lukacs , Die Zeistorung del' Vernunft (The Destruction of
Reason), Berlin 1954, and Liiwith, Von Hegel bis Nietzsche, Europa Verlag, Zurich 1947.
88. This is what J.- Y. Calvez seems to be saying in La Pensee de Karl Marx,
particularly in the section where he argues against Marx's analysis of the formation of
capitalism at the heart of the feudal mode of production (pp. 6 IOfl) . It is an argument
which paves the way not for mysticism but for a reinstatement of traditional theology.
89. Here we are faced once more with the difficulty of terminology pointed out
above (cf. note 51). The individual stricto sensu did not appear before the eighteenth
century, with the growing complexity of social relations.
90. In everyday life, ready-made expressions, frequently taken from eras long past and
remote activities, play an important role (as 'throw down the gauntlet', 'fire a Parthian
shaft', and so on). Such commonplaces are in fact strange places, where analysis
discovers both archaic modes of behaviour and superseded models. The same remarks
apply to the thousands of superstitions (touching wood, throwing spilt salt over one's
shoulder), to inte� ections, whose magical character is often quite clear, to the rituals of
politeness and etiquette, etc. In this sense, the collecting of archaisms and the study of
their uses is a task for anthropology and sociology.
91. Any professional philosopher who reads this will recognize a variety of
contemporary doctrines, despite the brevity and the particular slant they are given here.
We are happy to leave the task of naming them and analysing them to him. It's a
philosophical guessing game.
92. ( Trans.) A reference to Rimbaud's 'Letter to Paul Demeny', Collected Poems,
Penguin, Harmondsworth 1960, p. 10.
93 . Cf. Descartes: 'I will always be more indebted to those to whose favour l owe
the ability to enj oy my leisure without restriction, than to those who might offer me the
most honourable employment on earth.'
94. ( Trans.) Cf. above, n . 11 .
9 5 . I n this sense and from this point of view phenomenology and existentialism
can be defined as philosophies which have fallen to the level of the everyday (a symptom
of the crisis of ' pure' philosophy), but which have retained the negative characteristics of
traditional philosophy: devaluation of the everyday (of the factitious, of the
instrumental, etc.) in favour of pure or tragic moments - criticism of life through
anguish or death - artificial criteria of authenticity, etc.
96. ( Trans.) Lefebvre's translation has 'philosophical' here instead of 'German'.
97. Marx, 'A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right.
Introduction', in Early Writings, p. 250.
98 . Marx, 'On the Jewish Question', ibid., p. 234.
99 . Ibid . , p. 220.
100 . Ibid. , p. 233.
101. Cf. Stalin, Anarchism and Socialism.
102 . In the capitalist economy, commodities exchanged must be consumed. It is a

matter of indifference to the capitalist whether the commodity produced corresponds to
a genuine need or not, or whether it is effectively consumed, as long as it is paid for and
the profit (surplus-value) is realized as money. It is even possible to stimulate false
needs. The theory of a capitalist production determined by needs is therefore a
mystification; however, like all mystifications, it contains an element of truth, without
which it would be meaningless. Sooner or later need intervenes; and the commodity
which does not correspond to a need disappears from the market.
103. Including the disappearance (loss? theft?) of several notebooks containing the
draft of the second volume.
104 . ( Trans.) Inevitably the second volume differs in many respects from this
proposed plan.
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Chapter I
I. ( Trans . ) Thinly veiled references to Gide's Fruits of the Earth (1897) and The
Immoralist (1902).
2. ( Trans.) In

his translation of Baudelaire's Intimate Journals, Christopher
Isherwood renders this as 'Squibs and Crackers'.
3. I shall deal with failure, defeat and the duality of the individual in La Conscience
privie, where I shall study the history and structure of individuality. ( Trans. : The book
never appeared.)
4. ( Trans.) Notably in Le Genie du Christianisme (1802), which contributed to the
revival of religion in France in the aftermath of the Revolution.
5. ( 7i·ans.) Set in Scotland, 'L'Aigle du Casque' (La Legende des siedes 1, 18 59) tells of
the pursuit and slaughter of the youth Angus by the evil Tiphaine. T he eagle in
question comes to life from Tiphaine's helmet and exacts a bloody retribution. La
Legende des siiides itself was written between 18 59 and 188 3 , and is composed of a series
of epic poems which set out to portray the history of humanity. As the title suggests,
Hugo envisages history as legend or myth.
6. Baudelaire, 'The Painter of Modern Life', in Selected Writings on Art and A rtists,
trans. P.E. Charvet, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1981, p. 329. ( 7i·ans . : The
essay examines the paintings and sketches of Constantin Guys.)
7. Ibid.
8 . Ibid . , p. 398 .
9. Baudelaire, Intimate Journals, trans. Christopher Isherwood, Blackamore Press,
London 1930 , p. 36.
10 . Ibid . , p. 39.
11. Baudelaire possessed specific information about this dialectic, although it is
difficult to say how he obtained it. Who is he referring to in the following lines: 'Portrait
of the literary rabble. Doctor Estaminetus Crapulosus Pedantissimus . . . His
Hegelism' ? (Ibid., p. 74.) He himself (Baudelaire) could write in the purest Hegelian
spirit: 'What is the Fall? If it is unity become duality, it is God w ho has fallen. In other
words, would not creation be the fall of God ?' (Ibid ., p. 75.) And a little further on: 'two
contradictory ideas . . . are identical . . . this identity has always existed. This identity is
history.' (Ibid., p. 98 .)
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Ibid., p. 49.
Ibid., p. 69.
Ibid., p. 99.
Ibid. , p. 9 1 .
Ibid. , p. 42.
Ibid. , p. 37.
Here it is appropriate to distinguish between the case made with such obstinate
ill-humour by Julien Benda and our own. Benda proclaimed himself the censor of his
age in the name of classical, eternal, unchanging Reason. His bill of indictment was
based precariously on a misunderstanding: as Gaetan Picon properly points out in
Conj/uences, no. 6, the target for his attacks shifted back and forth between what may be
called anti-intellectualism and what may be called anti-rationalism. He failed to
un derstand fully the philosophical distinction between intelligence (the faculty for
un derstanding and analysis) and reason (the faculty for unity and synthesis). Instead of
carefully defining his terms, he relied on the common-sense and accepted opinions of
'the man in the street' for the meaning of the words he used. But, 'if we ask the man in
the street what his views are on Proust, Valery and Gide, he will reply that they are too
intellectual' (Auguste Angles, Action, 28 September 1945).
One can accuse: all ' modernity' of not respecting the canon of traditional reason, but
not of being anti-intellectual, quite the reverse.
And in any case, if traditional reason, embodied in Julien Benda, complains that it
is being abandoned, then surely there is something complacent about its claim to be
eternal. And should not traditional reason itself accept some. responsibility? What we
went in search of, however, was a new Reason capable of organizing the human world,
of acting within time rather than claiming t o be beyond it. And we found a new
Reason, effective and concrete. As the reader will have realized, we are referring to
Dialectical Reason.
We do not put ' modernity' in the dock on the grounds that it is irrational, but more
generally because it is an attack on mankind in its very life and totality - an attack
which, seen in another light, has help·ed to define the p roblem, to sharpen the sense
that it is serious, and even to contribute some elements towards its solution. ( Trans. :
Benda was an ardent critic of most forms of modernism, and considered that it was the
duty of the intellectual (the 'clerc') to defend against the erosion of universal values by
the introduction of transitory concerns (such as politics) into literature. His most
famous book was La Trahison des cletcs, but Lefebvre himself was particularly influenced
in his youth by BelpMgor ( 1 9 18). Writing about this in La Somme et Ie reste, he says: 'I
could have become a Surrealist . . . if it had not been for Andre Breton's insufferable
personality - and for Julien Benda . . . His very existence proves that the thesis of the
" destruction of reason" is not valid for France, and that Lukacs is exaggerating when he
suggests that this destruction is characteristic of the philosophical history of capitalism,
imperialism and the bourgeoisie. Moreover, Benda's dogmatism paved the way rather
well for Marxist dogmatism . . . Influenced by Benda, I began deliberately to do the
things I didn't enjoy - like abandoning my first love, Schumann, and adopting his polar
opposite, Bach . . .')
1 9 . Rimbaud, 'The Drunken Boat', in Cotlected Poems, Penguin, Harmondsworth
1960, p. 167.
20. 'Letter to Paul Demeny', ibid., p. 10.
21. 'Letter to Georges Izambard', ibid., p. 6 .
22. Ibid.

23 . ( 7i·ans.) Coined by Franz R oh in 1 9 2 5 t o qualify an aspect
of German art, the
term has of course been used subseque ntly for a wide range of authors.
24. Andre Breton, Man ifestos of Surrealism , University of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor,
1 977, p. 123. ( Trans. : This use of the title 'Monsieur' is particula
rly contemptuous _ a
tonal devIce adopted by Lefebvre elsewhere in this book - and reveals
the personal
antIpathy he felt for Breton. However, his relations with the Surrealis
t group as a
whole had always been difficult. The Surrealists had been perceived
as rivals by the
Phllosophz"es group which Lefebvre led between 1 921 and 1 929.
An attempt to merge the
.
two groups m 1925 was unsuccessful (ironicall y Lefebvre was
instructed by his
coll eagu:s t? tell the Surr:alists that the philosophes would not be prepared
to relinquish
.
,
the;r beile f m the Eternal ) , and subsequent relations between them were
acrimonious.
In La Somme et Ie reste Lefebvre admits that under different circumstances
he could have
been a Surrealist, and in the Foreword to this Introduction to the Critique
of Everyday Life
he qualifies his antagonism. cr. above, Foreword , n. 49. Neverthe
less Lefebvre
con tin ued to �onsider Surrealism as an extreme form of aesthetic individua
li m.)
2 5 . Antonm Artaud, Oeuvres completes, vol. 6, Gallimard, Paris 1966,
p. 16.
26. Cr. Maurice Nadeau, The History of Surrealism, trans. R. Howard,
Penguin,
Harmondsworth 1 97 8 .
2 7 . Ibid., p. 85.
28. Andre Breton, Les pas perdus, NRF, Paris 1 9 24 , p. 1 1 0.
29. On the subj ect of this Pedan tissimus, his literary career and the
princi pies of
governme nt he employed, we may relish A Corpse by Jacques Prevert, and
reprinted in
Nadeau's History of Surrealism, p. 3 0 1 : 'When he was alive, he wrote to
shorten his time,
he said, to find men, and when he happened to find them, he was mortally
afraid, and
pretending an overpowering affection, lay in wait for the moment when
he could cover
them with filth.'
30. Breton, Manifestos ofSurrealism, p. 26.
31. Ibid.
32. Ibid . , p. 14.
3 3 . Louis Aragon, Paris Peasan t , trans. Simon Watson Taylor,
Cape, London 1971,

will formulate ,
.
has already been hmted at by some sociologists, but on the whole
it has been
disregarded . Thus Roger Caillois, for whom the ' sacred' is an external
category of
.
.
feeilng, has sImply failed to understa nd its fate.
Jean Effel's charming drawings of angels, saints and holy fathers in
comic postures
are much more 'profoun d' in this connection than much of what
the professional
sociologists have produced.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

�

p. 24.
34. Ibid., p. 27.
35. Ibid. , p. 28.
3 6 . ( 7i·ans. ) A reference to Eugene Sue's novel of criminality in
Paris ( Mysteries of Paris, Dedalus, Sawtry, U K 1 988). Marx examines it
at length in
Holy Family.

3 7 . Salvador Dali, quoted in The History of Surrealism, p. 200.
38. Ibid., p. 204. ( Trans . : The object described is Giacometti's
sculpture L'Heure des

traces.)

3 9 . Ibid. , pp. 204-5.
40. Andre Breton, Mad Love, trans. Mary Ann Caws, University of
Nebraska,
.
Lmcoln and London, 1 987; pp. 15-16.
4 1 . This law, the first of the laws which the critique of everyday
life

Notes to Pages 722- 735

Notes to Pages 738- 774

42. ( Trans.) A reference to Apollinaire's poem 'L'Enchanteur pourrissant'.
43. Intimate Journals, p. 92.
44. ( Trans.) Baudelaire's most famous presentation of this idea is in the sonnet
'Correspondences', in Selectred Poems , trans. and in trod. Joanna Richardson, Penguin,
Harmondsworth 1975, p. 43 .
45. M. Chestov, Pouvo irs des clefs, Pleiade, Paris 1 928, p. 382.
46. Benjamin Fondane, La Conscience malheureuse, Denoel et Steele, Paris 1936,
p p . 270-71.
.
47. ( Trans.) Between 1 945 and 1 9 50 the PCF attempted to put on a � mte� fro�t to
condemn Sartre's existentialism, which was perceived as bemg IdealIst, mdIvIduahstIc
and anti-Communist, and as the Party's leading intellectual Lefebvre dir�cted the
attack, notably in L'existentiatisme ( 1 946). Some of the acrimony of thIS claSSIC
'argument', which is well-documented in Mark Poster's Existentialzst MarXIsm In Postwar
France, is apparent in the references made to Sartre throughout the In troductIOn.

Chapter 3

48. ( Trans.) Garcin in In Camera.
49. ( Trans.) Brilliant for the power and inventiveness of his novels (the most famous
being Journey to the End of the Night), despicable - presumably - on account of his anti
semitism and his defection to the Nazis in 1944.
50. Jean Cassou, Le Centre du man de, Sagittaire, Paris 1945, p. 199.
51. Ibid., p. 238.
52. It is rather significant that Aragon's great novel A u r"lien should also be a novel of
defeat (the failure of a man and a woman, the failure of a love). Why failure? Through
duality. Berenice is in love with Aurelien, and her love is 'absolute': Aurelien is in love
with Berenice. As both of them are in decisive, idle beings, as 'rdative' as it is possible to
be, and led on by circumstances over which they have no control, they are unable either
to fullil or even to recognize their love. The most moving parts of the book are achieved
through the intervention of a magical object: a strangely bea utiful plaster mask . . .
The author's social realism appears only marginally in the story. By an analogous
contradiction , Marcenac's short story 'A Merveille' is a satire on the marvellous written
in a wonder-struck manner.

Chapter 2

1. ( Trans.) Charles Maurras and Maurice Barres were both writers with nationalist
right-wing credentials. Maurras was a founder member of Action franc;:aise. .
2. Marc B loch , Caracteres originaux de (,histoire rurale franfaise, Colin, Paris 1956,
pp. 64-5 .
.
. .
3. ( Trans.) Pierre Emmanuel's poetry is a complex mIxture of CatholIcIsm,
Freudianism and myth, and attempts to continue the tradition of French Symbolism.
4. Now and again, even in the time of sublime history, someone would let the cat
out of the bag. For example the nai've historian of Gascony, abbe Monlezun, who
around 1850 gave a learned account of how the Church had accumulated its wealth in
the Middle Ages: lords and kings spent rashly and became i mpoverished; but the
Church ' managed the assets' of the poor prudently; and in its blessed hands, those
assets bore fruit.
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1. Kant, ' Preface to First Edition', in Critique of Pure Reason, trans. N. K. Smith,
.
Macmillan, London 1973, p. 9.
2. ( Trans.) All the preceding quotations have been from Kierkegaard's Journal, in
my translation from Lefebvre's unspecified French version.
3. ( Trans.) This seventeenth-century theologian is most famous for his funeral
orations. His Discourse gives a theological interpretation of history.
4. ( Trans . ) Cr. Chapter 1, p. 1 17, where it is categorized as the law of the
'transformation' of the irrational.
5. Cr. Norbert Guterman and Henri Lefebvre, La Conscience mystifiee, Gallimard,
ColI. 'Les Essais', Paris 1 936.
6 . ( Trans . ) Cr. Foreword, n . 26 on the word 'prive'.
7 . ( Trans.) The first section of The Human Comedy is in fact subtitled ' Scenes from
Private Life'.
8. Cr. Norbert Guterman and Henri Lefebvre, ' Individu et classe', A va nt-Paste, no.
1, Paris 1 93 3 ; also La Conscience privie, sequel to La Conscience mystifiee, in preparation
( Trans . : but never published).
9. ( Trans.) Charles Peguy was a poet and essayist w ho transferred his allegiance
from socialism to a kind of idiosyncratic Catholicism. He was an ardent nationalist, and
was closely associated with the cult of Joan of Arc. He died in 1 9 14 .
10 . Marx, 'The Holy Family', i n Collected Works, vol. 4 , Lawrence a n d Wishart,
London 1 97 5 , p. 42.
1 1. Ibid.
12. Ibid . , p. 43.
13. Cr. Leon Blum's speech at the 1 945 Socialist Congress, etc.
14. ( Trans.) Cr. Proudhon's Thiorie de la propriete, vol. 4 .
1 5 . Marx, T h e H o l y Family', p. 42.
16. Marx, 'Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts', in Early Writings , Penguin,
Harmondsworth 1 9 7 5 , p. 36 1 .
1 7 . I bid.
18. Ibid. , p. 3 7 7 .
1 9 . Ibid. , p. 3 58 .
20 . Ibid. , p . 3 5 9 .
21. Ibid.
22. I bid.
23. Ibid., p. 3 52.
24. Marx, Cap ital Volume 1, Penguin, Harmondsworth 1 976, p. 3 10.
25. Marx, ' Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts', p. 324.
26. Marx, The German Ideology, Progress Publishers, Moscow 1 968, p . 45.
27. Marx, 'On the Jewish Question', Early Writings, p. 183.
28 . Ibid.
29. Marx, Capital, vol. 3, p. 959.
30. Marx, 'Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts', p. 3 5 1 .
3 1 . Ibid.
32. Ibid.
33. ( Trans.) This ' quotation' - Tart est la plus haute joie que l'homme se donne a
lui-meme' - is Lefebvre's own formula, although he used it later as a preface to his
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Contribution a l'esthetique ( 1 954), attributed to Marx. This ' forgery' was included among
the reasons given for his suspension from the FCP in 1958.
34. Ibid . , pp. 3 5 1 -2 .
3 5 . Ibid., p. 352.
36. Marx, Capital, vol. 3 , p. 9 5 9 .
3 7 . Ibid.
38. Ibid.

Kalka's novels also try to describe the life of men who move forward blindly towards
their 'fate'. And yet by overemphasizing the tone of anguish, he misses the worst
deception of all: the moral or social euphoria in which public consciousness attempts to
keep the 'private' individual (unless it casts him down brutally, and without transition,
into so deep a despair that he no longer even attempts to realize his 'destiny').
6. In particular, the life of women and the way their tasks are organized, etc.,
constitutes one of these little-known sectors which are explained ofIicially by a
mystifying moral scheme (sacrifice or dedication as a 'vocation' - or else a lack of moral
sense with prostitution as a 'vocation' - these alternatives are what the average public
consciousness proposes as explanations for the lives of individual women) . . .
7. The study of everyday life can supply socio-economic science with some
extremely important documentary material. For example, it confirms the following fact,
or rather law, established by Marx: class implies not only a quantitative difference (in
salaries, wages and income), but also a qualitative one (in the distribution and use of
income). Thus in Paris (quoting the prices for 1938) the boundary between poor
quality, unsanitary accommodation and bigger, better-lit, better-situated and equipped
housing clearly lay between 4,000 and 5 ,000 francs rent a year. With a relatively small
amount of money extra - but too much for the proletarian to afford - one could move
from working-class or very petty-bourgeois accommodation to a 'middle-class' flat.
Other examples: normally or even under black market situations, a shoddy suit would
cost x francs, while a high-quality one costing one and a half times more, apart from
being nicer to wear, would last three times as long. Labour-saving devices in bourgeois
flats (refrigerators, washing machines, etc.) were also much more economical.
Proletarian life is not defined simply by lack of money, but also by pointless but
unavoidable expenditure and waste.
A law can be formulated: the richer one is, the cheaper one's life will be (relatively).
During an ' abnormal' period of black market or underproduction, well-off families
with a farm or a smallholding are able to lay their hands on foodstuffs which are of
better quality and much cheaper than those 'poor people' have to buy.
The boundaries between classes may not be rigorously defined, but they exist none
the less, and in every area of everyday life: accommodation (space, surface area,
ventilation, sunlight), food, clothing, use of leisure time, etc.
The well-off classes generally spend their income more wisely than the working
classes or the peasants, who are always short of something and who are thus unable to
use their money rationally. A relatively small increase in income results in a move up
from one category into another because of the things it makes possible.
8. ( Trans.) Drieu la Rochelle was a novelist and right-wing ideologue. He edited the
Nouvelle Revue Fran,aise during the Occupation. He committed suicide in 1 945.
9. ( Trans . ) Cr. Chapter 3 , n. 33.

Chapter 4
1. ( Trans.) This is a perennial problem for translators of Marx and Marxist
literature, and is compounded when one is translating from a language other than
German. I have used ' supersede' and its derivatives throughout. Cr. the Glossary in the
Penguin edition of Marx's Early Writings.
2. The aim of several books which were written before this Critique of Everyday Life
was to rediscover authentic Marxism, to bring these fundamental notions to light and
readopt them. In our introduction to Marx, Marceaux choisis, Norbert Guterman and I
drew attention to economic fetishism (a notion long neglected by Marxists) as well as to
dialectical method. In La Conscience mystifiee we showed how the movement from
appearance to reality (and vice versa) functions in the domain of ideas and represent
ations. We attempted to analyse this movement in our times, by showing how, on the
basis of an existing 'mode of production', the bourgeoisie pushes towards mystification ,
while the proletariat and its representatives struggle towards demystification. In the
second part of that book we presented the entire scope of the alienation of ' modern'
man. Lastly, in Dialectical Materialism, I developed for the first time in modern
philosophy the notion of the 'total man', linking it to the fundamental theses of
Marxism, to dialectical logic and to the theories of alienation and of economic
fetishism. Since these works are either out of print or were destroyed in 1 940, it seemed
worthwhile drawing attention here to the overall plan on which they were based. ( Trans.
Dialectical Materialism has been reprinted at least seven times, and has been translated
into many languages. La Conscience mystifiee was reissued in 1 979.)
3 . ( Trans.) Although Lefebvre has become better known as a theorist of urban space,
his studies of rural communities were crucial to the development of his critique of
everyday life. In 1948 he undertook research in rural sociology at the CNRS (Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique), and in 1 95 4 he defended two doctoral theses on
rural communities in the Pyrenees.
4. ( Trans.) Lefebvre was to address this question in more detail fifteen years later in
his Introduction a la modernite ( I 962 ).
5 . Cr. an attempt to analyse this interaction in La Conscience mystifiee.
Psychoanalysts have attempted to examine this situation of the so-called 'modern'
man. The higher mental agency they describe, though without understanding its social
nature - censorship, superego, etc. - corresponds to the 'public' consciousness. But
their realistic conception of the unconscious limits the value of their analysis
considerably. What we must discover in this mystifying notion is precisely the real
content of our consciousness, merged with deprivation and the growing awareness of it,
and repressed by the ' public' consciousness.
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Chapter 5
1. ( Trans.) A reference to Baudelaire's sonnet 'Correspondences' : 'In unity profound
and recondite . . . Sounds, fragrances and colours correspond.' ( Selected Poems, Penguin,
Harmondsworth 1975, p. 4 3 . )
2. Aeschylus, 'The Choephori', in The Oresteian Trilogy, trans. R. Fagels, Penguin,
Harmondsworth, 1 9 5 9 .
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3. In Romantic drama and in melodrama, great crimes, betrayals, parricides, all
take place during violent storms (cf. the third act of Trente ans au la vie d'unjoueur). The
next part of this work will include a sociological study of melodrama, its relation to life
and the curious fact that at the beginning of the twentieth century a huge number of
people stopped understanding melodrama; certain myths, certain moral postulates
implied by melodrama and still 'lived out' during the Romantic era, suddenly
disappeared from people's consciousness.
4. In a ' modern' ceremony which deserves a detailed ethnological analysis - the
drawing of the Loterie Na tionale - the mathematical chance by which fortunes are made
used to be set off by children in care. (Did this practice become ritualized, and is it still
maintained;» It exemplifies an 'apparent im morality' which conceals an underlying
'morality', and some characteristic myths. It seems that only the hands of children and
paupers are 'pure' enough (pure in what way - unsullied by money?) to act as an
instrument for the Goddess of Luck, to embody her momentarily, to observe the laws of
absolute chance and to confer wealth unearned by labour without incurring some kind
of divine wrath. In this ceremony dedicated to Money, poverty is there, not as a
metaphor, but present in its cruellest form: poverty-stricken little orphans. Money, the
capitalist Fetish, deigns to come down from its heavenly throne and move among those
whom it has damned, and who are therefore in some sense dedicated to it. Apparently
it was customary for the first-prize winners to donate part of their win'riings to these
children (the 'sacrifice'); thus the children's participation in the ceremony gave them a
kind of ' right'. The winners, meanwhile, were in this way somehow excused for their
excessive good luck, vouchsafed more luck for the future, and enabled to justify
themselves vis-a-vis morality, the law and the last remnants '�f human community . . .
This remarkable form of festival, ceremony and sacrifice makes the 'modern' meaning
of these fairly clear; it also helps to situate our 'civilization', with its metaphysical and
moral fictions.
5 . ( Trans.) A Pyrenean woman's hood.
6 . ( Trans.) In 1 945 Latin was still the liturgical language of the Catholic church.
7. ( Trans.) 'In the beginning was the word.'
8 . ( Trans. ) Jansen's A ugustinus ( 1 640) develops a doctrine of almost Calvinistic
severity, which denies free will . In La Somme et Ie reste, Lefebvre talks of the narrow,
'almost Jansenist' faith of his mother. During his studies under Brunschvicg at the
Sorbonne, Lefebvre's diplome d'itudes superieures was on Jansen and Pascal. The
Summa Theologiae is by Thomas Aquinas.

Martin Russak, The Candle', New Masses, November 1928.
Martin Russak, ' Paterson', ibid ., June 1 92 8 .
Miriam Allen deFord, 'August 22, 1 927', ibid., February 1 9 2 9 .
Ralph Cheyney, 'Baw l , Kid ' , ibid. , July 1 929.
( Trans.) Lefebvre was always very scornful about Gide, who had been a
significant influence on many of his generation , but whom he considered to be over
intellectual , and a crypto-puritan. In La Somme et Ie reste he says that 'I could well have
become a follower of Gide, just as I could have been a Surrealist . . . [but] he failed to
reach me because - his homosexuality apart - I had already lived through most of the
tribulations he describes, but much more violently.'
10. ( Trans.) The source given by Lefebvre for this quotation is Confluences, no.5 , but
this appears to be incorrect.
1 1 . Pierre Courtade, Action, 25 April 1945.
12. Henri Meggle, Ricit d'un rescapi. ( Trans. : I was unable to trace this text.)
13. Pelagia Lewinska, Vingt mois a Auschwitz , Paris 1945, pp. 40-4 1 .
1 4 . David Rousset, Revue internationale, n o . I.
15. Lewinska, Vingt mois a A uschwitz, p. 6 1 .
1 6 . Ibid., p . 70.
1 7 . Rousset, Revue internationale, no. I.
1 8 . Lewinska, Vingt mois a Auschwitz, p. 126.
1 9 . Ibid., p. 129.
20. Ibid . , p. 130.
21. Ibid . , p. 1 3 5 .
2 2 . Ibid.
23. ( Trans.) Cr. Chapter 3 , n. 33.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

.

Chapter 6
I. Pierre Courtade, Action, July 1 945.
2. ( Trans.) Jules Romains founded the Unanimist group ( 1 908) which tried to

replace fin de siecle individualism with a vague communal spirit. His most famous
work is the sequence of novels Les hom mes de bonne volanti.
3. Pierre Morhange. ( Trans. : The exact source is unspecified.)
4. ( Trans.) The poems collected here had originally been published In the
American Communist revue New J\!Jasses.
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